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It's different alright. Clearly different.
In fact, it's unheard of.
Imagine sound so rich and dazzling,
so dynamically out -o -this -world, so clearly
clear, so oh so colorful.
Imagine rock's sonic sounds sounding
supersonic. And sou 's fiery tones breathing

fire. And a very vivid Vivaldi. And jazz that
jumps.
Imagine all that explosive vibrancy in
a clear cassette that gives you a clear
view of exactly how much Sony tape is left.
Unheard of? Of course.
Every otner tape pales by comparison.
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My car stereo dealer told me if you want clean,
clear accurate sound-choose yow speakers
first. Because if the speakers can't handle
it, you won't hear it. No matter what kind of
sound your receiver pulls ir.
Then he cold me: Jensen'
If you want to hear it the way they played it,
choose Jensen speakers first. Jensen invented
car speakers in the first place. And they're
a eader today Simply because they krow
how to deliver the goods.
Naturally I got a Jensen receiver to go
with my Jensen speakers. Great team,
designed to play best together Makes sense.
Makes great sound, too. I want to hear
it all. With Jensen, I do.

JENSEN®
When ou want it alL
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Introduction Many gut es to
magnetic I ape recording prepared
by record ng tape manufacturers
concern themselves with how fas-

cinating and difficult tape is to
make.

Somehow though, there never
seems to he enough time to share

this "hands on" part of their expertise with the rest of the world.
Consequently, TDK Electronics
has decided to make this guide a

little diffe ent from the rest. Of
course, it explores the history of
tape and t he products that TDK
manufactures, which we believe
best demonstrate what tape recording products are about today. But

TDK's "Working Guide to Better
Recording ;" also probes the day-

Some Background About TDK
It was 50 years ago that TDK of audio and video recording tape
scientists first developed and com- worldwide. Today, on its 50th
mercialized the use of a magnetic birthday, TDK boasts the inmaterial called ferrite, which has

dustry's broadest range of techno-

become the foundation for logically advanced audio and
magnetic tape products. Through videotape products designed to
the years, TDK's commitment to meet every need.

research and development has
enabled it to expand the role of this

in the TDK tradition of quality and

reliability in state-of-the-art re-

magnetic material from use in cording technology. The tapes are

fairly simple ferrite motor cores to
highly sophisticated magnetic me-

available in two defined levels of

performance-the Professional

dia such as audio and video cas- Reference Series for professional
settes as well as computer diskettes. and audiophile applications and
TDK's technological leadership the Reference Standard Series for
to-day experience of living with
tape and using it to its fullest potential. Sc me of the information
our guide .mparts may already be

and companywide commitment to non-nmfessional uses.
quality have enabled it to earn its
Our current line of audiotapes
status as the leading manufacturer and related accessories continues

known to :'ou, and some of its advice may come as something of a
surprise. I i either case, it demonstrates that TDK considers record-

ing tape not just a product to be
sold, but an experience to be enjoyed.

TDK's Irvine, CA audio plan'
Enter No. 55 or Reader Service Card
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magnetic buildup, even on the
most inaccessible heads.
There is no substitute for careful eyeball inspection. TDK's
HC -1 is a convenient cleaner for
routine maintenance and provides
an effective way to keep recording heads free of oxide buildup,
dust and dirt. Its use is recommended after every eight hours
of play, and it is also packaged in
a cassette configuration.
Before every recording project,
use cotton swabs touched up with
a few drops of solvent (pharmaceutical alcohol is safe with virtually every modern machine,
but be sure to check with the
manufacturer if in the slightest
doubt.) Pay especially close attention to the areas where capstan(s) and pinch rollers(s) make
contact. Put the machine into the
"play" mode and apply your
swab to the right side (where the
tape feeds out) of the assembly.
Keep at it until the swab comes
out absolutely clean. Don't let
cotton fibers break loose from the
swab and take a trip through the
mechanism. When you're
finished, you should be able to
see cleanliness which, in this instance is definitely next to perfect
recordings.

As a vital first step, be sure that
your audio cassette deck or open
reel recorder is demagnetized and
clean. For cassette decks, TDK's
battery -operated cassette head demagnetizer HD -01 is a quick and
effective demagnetizing device
because, properly, it addresses itself not only to the heads, but
also to the guides and support
structure of the transport, some
parts of which may carry residual
magnetism. The unit fits simply
into a tape deck like an ordinary
cassette. A hand-held demagnetizer like TDK's HD -11 will do as
well if used carefully. Remember
the job requires close attention.
The HD -11 features a plastic-coyofing tip th
harges

At this point you're clean and loaded
with tape (exactly which TDK tape is

a subject we'll get into later). You
can, if you wish, run the tape through

the transport for its entire length (at
PLAY speed, and with record mode
engaged). This is an old professional

practice, unnecessary with many
modern tape formulations such as
TDK's, but it does give the tape a bit

of polish and ensures that the tape
pack is winding smoothly on your
machine.

If you're using a cassette, flip the
tape and start your recording on side
B. Don't go into fast rewind, or you
might pack the tape too tightly or dis-

.4411111111Plr'
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always want to record at a high level,
but not so high that you can hear the

effects of distortion and, in the case
of cassettes, especially, the high -frequency losses characteristc of tape
saturation.

Let's discuss the subject in a little
more detail. First of all, the main idea
with a modern tape of high quality is

to avoid the distortion and/or high -

frequency losses that will occur if
your recording levels go "over the
top." Too low a level will result in
more noise than is strictly necessary,
but the noise -reduction facilities provided in all cassette decks with pretensions to quality should keep you
4.74.

TDK® -TE SA

turb the careful alignment that a wind

at play speed will give you. While
you're working with side A, and if
you have the patience, it's not a bad
idea to record a minute or two of actual material (from FM, or anything
else you've got) using normal recording practice. Then go back, using the
machine in RECORD with no input,
and see if you can successfully erase
the signal you just laid down. If you

can't, there are possibilities of machine/tape incompatibility.
If you can, you're okay so far. You
should be doing all this, incidentally,
as close to the time and place that you
want to make your "keeper" recording as possible. Just carrying a loaded

tape machine across the street can,
occasionally, have important effects

'491111111110.
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ow to con 'tit the actu program
material, and the ways in which your
recording level meters and controls
can assist you in capturing it. In this,
there is one rule, and only one: you

on the winding integrity of your carefully prepared tape pack. By the way,
TDK carefully inspects each cassette
and open -reel tape before it leaves the
plant to ensure continual smooth -running performance.

out of serious trouble. Otherwise, a
level on the tape that is lower than the

maximum achievable is no problem
at all. You just turn up the amplifier
to compensate.
However, be constantly aware that
distortion and high -frequency losses
that wind up on the tape can be compensated for by nothing. They're permanent and ineradicable. The wise
recordist therefore avoids incurring
them at all costs.
Considering the vagaries that arise
in interpreting the readings of record -

level indicators (see the following
section), it is essential that the recordist learn to use his ears as a guide. A
bit of training is required for this, and
the best way to proceed is to select a

very high level musical source (big
crescendoes on LP should be good,

and the same on CD even better;
avoid using FM for this purpose) and
experiment.

Continued on Page 11
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A ro
Are recording level meter systems
then useful at all? Of course. Although it would take many years' experience to lear 1 how to record well
with meters aloi le, they do remain indispensable gui Jes in charting your

v.TDK FOSITION
-TYPE?
11
PA

C)

TDK's improved
AD audio cassette
is ideal for high

fidelity recording
applications.

progress and letting you back to
where you were a moment or a week
before. It's di 'ficult to generalize
about meters bi ;cause they differ so

much in type Ind calibration, and
their readings di m't necessarily mean
the same for oni; tape as for another.
However, as t he general rule, modern cassette dec ks are equipped with

Normal Ella% /20

HIGH OUTPUT/ Laboratory Standard Gesso to Mechanism

either peak-rea ling or VU meters,
and the most in portant thing to keep
in mind about t his distinction is that
recording leve Is for peak -reading
systems will, with transient material,
indicate levels t -rat read roughly 7 dB
higher than VU types will. Determin-

ing which met( r type your machine
employs is not always obvious, but
after a bit of e) perience you will be
able to distingu sh between them easily just by wa' ching their behavior

Today, tape is so good that level
manipulations are unnecessary ex-

objectionable. On the whole, it's

cept in the most critical circumstances, when the recordist feels
instinctively that he can't do a satis-

for the recording project at the outset, and not meddle with them afterward. For this application, the use of

factory job without resorting to them.

metering systems is reasonably

Tape is also good enough to render
the slightest clumsiness in a gain -rid-

probably better to set levels correctly

straightforward, if not competely
illuminating.

ing effort immediately audible and

with acutal mug is material.
Again, this not terribly difficult,

but it is exacting. The more experience you gain with different music,
machines and t tpe, the sooner you'll
be able to copy quickly with a change

in any or all of the three, and to use
the meters in t fashion that will let
you know wha; you'll probably hear
in the finished i ecording.

Most cassette decks employing
Dolby noise eduction bear markings on their rin( ter -system faces indi-

cating Dolby l evel, which by convention corres )onds to a recorded
level of 200 n mowebers per meter
(nW/m) on the tape. The Dolby indexes are place ;d at +2 dB in most
cases, but OCCE sionally they turn up

at 0 or even -:! dB. What this information tells yo r is that, in general, it
may be safe a Id even advisable to
use correspond ngly higher recording
levels on the verage with the first
type of machine, and to be appropriately conser 'ative with the others.
However, th s rule can only be ap-

proximate, and the actual results
achieved will t lepend greatly on the

overall record ng characteristics of
the machine, a nd even more greatly
on the perform; nee capabilities of the
tape. Naturally we expect you'll find
TDK tape able to tolerate higher recording levels without strain, and to

exhibit higher maximum output
levels before d stortion occurs, parti-

cularly at hid h frequencies, than
many other taps formulations.

It takes only a few seconds to visually inspect the playing surface
of an LP and discover where the
highest recorded levels are.
These should be test recorded in
advance, with very aggressive recording levels (don't worry;
nothing will break), to determine
the absolute maximum level your
recording system will tolerate before audible distortion/saturation
occurs. That's the optimum level.
It will differ from LP to LP, and
you'll find, if you're using cassettes, that the highest levels of
high -frequency information will
be the most useful guides. Use
your meters to learn what these
levels look like, and take mental
notes accordingly. They won't
teach you everything about recording, but they'll be a good
start.
Always listen as you're watching the meters, so that you can
keep track of the kind of signal
they most actively respond to.
Certain meters will let you know
with vigorous activity when a
crash cymbal is struck. Others
will barely move. All will
strongly register the presence of a
deep organ pedal, but experience
will probably teach you that you

can get away with surprisingly
high levels of deep organ pedal if
they're not accompanied by huge
outbursts of brass and/or that inevitably worrisome cymbal
crash.
Beyond that, there's little to do
except punch the RECORD button and go, except for a subtle
problem that occasionally crops
up. Some record playing systems
become unstable when encountering severe record warps, and
will deliver a signal too low in
frequency to be heard per se, but
strong enough to overload a recording system to the point of
gross distortion, even though the
rendition might sound perfectly
acceptable when played with no
attempt made at recording it. The
symptoms, heard when you play
back the recording just made,
will normally be a shocking
"garble" distortion recurring at
the rotational rate of the record,
and eyeballing that rate while listening to the result is what will let
you identify the difficulty. A filter introduced somewhere between turntable and recorder will
fix you up temporarily, but the
only real fix has to be applied at
the record player itself.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

tape. Th reason is that broadcast
strength is restricted by law, and
while virtually all competent
broadcasters use all the strength
they're allowed to the maximum,
relatively few of them cheat
enough to become conspicuous,
and the cheating could never

osto"t e oregoing sti stands,
except that, in theory, you should
be able to use the same record
level for every FM broadcast
you'll ever have access to; unless, of course, the signal is too
weak to achieve full limiting, or
you change tuners, recorders, or

amount to more than a dB or so.
Therefore, your best procedure
is to find the loudest, most obnoxious source of high-energy,
compressed rock/disco in your
locality, set your recording levels
to the maximum before you hear
loss of high frequencies, and use
that recording level for everything thereafter, including the
most delicate presentations of
clavichord performances. You
have to depend on the technician
in the broadcast studio to take
care of the rest. You don't have
enough control to do much more.
An exception exists in the case
of stations broadcasting Dolby
FM. Because they're probably
quality -conscious, their signal

should be pretty good-good
enough to be worth trying some
tricks with that this article cannot, alas, be long enough to detail. But unless you're prepared to
research and undertake serious
technicalities, the best advice
would be to treat Dolby FM
broadcasts as you would any
other (although, of course, decoding them appropriately if your
tuner has the means to do so).

10A11010)111.14101KO 001$4(400oust.-1
Some have said it can't be done, but
you can indeed copy the content of a
compact disc onto a cassette with excellent results. The most significant
difference between dubbing an LP
and dubbing a CD is that you can't

imum level, and you should begin to
get a feeling of what that means for

locate the CD's highest recorded

expect a few pleasant ones. At worst,
recording from a CD is not any more

your recorder in fairly short order.
CD's are indifferent to frequency versus -level considerations, so expect a few nasty surprises. But also

levels by eye. If you don't know the
music (and even if you do), you're

going to have to work your way
through everything you want to record by ear and meter, test recording
the more difficult passages as you go

along. This may sound tedious, and
will be the first few times, but CD's
are restricted by technology to a max-

&TDK

difficult than recording from a live
performance. TDK's award -winning HX-S tape, the first metal formulation which records in the high
bias position, is particularly recommended for recording from digital
discs, as are TDK MA and MA -R
metal tapes.

not always, and it remains generally true that, for live recording, cas-

settes may not be the medium of
choice. Their great advantage is portability, which is so persuasively at-

tractive that even professional

recordists on their days off will walk
around with a personal -portable cas-

sette recorder just to see what they
can pick up from clubs and street musicians. Also, demo tapes, made so a

record producer can get an idea of
what an unknown band sounds like,
are very often in cassette form. How-

ever, for commercial release purposes, reel-to-reel still owns the

business, largely because of its
greater headroom and editability.
Live recording is, of course, much
too large a subject for treatment in a

few paragraphs. But all the above
guidelines generally apply. How-

HX-S

ever, you should be aware that TDK
offers some exceptionally advanced
tapes for the open reel format, including SA (Super Avilyn) EE tape made

for high -end component systems
with EE (extra efficiency) 1/2 -speed
EXTENDED HIGH END HIGH MOL HIGH OUTPUT
LABORATORY STANDARD CASSETTE MECHANISM
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position and GX-Pro Quality for
HX-S, the first metal tape for
the high -bias position.

standard speed recordings.
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rue ice
Different t Ifte formulations and
types co-exi..,t not only to give you
,

7DK's NEW
IMPROVED "SA"

the most a s [-effective choice for
your needs, m.rt also because there is
such a huge p opulation of recorders
in the world h at no one tape, no mat ter how goo( , could possibly be per-

SUPER AVILYN

audio cassette is
the newest
generation of
7DK's premium

feet for all of ' them. With all these
choices, how do you pick the one to
fit your decl ? First, right away, we

have to and erstand what "fit"

means. Talc( some FM interstation

noise and r cord it at a level of

perhaps -10 d B on the meters. If the
ideal "fit" h t here, the recording on
playback sh( 4.1 be an audibly per -

MON RESOLUTION/LABORATORY STANDARD CASSE T 2E IACCHANISM

feet facsimih. )f the original. In prac-

"SA" formulations.
SA, which made
its debut nearly
10 years ago,
continues to lead
the way in premium
high -bias audio
tapes.

tice, the recording will tend to be a
little brighter c 1r a little duller. This is
no necessary nreflection on the quality
of either you r tape or your machine.
It simply sug gests that the two don't
quite fit each a ther, and that there will

therefore be ;( nne mistracking problems with Ttain popular noise -re duction syste nIs, and possibly a few
other difficul es, not obvious at first,
but upsetting to discover down the
line.
When you d on't have a precise fit,

the readiest :Eattic is to try another
tape presume b ly, but not necessarily,
from the sawn e IEC group you've se lected for yo r application. (Normal
Bias, Type I; High Bias, Type II; or
Metal Bias, 1 pe IV.) If the results of
the FM -noise test are discernibly different, event 'a ough not perfect, there
is cause for of Aimism, because your
recorder is owing signs of being in
good conditi( 1. If every tape you try
is, say, a little cduller than the original,

you might very well get it with a
number of tapes), then the sorting for

actual performance quality tegins.
Record all the tapes, at very high re-

With some tapes you'll be con-

rial. Listen for lack of distortion with
the former and lack of noise with the
latter. Do not hastily jump to conclusions for one tape begins to distort at
levels of +3 dB while another seems

is more difficult to avoid than you

impossible to overload. Select your
levels for what seems to achieve the
best (or avoid the worst) from each

ments. With others you'll be aware
that distortion on high-level passages
suspected when you made the record-

ings. On a number, you'll discover
that cymbals you thought you were
capturing fully have somehow become more subdued.
What you'll learn from this test, if
carried out exhaustively, will tell you

more about the right tape for your
machine than ten thousand more
words. It should not, however, dissuade you from performing the same
test next year, and the year after, as
new tapes emerge. AT TDK, the understanding of the tape/machine in-

terface is acute, and a tape that fits
most machines and otherwise performs with true distinction is proba-

bly more easily found within the
TDK product line than any other.

TDK has de eloped the two refer -

'MK SA -X90

SUP. PVILYN CASSETTE

Pcsition

cern for qua l ity that goes into all
TDK product s , there are differences
in the perfo mance capabilities of
each product that make it best suited

sonic excellence. That's one reason
they're the choice of the most discriminating audiophiles as well as
most hardware manufacturers, who
use TDK as a reference for bias calibration.
The TDK Reference Standard Se-

to more speci is applications.

meet all pros essional requirements,

music for enjoyment.
scious of more noise during quiet mo-

new machine thas come.
When you :; et a satisfactory fit (and

The Profe sional Reference Se ries, with a variety of products to

results as if you were just playing

cord levels, with musical test passages that include both very loud
cymbal activity and very soft mate-

the time tot ink about repairs or a

ence levels to help users evaluate and
choose the be st tape for their particular needs. Alt [tough both levels have
been develop 2 d using the same con-

individual tape, and then listen to the

represents the highest level of
achievement in recording -tape technology. Each tape sets a standard for

ries provides outstanding premium
quality for a wide variety of recording needs. Each cassette is a product
of TDK's advanced tape technology
and offers maximum reliability, performance and value.
9
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Your present tape recorder undoubtedly has a tape -type switch
that adjusts the machine for the
tape formulation you wish to use,
but that doesn't guarantee that the
IEC Type II position will be right
on the button for every 'Type II
tape you'll ever buy. Minor variations exist between brands of
tape, and even between production batches of the same brand.

The "facsimile recording test,"
discussed in "The Right Tape"
section of this article, is the logical way to find out if the bias provided by your recorder is correct
for the tape you are using. Employ that test faithfully.
There is something more that
it's useful to know, however. For
various reasons, some tapes are
less sensitive to the effects of
minor bias errors than others, and
this can be a comfort when
you're forced to choose between
unfamiliar tapes for a rush recording project. For example, the

Almost all audiophiles know more

about VCRs than they think they
know. Even if they don't know all of
the theory, they know the basic rules:

The higher the frequency response
needed for a signal, the faster the tape

must travel past the tape head; a
signal that is close to the saturation
point of the tape will be less troubled

by noise than a signal recorded at a
lower level; etc.
Video signals do require a very
large bandwidth of at least 3 megahertz for a picture as good as a stand-

ard color TV, so the tape -to -head
speed must be in the order of 6 meters

per second. To achieve such speeds,
it is more efficient to move both the
tape heads and the tape. One way of
doing that is to put the heads on a rotating drum. The color signal is bro-

ken into two parts: color and

brightness. In consumer VCRs, the
brightness (luminance) is put on the
tape as an FM signal at about 3 to 5
megahertz and color signal (chroma)
is recorded as an AM signal at about
600 kilohertz using the FM luminance signal as bias. The exact frequencies are slightly different in Beta

and VHS recorders, the two widely
used consumer formats.

When you buy a machine, the

effect of underbiasing a tape will
be both a rise in high frequencies
and an increase in distortion and
modulation noise. There's not to
much that can be done about high
frequencies and distortion, but if
the tape is carefully designed for
physical and magnetic uniformity
such as the way TDK tapes are,
the modulation noise will be low
to begin with, and it won't be
subject to catastrophic increases
when the recording conditions are
not quite right.
The importance of a good tape
is an overriding consideration for
any recording project, but it is an
especially crucial consideration if
there's any doubt at all about the
match between bias and tape
characteristics. If you ever encounter such doubts, choose a
premium tape such as those by
TDK which excells in overall
characteristics. These tapes will
come through for you, no matter
what your application.

TDK Bias Selector Guide
Recommended for:

Recommended
Cassette

,-

Bias/Eq

General
Purpose

MA -R

MA
SA -X

HX-S

SA
AD
AD -X

characteristics of the machine are already set but you can still exert some
control over the quality of the recordings you make by the tape you select.
It is there that TDK's 50 years of ex-

perience in making magnetic tape
helps you. Audiophiles are already
accustomed to the idea of choosing
from many types of tape for the best
match between the material to be re-

corded, the recorder speed and the
type of tape. TDK offers five grades,

in both Beta and VHS formats, and

D

High Fl
Recording Mastering

Metal/
70µS

Metal/
70µS

High/
70AS

High/
70p S

High/
70µS

Normal/
120/AS

Normal/
120AS

Normal/

1204

,,,

lir

the best one to use for a particular

task can be made on the basis of
manufacturer, application, and cost.
That the quality of the tape you get

depends on cost should come as no
surprise. Since you seek the highest
quality, buy the best grade you can
afford for your most important application. For video recordings chroma

and luminance, (usually called
video) S/N, and the dropout count are
the most important criteria in choosing a grade. The SIN determines the
graininess of the recorded picture and

dropouts (areas where the magnetic
particles are missing) cause the white
or black streaks of missing picture on
playback.
TDK tapes are renowned for their
already low dropout count which gets
even better as the grade gets higher.

The S/N also improves as the grade
gets higher. Each step-up grade offers a S/N about 2 dB better than the
one below it. There are similar increases in audio quality as you step

up. So the difference between the
lowest and the highest grade is about

10 dB. The grades we offer (from
lowest to highest) are: Standard Super Avilyn, HS High Standard, EHG
Extra High Grade, Hi-Fi, and HD Pro.

&TDK

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

Digital Ai o
CM Recording On Your VCR
For some years now recording audio

in digital form, PCM (Pulse Code
Modulation), has been available in
recording studios. Two years ago it
became available to the audiophile
with the introduction of the PCM
adaptor for video recorders. PCM
samples the audio signal 44,000 times a second and records that instantaneous voltage as a number in digital
form. Those numbers have 14 or 16

bits each in their binary form and
whatever machine is used to record
them must have a frequency response
greater than 16 times 44,000 at minimum. No recorder commonly available to the videophile has that type of
frequency response except VCRs, so

-SUPER AV

00-

g§TDK

ND HDPRO
T-120.

they've been pressed into double

As always, the system is not perfect. For perfect replication the num-

ber must be identical, but two
problems arise. First the numbers
may be misread, mutilated or mistranslated. but the encoding scheme
allows for elaborate error correction.
However, the numbers may be entirely missing because of dropouts on
the tape. There are similar error correction devices (dropout compensators) in a VCR which minimize the
effect of dropouts, but they cannot be
relied upon to function effectively for

digital audio purposes. So the only
reasonable solution is to use a tape
with the lowest dropout count. Over
the years, TDK has earned the reputation for the lowest number of dropouts.
In PCM recording uniformity is of

You may make PCM recordings at
any VCR speed, but the fastest available speed, Beta II or VHS -SP, will
yield the best results. The reasoning

is simple. With the tracks closer to-

gether, actually overlapping, at

VHS-SLP speed the likelihood of
having the same dropout affect adjacent tracks is greatly increased.

Among TDK tapes, the higher
grades have the lowest dropout
counts, highest outputs and highest
BET values. (The higher the tape's

BET value. the more particles

packed per square inch, which means

improved clarity.) They also have
lower S/N. As with video, use the
highest grade you can afford for digi-

tal recording. But remember that

every dropout is a problem. Choose

the grade of tape for digital work
carefully, based on how critical the
material you record is. HD -Pro has
the fewest dropouts among TDK's
tapes, and with TDK's EHG Hi-Fi a
close second, both are an admirable
choice for the critical task of recording PCM.

Uniformity from tape to tape
throughout production is also a TDK
strength. The same high performance

level is maintained with each new
batch of binder (particles, adhesives,
etc.), and the result is a tape of con-

sistent properites from batch to
batch. The result is predictability.
You can be sure of the performance
of a tape with the TDK name on it.

paramount importance. The digital
information must be a constant uninterrupted stream with l's always hav-

ing the same value and 0's must
maintain theirs. In spite of how critical these values are, the uniformity of
TDK's tapes ensures that the signals

will maintain their vital integrity.
TDK tapes are made with unusually
small magnetic particles that permit a

higher number of them to be contained in the same volume than with

other tapes, yielding a generally
higher BET value. This dense pack-

ing of the magnetic particles also
yields a higher RF output, further re-

ducing the probability of erroneous
reading. Normal noise levels are not
likely to cause erroneous readings,
but a higher signal level makes such
readings a remote possibility.

Avoid Distortion...
Using the same passage for each
sequence of the test, make a record-

your final record levels for music of

ing at a moderate level (perhaps
around 0 dB on peaks) and listen

quite identify the precisely right point
by ear, err on the side of undistorting

carefully to it. It should sound fine, if
perhaps a bit noisy. Then, using a re-

(that is, lower) levels.
Incidentally, this experimentation
will also teach you the value of a

cording level that is one or two dB
higher, record the passage and listen
again. Raise the level a bit more and
do the same, and soon, until the point
arrives when you can hear the raspy
harshness of distortion and the dulling of the sound on high-level cym-

bal material. At this point you've
gone too far, so back off on levels to
find the point where acceptable becomes unacceptable.
This is about where you want to set

this type; but if you find you can't

good tape (such as TDK) in its properties of forgiveness. A small error in

setting levels will be tolerated by
such a tape because the maximum
output levels afforded, especially at
high frequencies, provide a cushioning margin to keep you out of trouble
when musical events get a little more
violent than expected.
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REMOTE POSSIBILITIES
Everything Under Control
As I've mentioned here before,
manufacturers of remote -controllable
audio and video equipment never
cooperate on control standards. If you
build your entertainment system up
from several companies' components
(and who among us doesn't?), then
the only ways to control things
remotely are to hold a poker -hand of
control transmitters or have a semi custom control system built by
someone like Audio Command
Systems.

Or so I thought, 'til reader Charles
Browder of Deerfield Beach, Fla., told
of his research on the dimensions of
the problem and how he had
managed to solve it.
"I don't like having more than one
remote control," he says, "and prefer
all components to be on one wireless
remote. But, like most serious readers
of Audio, I'd rather choose the best
(at least for the money) from each
company. So I bought a combination
tuner/preamp/controller from a
Technics rack system, together with
its matching remote control, and
hooked it to my Technics turntable
and Akai cassette deck by making
custom adaptor cords for them."
To do so, Mr. Browder bought the
service manuals for his components
to check out how their rear -panel
remote jacks worked. "Akai, Technics,
and (probably) Pioneer, having
identical, eight -pin DIN connectors, all
use open -collector, or sinking, logic.
That is, grounding a pin on the
receiving device's connector
simulates the pressing of a

0

corresponding front -panel switch.
Sony is more unconventional (as
usual), converting their logic to
analog to reduce the number of wires
in the cable to the cassette deck."
Components of different makes
which use the same kind of remote control connectors rarely wire them
alike, though. To make your own
multi -brand remote -control system,
you must first determine which pins
each component uses for which
function and whether all units use the
same type of control logic and
switching (normally open or normally
closed), then set up a table of this

Remote -control jack pinouts for four components.
DIN

Jack
Pin
1

Akai
Cassette
Deck

Technics
Cassette

FF

Pause
Ground

7

Play
Reverse
Rewind
Stop
Pause
Record

8

Auto Mute

2
3
4
5

6

*No connection
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

Deck

Rec Mute
Play
FF

Record
Rewind
Stop

Akai
Turntable

Technics
Turntable

N.C.

Start/Stop
Ground
Cueing

N.C.
Start
N.C.
Cut

data. The Table shown here was
developed by Mr. Browder to
compare the pin assignments of his
Technics controller with those for his
other equipment.
Mr. Browder feels the results are
worth the trouble. But he'd also rather
have a single, industry -wide controller
standard (as would I). Is anyone in
the industry listening? (Now, that
would be a worthwhile EIAJ or DIN

standard.-E.P.)
None of my own equipment is
remotely controllable in any form, so
Mr. Browder's system wouldn't work
for me. The AR remote control,
however, could work with my
equipment. I failed to be properly
impressed with the unit when I
plugged it into my living -room system.
but that wasn't the AR's fault: I had
the forethought to put my system
where I could usually reach its
controls anyway.
Then, Norman Eisenberg's
comparison of stereo remote controls
with those for TV ("Auricle," Audio,
January 1985) gave me an idea-to
put the AR in my bedroom system,
with the video equipment. Both my TV
tuner and my VCR have remote
controls. but there's no remote control
of volume when I play my VCR .. or
wasn't. 'til I put the AR there.
.
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THE BOOKSHELF

UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHTS
In the late '40s, smaller combos of
lesser musicality offered up a highly
rhythmic mixture of blues and oftenmaudlin ballads, which became known
as rhythm and blues. This led, as Fox
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Harlem Opera House. They were now

with bird names), which performed

theater using live talent.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, hardback,
322 pp., $16.95; Holt/Owl Books, paperback, $9.95.

home free, with Harlem's only black

only the most elemental kind of music,

Dozens of people-including band-

without a band, making their effects
with vocal gymnastics. These in turn

leader Andy Kirk; singers Ruth Brown,
Gladys Knight, Anthony Gourdine (of
Little Anthony and The Imperials), Nancy Wilson, Dionne Warwick, Leslie Ug-

led to the slick, professionally choreographed acts of the '50s, '60s and

'70s, which eventually became tied
down to a formula as one vocal group
after another performed their current
recorded hits, often mimed to a taped
soundtrack.
By tying itself to the hit -record formu-

Showtime at the Apollo by Ted Fox.

1935, after the death of one of the
Apollo's owners, Schiffman and
Brecher bought out the Apollo, and
decided to only show movies at the

points out, to groups like The Orioles
(one of the first of many hit combos

la, the Apollo sounded its own death
knell, because the popular groups of
The Apollo Theatre in the early '50s.

competition with the Apollo. In mid -

gams, and Johnny Otis; behind -thescenes producers like Leonard Reed
and Honi Coles, and dancer Sandman

Sims-were interviewed for this book.
They detail how the theater was run,
how artists gradually became stars,
and how the Schiffmans held due bills
on many stars who no longer needed

the '60s and '70s were crossing over to
sell to white audiences; they were playing Las Vegas, getting occasional exposure on television, and making films,

to play the Apollo, but would do so

and many became millionaires. Their

Frankie Lymon, Sam Cooke, and Jack -

when the theater needed a strong act
to make a given week pay off.

The tragic ends to the careers of

ater like the 1,700 -seat Apollo to come

ie Wilson are all detailed in Showtime
at the Apollo. The account of James
Brown's arrival in New York in the

ary 1934 until the end of 1975, and .away with any real money after paying

mid -'50s as a penniless down -and -out -

For more than 40 years, from Janu-

sporadically after, the Apollo Theatre

agents could demand-and getlarge sums, sums too large for a thethe guarantees.

The book tells the colorful story of
most important black theater. Offering how, in the 1920s, Frank Schiffman,
live talent, its presentations reflected manager of the Lafayette Theatre on
all the changes that took place in show "Black Broadway," on 132nd Street,
undercut and squashed his competibusiness.
Ted Fox's well -written book, Show- tors like the Alhambra Theatre (the first
time at the Apollo, is the first serious to offer live shows in the 125th Street
effort to go backstage and get the en- area), which went under in 1931.
on West 125th Street in Harlem was the

tire story of this unique American insti- Schiff man had his own problems
tution, whose premises have been when, in 1932, another operator began
granted landmark status. Related by running shows with the best big bands
marriage to the Schiffman family, who at the 900 -seat Harlem Opera House
owned and operated the theater from on West 125th Street. Schiffman, in
1935 until it closed, author Fox had the desperation, dropped his morning
complete cooperation of Bobby Schiff- prices at the Lafayette down to 100. In
man, the Apollo's last manager, whose 1933, Connie's Inn, a famous nightclub
shrewd methods produced the biggest next to the Lafayette, closed its doors,
grosses in the theater's history. Bobby and "Black Broadway" no longer
is the youngest son of Frank Schiffman, seemed as viable a thoroughfare as it
had been.
who'd taken over the Apollo in 1935.
Schiffman and his boss Leo Brecher,
From the '30s to the later '40s, the
Apollo presented a genuine mix, un- owner of several other theaters in Manderscored by the best big bands and hattan, decided to come down to 125th
featuring top vocalists, vocal groups, Street after the operators at the Harlem
dancers, a chorus line, comedians and Opera House moved to the Apollo, a
acrobatic acts. This blend carried on a former burlesque house which had
carefully nurtured tradition that dated been dark for several years. They took
back almost to the beginning of black over the Harlem Opera House and, for
a year, ran superb shows in direct
show business.
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er who rose to become the Apollo's
biggest earner throughout the '60s, until

his bewildering endorsement of

Richard M. Nixon nearly destroyed his
career, makes fascinating reading.
Bobby Schiffman is quoted early in

the book as saying, "Black people
don't care what happened yesterday,
they want to know what's going to hap pen tomorrow." That statement goes a

long way in explaining how ready
black audiences were to accept the
formula -ridden shows heard at the
Apollo from the '60s until its closing.
went to the Apollo quite often, begin I

ning in 1955, but in the mid -'60s

I

stopped going, save for an occasional
blues show offering T -Bone Walker,
Bobby "Blue" Bland and others, or one
of those which had Ellington or Basie.

is a long, long way from Bessie
Smith, who was one of the Apollo's
It

opening acts in 1934, to Donna Summer, the disco queen whose $5,000 per -night fees amazed Bobby Schiff man in 1975. It's a path I'm afraid too

many of us who've had a chance to
hear the best are no longer willing to
travel.

Showtime at the Apollo gives a vivid
AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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By tying itself into the
hit -record formula, the
Apollo sounded its own
death knell, as the most
popular acts crossed over
into TV and films.
impression of the famed theater in all
its four exciting decades. The theater
is currently owned by Percy Sutton's
Inner City Broadcasting Corporation
and is undergoing extensive renovation with an eye to a future reopening.
I, for one, hope Mr. Sutton can bring off

rights, be updated at least on a yearly

basis, and

it

hasn't been reissued

since 1983. But despite some gaps, it
is a staggering collection of facts that

serious rock musicologists (rockologists?) should have by their bedside.

There are some misspellings, but

a revitalized Apollo once more; in the Hounsome obviously has an extensive
meantime, Ted Fox's book will serve record collection and has done most of
Jon & Sally Tiven
Frank Driggs his homework.
very well indeed.

(Editor's Note: Good news-Ted informs us that the Apollo is due to be Slowhand, The Story of Eric Clapton by
reopened about the time we go to Harry Shapiro. Proteus Books, $5.95.

Facts on File, hardback, 720 pp.,
$17.95; paperback, $9.95.

New Rock Record is a guide to
40,000 rock LPs, telling who the play-

ers are, what instruments they play,
date of issue; most important, the play-

ers are cross-referenced as well. To
say that it is incomplete would be unfair, since a book like this should, by

opera of how the guy fell in love with
his best friend's wife (Patti Boyd Harrison, wife of George), was rebuked by
her, and finally married her years later.
Perhaps there's not much of a personality there, but Shapiro failed even to

get an interview with Clapton, something which might have put some life
into this pamphlet.

This is the first book to be written

This book fails to deliver a personal-

about Clapton since 1976. Harry Shapiro has done some of his homework,

portrait of Eric Clapton or tell us

and new information does emerge-

much about the Guitar God's extramusical life. What Slowhand is, basically,

Greece called The Glands after he left

print.)

New Rock Record by Terry Hounsome.

dominant. The only time we get a good
look at his personal life (aside from his
period of heroin addiction) is the soap

ity

Clapton had a short-lived band in

is a Clapton discography. Historical
information puts each recording in

John Mayall and formed Cream-but
the book can only be recommended

context, detailing who Clapton was listening to, playing with, and in awe of.
But within this little scenario, Clapton
himself seems almost a minor player,

for the most diehard Clapton freak who
already knows everything else and has

with Jack Bruce, Ginger Baker, and
Robert Stigwood emerging as far more

read every interview. And when

it

comes to the matter of the writing style,
this book could be called Slowread.
Jon & Sally Tiven
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THE POWERTRACKEr

THE RESULT OF FIVE YEARS
OF RESEARCH41 NEW TECHNOLOGY:

OPP

Since 1978 NAD has led the world in the production of
affordable amplifiers that produce unexpectedly large amounts
of real speaker -driving power for the reproduction of music.
With the arrival of digital (and other) recordings that capture
the full dynamic and frequency range of live music, the advantages of NAD's approach to amplifier design have been widely
applauded.
The Model 2200 PowerTracker- amplifier is the first of a
new generation of NAD amplifiers destined to set new standards for musically useful dynamic headroom. It is the most
powerful amplifier NAD has ever built-and, in real terms, one
of the most powerful amplifiers on the market today.
Reproducing musical signals, the NAD 2200 routinely delivers over 500 watts per channel into typical loudspeaker impedances. In actual measurement with speakers of complex impedance and lower -than -average sensitivity, the 2200 produces
peak sound pressure levels exceeding 115 dB SPL (Sound Pressure Level) in a medium to large room, with no audible or
measurable distortion.
But in size, heat dissipation, and cost, the NAD 2200 is
similar to many other amplifiers rated at only 100 watts per
channel. For audiophiles who can use and appreciate its capability, the 2200 is unquestionably the best -buy power amplifier
ever manufactured.

The 2200 virtually re -defines the concept of dynamic headroom. Its high power reserves are available, not only for the
short 20 -millisecond bursts used in the standard IHF dynamic
headroom test, but also for musical surges and climaxes lasting ten times longer. Even with compressed recordings of rock
music in which the peaks may be only 8 dB higher than the
average power, that may be enough variation to allow the 2200
to operate at high efficiency and maintain a clipping level above
500 watts per channel into the 4 -ohm impedance that is typical
of real speakers.

THE KEY:
REAL -WORLD DESIGN
Examined from one perspective, the 2200 is a very conservatively rated 100 watts/channel power amplifier that has an
extraordinary +6 dB of dynamic headroom, meaning that it
can produce more than four times its rated power during
musical transients.
Looked at another way, the 2200 is a super -amplifier that
produces between 400 and 800 watts per channel for music
(depending on speaker impedance), but contains an "intelligent" power supply that gives it the modest size, heat dissipation, and cost of a conventional 100 W/ch amplifier.
The key to the design of the 2200, as with all NAD amplifiers, is that its design goes beyond conventional specifications
and laboratory tests to provide optimum performance under
the conditions of everyday use. NAD amplifiers are designed,
first and foremost, to reproduce the dynamically varying
waveforms of music-not just sine -wave test tones. They are
designed to deliver undistorted power to loudspeakers of any
impedance-not just to an 8 -ohm test resistor. NAD's engineers have always recognized the importance of supplying high
levels of output current to drive the low and complex impedances of real loudspeakers. NAD premiered the use of Soft
Clipping'" in solid-state amplifiers to prevent harsh distortion
when the demands of the musical signal exceed the amplifier's
limit. All NAD amplifiers feature high dynamic headroom for the
transient sounds in music.
The NAD 2200 is a truly "dynamic" power amplifier. Its
heart is the unique PowerTracker- control circuit (patent pending), which automatically adjusts the amplifier's maximum
power output according to the dynamic character of the signal
that is being amplified. As befits a product designed for the
reproduction of music, the NAD 2200 achieves its maximum
power output of 400 to 800 watts per channel when amplifying
wide -range musical signals that contain peaks 10 to 20 dB
above the average level. But when the amplifier is fed a high
and constant signal (i.e. a sine -wave test tone instead of a
musical waveform), its maximum output automatically declines
to avoid overheating, and eventually levels out between 100 and
200 watts per channel.

SPECIAL
FEATURES:
The appeal of the NAD 2200 may be based mainly on its
combination of high dynamic power and low cost, but there
are other noteworthy aspects of its design, too.
Transparent sound. The audio circuitry of the 2200 is
based on the same principles that gained worldwide praise
for other NAD amplifiers. In the 2200 the circuitry is scaled
up substantially in speed and power, using the finest selected
parts available today-individually tested filter capacitors and
ultra high-speed transistors for wide bandwidth and extremely
low distortion. The output stage is a fully complementary parallel circuit using high -gain 25MHz transistors with over 10 times
the "safe operating area" of transistors used in typical 100
watts/channel designs.
High -voltage, high -current design. Current flowing through
the voice -coil is what causes a speaker to produce sound, and
NAD was the first manufacturer to emphasize the importance
of high output current capacity-unrestricted by so-called protection circuits-to cope with the complex, reactive impedance
that many speakers present. The NAD 2200 can produce peak
output currents exceeding -± 50 Amperes on demand, together
with peak output voltages of ±95 volts to handle the most dynamic signals.

Continuous sine -wave output conservatively rated
at 100 watts per channdl.

Produces 400 to 800 watts per channel of dynamic
power for music (depending on Impedance).
Generates peak sound pressure levels above 115 dB
with most speakers.
O Bridging circuit yields 400 watts continuous sine -wave
output, over 1200 watts dynamic power for music.
0 High -current output stage delivers peak currents up to
50 Amperes for precise control of voice -coil motion.

Similar in size, weight, and cost to conventional
100 -watt amplifiers.

Inverted channels for powerful bass. The greatest power
demands commonly occur at low frequencies. Bass signals
are inphase (and virtually monophonic) in most recordings;
thus when the bass waveform is strongly positive in the left
channel, it usually is strongly positive in the right channel at
the same time. As a result both channels draw current simultaneously from the positive half of the power supply, while the
negative half sits idle. During the negative half of the waveform,
both channels draw from the negative supply while the positive
supply sits idle.
In the NAD 2200 the right channel is internally inverted in
polarity. When a bass waveform causes the left channel to draw
current from the positive supply, the right channel draws its
bass power from the negative supply, and vice -versa. This efficient usage halves the instantaneous drain on either supply,
allowing much stronger bass to be reproduced without draining
the supply.
Bridging. The NAD 2200 is so powerful in the normal
stereo mode that few listeners will ever need more. For special
situations the two channels of the 2200 can be bridged to form
a mono amp of truly immense power. Its rated continuous
sine -wave output is 400 watts, while its dynamic power output
exceeds 1200 watts into 8 ohms and 1600 watts into 4 ohms.
Two 2200s in bridged mode (delivering over 3 kilowatts into
a pair of 4 -ohm speakers) would cost about the same as an
ordinary 400 -watt amplifier.
Quiet circuitry. The delicacy and purity of low-level musical
information is as important for realism as the power to handle
climaxes. The signal-to-noise ratio of the 2200 (relative to its
rated 100 W/ch output level) is greater than 111 dB.
No fan noise. In most power amps that are capable of the
same 500 W/ch output on musical signals as the 2200, a noisy
fan must be used to dissipate excess heat from the circuitry.
The efficient 2200 is totally, blissfully silent in operation.
Close -tracking Soft Clipping:" The newly improved Soft
Clipping- circuit in the 2200 accurately tracks the available peak
power, regardless of speaker impedance. Older Soft Clipping'"
circuits tended to reduce the available dynamic power by 1.5 to
2 dB in order to ensure that continuous output would always be
free from harsh distortion (even when the amplifier was overdriven). With the new PowerTracker- circuit, this limitation no
longer applies. Now the amplifier's sound remains subjectively
clean and transparent right up to the maximum output level. It
continues to sound good even at levels 2 to 3 dB above the
amplifier's rated maximum output, since the Soft Clipping circuit gently rounds off the waveform corners and prevents any
distortion due to power -supply modulation as well as reducing
high order harmonics which may damage tweeters.

The dashed line in this simplified PowerTracker"' diagram shows the flow
of current from the power supplies to the loudspeaker. At normal signal
levels the 125 -volt supply provides all current. When the audio signal rises
above the 140 -watt level a controller turns the "gate" transistor on, lowering its resistance nearly to zero so that maximum current can flow from
the 190V supply. If the demand for current remains high, a second controller gradually shuts off the flow from the 190V supply to prevent
overheating.

"Audible Clipping" Indicator. To enable the user to make
the fullest use of the dynamic power of the 2200, a front -panel
"Overload" LED indicator illuminates whenever the amplifier is
driven into clipping (or exhibits any other distortion) for a long
enough time to be audible. Its calibration is based on psycho acoustic studies showing that the audibility of clipping depends
not only on the severity of the resulting distortion but also on its
duration. (If an intense but brief transient overloads the amplifier for less than a thousandth of a second, you can't hear it.)
The indicator works by comparing the output signal with
the input, instant by instant. Ideally the amplifier's output signal should be an exact
replica of its input, scaled up by a factor of
40 in voltage. The comparator circuit divides the output signal by 40, subtracts it
from the input signal, and flashes the LED
if there is any potentially audible deviation
from perfect linearity.

NAD

HOW THE
POWERTRACKER' WORKS:

MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT OF
THE 2200 INTO A 4 -OHM LOAD
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Bass signals are inverted within the right channel, for more efficient
use of power -supply capacity, but are in -phase at the speakers.

Bjorn -Erik Edvardsen, Director of Research, and principal designer of the
Model 2200. Mr. Edvardsen holds 3 patents in the field of amplifier design
and has worked for several years on perfecting the concept behind the
2200's unique circuitry.

The NAD 2200 is a "commutating" power amplifier. i.e., it
has two power supplies, switching to the high -voltage
supply when maximum power is needed, and switching to
the lower -voltage supply for cooler operation at average
power levels. (The switch is called a commutator; hence
the name for this type of amplifier.) By itself, the basic
idea is not new. What makes the NAD 2200 unique is how
dramatically it overcomes the two problems that other
commutating amplifiers suffer from: (1) poor efficiency,
resulting in high heat dissipation in the power supply and
consequently high cost; and (2) switching transients,
which can become a form of audible distortion.
Basically, any power amplifier consists of two parts:
a power supply and an audio circuit. The audio circuit
functions as a valve, opening and closing to feed current
from the power supply to the loudspeaker in accordance
with the demands of the audio signal.
In the case of the 2200, the audio circuit is a fully
complementary DC -coupled class A/B circuit designed
for 500 -watt output, operating in class A for distortion less sound at low levels and moving into class B for
clean, efficient operation at higher levels. It has a fast,
high -capacity output stage equipped for the high peak
currents (> ± 50 Amperes) and the large peak -to -peak
voltage swing (190 volts) that are appropriate to a well
designed 500 -watt amplifier.
The high -voltage power supply in the 2200 provides the 190 -volt swing needed for full -power operation,
but it is deliberately designed to be self-limiting, able to
supply high current for only a brief period. The lower voltage supply provides a 125 -volt swing and has
ample capacity to run the amplifier comfortably at
150 -watt levels all day long.
If the amplifier were built for a continuous 500 -

watt output, it would require an enormous power transformer, special -order high -current filter capacitors, plus
an elaborate system of heat sink fins and ventilating fan
to dissipate the resulting waste heat. The manufacturing
cost of the amplifier would be doubled or tripled, for
no purpose. Music rarely requires an average power
much greater than about 50 watts (even for very high
volume levels), and very few loudspeakers can absorb
a continuous output of 500 watts for more than a few
seconds. Music is dynamic, requiring high power only
in bursts.
The NAD 2200 PowerTracker'" circuit is designed to
reproduce music. Its high -voltage power supply contains
a solid-state memory device that stores information on the
recent history of the amplifier's output current and consequent heat dissipation. If the output has been fluctuating up
and down (i.e. playing music), then the average current is
modest, and the high -voltage supply continues to operate at
full capacity, ready to supply high power when needed. But if
the average goes up, reflecting a constant output of several
hundred watts for more than a few seconds, then the high voltage supply gradually shuts itself down, forcing the amplifier to derive its power mainly from the lower -voltage supply.
Thus while the NAD 2200 functions as a 500 -watt amplifier with musical signals, it cannot be made to overheat. And
when fed continuous sine -wave test tones it becomes, in
effect, a 150 -watt amp. Its operation is so efficient that the
size, heat dissipation, and manufacturing cost of the 2200
are nearly the same as an ordinary 100 to 150 -watt amplifier.
If commutator switching occurs at low power levels, the
switching transients can become a form of audible distortion. This doesn't happen in the NAD 2200, for two reasons.
(1) The changeover to the high -voltage supply occurs
only at rather high power levels (around 140 watts). Relative
to this level, even an ordinary switching transient would
represent an inaudibly small percentage of distortion. In

most music there is no switching at all; the high -voltage
supply is used only during those brief transients and
climaxes that demand the top 6 dB of the amplifier's dynamic range, when peak sound levels typically exceed 110
dB (6 ohm speaker, 88 dB sensitivity).
(2) The 2200 does not abruptly switch from one supply
to the other. The output stage is permanently connected to
the lower -voltage supply. The commutator is simply an electronic gate that opens when needed to allow current to flow
from the high -voltage supply-quickly enough to supply the
power needed for sudden full -power transients, but smoothly enough to guarantee that no switching transients are ever
detectable in the output signal.

Specifications
NAD 2200 Power Amplifier
Measured in accordance with EIA Standard RS -490 (IHF A-202).

Stereo Mode
CONTINUOUS AVERAGE POWER
OUTPUT INTO 8 OHMS (Min. RMS

power per channel, 20Hz-20kHz,
both channels driven, with no more
than the rated distortioi)
Rated distortion
(THD, 20Hz-20kHz)
Clipping power (maximum
8 ohms
continuous power per
4 ohms

100 W (20 dBW)

0.03%
140 W

200 W

channel)

IHF dynamic headroom at 8 ohms
IHF dynamic power (maxi8 ohms
mum slot-Herm power
4 ohms
per channel)
2 ohms
Slew factor
Slew rate
Damping factor (ref. 8 oh -ms, 50 Hz)
Input imoedance
Input sensitivity for 1W/1DOW out
Voltage gain
Frequency response, LAB input
Chief Engineer Peter Bath analyzing signal path at NAD Electronics'
research lab in London.

NAD is the world's leading manufacturer of affordable
high -quality stereo equipment. Since 1978, NAD stereo
components have won universal praise for their sophisticated engineering, excellent sound, ease of use and superior price performance value. NAD products are sold by a
carefully selected network of dealers in twenty-nine countries around the world. If you haven't seen the name before, it is because NAD invests most of its money in engineering rather than advertising-relying on enthusiastic
word-of-mouth publicity and an unbroken string of rave
reviews in magazines to spread the news of the superiority
of NAD's designs. In keeping with its dedication to high
value engineering and innovative product design, NAD is
proud to introduce the Model 2200 Power Amplifier.

+6 dB
400 W (26 dBW)
600 W (28 dBW)
800 W (29 dBW)
50

35 V/usec
100

R = 25K ohms
C =1.0 nF
70 mV/700 mV
40 x (32 dB)
3 Hz to 80 kHZ

+0, -3 dB
-3 dB at 15 Hz,

Infrasonic filter, NORMA_ input

12 dB/octave

Ultrasonic filter, NORMAL input

-3 dB at 40 kHz

Signal/Noise ratio, A -weighted

12 dB/octave
>91 dB re 1 W
>111 dB re 100 W

THD (Total Harmonic Distortion,
20Hz-20kHz, from 250mW to
rated output)
SMPTE I.M. (Intermoduletion
Distortion, 60Hz 7kHz, 4:1,
from 250mW to rated output)
IHF I.M. (CCIF IM Distortion,
19 + 20 kHz at rated output)

-

0.03%

0.03%
0.03%

Bridged (Monophonic) Mode
CONTINJOUS AVERAGE POWER
OUTPUT INTO 8 OHMS (Min. RMS

power per channel, 20I-t-20kHz,
both channels driven, wth no more
than the rated distortion)
IHF dynamic headroom at 8 ohms
IHF dynamic power
(maximum short-term
8 ohms
power per channel)
4 ohms

400 W (26 dBW)
+5 dB
1200 W (31 dBW)
1600 W (32 dBW)

Physical Specifications
Dimensions (width
Net weight
Shipping weight

Power ccnsumption

height Y depth)

42 x12.3 x 37 cm.
16.5 x 4.8 x 14.5 in.
12.5 kg./27.6 lb.

14 kg./30.8 lb.
50/60 Hz at 110, 120,
220, or 240 VAC

770 watts
NOTE: All specifications are those in effect at the time of printing.
NAD reserves the right to change specifications or designs at any time without notice.

NAD manufactures an entire line of home electronics, including stereo
and video components, loudspeakers and accessories. Above, the 2200
is featured with the 1155 Preamplifier and 4155 Tuner.

NAD ELECTRONICS
BOSTON/LONDON/TOKYC

WHAT'S NEW

Dual Turntable
The 505-2 is a single play, semi -automatic, belt -

drive turntable. Its chassis
suspension, four foam damped springs in a solid
wood base, was developed
from the one used on
earlier 505 -series
turntables. The straight,
ULM (ultra -low mass) arm

free. It 's dynamically

is made of an alloy said to
be rigid and resonance -

gyroscopic gimbal.
Features include a 16 -pole

balanced in all planes
within a four -point,

motor, calibrated anti skating, 6% pitch control,
and damped cueing. Price:
$199.95.
For literature, circle No. 102

Koss Headphones

Bang & Olufsen Speaker
The front of B & O's new
Red Line RL 60 speakers
looks fairly conventional: A
grille cloth covering twin,
5 -inch woofers and a 1 -inch
dome tweeter. The back is
a molded, complex -curved
surface of ABS plastic with
reinforcing ridges,
designed to eliminate
parallel interior surfaces.
According to B & 0, the
7 -inch -deep cabinet has
10 dB less cabinet sound
radiation than traditional
wood designs. The RL 60's
sensitivity is 93 dB for
1 -watt input, yielding
102 dB of sound pressure
from only 8 watts, and up
to 115 dB with higher
power. The speaker is
designed to handle
60 watts continuous power
and 90 watts peak.
Frequency response is
45 Hz to 20 kHz (+4,

-8 dB). The Red Line
speaker has a charcoal gray cabinet with a thin,
red outline: a matching,
red -and -black coiled cable
is also available, as are
floor stands and both fixed
and swivelling wall
brackets. Price: $500 per

The KSP II headphones
rest on the user's temples
as well as ears, for firm fit
without undue ear pressure.
The ear cushions are of
acoustically transparent
foam, and the headset
collapses for easy storage
in a tote bag. The cord has
a 3.5 -mm plug for portable

CWD Cabinet Accessories
Wooden roll -up doors are
now available for Custom
Woodwork & Design's
21- and 30 -inch -wide
Woodmore cabinets. The
a

31/4 -inch pocket in the

upper section of the
cabinet. Also available is a
drop-leaf door for 24 -inch wide Woodmore cabinets.
Prices for oak: 21- and
30 -inch roll doors, $155;
24 -inch drop-leaf, $52.

players, with a 1/4 -inch plug

adaptor for home use.
Frequency response is
rated at 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Price: $34.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

For literature, circle No. 103

Magnum FM Tuner
Best known for its Power
Sleuth FM antenna booster
amp. Magnum Electronics
has just produced its first
home component, the
Dynalab FT -101 tuner. Built
around a 4 -stage, MOS-FET
front-end, the FT -101
features three meters

(signal, multipath, and
center tuning), switchable
bandwidth, and defeatable
AFC. Specifications include
34.0 dBf sensitivity for
50 -dB quieting in stereo, and
30 -dB adjacent -channel
rejection. Price: $495.
For literature, circle No. 104

pair.
For literature, circle No. 100
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Recoton Record Brush
The bristles of the
RBM-64 brush are actually
carbon -fiber filaments
which drain away static
charges as they reach into
the record grooves for dust.
When the brush is not in
use, its handle flips down

to act as a storage base.
Price: $7.95.
For literature, circle No. 105

Azden MC Cartridge
The GM-P5L moving -coil

cartridge can be used in
both P -mount and standard
arms. Its stylus is a nude,
line -contact diamond on a
boron cantilever with a
one -point suspension
system. A high-energy,
samarium -cobalt magnet
keeps the cartridge's mass
low (5.9 grams: 8.8 grams
with standard -arm adaptor)
while maintaining normal
MC -cartridge output level
(0.2 mV). Frequency
response is rated at 10 Hz
to 60 kHz. Price: $250.
For literature circle No. 107

Ariston Turntable
The semi -automatic RD20
turntable features an
integral record -clamping
system, decoupled
suspension, and a
2.2 -pound platter mach ned

to 0.0004 -inch accuracy.
Rumble is rated at less

Ohm Loudspeaker
The Walsh 3 is a two-way
system combining Ohm's
exclusive Walsh inverted
woofer/midrange unit with a
conventional, ferrofluidcooled tweeter. The Walsh
3 features low, high, and
perspective controls, each
with three positions, and a
floor -standing cabinet on
casters. Specifications
include rated frequency
response of 39 Hz to
16 kHz, -± 4 dB, and

sensitivity of 87 dB at
meter, for 2.83 V input.
The cabinet comes in
walnut or oak veneer, with
rosewood and lacquer
available on special order.
Price: $1,395 per pair.

than - 74 dB, and wow

1

and flutter less than 0.07%.
Price: $250.
For literature, circle No. 106

For literature, circle No. 109

MI MP

Niles Speaker Switch
Up to 10 pairs of
speakers with nominal
impedances of 2 to 16
ohms can be hooked up to
any amplifier with the Niles
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

In IN

MP Ell

le

Audio MSA-10 switch. and
that amplifier will still see a
nominal 8 -ohm load. The
matching transformers, less
wasteful of amplifier power
than resistive matching

MI

networks. can be set for
proper adjustment with the

handling capacity is
250 watts per channel, and

terminals are able to
accommodate up to
14 -gauge wire. The MSA-10
is a.c.-powered and draws
5 watts. Price: $550.

the rear -panel screw

For literature, circle No. 108

built-in meter. Power -
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"Give Your Receiver A Shot in the Amp"
or "How our new MOSFET amplifier and your old receiver can make beautiful music together"
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INNMII AMPLIFIER MODEL A2502

Okay, you want to add a CD player to your system. But you know that your receiver doesn't
have the power reserves for the increased dynamics. Yet a complete new system of separate
components isn't quite what you had in mind at this point... Well, we have the answer!
a booster shot-with a Soundcraftsmen MOSFET amplifier and PC -1 Power Coupler! For
instance, our PCR800 offers 205 watts per channel at 8 ohms *(300 watts at 4 ohms), enough
for even digital cannon, and it's less than $450, or choose our deluxe calibrated -meter model
A2502 shown above at $649. Add our Power Coupler, and you can connect either amplifier to
any receiver. You'll get the full power of the amp while retaining all the control and tuner functions of your receiver.
Give it

Nothing could be easier. The PC -1 connects to the speaker terminals of your receiver and the
inputs of our amplifier. Then simply connect your speakers to the new amplifier and you're ready
for any musical challenge.

FREE OFFER. We hoped that would get your attention. For a limited time, we're offering the PC -1
Power Coupler (a $39 value) FREE when you purchase a PCR800 or any other Soundcraftsmen
amplifier. There's only one catch-you need a coupon to take advantage of this offer. And to get
your coupon, just circle Reader Card # 30 , write or call us at the address below. We'll send
you your coupon, the names of our dealers nearest you, and our full -color 16 -page brochure
describing all of Soundcraftsmen's Amplifiers, Preamps, EQ's, Analyzers and Tuner.
Room Equalization Instmetio

Write to: Soundcraftsmen, Dept. SR, 2200 South Ritchey,
Santa Ana, CA 92705. Or call (714) 556-6191 and ask
for Mr. Adams. Or circle the number below on this
magazine's Reader Service card, and we'll also send you
details on our FREE $19.95 12" LP TEST RECORD offer.

FREE!

*PCR800 Power Output: 205 watts per channel at 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, <.05% THD.

AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE -VALUE LEADER
IN STEREO COMPONENT SEPARATES...
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE- VALUE LEADER
IN STEREO COMPONENT SEPARATES...

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS...
Featuring -97dB Phone S/N, Adjustable Phono Capacitance and Impedance, Moving Coil

.tet

Inputs, Phono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for

Tr

a

Mono Operation of Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, Push -Button
Patch Bay with Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs,
10 -octave EQ, Precision Passive Coil EQ Circuitry and Differential/Comparator®
for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic -Range
Material. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EQ's... from $399.

REAL-TIME SCAN-ALYZER/EQUALIZERS AND
EQUALIZERS, ACCURACY TO 0.1dB...
REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator® circuitry makes possible Accuracy to
0.1dB! Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and
Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion, ScanAlyzer Models. With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone
necessary. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EQ's... from $189.

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND
MOSFET AMPLIFIERS, 125 TO 555 WATTS PIC...
The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifier Models, featuring Class H
Dual Signal -Tracking Power Supply, Auto -Buffer® for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation,

No Current -Limiting, Power MOSFET circuitry for Highest Reliability, Calibrated
LED meters, A, B, and AB Speaker Switching... from $449.

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator!'
ALABAMA
Huntsville
SOUND DISTRIBUTORS

ARIZONA
Phoenix
ABSOLUTE SOUND
Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CAUFORNIA
Berkeley

HONKERS SOUND CO.
Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION
Goleta

HOUSE OF AUDIO
Palo Alto
WESTERN AUDIO

Tampa

SENSUOUS SOUND

GEORGIA
Atlanta

AUDIO UNLIMITED
STEREO DESIGNS
Augusta
THE STEREO SHOP
Colxmbus
WORLD-WIDE ELECTRONICS
Dalton

BROCK'S ENTERTAINMENT

HAWAII

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New London
NORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

Louisville
HI -FIDELITY, INC

Metairie
SOUND TREK

YAFUSO T.V. APPLIANCE

Baltimore
STANSBURY STEREO

Lihue. Kauai
JACK WADA ELECTRONICS
Waduku. Maui
ADRIAN® ELECTRONICS

SO. CAUFORNIA

Idaho Falls
PHASE 4 STEREO

Gaithersburg
AUDIO BUYS

MASSACHUSETTS
Brockton
SCORPIO SOUND

Phone 201-947-9300, ask for
"Dealer Locator Operator"
(Insufficient spar® to list
all Dealers in this area)

NEW YORK-UPSTATE
Albany
SOUNDS GREAT

Buffalo
PURCHASE RADIO

ILLINOIS

Marquette
AMERICAN TV

Syracuse
SUPERIOR SOUND

Chicago

Saginaw

MUSICRAFT

USTENING ROOM

Phone 714-556-6191. ask for

COLORADO

Dekalb

Colorado Springs
THE SOUND SHOP

AUDIO PLUS

MINNESOTA

Gurnee

Denver
STEREO PLUS

OPUS EQUIPMENT

Bloomington
MINNESOTA SOUND VALUE

Peoria
ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

Litchfield
QUALITY STEREO

GOLDwat ND

NORTHERN N.J.

MICHIGAN

Sunderland
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro.

High Point,
Winston-Salem,

Orlando

AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS

Canton
OHIO SOUND
Cleveland

Wichita
AUDIO PLUS
Tanya
SENSUOUS SOUND

Soundcraftsmen Inc., 2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana CA 92705

PH: 714-556-6191

Reading,
Shillington
PHOENIX HI Fl

VIRGINIA
Falls Church
AUDIO BUYS
Richmond
GARY®

WASHINGTON

WISCONSIN

Akron
OHIO SOUND

Las Vegas
UNIVERSITY PRO AUDIO

Pittsburgh
AUDIO JUNCTION

Princeton
THE SOUND POST

NEBRASKA

DEL® TV

SOUND OF MARKET
SOUND SERVICE

Thomas
ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED
St

Greenville
DON JONES STEREO

OHIO

Salina

Philadelphia

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Morgantown
THE SOUND POST

Meridian
HOOPER SOUND

NEVADA

SOUND CO.

McKeesport
HI Fl CENTER

Columbia
NORTON STEREO

New Haven
HJS SOUND

Overland Park

Hermitage1EI

George
ARROW AUDIO
St

WEST VIRGINIA

Fargo
WATTS -MORE

AUDIO ELECTRONICS

Chambersburg
SUNRISE ELECTRONICS

SOUTH CAROUNA

NORTH DAKOTA

Jackson
HOOPER SOUND

Merritt Island
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
Miami
AUDIO PLUS
LAS FABRICAS

PENNSYLVANIA

DESCO ELECTRONICS

TIPPIT'S MUSIC

SPEAKER WAREHOUSE

INKLEY'S

Puerto Nuevo
LASER SOUND

Indianapolis
SOUND DECISION

LIGHT d SOUNDS FANTASTIC

UTAH
Salt Lake City

PUERTO RICO

Raleigh
CREATIVE ACOUSTICS

Anderson
ANDERSON ELECTRONICS

KANSAS

Klamath Falls
HIGH COUNTRY RECORDS
Medford
SOUNDTRACK ELECTRONIC
Portland
HAWTHORNE STERE6

Bremerton
EVERGREEN AUDIO
Olympia

MC LAUGHUN'S TV

idlagN STUDIOS

Lincoln

BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY

SOUNDER

CONNECTICUT

West Lafayette

Eugene

Willow Grove

MISSISSIPPI

Fort Walton Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
Hollywood

ICgist414TONS AUDIO

Arlington
SOUND IDEA
Beaumont
BROCK AUDIO
Corpus Christi
SOUND VIBRATIONS
Fort Worth
SOUND IDEA
Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Hurst
SOUND IDEA
Midland
FOLDER'S ENTERTAINMENT

Hickory

Gulfport

FLORIDA

Oklahoma City
JOHNSON TV & SOUND

TEXAS

AUDIO -VIDEO CONCEPTS

INDIANA

Stamford
COUNTY AUDIO

OKLAHOMA
OREGON

NEW YORK CITY,

Newpaltz
NEWPALTZ AUDIO
Plattsburg
GREAT NORTHERN STEREO
Rochester
SOUNDS GREAT

IDAHO

Youngstown
CUSTOM SOUND CO.

SEASHORE STEREO

Baton Rouge
NEW GENERATION
LaFayette
NEW GENERATION

MARYLAND

Honolulu
HARRY® AUDIO
VIDEO LIFE

NEW JERSEY, SO.
Wildwood

LOUISIANA

Hilo

Sacramento
NEAL® SPEAKERS
San Francisco
USTENING POST
Santa Barbara
HOUSE OF AUDIO

"Dealer Locator Operator
(Insufficient space to list
all Dealers in this area)

KENTUCKY
Lexington
THE STEREO SHOPPE

B&B APPLIANCE
OHIO SOUND
Lima
HART AUDIO
Middleburg Hts
B&B APPLIANCE
Warren
CUSTOM SOUND CO.

TELEX/TWX 910-595-2524
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Newberry
r.rYCTRONIC SHOP

Appleton
AMERICAN TV

Spartanburg
aLbp2 CUSTOM STEREO

Glendale
SOUNDSTAGE

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga

COLLEGE HI Fl
Nashville
AUDIO SYSTEMS

Madison
SPECIAUZED SOUND
AMERICAN TV
Oshkosh

AUDIO PLUS
Sheboygan
GENE® CAMERA & SOUND

CANADA: E.S. Gould, Montreal, Quebec. H4T1E5

The competition is hot. So we turned
on the heat and
made Laser hotter.
We gave it a sleek
skin and new low
ground effects. So
air will get out of
its way. We made
it signal red. So

traffic will stop.
We gave it a turbocharged heart,
L.

r rdn

front -wheel drive, Euro handling
suspension, 5 -speed, 15" alloy wheels
and big footprint Eagle GT radialsall standard. In 1,800 runs during U.S.
Auto Club tests Laser XT dominates
the competition.
Laser is first on the slalom course. Has
the shortest distance in braking. And
with a surge of turbopower, Laser
leaps from 0 to 50 in 5.5 seconds.
Faster than Camaro Z28, Trans Am,
Toyota Supra, Nissan 300 ZX.
Inside Laser's fitted cockpit, the

performance continues. Your
driver's seat responds with
pneumat c thigh and
lumbar supports. And
you control 6 -speaker
AM/FM stereo, tilt steering wheel, power mirrors
and over 40 other standard features.
Want even more? Equip
your Laser XT with T-Tcp,
rear lift -gate louvers and
premium leathers.

Chrysler believes: to be first, a
sports car must last. So
Laser's engine, its 5 -speed
and even its turbo are
backed by a 5 -year
or 50,000 -mile
protection

Plana Not
even Porsche

gives you that

Division of
Chrysler Corporat on

"THE COMPETITION S GOOD.
WE HAD TO BE BETTER"

on engine, power train and against outer body rust -through Deckctible applies. Excludes leaves. C eater has details.
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KEN POHLMANN

FISHING THE DOWNSTREAM BIT
ACompact Disc

is

a thing of

beauty, especially if you angle it

just right so you can see your
own reflection. When you see that mug
smiling back at you, it's hard to believe

that you're looking at 10 billion pits
spiralling around that mirrored surface.

Actually, they're pretty hard to seedon't even bother trying with a conven-

tional microscope. Just to make sure
rethere is really something there,
I

cently put a disc under a scanning
electron microscope and even it had a
hard time seeing the pits.
The pits, as we saw last month, are
only a physical manifestation of some
complicated data coding, including
multiplexing, interleaving, parity, error
protection, and EFM (eight -to -fourteen
modulation). That coding takes place
when the CD master tape is made, and
the pits are derived from it at the lathe

when the master disc is cut. But the
task of deciphering everything falls to
your CD player every time you listen to

a tune. Let's jump back into the bit
stream and examine decoding.
The CD player must read the chan-

The photodiode and its processing
circuits produce a signal resembling a
series of high -frequency sine waves,
called the EFM signal, in which the
minimum time for 3T is approximately
complexity of the task accounts for the 700 nS; it is sometimes referred to as
design differences among players, but the r.f. signal or the eye pattern. The
the overall scheme is always about the information contained in the eye patsame. The story begins at the player's tern is shown in Fig. 2. Whenever a
optical pickup .
player is tracking data, the eye pattern
When the laser beam is reflected or is present, and the quality of the signal
dispersed at the disc surface, the vary- may be observed from the pattern. For
ing intensity of the returned beam is example, a skewed disc would result in
detected by a four -quadrant photodi- a distorted eye pattern. Although this
ode sensor. It is the voltage from the signal is comprised of sine waves, it is
sensor which is ultimately transformed truly digital; in fact, it undergoes prointo the analog audio -signal output. cessing to convert it into a series of
However, important signal processing square waves more easily accepted
must first occur to properly convert the by the digital circuits which follow. This
encoded data to an analog signal, as does not affect the encoded data,
illustrated in Fig. 1. The signal en- since it is the width of the EFM periods
coded on the disc utilizes EFM, which which hold the information of interest.
specifies that the signal be comprised Following conversion of the eye pattern
of not less than two or more than 10 to square waves, the signal is in NRZ

nel bits from the disc, process them,
and deliver an analog audio signal to
its output jacks. This requires a hefty
amount of signal processing, and the

.

.

.

nel information in each frame, and a
synchronization pulse is generated to
determine whether the digital information in each bit is a one or a zero.
The EFM signal is now demodulated
so that every 17 -bit EFM word again

becomes eight bits. Depending on
player design, demodulation is accomplished by logic circuitry or by a lookup table-that is, a list stored in memo-

ry which uses the recorded data to
refer back to the original patterns of
eight bits. Since interleaving was the
last signal -processing step prior to

modulation, de -interleaving is the first
processing step after demodulation. A

random-access memory is used to
properly delay and de -interleave the
data; following this operation the data
again exist in proper sequence, as audio data words with error protection.
During decoding, a buffer is used; a
disc's rotational irregularities might
make data input to the buffer irregular,
but clocking ensures that the buffer

binary zeros between 0 -to -1 transitions

(nonreturn to zero) form, the classic

(pit edges). This results in pit lengths

representation in which a high level is
a one and a low level is a zero.
The first data to be extracted from

output is precise. To guarantee that the

the NRZ signal are synchronization
words-frame-synchronization bits

cording to the buffer's filled level at a
given moment and is used to control
the disc's rotating speed. By varying

expressed in a variety of combinational

patterns from three to 11 units long,
which, in turn, sets the frequency limits
of the EFM signal read from the disc.
Sometimes, this range is referred to as
a 3T -11T signal, with T representing
the period of one bit.
28

which were added to each frame during encoding. This information is used
to synchronize the 33 symbols of chan-

buffer neither overflows nor under flows, a control signal is generated ac-

the rate of data from the disc, the buff-

er is maintained at 50% capacity. It's
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

like water behind a dam being

re-

leased at a controlled rate through the
turbines, except we also have control
over how fast the snow is melting in the

Fig. 1CD decoding
system.
LOW-PASS
R F SIGNAL

mountains.

LEFT

FROM

TTE.

Following demodulation, data is sent
to a Cross Interleave Reed -Solomon
Code (CIRC) decoder for error detection and correction. The CIRC is based
on the use of parity bits and an inter-

leaving of digital audio samples. Because of interleaving, data lost from
one frame can be reconstructed from
information contained in another
frame. The correction circuitry thus
contains an internal memory able to
work with many frames at once. The
CIRC permits complete correction of
burst (continuous) errors up to about

FILTER

INPUT

AUDIO

SIGNALDUTIV
RIGHT

QUARTZ CRYSTAL

Fig. 2Demodulation and
decoding, from
r.f. signal to subcode,
parity and audio data.

EYE PAT TERN
FROM DISC

4,000 bits, and recovery through interpolation (approximate correction) of up
to about 12,000 bits. If the error count

EYE PATTERN
IS DEMODULATED
TO NRZ
NR2

10010001000001

exceeds the correctable limit, a second circuit provides for muting of the

91111111111111111LJ +1111111115

audio signal.
We'll reserve exhaustive explana-

tions of error protection for future columns; meanwhile, a quick summary
will do. The CIRC strategy uses two
decoders, C1 and C2. During encoding, two kinds of parity bits were added, P and 0 (not to be confused with
the PQ subcode!). During reproduction, P parity is checked first during C1
decoding; random, short -duration errors are corrected, and longer burst
errors are flagged and passed to C2.
In C2 decoding, Q parity and longer
interleaving intervals permit correction
of burst errors, and errors which might

EFM DATA

valid data passes through, unpro-

BITS

3 MERGING BITS

EFM SIGNAL
IS DEMODULATED
TO YIELD PARITY,
SUFICODE, AND

AUDIO DATA

SUB

INTERLEAVED

CODE

AUDIO DATA

interpolation holds the previous value
and repeats it to cover the missing or
incorrect word. In first -order interpolation, the erroneous word is replaced
data words.
For continuous errors, muting is em-

ployed as a

last

resort; bad data

passed on to the D/A converter could
result in an audible click, whereas muting is almost always inaudible. Muting
is accomplished smoothly by beginning attenuation several samples before the invalid data, muting the invalid
data, and then smoothly restoring the

cessed. Interpolation is the technique
of using valid data surrounding an error as a basis for an approximation of signal level.
the erroneous data; errors are thus not
It should be noted that CD players
corrected, but concealed. However, are not created equal in terms of error
because of high correlation between protection. Any player's error -protecmusic samples, concealment by inter- tion ability is limited to the success of
polation is generally quite successful. the strategy chosen to decode the
Methods vary from player to player ac- CIRC code on the disc and to perform
cording to the degree of interpolation interpolation. It is hoped that manufacused. In its simplest form, zero -order turers will begin to publish meaningful
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

USED TO SYNC
THE DATA

1'1,131.15161'13191'1'14'
31
112131
14

with a word derived from the mean
have occurred in the encoding pro- value of the previous and subsequent
cess itself (rather than in the medium)
are corrected. As in C1, uncorrected
errors are flagged and passed on.
Interpolation and muting circuits follow the CIRC in a Compact Disc player; in this stage, uncorrected words are
detected via flags and dealt with, while

SYNC

SYNC WORD IS
SEPARATED FROM
EFM SIGNAL AND

PARITY

INTERLEAVED
AUDIO DATA

PARITY

specifications for error -protection performance.

Following error correction, the bit
stream must undergo one final manipulation. Left and right audio channels must be delineated and their respective samples joined together in
the same sequence and at the same
rate in which they were recorded. Following this process, the data has been
reconstituted to the player's best abili-

ty. After a quick trip through the D/A
converters and low-pass filters, the
signal is ready for amplification.
The Compact Disc bit stream is, obviously, a little trickier than one might
assume. In the interest of density and

robustness, the data must undergo
some sophisticated processing during
both encoding and decoding. I guess
that's all the more reason to appreciate
the sound your CD player delivers. So
next time you are listening to the Trout
Quintet, remember the bit stream it
came from.
A
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TRENDS FOR THE TRAIL
designs car -stereos?

Who

"Most of them," says Ken

Furst of Denon, "seem to be
designed by people who come to work
by cab or subway." As you might suspect from that, Denon's new in -dash
cassette tuners and receivers emphasize human engineering. For example,
the 27 controls on their top -of -the -line
DCR-7600 cassette tuner are divided
into six groups and at least seven dif- Denon DCR-7600
ferent types (knobs and buttons of different sizes, toggles, and an outer con-

Pioneer Centrate FEX-55

trol ring). This lets your fingers figure
out just what they're doing without assistance from your eyes.

As the control count suggests, features are not in short supply. Besides
the usual facilities, the 7600 has Dolby
C NR, loudness controls, "Tuner Call"
(it lets you listen to the tuner when fast -

winding a cassette-or not listen,
which is sometimes preferable), and a
dynamic -range expander. I'm not convinced that a compressor wouldn't be

more to the point, considering how circuit features can appreciate, the de-

of buttons or rocker switches for the

road noise can limit the listenable dyreserve judgbut
namic range
ment 'til I get a chance to try it.
The current emphasis on ergonom-

old, familiar knobs.
Eliminating knobs makes for a sleek

.

ics-not just

.

.

I

Denon, by any

at

sire to develop a distinctive look, and

the advent of control circuitry that
gives the designer almost infinite leeway in panel layout.
Part of that leeway comes from the

fact that controls need no longer be
near the circuits they operate. A bit
the urge to offer benefits that even more comes from the use of digital
those who don't understand specs or circuitry which allows the substitution
means-is due to several factors: In-

creased emphasis on highway safety,

and sexy look, as evidenced by the
Pioneer FEX-95 reviewed last month,
their similar -looking new FEX-55, Jensen's ATZ500 and ATZ300 (introduced

last year, but now also available in
black), and some of the new JVC units.

But, as I've found from a further
month's experience with the FEX-95,
eliminating knobs also makes opera-

7

I

1-*

MI

r
Miele*

tion a bit harder when the car is bouncing over bumps. So there's more than

t
MMIMI

.

3

as0

WE Tat

MUM

IMO

MP

0011.
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MO si

stodginess behind the retention of
knobs for volume and tone and/or balance control by so many other new -

style car -stereo units (such as the
Sparkomatic SR 425, Kraco KF-1186,

and Pioneer's KEH-9000). Even the
SEW

old, original, knob -at -each -end, dial -in -

SPrafillOINIATIC

the -middle design has nothing wrong
with

Sparkomatic SR 425
Jensen ATZ300

it

except for limiting the room

available for buttons and switches.
And knoblessness does not ensure
clean design, as evidenced by Kraco's
smooth -looking KF-1186, with knobs,

and their nervous -looking KF-1190,
without. The latter has nice, V-shaped
volume and tuning rockers, which are
slightly easier to use than flat buttons.
One reason for turning this month's
column into a picture gallery is to show

how many ways designers can use
their new freedom. Another reason is
30
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Introducing Karat -a
new generation of bookshelf
speakers from Canton.

With Karat, Canton leads
the way into the digital era
of sound reproduction. The
result is sound so natural and
free of coloration you must

hear them to appreciate the
acoustic achievement this

Like the entire Canton product
line, from our mini -speakers to
our floor -standing speakers, the

Karat bookshelf series offers
value. Value in sound reproduction is first and foremost:
that's why every element in the

Karat series is designed,
engineered and manufactured

at the Canton factory in Germany.

series represents.

Value in terms of detailing
goes into every Canton
speaker as well. That's why
we offer our speakers in a
variety of fine finishes, like
walnut and oak veneers, rich

black, bronze and white lacquers and now a premium
finish, gloss mahogany. For at
Canton, we believe speakers
should look as good as
they sound.
Visit your local Canton dealer
today and leam the value of
a sound investment: Canton's
Karat series - products of
German quality and
craftsmanship.

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

GiNrom
Die reine Musik

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

Knobless panels are sleek
and sexy, but harder to use
when the car bounces.
Retaining knobs is not
stodgy, but practical.
Another trend is toward more potent
noise -reduction systems. Denon, Har-

P1 STIIINESIAR

44 11411.

man/Kardon and Sony, for instance,
have swelled the ranks of car -stereo
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makers offering Dolby C NR, while Yamaha and Concord now have models
with Dolby C plus dbx.
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your circuit type-or buzzword-and

co

tail.

There's also a trend toward audiophile circuit design, but it's just beginning to crawl. For example, Class -A
circuitry is no longer just in power
amps (such as Denon's, Alphasonik's,
and Soundstream's)-the preamp sections of Harman/Kardon's new in -dash
units boast of Class -A, fully complementary, all -discrete circuitry with low
negative feedback (22 dB) and wide
bandwidth (10 Hz to 100 kHz). Name

Wer.01

sac

SGVI

U-LST

DOLBY

you have but to wait until it appears in
the car.

Or almost so-I don't expect to see
tube amps in any hurry. On the other
hand, who knows? For its first 30 years

duced at CES by Sparkomatic, Kraco,

or so, car audio used only tubes-and

January were not all that exciting in Sony and Concord, and a prototype
All but the
terms of features or performance-a shown
lot of gradual improvement, but no are designed for the Motorola C-Quam
breakthroughs. Instead. the break- system; the Sony cal decode any of
through features of the last few years the FCC -authorized systems. In
are working their way down into the stereo's wake we're likely to see imlower price ranges-good news for the proved AM performance: Sparkoma-

was on the cheaper units, with single ended output stages; the better models used two output tubes, in push-pull
.. and in Class AB.
What about CD players? Sony and

that the in -dash units I saw at CES last

average buyer, anyway.
It's easy to spot trends in such a time

of gradual change. For instance, AM

tic's SR 430, for example, has switch able AM bandwidth (as does the Pioneer FEX-95 tested last month), plus

stereo is slowly but surely catching on.

some AM specifications said to be

as witnessed by new models intro-

identical to the unit's FM specs.

mainly in Class A, with little or no nega-

.

Pioneer have two models apiece in
their current lines: Sony's CDX-R7 and
CDX-5 are with and without tuner, respectively; Pioneer's CDX-1 and CDXP1 are, respectively, for Centrate and

more conventionally configured systems. Though others will be joining
them, none seem in any rush. Mitsubi-

shi's CD -100 should be available
about now. Kenwood has a working
prototype which they expect to have in
their line late this year. Ditto Yamaha,

whose prototype did not accept bare

discs, but only discs in special cartridges. Reportedly, NEC and Matsushita are showing similar-though per-

haps not compatible-CD cartridge

Pioneer KEH-9000

Pioneer CDX-P1 CD player

systems in Japan. Clarion's player,

which takes discs in an envelope (it
wasn't on the show floor), is planned
for introduction in Japan this spring.
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Meanwhile, if you already have a
portable CD player, you can plug it into
your existing system with Parasound's
CDS-1 input-switcher box with volume
control, input jack and 9-V a.c. power
jack for the player. All it lacks is a shelf
to rest the player on.
A
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ADS Atelier:
World -class performance

ADS Loudspeakers:
Technological precision

ADS high-performance audio:
An overview

ADS Automotive:
Continuing Innovation
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World -class performance

Both the audio press and knowledgeable
ADS consumers have been consistently
enthusiastic about each model in the ADS Atelier

component series. The consensus is clear

-

the engineering and electronic design of Atelier
effortlessly deliver world -class performance. But the
praise doesn't stop there. Over and over, reviewers

and users mention that Atelier's design introduces a
new, welcome friendliness to living with audio. These
comments are particularly pleasing to us because we
try never to lose sight of the fact that our products are
as much about the simple enjoyment of music as the

continual refinement of technology.
The design of the Atelier module gives

A)S components a new, accessible form. ADS

Atelier components can be
stacked, placed side by side, or
located on shelves. Hinged panels
cover all system wiring.

technology fills that form with a new adaptability,

offering consumers high quality equipment, built to
last, that need not be replaced to be upgraded

-

a genuine system, specifically designed to grow.

Atelier's fusion of design and technology (we think
of the components as ingots of technology with the
future built in) sets these components apart.
Once again, as with our home loudspeakers
ADS and our automotive products, ADS has

A motor -driven drawer in the C2
places the illuminated cassette at
hand only when needed.

defined the standard for the industry to follow.
Experience Atelier for yourself. We know you'll
be pleased.

Digital accuracy, convenience
and control are the hallmarks
of the T2. The digital frequency
synthesizer system also provides
the convenience of 16 station
presets and 'search' tuning.

ADS Loudspeakers

Technological precision

The increased fidelity of digital recordings

ADS

can be realized only by loudspeakers of

impeccable accuracy and precision. Because of
their musical integrity, ADS loudspeakers are used
as monitors in the recording of many of the most
respected Compact Discs. The experience gained

from our decade of work with digital extends through
the eleven home loudspeakers we offer. The line
includes mini speakers (which we pioneered),
two-way and three-way bookshelf models and

monitor towers.
Every driver in every speaker is made by

ADS ADS. Each shares a technology unsurpassed
worldwide. We use woven soft -dome tweeters and
midrange drivers exclusively, to achieve clarity and

pinpoint stereo imagery. Our Linear Drive woofers

feature Stifflite' cones in butyl surrounds. Materials
of this quality cost us more, but with them we can
deliver bass performance unavailable any other way.
Our crossover networks use computer -grade

components and elegant circuitry designed to keep
efficiency high. We're proud of our finishes, too. The
veneers we choose are the best available, and great
care is given to the craftsmanship.

ADS pioneered the development
of the high performance mini speaker. The L400 places genuine
high fidelity where it otherwise
wouldn't have been possible.

We invite and encourage you to listen to the

ADS ADS loudspeakers. This level of precision
and performance offers exceptional value at

competitive cost.

The premium butyl surround
allows long linear woofer travel for
maximum movement of air while
precisely controlling excursion for
tight definition and low distortion.

ADS Automotive

Continuing innovation

There is an undeniable affinity between

ADS cars and music. More than transportation,
the automobile at its best offers comfort, privacy

and time alone - and no one has more experience
bringing innovation to automotive high fidelity than
ADS. Our early products were the first ever to

introduce digital technology. They, and the products
that followed, have built a loyal and enthusiastic
group of ADS owners who are happy with the thought
of driving anywhere.
We design and build every driver in our five

ADS

automotive speakers with the same care and

attention that we bring to our home loudspeakers.
Every model features our proven performers

-

woven soft -dome tweeters, Stifflite woofer cones
in butyl surrounds, and low -loss crossovers.
Our exclusive Linear Drive bass design endows

our subwoofers with sonic impact that larger,
conventional woofers cannot approach. Our digital
technology means that ADS Power Plate amplifiers
will fit in more places, work more reliably, and sound
better than any other choice you can make.
In size, shape, materials, finish and

ADS

workmanship, we design ADS automotive

products to take the bumps, the heat and the

The unique materials and
construction of the 320i system
make it the right speaker for
applications where flexibility,
durability, and superior sound
are required.

demanding use that are all part of being 'high
performance: You owe it to yourself to hear

the best.

ADS Power Plates can be thought
of as building blocks; they easily
accommodate more speakers,
additional amplifiers, or a
subwoofer system.

Atelier components

Loudspeaker systems

rr: rf...cDn

Minispeaker systems

Automotive products

R1 Receiver

L200
black

P2 Turntable

L400
walnut
oak

L300
black
walnut

200CC Integrated
loudspeaker system
with swivel bracket

300CC Integrated
loudspeaker system
with swivel bracket

I
C2 Cassette deck

2 -way bookshelf systems

T2 FM stereo tuner
Integrated
dspeaker system

A2 Control amplifier

CD3 Compact Disc player
available in 1985

L470
black
walnut vinyl

L570
black
walnut

3 -way bookshelf systems
151 Discrete loudspeaker
stem

0

0
0

PA1 Biamplifier for L1290
and L1590

For suggested retail prices and
specifications, see the directories
in this issue of Audio.

A word about ADS dealers

rr.

Co)

3201 Discrete loudspeaker
system with Samarium -cobalt tweeter

L980
black
walnut

L880
black
walnut

L780
black
walnut

Mila

Tower systems

The ADS commitment to
quality extends to the dealers
who sell our equipment. There
are not many of them, and they
are chosen for audio expertise
and the ability to stand behind
ADS honorably with service. To
find the ADS dealer nearest
you, call us, toll free, at
1-800-824-7888 (in California
1-800-852-7777), Operator
483. Mention that you read
about us in Audio, and we will
promptly send you the names
and locations for your area.

0

0
700 Subwoofer
stem with AX2
lectronic crossover

0 40W/40W high
rformance amplifier

Analog & Digital

ADS Systems, Inc.
One Progress Way
Wilmington
Massachusetts 01887
USA
617 658-5100

111111111111111111111111111110,
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L1090
black
walnut

L1290
black
walnut

L1590
black
walnut

rosewood

P120 60W/60W stereo
bridgeable power
amplifier

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Input -Output Mismatch
resistors for this purpose. have no
Q. I seem to have several problems way of knowing what the situation is in
with my cassette deck. First of all, your case. In any event, it appears that
when I record with equal input levels your meters are calibrated to read too
on both channels, on playback the left low in recording, too high in playback,
channel is 1 to 2 dB lower than the or a combination of these. From your
recording level, while the right channel statement that you hear distortion on
is 3 to 5 dB lower than the recording the worse -adjusted channel, I surmise
level. Also, when the tape is played in that the meters read too low in recordthe reverse direction, there is an addi- ing. If so, this should not be too difficult
tional loss of about 3 dB in both chan- for a qualified technician to set to
nels.-Joe Faiferlick, Fort Dodge, Iowa rights.
A. The difference between input and
On the other hand, very good casoutput levels can be accounted for by sette decks, giving far better perfortape sensitivity, that is, the amouht of mance than your present unit, can be
I

tape output for a given signal input.

Various brands and types of tape differ
in sensitivity. The difference between
the left and right channels can be due

to miscalibration of the meters in recording or playback, or to differences
in gain between the left and right channels in recording or playback. The difference in output between playback in
the forward direction and in the reverse
direction might be due to differences in

Playback Misreading
Q. I recently had my old tape deck
repaired but still have a problem with
it. It records at one level but plays back
at significantly higher levels, mostly in
the red zone of the meters. I record at
about the middle of the meter dials, but
playback puts the meter needles out of

sight. Also, the right channel seems
worse than the left, which produces
distortion to my ears. I have tried four
different brands of tape, but all produce the same result. The problem ex-

really not worth repairing. Should I give

Forbes, Lake Ariel, Pa.
A. Most tape decks have meter -cali-

bration potentiometers, both for recording and for playback, although
less expensive decks may have fixed
AUDIO JUNE 1985

it, does the playback reading match
the record reading? If the playback
reading is lower, there is your answer.
Such a mismatch could be due to miscalibration of the meter or to variation
in sensitivity among brands and types
of tape.
If

record and playback readings

match on your new deck, the reduced

reading on your old deck-not a very
seriously lower one-could be due to
the way the meters of this deck react to

Considering that and your deck's age,
it may well be unwise to put any more
money into repairs. Even if your present problem is solved, there is a good
chance of other problems soon developing in a deck so old.

program material rather than steady
tones. Or, again, miscalibration of the

the latter read 2 to 4 dB lower than

when I originally recorded them.
Shouldn't the meters of the old deck
read +2? Should +7 dB on the new
deck correspond to +5 dB DIN? How

should I interpret the different readings
of the meters?-Curtis P. Jeffries, New
York, N.Y.

A. A number of cassette decks are
calibrated so that 0 VU on the meters
corresponds to Dolby level, which is
200 nWb/m. A number of others are
calibrated so that 0 VU corresponds to
the DIN (and IEC) standard reference
level, which is 250 nWb/m, or about 2
dB higher than Dolby level. Therefore,
your deck correctly reads +2 dB (relative to 0 VU) when playing a DIN calibration tape. The DIN level is about 4

isted before the repairs were made,
and the service technician checked
the meter calibration and said everything was okay. I have called other
service shops, but they say that be- dB above 160 nWb/m, so your old
cause my deck is 10 years old it's deck correctly reads +4 dB when
in and buy a new deck?-Eugene M.

readings of one of your decks, probably the new one. When a tape recorded on the new deCk is played back on

obtained today for less than $300.

Meter Calibrations
Q. I've purchased a cassette calibration tape which contains a 315 -Hz
output between ,the upper and lower test tone at 0 dB DIN. This tape reads
gaps of the head.
+2 dB on my new cassette deck and
It seems that the problems you de- +4 on my old one, whose 0 VU mark
scribe are small enough to live with, at was calibrated at 160 nWb/m. When
least until some other problem with tapes recorded on the new deck are
your deck requires a trip to a repair played on the old deck, the meters of
shop.

between the record and playback

playing the test tape. So far, so good.
But your problem, if I follow correctly, is that after recording a tape on your
new deck, you get a reduced reading,

rather than an increased reading,
when playing the tape on your old
deck. This may be due to a mismatch

meters or differences in tape sensitivity
could account for the situation.

Yes, +7 dB on your new deck

should correspond to +5 dB DIN. As
already pointed out, your deck reads
+2 dB relative to 0 VU DIN, and there-

fore +7 dB relative to +5 dB DIN.
(This assumes that the meters of your
new deck are truly logarithmic so that
they accurately represent level differences in dB.)
While on the subject, it should be
pointed out that, in some decks, 0 VU
corresponds neither to Dolby nor DIN
level but approximately to the recording level that produces 3% harmonic
distortion. Depending on the brand of
tape and how the deck is set up with
respect to bias and equalization, the
3% harmonic distortion level is typically about 2 to 6 dB higher than the DIN
0 VU level for Type I and Type II tapes;
it is about 3 to 8 dB above DIN 0 VU
level for Type IV tapes. Of course, this
kind of meter calibration is employed
only in decks with peak -reading meters. And, finally, in some decks the 0
VU level corresponds to a level below
0 VU DIN, sometimes as much as 5 dB
below. Apparently the purpose here is
to provide a very good safety margin
against overrecording, to prevent distortion and treble loss.
So, what is the recordist to do? What
is he to make of these various calibrations and interpretations?
suggest
that you experiment with recording levI

If you have a problem or question on tape
recording. write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

No matter what EQ was
used in recording, you may
choose any EQ setting you
wish in playback without
harm to tapes or heads.

els, using the tape of your choice. Start

with levels that cause peaks to drive
the record -level meters to about 0 VU.

Listen carefully to the playback. Successively increase the recording level
about 1 or 2 dB at a time, until distortion and/or high -frequency saturation
become noticeable in playback, and
then back down 1 or 2 dB for safety.
Depending on your deck and the tape
you use, you might find that you get
satisfactory recordings when the meters read as high as +7 or +8 dB, and
occasionally even + 10 or more.

back without causing harm to the
tapes or heads.

Dolby C NR applies substantially
more treble boost in recording, and
substantially more treble cut in play-

back, than does Dolby B. If you play a
Dolby C -encoded tape with the deck
set for Dolby B, the effect will be emphasized treble. If a Dolby C -encoded
tape is played with no Dolby decoding
whatsoever, the result will be still greater treble emphasis.
If you plan to use Dolby B in decoding, you should use Dolby B in encoding, unless you find that the extra treble emphasis due to Dolby C encoding
Portable -Player Compatibility
Q. I recently purchased a personal is desirable, perhaps to compensate
portable cassette player which has a for a treble deficiency elsewhere.
switch providing for playback of either
"Normal" or "Metal" tapes; I assume Extra -Long -Play Cassettes
Q. I intend to purchase a cassette
this means the choice of either 120- or
70-4 equalization, respectively. How- deck and wish to get maximum recordever, the majority of my cassettes were ing time by using C-120 or even C-180
recorded on my home deck using cassettes. The programs that I plan to
chromium dioxide tape, which utilizes record are mostly speech. Do you
70-p,S equalization. Therefore, when know of any tape brands particularly
playing these cassettes with my porta- suited to my purpose?-R. Kroenke,
ble unit, which playback setting should Mt. Shasta, Cal.

I choose, "Normal" or "Metal"? Will I

damage the tapes or the playback
head of my portable unit if I choose the
wrong setting?

Also, my portable has an on -off

A. My experience with such cas-

settes is very limited inasmuch as they
are not recommended for high fidelity.
For this reason, and also because the
policy of Audio prohibits me from recommending specific brands, I cannot

switch for Dolby noise reduction, which
I assume is Dolby B. But the majority of answer your question directly. Howmy cassettes were recorded with ever, what experience I have had indiDolby C. What will occur when playing cates that results are not as good as
the Dolby C -encoded tapes when the with the shorter tapes (C-90, C-60,

player is set for Dolby B? What will etc.). Recordings don't sound as
happen when the portable's Dolby B clean, and there is increased danger
switch is off? In the future, should I of the tape fouling up. However, your
record with Dolby B on my home deck
if I plan to play the cassettes with the

portable unit, or should I continue to
record with Dolby C?-David M. Lukac, Towaco, N.J.
A. Equalization of 120 and 70 1.1.S
applies only to playback. (Much different equalization is employed in record-

ing, varying according to tape type,
the cassette deck manufacturer's no-

tions about optimal bias current for
each tape type, and other factors. The

required record equalization is that
which, in conjunction with standard
120- or 70-µ,S playback equalization,
will result in flat response on a record playback basis.) No matter what happened in recording, you may apply any

kind of equalization you wish in play42

experience for your particular purpose

may prove otherwise. When you get
your deck, experiment with one or two
major brands of the extra -long-playing
cassettes and compare them with C 90s of the same brand.

Dolby Dubbing
Q. When copying a chromium -type
tape that is Dolby -encoded, should the

play the source tape with Dolby on and
to record the copy with Dolby on. However, the proof of the budding is in the
eating. If the copy sounds better when
dubbing with both Dolby switches off,
then make your copies that way. In the

case of a Dolby -encoded tape, the
copy may sound fuller because of
some loss of highs when playing with
one deck and recording with another.

This would be due to mistracking,
which signifies that the signal level for

Dolby decoding (playback) is not
matched to the signal level for Dolby
encoding (recording). Such matching
is more difficult to achieve when using
different decks for recording and playback instead of the same deck for both
operations. Yes, the tape -type switch

should be in the "chromium" position
on both tape decks.

Adjusting Bias
Q. I am considering the purchase of
a cassette deck that offers bias adjustment but not test tones. Is there a simple and effective way to adjust a deck

to match a given tape?-Michael
Deutsch, Los Angeles, Cal.
A. The easiest way to adjust bias is
for flattest response, as judged by ear,
when taping interstation FM noise. If

the deck has separate record and
playback heads, the adjustment can
be made very quickly by monitoring
playback while recording, and immedi-

ately comparing the playback sound
with the source. If the deck uses the

same head for recording and playback, it will take several trials to arrive

at the optimum bias setting. That is,
one records, rewinds, plays, and com-

pares the playback sound with the
source. If bias is too low, the tape will
have exaggerated treble response; if
too high, treble will be deficient. One
makes a tentative bias adjustment in
the proper direction and repeats the
procedure until the optimum setting is
reached.

Do not underestimate the impor-

decks' Dolby switches be on or off?

tance and effectiveness of your own

Should the tape -type switch be in the
"chromium" position for both decks?
When I make a copy with both decks'
Dolby switches off, the tapes seem to

ears as measuring instruments. Should

sound fuller than with the switches
on.-Deb Murphy, Chicago, Ill.
A. When copying a Dolby -encoded
tape, usually the best procedure is to

you find that there is a range of bias

(usually small) within which you
achieve flat response according to
your ears, use the greatest amount of
bias which still maintains apparently
flat response. This will tend to minimize
distortion.

A
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Special Mixer Features

Q. On my mixer are connectors
marked "Send" and "Receive." A short
jumper cable connects the two. When /

disconnect this cable, there is no
sound from the output. What are these
jacks for?

I would also like to know what the
"Bus In" and "Cue Out" connectors on
this mixer are for.-Tom Wick, Huntington Station, N.Y.
A. The "Send" and "Receive" jacks
work like a preamp's tape monitor or
external -processor loops, but without

the front -panel switch. They allow

but they also can be used to protect
VCRs from electrical damage.
Below is a rundown of products from

tion into the platter.

fidelity equipment, though you must go
to computer stores to buy them. (Note:

within the cabinet (such as a preampli-

This is the opinion of my correspon-

path to the platter.

Check that the motor is free from
three of the major manufacturers of surrounding objects. If it comes into
surge protectors. These represent the physical contact with the cabinet in
best protection you can buy for high- which it is housed or with equipment

dent, and does not necessarily reflect
my own view or that of Audio.-J.G.)
Six -outlet surge protectors that plug
directly into the wall include the EPD
Lemon, EG System 2, and Curtis Diamond. If you want an a.c. surge protector with six accessory outlets and a
6 -foot power cord, try the EPD Lime,

equalizers, reverb units and other signal processors to be placed in the signal path, getting their signals from the
"Send" jack and returning them to the EG System 6 or Curtis Emerald. Three"Receive" jack.
outlet units which combine a.c. surge
The "Bus" for each output channel is protection with EMI/r.f.i. filters, and
the common line into which all signals which plug directly into the wall, inare mixed. If you need to mix more clude the EPD Peach, EG System 4
signals than your mixer has input chan- and Curtis Sapphire. And if you want a
nels for, you can feed the extras into unit combining a.c. surge protection
the bus. The added signal sources with EMI/r.f.i. filters, equipped with 6must, of course, have output -level con- foot cords and six accessory outlets
trols, since there will be no way of each, there are the EPD Orange, EG
controlling these levels at the mixer. System 8 and Curtis Ruby.-ChristoBus jacks are also sometimes used to pher Sullivan, Belmont, N.C.
link two or more mixers together.
The "Cue Out" connector provides a Phonograph Motor Vibration
way to listen to signals without their
Q. / have a three -speed Rek-O-Kut
getting into the regular outputs of your turntable (vintage early 1950s) which
mixer. This allows you to cue (or set a has a peculiar problem. It has not been
source to its start) without having that used in years, but it has been kept
signal reach your tape recorder or the covered, and with the idlers disenaudience.
gaged.
I recently tried it out, after lubricating
Spikes and Surges, Part II
the motor and idlers, and heard a viIn response to an item in the Decem- bration which was never present beber '84 "Audioclinic" on "Spike Protec- fore. This was easily identified as comtion," I would like to add the following ing from the motor, because the noise
information:
was the same whether or not the turnPower surges and spikes of varying table and motor were connected
degrees can occur at any time. These through the idlers.-C. F. Casey, Alexsurges and spikes are fluctuations on andria, Va.
the line that can occur from a lightning
A.
think the motor vibration was
strike as far away as five miles, a pow- always present, but it is now more
er company's switching of loads, near- closely coupled to the turntableby electric motors, a return to full pow- probably as a result of dried -out, harder after a brownout, or various other ened, motor shock mounts.
unpredictable causes.
have owned various versions of
There are many products to protect your turntable. recall that, by replacI

I

I

equipment from these surges and
spikes. Some are just plain surge pro-

tectors, while others combine surge
protection and EMI/r.f.i. filters. These
products are basically made for use
with computers and their peripherals,
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

the right pressure-which will allow for

high-fidelity products, TV sets and good drive and still not induce vibra-

fier), vibration will then have another
Obtaining Good Bass Sound
Q. I am a bass player and wish to
improve the sound of my instrument. Is

there any inexpensive way to do it?G. A. Gowman, Detroit, Mich.

A. So often, the problem of obtaining good bass sound has to do with
the quality of both the instrument and
the pickup used. Part of the problem,
too, is that most performers play their
bass "straight," with no limiting.
By limiting, refer to a scheme by
which the loudest -volume peaks are
suppressed. It is done by using an
amplifier whose gain varies inversely
with the input signal. In other words, as
I

the strings of your bass vibrate less
and less, and the output from the pick up falls, the amplifier connected to the

pickup increases in amplification to
compensate for this falling output.
Limiting makes the bass smoother.

Experience with my own bass has
shown that its output is not uniform with
frequency. The use of a limiting amplif i-

er between the pickup and its regular
amplifier will even out the tone over the

instrument's entire range. The limiter
also enables the instrument to "sus tain" for a longer time. This is not too
important when you are playing a rapid
succession of notes, but it is important
at such points in the music as the end
of a song, or perhaps at the end of an
intro, where there might be a retard or

a hold. The greater the limiting, the
longer the sustain time.

Limiters can be very expensive inhave seen some, however,
which are inexpensive and do a redeed.

I

markably good job. They are made just
for applications of the kind we are discussing here, and are sold by dealers

ing the shock mounts, some rumble specializing in electronic musical in could be removed. Still more rumble If you have a problem or question about audio,
can be removed by careful adjustment
of the pressure the idler exerts against
the motor pulley and the turntable rim.
Limit screws are provided to achieve

write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped. self-addressed envelope.
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The ear's sensitivity to
energy at 2 to 5 kHz can
make a signal with slight
added treble energy seem
disproportionately loud.
struments and accessories. They are
in the form of a small box, equipped
with an on/off switch and a knob. The
knob determines the amount of signal
reaching the input of the device and,
therefore, the amount of limiting which
takes place. If the input signal is too
low, it will be below the "threshold" of

the added B+ which is produced because of the use of these capacitors
can create problems with other com-

A human body is not neutral to radio
frequencies; it can absorb or reflect
them. Thus, if you stand in just the right

ponents in the ST70.
believe that there is a leaky inter -

the unit. The effect will be as though no
limiter were in the system. As the input

the grids of successive stages until

signal increases, more and more of

noise is present. Unless feedback is
involved (giving you misleading results), the capacitor feeding this grid

place, your body can reflect signal to
your indoor antenna in such phase as
to reinforce the direct pickup of these
signals. Moving just a few inches one
way or another can create reflected
signals that cancel out the direct signal. If you stand in the right place between the antenna and signal source,

this limiting effect will be noticed.

I

stage coupling capacitor producing
the crackling you have described. Using another amplifier to listen, check
you locate the first circuit on which the

should be replaced.
Volume Increase with Equalization
Q. When I switch my graphic equalizer into my system, there is a very Radiation from CD Players
Q. When scanning the instruction
audible sound -level increase, obviously more than 3 dB. Please explain manual for one of the first -generation
CD players, I noticed a warning that
this.-K. R. Stephens, Tucson, Ariz.
A. Sometimes the use of an equaliz-

improper use of the player "may.result

er can produce a real or perceived

in hazardous radiation exposure." In

increase in level, for two reasons:
The first reason is that the equalizer
may have more than unity gain-it may
produce more signal than was fed into
it. This is somewhat analogous to turning up the volume a bit.
The second possible reason for this
perceived increase has to do with psychoacoustics. If you happen to add

what sense does CD technology pose
a radiation risk? Do the newer, sliding drawer -type players, in which the disc

and laser are completely enclosed,
pose any less of a risk to the user?
-Name withheld
A. A laser is a very intense light
source. Although
have not seen a
I

warning like the one you cite, I can see
that if a person is determined to get to

treble in the range of perhaps 2 to 5
kHz, this added frequency boost will the innards of a CD player, he could
not increase sound level significantly. expose his eyes to light which could
The ear is, however, very sensitive to cause damage.
Based on the machines I have had
changes in level at these frequencies,

the body can absorb energy which
would otherwise reach the antenna.

The obvious solution is to use an
outdoor antenna. If this isn't possible,
you must experiment with the location

of the indoor antennas, and find a
place where the effect of people moving in the room is minimized. Placing
the antenna near the ceiling is a possibility; locating it in another, less -trafficked room may also help.

Poor Performance at High Power

Q. My sound system, which includes a preamplifier, power amplifier,
equalizer, phonograph and loudspeakers, performs well only up to a point. I
am unable to drive the amplifier past
its 75 -watt level, even though it is capable of much higher power, which my
loudspeakers can handle. In order to
eliminate the serious distortion which
occurs at this level, I am forced to roll
off bass significantly via the equalizer.
What is happening, and can 1 do any-

so this added coloration may make the
sound seem louder.

the chance to study, I see no way one

Crackling and High B+

stroy the player.
Of the players I have seen, top -load-

Stream, Ill.
A. I suggest that you disconnect the
equalizer and run the system without it.

ing units would seem to pose the
pacitance by paralleling a bunch of greatest possibility of radiation. Even

See if the system now operates at the
greater power output you desire.

Q. I have a Dynaco ST70 tube -type
amplifier to which I added 100-p.F ca-

could become exposed to laser light
without going to great lengths to de-

capacitOrs. The higher B + produced so, one would have to go out of one's
way in order to take a squint at the
improved performance.
Lately, however, I hear a sound- light. Naturally, the players using slidsort of a static, or "tearing" sound- ing drawers are even less likely to
from the speakers, about 3 S after the pose problems.
equipment is turned off. I do not get
the sound if I disconnect the capacitor Movement and FM Reception
Q. When using any of three sepabank. I'm about to jump around each
capacitor to find which one is causing rate FM sets, in three different locathe sound. I'm also wondering if there tions (Queens, Brooklyn, and Manhatmay be some weak component in the tan), people moving about in the room
ST70, which makes this sound only in which the equipment is located afwhen extra capacitance is used. I'd fect reception. Why? Can anything be
appreciate your advice.-R. W. Clif- done about this?-Steve Marston, Holford, Lancaster, Cal.
A. I do not believe that the sound is

lis, N.Y.

thing about it?-Ron Bryson, Carol

If you are using the equalizer between the preamplifier and the power
amplifier, the signal level from the preamplifier could be too great, thus overdriving the equalizer. This means that
the voltage needed to drive your amplifier to 70 watts output represents the
overload point for the equalizer.

If the power amplifier has volume
controls (and if they are not advanced
all the way), turn them up. This will give
the equalizer less work to do and may
bring about a surprising improvement
in performance.
If this remedy is not available, I sug-

A. Apparently you use indoor anten-

gest you place the equalizer in the

produced by a defective unit in your nas for FM reception. It is because of
bank of added capacitors. Of course, this that you have had the problem.

tape loop, where it will probably operate more satisfactorily.
A
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BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AMPLIFICATION
ONKYO'S NEW REAL PHASE TECHNOLOGY
complex crossovers, differ electrically from the simple

In -Phase secondary transformer prevents this phase shift,
providirg increased power output into the loudspeaker load

resistive load used by arrplifi3r designers to simulate the
loudspeaker load. The actual load that is "seen" by the

as the -music demands it. The result is clean, dramatic
dynamics; musical peaks are reproduced with stunning

amplifier causes severe ohase shift between the voltage and
current sent to the specke-s. This causes an audible loss of
sonic clarity and dynamics.

clarity.

Onkyo's Real Phase Technology uses not one, but two
power transformers to co-rec- this problem. A large high

of the Real -Phase story.

Today's speakers, with their mt. ltiple driver construction and

capacity primary trar sformer together with a special

Now, the dynamic range of the music can be fully realized.
On the 'allowing pages, you'll find a complete explanation
Shown i; our new A-8067 Integra amplifier, with Real Phase
Technology and our exclusive Dual Recording Selector.

°MEW)
Artistry in Sound

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N 1.07446
Enter No 39 on Reader Service Card

mak
The ONKYO "Real Phase"
Amplifier Story
Overview
In conventional amplifiers,
the power supply and
amplifier stage have been
designed with a simple
resistive load of fixed
impedance, quite unlike the
reactive load actually
provided by high fidelity
loudspeakers.
Recently, some amplifiers
have been designed to

operate into a wider range of
load impedances, as the
actual impedance of a
loudspeaker varies with
frequency. However, the
power supply design of these
amplifiers still treats the
loudspeaker load in a simple
resistive fashion.
The IHF A-202 reactive
loudspeaker load model,
shown in Fig. 1, consists of a

circuit configuration
designed to simulate the
reactive load normally found
in today's loudspeakers. The
graph in Fig. 1 shows the
impedance variation with
frequency caused the IHF
A-202 reactive loudspeaker
load, with an impedance peak
of 23.7 ohms at 50.3 Hz.

Impedance Characteristics for IHF Reactive Speaker
(ohm]

12.5mH Inductor

30-

Resistor
18.3ohm

Impedance Resonance Peak

23.7 ohm

Capacitor
800micro-F

20

IHF A202

Reactive Speaker
Test Load
10

50.3 Hz "Resonance Frequency"
0

f

20
Figure 1

100

i[Hz]
200

Resistor
5.4ohm

v Ar--0

"Conventional Power Supply Design"

AC 120V

-

I

"Main Transformer

"Power Supply Filter
Capacitors"

"Output
Transistors"

Figure 2

Conventional Power Supply Design

Degree of Current Phase Shift to Voltage vs. Frequency
(Degree)
90

50.3Hz

63Hz
Hi]

200
40Hz
39

90

Fluctuations in Charging Current Between
of the Conventional Power Supply
"Charging Current
Positive Side"

L

"Charging Current
Negative Side"

Figure 4

and

Sides

Fig. 2 shows a conventional power supply
design. The 120 Volt AC home supply is
reduced by the main transformer to a lower
level. The AC to DC rectifiers convert the AC
pulses to DC pulses, and the filter supply
storage capacitors smooth the ripples into a
steady DC supply. This DC source feeds the
amplifier's output stage with the energy
required to drive the speaker load.
Unfortunately, if the speaker load connected
to the amplifier output stage is reactive in
nature, and not a simple resistive impedance,
a phase shift between the amplifier output
voltage and the loudspeaker drive current will
occur. Fig. 3 shows the amount of phase shift
between the amplifier output voltage and the
loudspeaker drive current caused by tie
reactive loudspeaker load model.
Fig. 4 shows the fluctuations between the
charging current values at the positive and
negative sides of the conventional power
supply. The peaks and troughs of the + "
and " - " sides are 180 degrees out of phase
with each other. This charging current
fluctuation prevents the power supply from
delivering a steady DC source to the amplifier
output stage and loudspeaker load.

"Real Phase Power Supply Design"

AC 120V

"Secondary
Real -Phase

Transformer

"Main Transformer"

Power

Amplifier
"Output Transistors"

"Supply Filter"
Capacitors

Figure 5

Onkyo Real Phase
Power Supply Design
Fig. 5 shows the Onkyo
Real Phase solution. A
second power transformer,
called the "In -Phase
Transformer" is connected

Constant Charging of Real Phase Power Supply Design

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

1
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+ Side

between the " + " and " - "
sides of the main

transformer's outputs. Any
potential between the " + "
and " - " charging current is
cancelled out by the In -Phase
transformer, and a
rock -steady DC supply
current is supplied to the
amplifier output stage,
regardless of the actual
loudspeaker load. Fig. 6
shows the constant,
non -fluctuating charging
current of the Onkyo Real
Phase power supply.
The Real Phase power
supply design ensures that

the amplifier's output stage
has a continuous DC supply,
free of the fluctuations

I

1

l

I

- Side

Figure 6

caused by phase shift
between the amplifier output
voltage and loudspeaker
drive current. Considerably
increased power output into
any loudspeaker load assures
maximum dynamic range
and impact. Transient details
are not blurred by power
supply fluctuations, and full
power reserve is provided for

the wide dynamic range of
today's high technology
musical sources, like Digital
Compact Discs and Video
Hi-Fi tape and disc
soundtracks.

specification is derived with a
simple resistive load, using
sine wave signals of fixed
intensity.
The IHF Dynamic power
test, using low and high level
signals, more closely
simulates the actual
performance obtainable with
actual loudspeaker loads and
music signals, and the Onkyo

The Onkyo Real Phase

M-510 Power Amplifier is the
first amplifier to incorporate
this unique technology, with
other Real Phase Onkyo
components soon to follow.
The Onkyo M-510
represents the state of the art
for solid-state amplification,
conservatively rated at 300
Watts per channel, minimum
RMS at 8 ohms, both
channels driven from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, with no more than
.005% THD. However, this

Load Impedance

Power Output (c1)

ONICY0 IPNOI

Real Phase design

Amplifier Technology will
soon be available in two new
integrated amplifiers, the
A-8057 and A-8067. Rated at
65 and 80 watts per channel
respectively, these models
feature the ability to drive
difficult loudspeaker loads
with ease; both models
feature substantially
increased power output into
loads as low as 2 ohms.

contributes to the exemplary
performance:
The Onkyo Real Phase

8 ohms RMS

8 ohms IHF

4 ohms IHF

2 ohms IHF

1 ohm IHF

Continuous

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

300W

400W

750W

1.3 kW

2.1 kW
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Onkyo Industry Innovations
1975

Affordable Quartz Digitally Synthesized Tuning
1976

Quartz & Servo Locked Tuning
1977

Straight Low Mass Tonearms
1978

Auto Accubias
1979

Super Servo & Linear Switching
1980

First Cassette/Receivers
1981

High Speed Dubbing Cassette Decks, Real Time Counters
1982

Receivers with CX Decoders
1983

Delta Power Supply, Digital Ready Amplifiers, Automatic Precision Reception,
Triple Stage Isolation Systems
1984

First Compact Disc Player with FOUR Power Supplies, First Cassette Deck
with all Noise Reduction Systems; Dolby B -C NR HX Pro,* dbxt, First Receiver
with dbx and Dynamic Bass Expander, First Dual Auto Reverse Dubbing
Cassette Deck
1985

Real Phase Technology
Dual Recording Selector
Polysorb® Acoustic Vibration Absorbing Compound for Turntables
& CD Players
First Affordable Audio/Video Remote Control Receiver

Artistry in Sound

*Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
tdbx is a registered trademark of dbx Inc.

ONKYO.
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

HOMING IN ON A BARGAIN
So you thought you couldn't edit

digital audio tapes-that is,

short of some enormous expenditure on state-of-the-art digital editing
equipment? The sort that only a Very
Big Company, or big-time video, film,
or pop music star, could afford? Cost-

ing, say, a mere 100 grand, or 50
grand, as a starter?

If so, then almost all of you small and medium -timers into recording for
LPs, cassettes, maybe even a CD or
two; one-man operations; mini -major
classical labels; makers of special

products (for medicine, law, lan-

guages, what have you); producers of
high-school shows, from Bach to Boogie and back-all of you seem to have

decided that maybe you'll stick with
analog a while longer. Analog is cheap

to edit. We can all do it. Editing-pre-

cise, exact editing-is the payoff for
everything but consumer -style cassette recording. If you can't edit, you
can't record.
I am surprised at how widespread is
the idea that you can't go into digital -

audio editing on account of the cost.
Because, to my astonishment, I've discovered that (as Gershwin said) it ain't
necessarily so. Not any more! This last
winter, with help, I was able to do a trial
editing of a short tape of my own Canby Singers. By professional standards
the cost was peanuts or less. And the
results are good-plenty good enough

to please me. Better than

I

can do

myself, if that means anything.

This is such good news that I must
tell you all about it, even though, oddly

enough, the actual digital equipment

has been around quite a while;

it

should be familiar to most audio professionals and to readers who have
perused equipment reports here and
elsewhere.
It's a matter of communication. In an

area as big as audio, communication
crosswise, side to side instead of the
usual top to bottom, is often very chan-

cey. You'll remember my January account of the San Francisco AES people

and the Stanford electronic music researchers, getting together but virtual-

professional music training. It is not
easy for them to keep up, not only with
the latest equipment but the potential
of that equipment. A large part of the
audio world revolves around such people in all their diversity, and depends

man. This was a sequel to another ses-

Now, you take me. I have no X-ray
eyes for audio. Perhaps have judgment as to what is important, but as a
writer I get help, much more than mere
tips and hints. Audio people rush forward to tell me all about it in person, to
explain new things, verbally or on paper, until I am dizzy trying to keep up.
More than that, they are ready to work
on any practical project I may have in
mind, including recording.
Yes, I know-they do it for the publicity. Why not? That's often the catalyst. But I am constantly astonished at

usefulness. That was the clincher. Fifty

sions, of course, were done in analog. I

had no choice. A digital recorder was
to a large extent on their "softgear," one thing, but I knew I could not edit
their products in sound.
any sort of digital job for a finished
I

how dedicated audio people are to
their work, how sincerely they propagate their faith, whatever it may be, far
beyond the call of publicity. It's one of
the good things in the audio profession
and the reason we usually are able to
move forward without too many cattle
prods at the rear.

ly unknown to each other. A great

So now-digital editing. Here's the

many recording entrepreneurs, though
they are highly knowledgeable in practical recording terms, have come out of

story this time. Several years back,
worked on a recording session of my
singers with a New Jersey audio pro,
I

fringe backgrounds, anything from Craig Dory, out of Fair Haven, N.J.
big-time pop and movies to a purely He's also in music-that's my kind of
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

sion in which he had participated a
year earlier. Digital recording was already getting around, but both ses-

thousand bucks for an editing machine? I couldn't even rent that kind of
stuff for five minutes.
On this second session, with Craig
Dory, there was a mild surprise. Anoth-

er man came along from the big research lab where Craig worked. They
needed some bulk audio for their research; ours would do just fine. So this
man set up a Sony digital recorder off

to one side. While we started and
stopped and started again in analog,
with all the usual confusion of multiple
takes of Brahms' music for voices, he
just sat there idly and let his machine
run. Took down everything, got lots of
audio time on a Sony videocassette.
paid no attention; I was busy, and this
was just a lab reference tape. Digitalyes! But it wasn't ours and, anyway,
what could we do with it? Especially
inside a Beta cassette. I shoved it out
of mind and the man went away with
the bulk sound he had wanted.
But underestimated my engineer,
Craig. Next thing I knew, I was put to
the challenge: Craig said that we now
I

I
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In digital the copy is the
original. No loss, no
additives. This alone is the
biggest improvement in
editing I could ever
imagine, at any price.
had permission to use that digital tape
(or rather a copy of same) any time we
wanted.
gulped, said "Wow!" and
added, thanks anyway. How could we
get any good out of it? Can't edit! So
again (just like most of you) I put digital
out of mind and got on with my analog.
And this with digital, so to speak, staring me in the face.
Craig is one of those dedicated peoI

ple,

if a very quiet one, and he kept

after me. That digital tape was so
good-he even made an audiocassette of it for me, though this didn't
prove much. Sorry, thought, I'm not
the Denver mint. can't touch it. Too
bad. It would have been a wonderful
opportunity. Et cetera.
I

I

I

I'm going to save a more specific
account of this digital operation for
next month-I have pages of computer
printout from Al with all the professional

data and his own first-hand description. For now it's enough to say that the
instant I walked into that small studio I

nents, professional grade, spread

league, he said, who could actually do
quite precise digital editing on my tape
at a price that could probably man-

around on table and desk, plus a com-

I

puter, and including two JVC VCR

type, but what he told me next was like
a bomb. Per hour, this job would maybe cost mg roughly a thousandth of 50

units, one of them a standard type to
play the source videocassette and the
other more specialized, to make the
final edited cassette. In between were
the crucial digital operators, a computer -type keyboard, a couple of other
units (next month) and a CRT monitor

grand. WOW! This wow was much
louder. But there was a minor hitch.

crammed with visible informationwhich, incredibly, told us exactly

The guy, Al Swanson, lived in Seattle,

where we were and what we were doing at every moment of the job.
Astonishing! What a difference! It's
all done by time code. You cannot get
lost. You can locate everything in seconds, without fail. You can do trial edits
or "rehearsals," out loud, without risk
or damage, until you have exactly what
you want-then you let the the machinery do the actual copy-edit. Remember: In digital the copy is the original.
No loss, no additives. All this, thanks to
the computer -style approach and the
video -type technique. Without going
further, I can say that this alone is the
biggest improvement in editing I could
ever imagine. At any price.
With the time coding (long since fa-

I

I

working from his home as "Location
Recordings." Would
mind hopping
I

out there for a day or so? I had to give
another snort. Fat chance, as we used
to say. No way, as we say now.
That was in December. In Januarylo, I was there. Only a hop from Spo-

kane and its Bach Festival, which

I

wrote about last month.
In Spokane I got a phone call from
Seattle. It was Al Swanson's wife. Mrs.
Al said Al would work with me, but they

simply could not allow me to stay in
some old hotel; I must stay with them.

Then I'd be right there, on location.

I

gratefully accepted and she even went
to the airport to meet me.
Like Craig, Al Swanson is also a musician, and his wife is a musician too,

active in the business, playing string
instruments and teaching both piano
and violin in their home. (She also

miliar, of course, in film and video),
every point in the music has its specific

"address." Nice terminology; that's
where it lives, where it is. Same for all

reads Audio.) Craig and Al have never

digitalized equipment, computers included. Just punch in the right coded

met but they do business, mainly by

address and you are there, in seconds.

phone. Craig had made a VHS copy of
our digital music, the better to suit Al's

The actual musical editing? Let me
say quickly that from my viewpoint it
was hearteningly familiar, automation
and computer notwithstanding. True,

digital editing equipment; it was on
hand when I arrived. Craig, it seemed,
52
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Hence the referral, like one M.D. to
another. So found myself on location-Seattle. And we were ready to go
to work on the tape.

something new. He now had a col-

snorted. Down another few
grand, to only 20 thou? Great stuff!
Craig, as say, is not the shouting

1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake. MN 55110

and could do the precise editing.

Then this last winter he came up with

age.

III MAGNEPAN

sembling whole takes, but Al at the
moment had more digital equipment

knew this was no $100,000 deal, nor
even $50,000.
saw just a typical
batch of semi -portable, black compo-

I

Prices Starting At
$500 Per Pair

could do all the rough editing on digital
in New Jersey, removing the junk, as-
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chromdioxid
extra
II
hifi stereo cassette 2x 45 min 132 m
BASF Chrome.

The world's quietest tape.
When you buy most audio tapes, you get a little something extra whether you like it or not.
It sounds like thisssssss.
Unless the rape is BASF Chrome. Because unlike ferric oxide tapes, BASF Pure Chrome is
made of perfectly shaped chromium dioxide particles in an exclusive formulation that delivers the
lowest background noise of any tape in the world. It also delivers
outstanding sensitivity in the critical high -frequency raqge In fact,
it's designed especially for the Type II Chrome Bias position on your
tape machine. And its guaranteed for a lifetime.
So, if all you want to hear is the music you record, this little
Chrome Audio & Video Tapes
message should be music to your ears. BASF Chrome. The world's
quietest tape.
The quality never fades.

FAI BAsF

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

My old analog skills were
as useful as ever. This
should be heartening to old

hands afraid that their
years of experience are
come to naught.
thank God, were as useful as ever. No
real change! This should be heartenyou can hear everything, again a'td ing to a lot of recording hands, maybe
again. The actual choice of places to afraid that their years of analog editing
edit was exactly the same for me as in are come to naught. Not so.
This time could not touch the mamy familiar, longtime analog editing of
music and speech. I knew what might chinery myself. It wasn't mine. But
work and what might not. My old skiOls, found that Al's practiced musical ear

in this technique you can't "rock the

tape" or play slow. (I didn't miss it.) But

I

Amber separate components are standards of the audiophile community for their value and musical reproduction. Now, the Series
50B Integrated Amplifier combines their proven circuitry and
solid craftsmanship in a convenient, affordable package. It has high
current outpu: capability to allow your speakers tc recreate the
astonishing immediacy and clarity of live music. The 50B is ideal
for use as the keystone of a basic musiz system, yetit has the capability to control even a sophisticated aJdiophilesystern. We urge
you tc visit your Amber Beale- for a demonstration of Amber's
musical instruments.

heard very closely what mine did, and
so we moved forward from edit to edit
in perfect harmony, if you will. If you

want to get your own fingers on the
controls, you can buy Al's range of
equipment for approximately $18,000,
list

(you'd pay less). You have the

knowledge of your own recording and
what you want to do with it. But you
might need a couple of years to match
Al's dexterity, if you ever could. He's a
whiz. Thanks, I'll stick with the likes of
him, and save.
How precise is this shoestring digital
editing? That's the ultimate question!
No professional wants to do a sloppy,
inaccurate job, at any price. Well, you
can edit to within a video half -frame, or
closer, via (you might say) musical deduction. Here are examples from my
Canby Singers tape.

After two loud chords, one of my
Brahms songs was interrupted in a
pause by a hysterical little dog, barking. The singers dissolved in laughter
and we started again-but, alas, not as
well. / needed to excise that dog. Al
removed three of the five fast,
and
little barks, leaving two that were too
close to the reverb and not noticeable
to those who weren't specifically lookI

From the Amber Collection
of Musical Instruments:
The Series 50B Integrated Amplifier

ing for pooch noise.
Another piece ended quietly on the
German word fahrwohl (farewell). The
second take was excellent, but on the
very last syllable an auto horn blasted.

Tough! On that final word we edited
over from the syllable fahr- in take two,
to -wohl in take one, right in the middle
of the word. The match is perfect: you

would never know. And there's no
auto horn.
In still another Brahms song, one
tenor came in a fraction of a second
too soon, on an "s." The others followed with a second "s." Via careful
automated rehearsal trials we edged
up closer and closer to the first man,
until suddenly he was gone-and there

was one "s," exactly in the right place.
That "s," I figure, equals less than a
half -inch of analog tape at 15 ips. Slice

off a trace too much in analog and
you're lost. You can't restore it. In digi-

Amber
P.O. BOX 2015 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 TLX 9)1601 (804) 296-5696
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

tal, there is no danger. Your original
remains intact. Try as often as you like,

in tiny increments-then push a button
and it's done. What you've gotten is not

a splice but a copy.
Are you convinced?
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Nih currenl pewee amplifier
model OFA-555

nstanlaneous d Morton Alen:
channel <
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Adcom

East Elrunsmck. NJ USA

Tie modestly -priced amplifier that delivers price -no -object sonic performance.

Enter No 2 on Reader Set vice Card

ADCOM® CFP-555.
This high -power, high -current amplifier easily and
accurately interfaces with virtually any speaker system

available today-including some troublesome
exotic types whose impedance
falls as low as 1 ohm.

If you're considering a new amplifier
for your stereo system, you're probably
suffering from an "agony of choice."
A recent directory of audio components listed 54 manufacturers of power
amplifiers and 154 different models.
Listed prices range from under $300 to
$10,000, and watts per channel from 50
to more than 500.
Obvious -y, your problem is deciding
which of these amplifiers best meets your
requirements.
Before we tell you about one of them,
the Adcon-, GFA-555, we'd like to put
forward a =ew {acts you should know
about amplifiers in general.

Why a separate amplifier?
Anyone who's decided his (or her) system should inc ude a separate power
amplifier is probably an experienced and
serious listener to music at home. Most
eople upgrade their systems to include
separate power amplifiers because their
receivers were lacking in some areapower, no se level, flexibility, or (most
important', musical accuracy.
A powe- amplifier hardly looks as
interesting as a preamplifier or tuner. It's
likely to have a nearly blank faceplateith an or,/off switch, a few LED indicators and perhaps some form of power
output meterir g. In short, it's the one
component you can pretty much

nore-even --tide in a closet-after it's
een hooked Lp.
Amplifiers vary enormously in two
elated areas: how accurately they present the audio signal to the speakers, and
ow well they nterface with the complex
lectrical load presented by many speakers. The la -ter is probably the least understood of all the factors affecting the
ultimate sounc in a given stereo system.
All the speci'ications that describe an

amplifier's performance-including our
own-are test bench measurements
made with standard purely resistive loads.
These measurements provide relative
benchmar<s, but do not fully predict an
amplifier's performance with any particueaker system.

The importance of high cu -rent
potential.
The standard 8 -ohm impedance at
which an amplifier's output power is normally referenced may not eyen be close
to the actual moment-by-rrcment
impedance presented by a given speaker
under typical operating cordtions. That
is, with a music signal feediig a speaker.
A speaker with a nominal -ating of 8
ohms can actually present tie amplifier
with a load anywhere from about 40
ohms to less than 2 ohms, depending
on the frequencies it is handl ng at any
given moment.
As speaker impedance falls, increased

current is drawn from the amplif er output stage. In fact, many ampifiers, when
pushed to very high levels anti very low
impedances, reach a point where their
protection circuitry had bet -.E r shut them

off ...or their output transis:us will self-

much lower than the others. In that very
selective company, we Nere highly
pleased not to stand a t.

Why the 555 sour ds as good as
(or better than) those expensive
amplifiers.
High current output itage.
Each channel is prov ded with 8 high current output transistors, and is capable
of delivering more thar 20 amperes into
low impedance loads.
As a result, transient capabilitywhich virtually defines :he demands of

music-is greater than 800 watts into
2 -ohm loads and 400 watts into 1 ohm.
And the amplifier remains stable, without
glitches or oscillation, ender any operating conditions.
No matter how com alex a load it
presents, no speaker made yesterday,

destruct.
But even when operating Nell within
normal limits, an amplifier's output circuit
interacts with the speaker's impedance

today-or likely to be rnade tomorrow-

variations to affect, for bet- or worse,

The gain path is simple and direct, with
a minimum of components from input to
output. This means less waveform distortion and less phase shift. Further, vie
used only discrete circuit elements rather
than integrated circuits. This allowed for
total flexibility in selectiig individual elements and tweaking them for optimum
performance at every stage. Functionally,
the input circuit uses a differential -input
transistor pair, followed by a single volt-

how the music sounds.

Which brings us to the
Adcom GFA-555.
With respect to those 154 amplifiers
mentioned earlier, the 555 ranks very
high on the wattage scale (2D0 watts per
channel) and very low on the price scale.
However, despite its modest price, the
sonic performance of the 555 was conceived and designed to be compared
with "esoteric" price-no-otject amplifiers. Throughout its develcp-nent, we
subjected the 555 to compa -ative listening tests against highly-regatclec amplifiers priced up to three times higher.
And when the 555 protot,tpe was
completed, we conducted 3 series of
demonstrations for experienced, objective listeners. As in our devel opment
tests, the 555 was matched against far
more expensive competitiv,?. models. In
these demonstrations, however, none
of the amplifiers were iden:hed.
Although some listeners reported
hearing subtle differences among all the
amplifiers, none heard any -.F ing to suggest that any of the amplifies was priced

should be a problem fc r the 555.

Simple gain path throughout.

age -gain transistor. Bo- h active elements
in this stage are class -A biased, using very
sophisticated double -regulated active
current sources. This a rrent supply is

unaffected by variatiors in the power
supply or signal.
This circuit design provides pure Class

A operation for the input and seccnd
gain stages, resulting in low noise, low
distortion and low DC offset voltages.

Toroidal transformer with double
secondaries.
The 700 -watt toroidal power transformer was specially designed for the

555, and has many of the technical
advantages of two separate transformers, but is far more cost effective. It
provides especially tight regulation and a
minimum of interchannel crosstalk, vibration, hum, or noise.

Well -regulated, high -current power
supply.
The two secondary windings feed separate rectifier bridges and filter/storage

capacitors-also specially designedwith a total capacitance of 60,000 micro farads. This high capacity provides excellent reserves for transient high -output
peak current demands.
(As an informal but impressive way of
experiencing these reserves, you can
unplug the AC line cord of the GFA-555
while your system is operating, and the
music will probably continue for several
seconds.)

This rugged, efficient and stable power
supply is extremely important, and is
largely responsible for maintaining low
distortion down to very low frequencies-and for performance that remains
relatively unaffected by low or high AC
line voltages.

lem by using special and expensive
capacitors. By direct coupling of the input

and output of the circuitry, Adcom eliminates the need for such capacitors, and
thus eliminates the problem at the
source.

No output coil.
Most amplifier designs have isolating
coils i t their output circuits to prevent
spurious oscillations under typical load/
signal conditions. But these coils are
responsible for most amplifier/speaker
interface problems. They introduce frequency -response irregularities and lower
damping factor.
And when the amplifier is connected
to high -capacitance loads, such as electrostatic speakers and some esoteric
cables, the coil can introduce resonance
and ringing. Adcom solved this problem
by the direct coupling of the output. As a
result, the damping factor remains high
at all frequencies, phase shift is kept low,

27 dB

Input impedance:
22 kohms, 300 of

Damping factor:
200 (u 20 Hz (a 8 ohms

20 amps peak (d 1 ohm
12 amps RMS (a 2 ohms

The instant that any form of distor-

tion-THD, IM, TIM, SID, etc.-or DC

A significant new current -feedback
technique was developed especially for
the 555. It is used in the bias circuitry for
the drive and output transistors. This
assures exceptional bias stability under
widely varying thermal, line -voltage and
signal conditions. The critical factory bias
adjustment, once made, will remain
unchanged over the life of the amplifier.

The 555's highly accurate indicator is
activated by unique circuitry that monitors the activity in the internal feedback
loop.

Coupling capacitors can be responsible
for a variety of subtle signal distortions.
Some manufacturers minimize the prob-

200 watts per channel continuous, both
channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz,
0.09% THD
325 watts per channel continuous, both
channels driven into 4 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz,
0.25% THD
Bridged power 600 watts continuous, driven
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz, 0.25% THD
Noise:
<200 microvolts unweighted
( - 106 dB (ii 200W)
Gain:

Instantaneous distortion alert.

LED illuminates.

Advantages of direct coupling.

Power output:

Maximum current:

Ultra -stable bias circuitry.

The only circuitry needed against large,
short-term overloads is power -supply
fusing. To protect against long-term
overloads that can cause overheating, a
thermal circuit breaker shuts down the
amplifier when the heat sink temperature
reaches 75 degrees C. When the temperature drops, normal operation resumes
automatically.

Frequency response:
4 Hz to 150 kHz, + 0, -3 dB
(10 volts RMS
8 ohms (a 50 ohm source)

and bandwidth into difficult loadsparticularly electrostatics-is improved.

offset-exceeds 1 percent, a front -panel

No current -limiting circuitry.

SPECIFICATIONS

Final word.
To sum up. There is no superfluous
circuitry in the Adcom 555. Everything
makes a specific contribution to its sonic
performance and stability. There are no
circuits in the 555 to solve problems that
shouldn't exist in the first place. Those
elements that are in the 555 are very specially designed to do their job superbly,
with total reliability and musicality.
So if you are looking for a new power
amplifier, appreciate the need for considerable power, understand the importance of high -current capability-and

150 (d 20 kHz (et. 8 ohms

Dimensions:
Height: 75116" (185 mm)
Depth 121/4" (311 mm) including handles

Width: 19"

(483 mm)

Shipping weight:
34 lbs. (15.5 kg)

Voltage:
117 V/60 Hz.
(Available in 230 V/50 Hz on special order.)

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U S A
Telex 844430

201-390-1130

know great value when you hear ityou'll certainly want to compare the
Adcom GFA-555 to any other amplifier
at any price!
When you do, you'll hear for yourself
that higher cost does not necessarily
mean better performance. And like many
others, you're likely to prefer the 555

purely on its own sonic terms-sight
unseen and price unknown.

Printed in U.S A 555485
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

HEARKENING BACH
The 300th anniversary of

was later to record in Gersh-

the birth of Johann Sebastian Bach was celebrated on March 21, 1985. To
mark the occasion, National

win's "Rhapsody in Blue," with
William Steinberg conducting
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra), had someone support

Public Radio station WGBH in

him from behind while he

Boston arranged for an all -digi-

leaned backwards on the piano
stool and played the piano with
his bare feet! During all this, he

tal uplink and downlink, via In-

telsat satellite, of a performance of Bach's "St. Matthew

was accompanied by Sasha
Schneider, who was playing

Passion" from the Gewandhaus
in Leipzig, East Germany. The
program was also made avail-

some outrageously schmaltzy
Gypsy violin music!

able to other stations

in the
NPR network.
Obviously, this was an histor-

I

ic broadcast, emanating as it
did from behind the Iron Curtain. Of course, it was entirely
appropriate, considering the
years Bach spent as organist
and music director of the St.

be I'll tell you them one of these
days. I hasten to add that mak-

ing recordings is a serious
business, with a great deal of
strain and pressures and responsibilities. There is always

Thomas Church in Leipzig.
I

that big "taxi meter" (musi-

have had an abiding love

cians' -union fees) inexorably

for the music of Bach ever

ticking away! However,

I

don't

subscribe to the starched,

since I was a 12 -year -old choirboy and sang many of his glorious cantatas. In my life, I have
been privileged to know, and to

record, some great Bach scholars.
I was most profoundly influenced on
the music of Bach by my long association with Leopold Stokowski. Although

have many anecdotes

about amusing incidents during recording sessions-may-

white lab coat Tonmeister attitude, replete with grim visages.

I've always found that with a
vocates of Bach's music. At the Casals
Festival in Puerto Rico, I recorded Pablo and Alexander "Sasha" Schneider,

the famous violinist, conductor of the

relaxed and happy session there is a
much better chance of making a good
recording.

Another concentrated exposure to

the popularity of Bach's music has Casals Festival Orchestra, and another
been increasing ever since its "redis- ardent champion of Bach's music.

Bach's music came when I spent some

covery" by Mendelssohn, surely much recorded Pablo performing the Dvorak
credit must be given to Stokowski for cello concerto, which, sadly, turned
his tireless efforts in brnging Bach's out to be the last time he was able to
music to a wider public awareness. His play a full concerto. I attended a numfamous transcriptions of Bach organ ber of Pablo's "master classes" just to
works for full symphony orchestra, as see the grand old man in action, and I
exemplified in the great "Toccata and heard how he inevitably turned to the
Fugue in D Minor for Organ," are leg- music of Bach to demonstrate techendary. When he performed this work niques to his cello students He would
in the Walt Disney flm Fantasia, he not dwell on the structural complexities
introduced millions of people to the of Bach's music, but on its sheer musiglorious music of Bach.
cal values-all the while exhorting his
I remember many occasions in Sto- students to play cantabile-"Your inkowski's Fifth Avenue, New York apart- strument must sing!"
ment when we would discuss Bach's
One activity in which the saintly Pab-

Switched -On Bach. In his lab/studio,

I

music. He liked to point out (some- lo Casals did not participate was a
times by playing snippets of record- rather uninhibited farewell party at the
ings) how the magnificent architecton- conclusion of the aforementioned festiics of Bach's music were so appreciat- val in Puerto Rico. Held at the Rockeed by musicologists, but that the es- fellers' Dorado Beach Club, it was a
sential beauty of the music was what combination luau, barbecue and fiesendeared it to so many people.
ta, with fabulous food and exotic tropiAnother Bach scholar
recorded cal potables. As the party became
I

was the great cellist, Pablo Casals, more bibulous, JesOs Sanroma, the
surely one of the most passionate ad- well-known concert pianist (whom
I
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time with Walter Carlos, creator of
Walter went through the incredibly
complex and difficult process of using

his synthesizers to construct Bach's
magnificent musical edifices. So much
electronic manipulation for each small

increment of music! Although Walter
was obviously deeply involved in the

architectonics of Bach's music because of the very nature of the synthe-

sizer process, he has always had a
most profound respect and scholarly
attitude for the purely musical aspects
of Bach's works. Even those who are
disdainful of the synthesizer process,
per se, admit that some of the performance values of Switched -On Bach
are consonant with accepted practices
in live music performance.
I think it all boils down to the concept

that whether Bach's music is performed on a flute, a harpsichord, a
synthesizer, or a kazoo, it is still the
music of Bach. After 300 years it remains transcendently beautiful, cere-
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bral if you will, as emotionally uplifting
and as spiritually exalting as ever.
The special broadcast of Bach's "St.
Matthew Passion" was digitally transmitted via satellite. It would be interest-

ing to know whether the more hidebound anti -digital people denied themselves the pleasure of hearing this historic performance just because the

music was subjected to that "awful
digitizing"! Don't laugh! At the last two
saw
Consumer Electronics Shows,
some well-known members of the anti digital corps walk into a demo room,
note that the only music source was a
Compact Disc player, and, sniffing disdainfully, immediately walk out!
I

Well, everyone is entitled to their own
opinion. However, do feel that the
anti -digital types have some misconceptions. For one thing, just because
someone likes the sound of digital recordings doesn't mean that person is
I

automatically anti -analog or that he
can't abide black vinyl records! As far
as I am concerned, I am less interest-

they want analog, they will have to resign themselves to older recordings,

many of which will go out of print.
Scare tactics? Not at all. Just ask any
major classical record producers if
they are still making analog masters.
Is there any way to resolve this prob-

lem? I'm afraid it would be difficult, at
best. Let's put it this way: If were
going to record a major symphony orchestra-the New York Philharmonic,
for example-I would probably employ
a simple, spaced array of three omni
I

mikes, or a Blumlein or M/S setup feeding a basic, two -channel digital recorder.

I

would simultaneously set up a

Calrec Soundfield microphone feeding
a four -channel digital recorder so as to

have a "surround" master in the can
for future use. In spite of the possibility

of deriving a binaural pair from the
Soundfield mike, would also set up
the new BrOel & Kjaer dummy head
(originally designed by MercedesI

Benz for their own acoustical testing)
with B & K ear -canal mikes. This array
would be fed into another basic, two -

ed in the medium, and more concerned with how the recording channel digital recorder to provide
sounds-be it analog or digital-and pure binaural recording. This would fi(Le 1,1i4471eiL whether the musical values are proper- nally allow Walkman -type cassette
cyst

Cc

ly preserved and presented.

a- 0)

recorded for headphones with the

recordings. Lord knows, I've got a helluva lot of them! I'm fortunate enough
to own many 15-ips, Dolby A first -gen-

proper acoustic perspective. Finally,
would feed my basic spaced array or
Blumlein mike setup into a two -chan-

eration master -tape copies, and I'm

nel, half -inch, analog tape recorder operating at 30 ips. These various setups

still

sure not ready to abandon them! I also
have many 30-ips, two -channel, half -

inch master tapes which are real
gems! But if a given piece of music is
available on a really good digital Compact Disc recording, it has virtues with
which an analog version of the same
piece can't possibly compete.

Flexibility-that's the name of the

naiao

deck users to hear music specifically

like and enjoy good analog

I

game, and not a cop-out! Those who
remain steadfastly anti -digital are putting themselves into a technological
straitjacket. Why? For the simple reason that major record companies are
recording virtually all of their classical
music in digital format. Except for a
tiny trickle of new analog recordings
from small, independent companies,
usually small-scale stuff with minor or
unknown artists, digital is all there is!
Even the most vociferous anti -digital
types are aware that, for several years
now, most black vinyl discs have been
mastered from digital tapes. Thus, if

I

would be used simultaneously and be
covered by the basic musicians' -union
recording fees.
Needless to say, making a separate
analog master presupposes that a rec-

ord company is willing to accept a
"double inventory" situation. Based on

past experience, this is not likely to
happen. About all that could be hoped

for is that a company would agree to
make the special analog records avail-

able at a premium price, in the same
fashion as higher priced audiophile recordings. Conceivably, these special
analog records could turn a profit.
Jack Renner and Bob Woods of Tel -

arc will hate me for saying this, but
their company-with its simple miking
philosophy, high -quality recording
techniques, and roster of major symphony orchestras and artists-would
be a likely candidate for the preservation of analog recording.
A
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1

labels on a bottle of Dos Equis
and your name and address.
With two BMW's to be won, it's a

clearly better sweepstakes from the beer that's clearly, num-

ber one in its dass.

August 18, 1985.

5 This sweepstakes is open to residents of the Unted States who
are of legal drinking age in their states of residence at the time
of entry. All -Brand Importers, Inc., Moctezuma Imports, Inc, Pearl
Brewing Co., and Terramar Importers, Inc. their affiliates, subsidiaries. distributors. advertising and promotion agencies, retail
alcoholic beverage licensees and the families of each are not
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UT, PA, OK, and wherever prohibited by law.
6. Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibility of the wiz.? winner All Federal, State and local laws and regulations apply For the
name of the prize winner send a SEPARATE self-addressed
stamped envelope to Dos Equis Uncommon ImportArinner PO. Bo.
4235, Blair, NE 68009. No substitution of prize is aermitted. Prize
winner will be obligated to sign and return an Affslavit of Eligibility
within 10 days of notification. In the event of non-compliance
within this time period, an alternate winner will be selected. A prize
returned to the D. L. Blair Corporation or to the sponsor as undeliverable will be awarded to an alternate winner.
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Enter me in The Uncommon Import Sweepstakes.
Total number of red X's appearing on the labels of a bottle of Dos Equis:
Name

Address

fitetk-esmio..11

City

State

Zip

Mail to. Dos Equis Uncommon Import Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 4373, Blair, NE 68009
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THE AUDIO INTERVIEW

jerryWexler:
Navigator of the

Atlantic Sound
This is the conclusion of a two-part interview (begun in our
previous issue) with record producer Jerry Wexler, creator of the
distinctive "Atlantic Sound" during his decades of work with many
of the great names in soul and R&B.
How did you work with Ray? Obviously,

this was a unique individual who

knew exactly what he wanted.

He sure did. With Ray, what would
happen is he would call the office. He
might get a hold of me or Ahmet and
say, "Well, I'll be in on such -and -such
a day." It would be like 25 days from

that date, and he'd say, "I got some
tunes and I'd like to cut them. Could
you get me some background singers?

MUSCLE SHOALS

Get me three girls." Or, "Get me a

Ted Fox
Say" was tremendous, it was one of
the last ones. loved the out-of-town
sessions, the one at WGST, the Georgia Tech radio station in Atlanta, where
we cut "I Got a Woman." They didn't
I

know how to cut records there, and
there was no control room. We were in
the news room, and we had to stop the
session every half hour while they gave
the news [laughter].
Why did you cut it there?
Because that's where Ray was at the
time, with his band.
There weren't any better recording facilities available?

No. There were no recording studios
around the country in those days. You
went to a radio station. We went to a
radio station in Miami with Ray to cut
"This Little Girl of Mine" the next year.
Then we went to WDSU in New Or-

You said Ray Charles taught you a lot.
In what way, and what was it like working with him?
It took a while for Ray Charles to crys-

good, authentic Latin conga player."
Once he even asked for a pedal steel
guitar, when he was recording "I'm
Movin' On," that Hank Snow thing. Ray

sity's radio station. And we cut a big

tallize, to become Ray Charles-until

would come in and he'd have the

about 1954, '55, when he had his own
band. It was a seven -piece band, four
horns and three rhythm, no guitar. We
did "I Got a Woman" and other incredible records. Before that, he worked the
way our other singers did. He had an
arranger, and he had sidemen. He did

songs and the arrangements. We'd

one, "Don't You Know." There was another session that enjoyed with Ray
called "Ain't That Love," which started

was done. He did the whole thing.

grabbed a tambourine. He says,

very good records. Songs like "Sinner's Prayer," "Losing Hand," "It
Should Have Been Me," those were

Did you have to do for him what you
described earlier, get him in the right

"Who's doin' that?" said, "Me." He
says, "Do it." [Laughter.] So I actually
had the strain of starting the record,

just open up the mikes, and there was
very little for us to do except pay atten-

tion. The records were mixed on the
fly, all mono. No remixing to do, no
sweetening, because there it was. It

mood?

leans, which I think was Loyola Univer-

I

with a tambourine lick. He brought
these church ladies up there to play
tambourine, and he kept firing one
tambourine player after another. So

I

I

arranged records, studio records. Be- Absolutely not. Ray Charles and
fore he came to us, his big influences Aretha Franklin are two people who I
were Charles Brown, Nat Cole, Guitar could never speak to about singing.
Slim. Then he found his own voice, in With Aretha I probably had more of an

initiating the groove by playing four

input on the arrangements and the music part of it, but very little on the vocal-

Was he being advised to leave Atlantic
for another label?
He was, and maybe his advisers had
something to gain by the move. Who
knows? ABC looked like a more eclec-

the sense of his own persona. When he

put this band together, he did

it

all

g himself. It used all his own ideas, and
they started playing his arrangements.
He would dictate them to someone like
o Hank Crawford, who would write them
0._ out. They are marvelous.
62

izing. And with Ray, nothing. Maybe
"faster" or "slower, Ray." [Laughter.]
What were your favorite sessions with
Ray Charles?
Oh God, there were so many. "What'd I

bars of tambourine unaccompanied.
A little Jewish soul.
Yeah.

tic record company. We were just a
funky little R&B company. ABC was
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

connected to a television network, presumably to Hollywood and pop radio.
All the goodies that a rhythm and blues
He thought he was exsinger
panding his horizons.
.

.

.

.

Did that really hurt, when artists left
you after you had worked so hard to
nurture their careers?
Bobby Darin and Ray Charles
Well
left us the same year. You can imag.

ine,

I

.

.

had a lot of white nights, you

know, looking at the ceiling.

Did you think that was going to seriously affect your company?
Seriously? I almost went crazy. I mean,
I figured there was very little chance to

survive after that. How do you lose
Bobby Darin and Ray Charles in one
year? And go on?
Did you consciously think about having
to do something pretty soon to shore
yourselves up?

We thought about that every day, no
matter what. We always ran scared.
We always ran worried about what's
going to happen tomorrow. And we
always wanted to get the best singers

ARETHA FRANKLIN

STUDIO SESSION AT ATLANTIC RECORDS IN THE MID -'70s, KNEELING ARE
HUGH McCRACKEN AND CORNELL DUPREE IN FRONT OF RICHARD TEE,
WEXLER, BERNARD PURDIE, ARETHA FRANKLIN, AND GORDON EDWARDS

we could.
How did a performer like Bobby Darin
end up on Atlantic, an almost all -black
record company?
He was our first white artist. He was a
singer looking for a gig, and he played
the piano like Ray Charles and he was
very soulful.
Was he unknown at the time?
Oh yeah. He had made some records

for Decca, five or six records that
flopped. Herb Abramson brought him

in to Atlantic. (Herb had come back
from the Army.) We started the Atco
label for Herb to administer. So he
signed Bobby Darin to Atco. And noth-

ing happened, but we liked Bobby a
lot. All of us did. His manager at the
time was Donny Kirshner, who was
also managing Connie Francis. His first

hit was "Splish Splash," which Ahmet
produced. Ahmet had a lot of belief in
the song. I thought it was an unspeakable piece of doggerel [laughter]. Ahmet said, "This is going to make it. This

is going to go." And it did.
Did you work on "Mack the Knife"?
No, Ahmet worked on that. We all did
some sessions with Bobby, but mainly
it was Ahmet. "Mack the Knife" was a

big breakthrough, and won the first
Grammy for best pop record of the
year. So Ahmet Ertegun's is the first
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

hen Ray Charles

producer's Grammy. Darin was won-

recorded, we'd just open up
Frank Sinatra would have to worry the mikes, and there was
about Bobby Darin when he was out
little for us to do except pay
there on the nightclub floor.
Let's go on to another favorite of yours, attention. No remixing, no
Clyde McPhatter and The Drifters.
Ahmet always loved The Dominoes. sweetening; he did the
"Have Mercy Baby" with Clyde
McPhatter, he loved that voice. And whole thing.
derful. On a nightclub floor he was
unbelievable, the best.

I

mean, even

Billy Ward used to run The Dominoes
like a paramilitary organization. Like

James Brown. Fines for unshined
shoes, missing a beat or dropping a
note, or whatever. So Ahmet went to
Birdland one night to see The Domi-

RAY CHARLES

noes, and he saw that Clyde McPhatter

wasn't with the group. So he went was sitting in the booth and he wasn't were sort of catty -corner to each other.

backstage to see Billy Ward, and he
said, "Where's Clyde?" Billy said, "I
fired his ass." Ahmet went uptown like
a shot, found Clyde McPhatter and
signed him up. The first problem was
the name: Clyde McPhatter and The
Drifters. It sounds like a cowboy group.

But Clyde wouldn't let us change his
name. He was right; names don't matter. Then, as I mentioned before, to do

"Money, Honey" we got this gospel
group. We did the session with a lot of

rehearsal, and after we heard it we
didn't like it. So we called Clyde in and
we canned the record. Clyde went and
got a new group. This is when he got
the good group that had the Thrasher
brothers and Bill Pinkney. We redid the
whole session, because we didn't like

the groove. That first thing stayed in
the can, and the record that came out
of "Money, Honey" was a hit for Clyde.
Not a crossover hit, but a rhythm-andblues hit.

I remember reading that you thought
you and Phil Spector blew the original
version of "Twist and Shout," that The
lsley Brothers' version done with Bert

allowed to say anything.
What was Bert's position at the time?

He was a songwriter.

I

We used to do three to four sessions a

week, because, when you come to
had not yet think of it, there were no albums in

realized his production ability. (Shortly those days. We had a big roster, and
thereafter,

I

took him in with me to what we'd do is record three or four

coproduce Solomon Burke. One thing sides by a singer, then put it away, and
led to another and Bert stepped out; that would be two singles. We used to
though later he did very well as the put out four records every three weeks.
producer for Van Morrison, Neil Dia- There was a constant demand. We
mond, The McCoys, and others.)
didn't have any producers or anything.
want to tell you that Phil Spector has all We had to make all the records ourmy respect and admiration. He is really selves, three or four nights a week. The
I

one of the great people in the busi- idea was, you had to get four sides
ness, but this particular time there was
nothing coming.
What other artists was Spector working with at Atlantic?
Gee, can't even remember. It was a
string of flops. As soon as he left us he
went to work for Big Top records which
was owned by Hill and Range, and he
did nothing but cut hits-Ray Peterson,
Don & Juan, "Lavender Blue." Then he
was home free. At Atlantic, it was just
one of those things.
What happened to "Twist and Shout"?
It's such a great tune.
I

done in three hours because of union
regulations, and we did. Mono. No remixing. When we had a session we'd
push one desk against the wall, and

we'd lift the other desk and put it on
top. Then Tom Dowd would come out
and put out the camp chairs-the folding chairs-for the musicians, and set

up the mikes. We had a tiny control
room which was also the place where

we used to store our reference rec-

never made a hit. One of the projects

slowest elevator in the East; people

ords. It couldn't have been more than
three feet wide. We had a little mono,
four -channel mixer. Two people could
sit and one could stand. Tommy would
sit and either Ahmet or I would sit next
to him. The other person would stand
behind him. We cut some good records there, "What'd Say," "Shake,
Rattle and Roll." By 1958 we had the
first eight -track Ampex that was used
commercially by a record company. It
was the third one that Ampex put out.

was to record "Twist and Shout," which

used to be scared to get on that thing.

Bert Berns had brought to me with a
duo called Derek and Howard. They
were otherwise known as The Pearls.
And we just butcheed it. Bert Berns

The first one Les Paul had, and he took

The room was about the size of this it to his house in Bucks County [Penn-

Berns was much better.
That's right. Oh boy, where do we start
with this one? Phil came to New York,
and Leiber and Stoller were told to kind

You mean, how did we make a bad
record out of it? Easy. There's a million

ways to make a bad record, but only
one way to make a good one, and we

for me and Ahmet in the studio. He

didn't find the one way.
Can you describe the old Atlantic studio at 234 West 56th St.?
Over Patsy's restaurant. It had the

of watch out for him. He came to us
and went on Atlantic's payroll, working
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I

living room, about 20 by 15 feet, may- sylvania], and that's where he made all
be 20 by 18 or 25 by 20. It was our his terrific records with his wife-"How
office. Ahmet and I had two desks that High the Moon" and all those things.
65

Number two was owned by a man of eight -track, and as people became

named Jiggs Carroll, who was Mitch associated with us, we drew them into
Miller's contractor and concertmaster. this eight -track orbit. There was a typiJiggs used to live in the Hotel Wood- cal reaction to eight -track. Leiber and
ward, a funky hotel on 54th and Broad- Stoller said, "My God, we're going to
way. He kept this eight -track in his lose our soul." Bob Crewe said, "I can't
room, and he played with it. The third deal with this." Sooner or later, everyone we had, which was bought at the body fell into it.
instigation of Tom Dowd. As a conse- What was the difference between Atquence, everything in the Atlantic cata- lantic's production techniques, aside
from the eight -track, and other record
log from 1958 on is in true stereo.
Why didn't everybody go out and buy companies in the '50s who were doing
an Ampex?
I don't know. Why didn't everybody record Ray Charles [laughter]?
Wasn't this a revolutionary new technology? I mean, the possibilities. . .
Multi -track recording, we were three to

rhythm and blues?

place, Tommy did revolutionary things
with how he would mike the bass and
drums. Nobody used to mike drums in

fought for treble in the remix. It's amazing how, to this day, people are care-

.

Back in those days we had, a thing
called The Atlantic Sound. Nobody has

a "sound" anymore, because everybody knows how to do it. I would describe our sound best as clean funk.

the middle of the Soul Era, and I think I
had just gotten the record of Otis Red -

ding's "Satisfaction." Somebody
asked, "Who's the best soul artist?"
People came up with different names:

Sam Cooke, Willie John, Clyde
McPhatter. Jimmy Bishop said, "The
best soul artist is Solomon Burke with a

borrowed band." You have to understand Solomon Burke. He'd make a
deal, he'd make a contract with a promoter to work someplace in Louisiana
or West Texas or whatever, and show
up without a band because he knew
that Joe Tex would be there with his
band, or Joe Simon would be there
with his band, and he would persuade
the other guys to lend him their band

four years ahead of the pack. Even We had a very stong bass line, a lot of for his gig. Solomon has always been a
before we had eight -track, when we bottom, a lot of bass drum. We had a guy who knows how to fend for himself.
always Do you consider him to have been a
were back with mono in that little very good midrange, and
I

those days, but he would place the
mike somewhere at an optimum place
between the bass and the drums to get
them both. Of course, later on he started using multiple miking. We learned
all

the advantages of remixing and

less about getting the top end in the
proper perspective. don't know why
there are so many records where you
don't hear the articulation of the high
hat or the ride cymbal crisply. And if
there are acoustic guitars, why you
don't hear the top end, the ring of the
I

sweetening. We also learned the value guitar. It's a very simple little thing. You
put a record on, or a tape, and everySOLOMON BURKE

thing's straight up-no EQ. If you run
up the treble, let's say to three o'clock
or six o'clock or all the way, suddenly

you start hearing the high hat when
you don't hear it straight up. Somebody has fucked up. Because when
you add EQ into your home system, all
you should be getting is more of something; nothing new should appear. If a
new sound jumps in, a new frequency,
somebody has failed to mix that record
properly. I've been hearing a lot of that

all my life, especially with respect to

great recording artist?
Oh, fabulous. See now, Solomon would
do whatever asked him to do. Any
song that I gave him, no problem. After
he made it, after he got big, he got a
little careless about learning the material. He'd come in, I'd give him a demo,
and he wouldn't have learned it, and
sometimes he'd fake it. He'd try to get
by, by doing a lot of note bending and
what I call oversouling. I'd say, "Solomon, that ain't the song. Sing the song.
Sing the music."
I

Let's talk about your first Muscle
Shoals session with Aretha Franklin. I
know there were some problems down
there with her husband Ted White and
some of the white musicians.
It was just one trumpet player. To this
day I can't remember who the guy is;
he was not important. I had asked Rick
Hall to hire a certain horn section out of
Memphis which was mostly black. And
I

wanted that section, because my

that business of cymbals. If the man's whole rhythm section was white. Not
playing cymbals, why don't you have it that that's the main point; just wanted
to get a certain balance of feeling and
on your record, mister?
Let's talk a little more about some of sensibility in there. And Rick Hall just
the many artists you've worked with plain forgot to hire these horn players.
over the years. Let's start with Solo- So we had to get whomever we could.
mon Burke, who many feel was the What happened was that this one trumpet player got loaded, and he and Ted
first soul star.
I could go on and on about him. There started "doing the dozens" [a verbal
was a disc jockey in Philadelphia game in which insults are traded] with
named Jimmy Bishop who was a friend each other, and one thing led to anothof mine. We were sitting around in my er. I was hoping to cut two sides the
I

back yard one day. He and his wife
were there. We were having a barbecue and playing some music. It was in
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first night, and we only got one side

done, but we got it complete, "I Never
Loved a Man." We did it live, the horns
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

and everything. Then we cut a track on

"Do Right Woman." All we had was
bass, drums and rhythm guitar. But the
session was over. So we knocked off.

The party went on for some-not for
me; I went to bed. Things got a little
rough out there. Next thing know,
I

Aretha Franklin has packed and gone
back without finishing, and Ted White
is packed, and they're going back to
Detroit. That was the end of it. Now I
have this finished record, "I Never
Loved a Man," and a three-piece track
on "Do Right Woman." get back to
New York and I start sending out dubs
on "I Never Loved a Man" to the R&B
jockeys, and I get a fabulous reaction.
The distributors start calling for the record, and don't have a B side. can't
I

I

I

find Aretha Franklin, because she's
having a domestic problem. finally
get her into New York with her two
I

sisters. So Aretha puts two keyboards
on, organ and acoustoc piano, does the
lead vocal, and then she and her two
sisters do the backgrounds. And that's
all "Do Right Woman" is. I had a record, and we put it out.
Did you find her to be responsible and
on -the -money and all that?
Pretty much, for me. After all, I was not
booking her or managirg her. I would

have some problems getting her into
the studio sometimes. She would be BOBBY DARIN
depressed or maybe a little moody.
But once we got her into the studio, it
was pure joy.
What would you do to get her out of a
mood and into the studio?
Hold her hand and beg. I'd go wherever she was and beg her, and hold her

here's a million ways
to make a bad record, but
Oh, no. She knew wno she was. Her only one way to make a
problems all stemmed from her personal life, nothing from her assessment good record. And for the
of herself as an artist.
You know, I've always been a big Otis original "Twist and 'Shout,"
Redding fan, but I don't think there's
any doubt that she cut him on her re- Phil Spector and I didn't find
cording of "Respect."
When
played him the tape of her the one way. We butchered it.
hand and talk to her, and try to con-

vince her.
Was she insecure about her abilities?

I

record, he said, "Hey, that little girl
done took my song away." [Laughter.]
She did a better job than he did, using
the arrangement she came up with, the
"sock it to me's." We did a little arranging work on it. For example, there is no
bridge on Otis' version. There's no in AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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Ideal music is the
optimum combination of the
head, that's the musicality;
the mouth, that's the voice,
and then there's the heart,
that's the emotion.
AT A TESTIMONIAL LUNCH IN 1967 IN NEW YORK CITY, WEXLER (LEFT) WAS
CONGRATULATED BY OTIS REDDING, EDDIE O'JAY, KING CURTIS, AND
NESUHI ERTEGUN UPON BEING NAMED RECORD EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR.
THIS WAS THE THIRD YEAR IN SUCCESSION IN WHICH WEXLER WAS NAMED
IN THE POLL CONDUCTED BY BILL GAVINL

strumental bridge, no musical bridge,
it's

all one strain. So when we did

Aretha's record we built in a four -bar
bridge and took the chords from the

bridge of Sam and Dave's "When
Something Is Wrong with My Baby"
and used that for the chords of the
instrumental break on "Respect." To
me it sounded like too much of one
strain. I needed to get some harmonic

relief in there. See, Aretha worked out
the vocal arrangement by herself with
her girls, her sisters. When she came
in, it was all done. We put the instrumentals in together, the underpinnings, but it all came from her playing
and singing. She would go home and

she had a little electric piano-I don't
know if it was a Wurlitzer or a Fender

Rhodes or what-and she would work
with her own vocal group or her sisters,
and work out the whole arrangement.
So she'd come into the studio, sit at the
BOB DYLAN, WEXLER, DR. JOHN, AND AL ARONOWITZ DURING
A DOUG SAHM RECORDING SESSION IN 1973
WILSON PICKETT AND WEXLER DURING AN EARLY -'70s SESSION
IN MIAMI AT CRITERIA STUDIOS.

piano and start playing the song and
singing it with her girls until the whole
layout would emerge. Sometimes we
might change the key, persuade her to
raise it one tone, or whatever. But then
we would fill it in, like brush strokes.

She'd be saying, "Okay, let's have a

bass part here, now guitar, drums,
second keyboard." And there was your
record. Putting horns in, or whatever,
was an incidental thing. When we added horns or strings, usually Arif Mardin

would write those charts, sometimes

Tom Dowd would write or sketch a
horn part.

Otis Redding, he never recorded a
bad record.
Oh, he was marvelous, he was really
an artist. He had a great sense of himself, and a sense of music. But the best
voice of the '60s, the best pure voice,

would have to be Solomon Burke.
Think of that voice. And remember who

we had. There was Joe Tex, Ben E.
68
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King, Otis, Sam and Dave, Percy
Sledge, we had a bunch of people

what the hell, I'm signing the checks
around here [laughter].
Did the Stax-Volt musicians play differently after that?

going. But the voice is not everything.
It's the music that's charging it. It
comes in three parts: It's the head,
that's the musicality; it's the mouth,
that's the voice, and then there's the
heart, that's the emotion. The ideal is

Yeah, well, that's what they say. We
just pushed two and four a little bit.
Instead of leaving it back in the slot, we
just advanced it. [He hums, accenting
the second and fourth beats.] It gave it

the optimum combination, and Aretha
is the one who combined those better
than anybody.
How did the Stax-Volt Memphis connection come about? And how did Atlantic Records begin to distribute the
Stax-Volt product?
got a call from Buster Williams, who
worked in our pressing plant in Memphis. In fact, he owned the pressing
plant. He said, "There's a pretty good

kind of a snap, a punch which was
new, which was coming off The Jerk.
was just doing The Jerk with them.

Tell me about American Recording
Studios, Chips Moman's place. I hear
they had two two -track machines that
were somehow patched together, and

I

record we're pressing a lot of down
here; maybe you can get it to distribute." So he sent me the record. It was
called "Because I Love You" with Rufus and Carla Thomas. liked it and I
went after it. I went down to Memphis
and I saw Jim Stewart, and I made the
deal for that record with an option on
anything else that might come out of
there within a certain period. One thing
led to another. The record didn't make
it, though it was a local hit. But a year
later out comes "Gee Whiz" by Carla
I

Thomas and we had the rights to

it,

and that's how the thing with Stax was

formulated. The next big hit we had
was "Green Onions," and then it all
started to roll. The next real move
came when

brought Wilson Pickett
down there, and we cut "In the Midnight Hour" and all those other things
we did in Memphis.
You've been credited with almost creI

ating the Stax-Volt rhythm sound in that

"Midnight Hour" session. Changing it
around.

think there's a lot of romance
just wanted to show them a
certain groove. So went out and
Well,
there.

I

I

I

danced a little beat for them that

I

thought would work better than the one
they were working on.
This was for Steve Cropper and Duck
Dunn and all those guys?

Yeah, I'm very uninhibited [laughter].

I

some funky, three -track board.
It was pretty much like that. Tom Dowd

came up and helped them with the
engineering. Chips used to play guitar
in the Muscle Shoals band, and then
he stepped out on his own. guess I
helped him get the American studios
started. I financed it for no interest, for
no involvement. just liked him, and I
figured it would be another good place
to record. did that in Muscle Shoals,
and I did that in Miami, both to a greater extent. In other words,
enabled
Muscle Shoals to buy a new board and
a tape machine, and the same thing
I

I

I

I

with Criteria in Miami, another place
where I used to like to record.
You didn't have any problem working
with such a makeshift technical setup
at American?
tell you, I never cared about that. let CARLA THOMAS
Tom Dowd worry about that stuff.
I

I

Let's talk about Duane Allman and
Capricorn.
I had this association with Phil Walden.
He was Otis Redding's manager. With

all of Otis' success, we spent a lot of
time together, and Phil and hit it off
I

pretty well. Phil expanded with a booking agency and management company. Then he came to me in my capacity
as one of the principals at Atlantic and

said, "Could you front me a setup in
Macon so could have my own stuI

dio?" I said, "It sounds okay to me, but
let's go it one better. I'll finance you in a
label." wanted to motivate him because was hungry for product from
I

I

the South, and he was right there in
position. We decided to call it Capriin front of veteran session players corn, because we both come under
the sign of Capricorn-not that bewould have been appalling. I mean,
I'll tell you, in the beginning, when I first

started recording, the idea of dancing

I

was very timid about even asking to do
anything. But after a while figured
I
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lieve in any of that nonsense. We decided to try to put The Allman Brothers BEN E. KING
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the office, and they were signing peoHe asked me to do it. At that time
guess I'd known him 10 years. That ple down in Nashville. But Willie

together. They'd been together before,

I

but not successfully-The Allman

I

was about '77 or '78. Let's see, in '77
did the score for Pretty Baby for Louis
Now, Duane was under contract to Malle, so guess that was '78. met
Rick Hall at Muscle Shoals as a side- Dylan through Doug Sahm, Sir Dougman. Rick never signed anyone as a las, who is one of my greatest friends
sideman. Musicians to him were inter- in the business and a person I have the
changeable. But somehow he had the greatest affection for, and admiration
instinct, the smarts, to sign Duane All- and respect. If you asked me who's the
man. So I bought Duane Allman's con- best rock musician of all time, and
tract from Rick Hall, and Rick Hall had to pick one person, I'd say Doug
thought that the heavens had opened Sahm has about the best ability. Unbeup because I gave him $15,000 for a lievable man.
guitar player who couldn't sing and Did Bob say, "Jerry, take me to Musdidn't write songs. freed him up and cle Shoals and do it the way you did it
turned him over to Phil, and Phil put with Aretha and Wilson Pickett," and
The Allman Brothers together. Our in- so forth?
terest was that we distributed the label. That's right. He wanted to get that
sound. What he wanted was more of a
It is still some of the best music that
tailored, big funk sound, which he
know out of the South.
didn't have on his records. He wanted
You brought J. Geils in, also?
That was through Jon Landau. Jon a little more precision, a little more muknew the Boston area; he was living up sical input. It was something he felt
was time. That was the general idea.
in Boston. He bedeviled me until
signed The J. Geils Band. I gave Geils When I said Muscle Shoals, no proba $30,000 advance, which was a for- lem. But even more interesting to me,
tune, unheard of, with the condition and what I'm pleased about, the innothat Landau would produce them. He vative part of it, was bringing in Mark
Knopfler of Dire Straits as the lead guihadn't produced anything then that
know of. We caught The MC5 on their tar. Instead of going with the regular
second bounce, and I know he worked Muscle Shoals section, I changed it a
with them, but don't remember the little bit, And of course, Barry Beckett
chronology. But thought enough of was coproducer on that, and a lot of
Landau to entrust the session to him, him is on that record.
was under some How did you work with Beckett as comy investment.
heavy scrutiny from my associates to producer? Was it similar to the way
make good on this $30,000 invest- you worked with Ahmet?
ment. So Landau goes into the studio Very much the same, yeah. There's got
with them somewhere up in Massachu- to be a lot of respect, and a lot of
setts, guess, and two weeks later he listening to the other person's ideas.
calls me and says, "I want out of this Barry does more on the arranging side
" He couldn't or wouldn't, or what and leading the band through the stuhave you. I've been faced with this dio, and I'm more in the directorial pobefore, where you sign somebody on sition in the booth. But in the preparathe strength of the producer connec- tion we just worked the same way totion and then the producer takes a gether, equally. Before invited Barry
cab. So, the first producers for The J. to be coproducer, he, in fact, was co Geils Band, if remember, were Brad producing. It always works like that. He
Shapiro and Dave Crawford, two guys I had come out at the keyboard, he was
had put together. Dave Crawford was putting a lot of things together that I'd
a disc jockey out of Atlanta, and Brad just jump on instantly and say, "That's
Shapiro was a Henry Stone pupil. Of it, let's go with it." At some point it
course, J. Geils flourished but never would have been indecent if didn't
realized their potential on Atlantic, as invite him to become a participant. The
same thing with Tom Dowd.
you know.
Let's talk about Dylan. How did you How about Willie Nelson? You opened
and he come together for Saved and Atlantic's Nashville office. Was Willie
Slow Train Coming, both of which were the first country artist signed?
No, because we had people running
done in Muscle Shoals?
Joys, and something else. Henry Stone
had some sides on them out of Miami.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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signed. I signed two people, Willie Nelson and James Talley.
Willie was without a label at the time,
wasn't he?
That's right. It was no problem signing
Willie. It was not a heavy deal. Nobody
wanted him. He was over 40 years old,

and he had the pigtails and earrings.

He was like persona non grata

in

Nashville. The outlaw. What a bunch of
bullshit that "outlaw" stuff was. But Willie played it for all it was worth, and

God bless him, he should have. The
way I met Willie: There was a songwrit-

er named Harlan Howard, who wrote
some great songs. He used to have an
open house every year in Nashville.
I

think that house burned down since
then. But everybody would be there
playing and picking. It was a party.
There would be Conway Twitty and
Waylon Jennings, a whole panoply
would be there. I had never met Willie
Nelson until that afternoon, but loved
I

him to death. Everything about himthe voice, the music, his guitar playing,
his concept, the total picture, his song writing. I had recorded his "Night Life"
with Aretha Franklin long before I met
him at Harlan's. He's got to be something if B. B. King and Aretha Franklin

recorded a song by this country boy
from Texas. But believed very much
in the affinity of certain country players
for the blues.
I

What did you finally end up cutting
with Willie?
The first thing that cut with him was
Shotgun Willie but Arif Mardin did most
of that, as line producer. turned the
project over to him. I was sort of executive producer, although I don't take exI

I

ecutive producer credits,

I

don't like

that title. Then I line -produced a couple
of his songs, and that got him off to the

races. Then the next one I produced, I

took him to Muscle Shoals, and we
used the Muscle Shoals rhythm section

amplified by Fred Carter on lead guitar. Up in Nashville they were saying
that it couldn't be done, that Willie Nelson cannot cut country music in Muscle Shoals because it's too funky, it's
too black.
What came out of Muscle Shoals?
Phases and Stages. A lot of people still
think this is Willie's masterpiece.

Now, more recently, you signed The
AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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Iloved everything about
Gang of Four and The B -52's. I think
The Gang of Four was one of the best
bands to come out of that whole era.
Yeah. They were kind of like white boys
playing James Brown with polemical
lyrics. And
signed The B -52's because I heard this a using quality in
their record, but most f all, I knew they
had a following. That' the best way to
sign somebody, whe they've got a
built-in following. You very rarely have
that opportunity. By the time you know
that you can get a group, they've got
followings in six cities, and CBS already has them signed.
Is there anyone else you have in mind
to work with?
Yes do, right now. here's a group
I

Willie Nelson-the voice,
the music, his guitar
playing, his concept, his
songwriting. believed very
much in the affinity of
I

certain country players for
the blues.
WILLIE NELSON

I

called Kristi Rose a d The Midnight
Walkers. It's a three -p ece band, rockabilly, with a female si ger. She's from
Tennessee, and they'r from anyplace.

The leader of the group, his name is
Chris, too. It's a great story. I had this
beautiful antique Fren h chandelier in

,a)

my dining room. Ther= was a man who
used to come and cle n the chandelier
once a year, it's a spe ialty. It was this

guy Chris. And he br ngs me a tape,
naturally everybody b ings me a tape.
The milkman brings e a tape. So he
brings me this tape, a d I liked it a lot.

I

said, "This sounds pretty good, you

ought to do some more."

wasn't
ready to jump in, they weren't ready.
Chris said to me, "I need some help,
I

I

want to go into the stuc io and cut some
demos." I have a son Paul, who is a
very good producer. suggested they
meet my son and see they liked each
other, and they did. Tf iey went further,

WEXLER AND LITTLE RICHARD AT CRITERIA STUDIOS.
THE B -52's

,

I

and the band just

uilt since then.

They've been playing at Irving Place,
the Pyramid Club, the Lone Star. The
girl is dynamite. She's something between Janis Joplin a d Dolly Parton.
Incredible singer. So I m right now negotiating a contract to sign them up to
a production arrange ent, and then
I

will attempt to place hem on a good
label, and my son and I will coproduce.
We'll have to watch for them.
Listen, if I can't get in 0 plug after all of
this
Like my monlima said, "Don't
.

.

.

.

forget to get in the plyg."
A
(Editor's Note: Jerry exler informs us
that, since the time of t is interview, the
deal with Kristi Rose a d The Midnight

Walkers fell through In the record
business, nobody win them all.)
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THE

WHYS
AND

HOWS
OF CASSETTE
EQUALIZATION
HERMAN BURSTEIN

T0 get flat, wide -range response from tapes requires
equalization, which is frequency alteration in record-

ing and playback to overcome the tape system's
inherent frequency deviations. The choice of equalization
characteristics interrelates with problems of noise and distortion, and varies among tape types and even among tapes
of the same type.
A tape playback head is a "velocity" device, whose output increases as the signal frequency increases. That is, for

a given signal level on the tape, the output of the head
doubles if frequency doubles, goes up tenfold if frequency
increases by a factor of 10, and so on.
It is more convenient to express this relationship in decibels. For a constant signal level presented to the playback

head, as frequency rises output rises just about 6 dB/
octave, or exactly 20 dB/decade. This is true for an "ideal"
head, one without losses or other aberrations, as distin-

guished from actual heads. Today's high -quality heads
come quite close to the ideal, but there are still differences
of some consequence in the extreme bass and, particularly,
in the extreme treble.
Momentarily, let's assume we have both an ideal, lossless
tape system which produces a flat recorded signal on the

tape and an ideal playback head. Unequalized record playback response is then the same as the output of an
ideal head, shown by curve ABC in Fig. 1. To achieve flat
response, it is merely necessary to employ playback equalization which mirrors head output. This is curve DBE, declining 6 dB/octave as frequency rises. (A simple R -C [resistance -capacitance] circuit could readily take care of the
matter.) Curve FBG is the resulting flat response.
Figure 1 is not entirely fanciful. At a high tape speed such
as 30 ips, the unequalized record -playback response and
the required equalization would be very close to curves
ABC and DBE. And life would be simple.
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their opposite poles get closer togeth-

er and tend increasingly to cancel
each other. The erasing effect of bias
current is also substantial; this effect
increases as frequency rises because
high frequencies are not as deeply embedded in the tape as others. In addi-

slight treble loss occurs in the
record head due to winding capaci-

tion,

In playback, treble
loss is due mainly
to the width of the
head's gap: The
wider the gap, the
greater the loss.

But as tape speed is reduced, significant losses appear, particularly in re-

cording. By the time we get down to
1 7/8 ips, these losses are profound. Fig-

ure 2 takes us from the ideal world into
the real world, showing the typical un-

equalized record -playback response
of a high -quality, two -head cassette
deck-in this case, a Harman/Kardon
CD391-when using Type II (chromium dioxide or ferricobalt) tape. (I am
indebted to Peter Philips of Harman/
Kardon for supplying measured data
on the CD391's equalization and frequency response, which I used to produce Fig. 2 and several other figures.)
In Fig. 2 we principally note the huge
treble loss, amounting to about 1 dB at
1 kHz and reaching about 41 dB by the
time we get out to 20 kHz. This loss is
the difference between the ideal, 6 -dB/
octave rising response (curve ABC in
Fig. 1) and the actual treble response

shown in Fig. 2. About 36 dB of the
loss at 20 kHz occurs in recording, and
about 5 dB in playback.
Treble loss in recording is due main-

ly to demagnetization. The recorded
signal consists, in effect, of a series of
bar magnets; as frequency rises they
grow shorter (more cycles per second

tance, eddy currents, and hysteresis.
In playback, treble loss is due mainly

terms call for the following:

to the width of the playback head's

playback; if applied in recording, the
vast amount of bass boost needed

gap. The wider the gap, the greater the

Bass boost is to occur largely in

loss. As frequency increases and the
recorded bar magnets grow shorter,
gap width approaches magnet width

would overload the tape.

and the resolving power of the gap
begins to fail. The record -playback

playback would heavily accentuate
noise, because great amplification is
required for the tiny signal produced

head in a two -head deck ordinarily has
a wider gap, and incurs greater treble

Treble boost is to occur largely in
recording. Substantial treble boost in

by the playback head.

loss in playback, than the separate

Record -head losses are to be

playback head in a three -head deck.
Slight additional treble losses occur in
the head due to winding capacitance,
eddy currents, and hysteresis.

compensated for in recording, play-

There is some further playback aberration below 40 Hz, too. First, there are
several bumps in response, on the order of 0.5 to 1.5 dB. Second, there is a
slight uptilt with respect to the ideal 6dB/octave response, as shown by the

smoothed version of the deck's response. The uptilt reaches about 3 dB
at 20 Hz and makes a slight contribution to the bass boost needed in playback. The foregoing phenomena are

due to the "contour effect," whereby
the entire head, not merely its gap,
reacts to the magnetic flux on the tape.
With the exception of the slight head

back -head losses in playback.

A specific playback equalization
curve is to be followed, depending on
tape speed and tape type. This is fundamentally a bass -boost curve, modified (in accordance with the above

principle) to compensate for each individual deck's playback -head losses.
Stated differently, the combination of
playback amplifier equalization plus
head losses must conform to the standard playback curve.

The record equalization is to be
such that, in conjunction with standard
playback equalization, flat response is
achieved. This is largely a treble boost,
some of which (usually very little) is to
compensate for record -head losses.

We now turn to specifics for caslosses due to winding capacitance,
eddy currents and hysteresis, all the sette -deck equalization.
Two standard playback equalization
losses described above become increasingly severe as tape speed is reduced. It takes just as many flux
changes ("bar magnets") to record a
given frequency at a slow tape speed

as at a high one. But as speed is reduced, the amount of tape that passes
the head per second is also reduced,
and the magnets must become shorter
in order to fit into the allotted length of

tape. As we have already noted, the
major record and playback losses increase as the recorded magnets become shorter. In technical terms, these
major losses increase as the recorded

wavelength decreases, with waveentail more-and necessarily shorter- length in inches being tape speed in
magnets in a 1-S span of tape), so that ips divided by frequency in Hz.
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How Equalization Is Achieved
Figure 2 makes it obvious that, in
general terms, bass boost and treble
boost are needed to restore flat response. Not obvious is the amount of
boost required and whether each kind
of boost should be provided in recording or playback. Fortunately we have
industry standards, which in broad

curves are provided for cassettes, as
shown in Fig. 3. Curve ABC shows

standard playback equalization for
Type II (chromium dioxide or .ferricobalt), Type III (ferrichrome-now little

used), and Type IV (metal) tapes.
Curve DBE shows standard playback
(ferric oxide)
equalization for Type
tapes. It is customary to show these
curves using 400 Hz as the reference
I

frequency.
The standards express these curves
in terms of turnover (also called transi-

tion) frequencies, or in terms of time
constants. The relationship between
turnover frequency and time constant
is f equals 159,155 divided by t, where
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

f is turnover frequency in Hz and t is a
time constant given in microseconds.
Correspondingly, t equals 159,155 divided by f.

Curve ABC has designated time
constants of 70 and 3,180 1.1.S. Accordingly, the turnover frequencies are

2,274 and 50 Hz. This signifies that
bass boost commences at 2,274 Hz
(where it is up 3 dB) and levels off at
50 Hz (where it is 3 dB below maxi-

30

mum). Curve DBE has time constants
of 120 and 3,180 p,S, or turnover frequencies of 1,326 Hz and 50 Hz. Total
bass boost-from above 20 kHz to be-

+25

11111 II

+20

314111

+15

low 20 Hz-is 33.1 dB for the 70-4
curve and 28.5 dB for the 120-4

0
5

curve.

Depending on tape type used, a
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cassette deck is supposed to conform
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tion of its playback -amplifier equalization and playback -head losses, not its
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equalization alone-must conform to
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pour
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bears repeating that the
deck's total response-the combina-
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these curves.
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To see how this works in practice,

Fig. 1-Response and equalization in
an ideal (lossless) tape recording

let's return to the Harman/Kardon

unit, whose unequalized response is shown in Fig. 2. The equalization supplied by that deck's record
and playback amplifiers, and the reCD391

system.

sulting record -playback response, appear in Fig. 4. Curve ABC, consisting

chiefly of bass boost, is provided by

.30

the playback amplifier, and curve DBE,

.25

consisting chiefly of treble boost,

+20

is

supplied by the record amplifier. When
the equalizations of ABC and DBE are
applied to the unequalized record playback response of Fig. 2, they produce the record -playback response of
FBG in Fig. 4, which is substantially flat
through the audio range.
It

11111,111111

mum
AIM
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to one of the two playback curves in

1116

.-0.:4111

11111111111

+15

>
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is to be noted in Fig. 4 that seg-

re
15

ment DB of record curve DBE includes
a mild bass boost. This partly compen-

20

sates for the fact that segment AB of
playback curve ABC does not extend
linearly all the way to the lowest frequencies but starts to level off (3 dB
below maximum) at about 50 Hz-con-

-25
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20k
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Fig. 2-Unequalized record -playback
response of a two -head cassette
deck (Harman/Kardon CD391), with
Type II tape and appropriate bias.

sistent with standard equalization. Further boost at the low bass end is supplied by the playback head's slight up tilt, as observed in Fig. 2. The net result

of AB in playback, DB in recording,
and playback uptilt is to maintain bass
response a little short of flat. As shown

the record equalization, or because

by FB, bass response drops slightly

tion was applied is a bit "hot" at the

below 35 Hz; it is about 1.5 dB down at
20 Hz.

high end.

the tape to which the record equaliza-

close. Below 400 Hz, segment DB of
the actual curve is no more than 1 dB
away from segment AB of the standard
curve. This minuscule difference is

probably due to component toler-

At the extreme high end, we may

How close does actual playback amplifier equalization (curve ABC in

note in Fig. 4 that this deck's record -

Fig. 4) come to the standard equaliza-

playback response exhibits a trivial
rise of about 1 dB. This is either be-

ances. Above 400 Hz, it appears at
first sight that the actual and standard

tion (curve ABC in Fig. 3)? Figure 5

segments BE and BC part company

cause of slightly excessive treble

compares the two. In Fig. 5, DBE is the
actual equalization and ABC is the

boost due to component tolerances in

standard. The two curves are very

too much. But it must be remembered
that the industry standard requires the
actual curve to include compensation

AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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for losses of the playback head. Therefore BE includes treble boost, reaching
about 5 dB at 20 kHz, which essentially

accounts for the difference between
BE and BC. If one adds playback -head

losses to BE, this brings the curve
down so that it becomes BC.

Standardizing Playback Curves
.30
25

+20
+15
rkT,'

11111.11111 INS

R11116

given cassette type, it is feasible to use
more than one kind of playback curve

116111.1111_111

in terms of the amount of bass boost
provided. So why has the amount of
bass boost been standardized? And
why are there two standard curves for
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As we shall bring out later, for a
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One reason is to extract the most
from the tape in terms of extended
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20

treble response, minimum noise, and
minimum distortion. These three desirables are conflicting; that is, an improvement in one respect necessitates
a sacrifice in one or both of the others.
Proper choice of turnover frequencies,

particularly the upper one, can pro-

FREQUENCY - Hz

duce an optimum compromise among
the conflicting requirements.

Fig. 3-Standard playback
equalization curves for cassette,
including both amplifier equalization
and playback -head losses. Curve
ABC, for Type II, Ill and IV tapes, has

We can look at the standard playback curves of Fig. 3 in a different light
than previously: We can view them as
providing treble cut above 400 Hz. The

turnovers of 70 1.1,S (2,274 Hz) and

greater the descent of the curve (the
greater the treble cut), the more it reduces noise in the playback portion of
the tape system. Therefore, the 70-4

3,180 AS (50 Hz); curve DBE, for
Type I tape, has turnovers of 120 ILS
(1,326 Hz) and 3,180 S.

curve initially appears preferable to the

120-4 curve.
However, things are not that neat. As

we shall explain later, the amount of
bass boost (or treble cut) employed in
playback governs the amount of treble
boost needed in recording. The great-

er the bass boost in playback, the
greater the treble boost needed in re-

111111111

25

cording. Thus, the 70-4 playback

IIIPLAYBACK AMPLIFIER EQ
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curve necessitates more record treble
boost than does the 120-µS curve. But
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RECORD AMPLIFIER Ea

with increased record treble boost,

11.01111MMEMIIII

014_

there is increased risk of tape saturation, which results in distortion and impaired treble response. One could reduce the risk of tape saturation by lowering the signal level recorded on the
tape, but this would reduce the signalto-noise ratio. Alternatively, one could

pLAy8:1711
RECORD -PLAYBACK
RESPONSE

.rro

reduce the amount of treble boost

-25

-30

needed by lowering the amount of bias
20

100

ik
400
FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 4-Record and playback
amplifier equalization of an actual
deck (Harman/Kardon CD391 for
Type II tape). Applying playback
equalization ABC and record
equalization DBE to the unequalized
response of Fig. 2 yields the actual
record -playback response,
curve FBG.
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I0k

20k

current employed in recording. However, less bias entails more distortion.
It is therefore necessary to look for a
specific playback equalization, and

thus a specific record equalization,
which together permit an optimum
compromise among the conflicting re-

quirements for extended treble response, low noise, and low distortion.

The risk of tape saturation due to
record treble boost varies with casAUDIO/JUNE 1985

sette type; hence, so does optimum

playback equalization. The risk

is

greater for Type cassettes than for
the three other types. Therefore, the
industry has taken the position-with
I

which some disagree-that 120-4
playback equalization is optimum for
Type cassettes,
other three types.
I

and 70-4 for the

The second reason for standard

+25

provide compatibility among tape

+20

decks. It is highly desirable for a cassette recorded on one deck to provide
flat response when played on another.
This is possible only if all decks use the

same-that

is,

+15

6,..__dii
4111di

.10
WI

standard-playback

5

0

equalization.

-III.
p Ilik
1.11...

quired to produce substantially flat re-

sponse when the deck incorporates
standard playback equalization;
hence, a standard record curve is not
needed. Moreover, it could also be

in

IIISTANDARDEQ

-30

equalization curve. Strictly speaking,
the answer is no. The industry stanis re-

LOSSES

ACTUAL EQ

Ili

sette type there is a standard playback
equalization curve. It is logical to ask
whether there is also a standard record

whatever record equalization

PLAYBACK HEAD

4111

Record Equalization
We have seen that for a given cas-

dard calls for each deck to supply

it'

.30

playback equalization is, of course, to

INI
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Fig. 5-Comparison of actual Type ll
playback -amplifier equalization of the
CD391 with standard playback
equalization, showing slight treble
boost to compensate for playback head losses.

troublesome. For a given cassette
type, equalization supplied by the record amplifier tends to differ somewhat

from one manufacturer's deck to an other's for the following reasons:

Manufacturers may have different

concepts of "substantially flat"

re-

.30

sponse. Those who elect to maintain
response to 20 kHz or beyond tend to
use more treble boost than those who

6-dB/OCTAVE SLOPE

1

-i5

earlier. Therefore, a manufacturer may

decide to forgo flat response past 16
kHz or so in exchange for lower risk of
tape saturation; accordingly, he will
use less record treble boost.

-30

narrower gap, and therefore better treble response, than will a head used for
both record and playback. If a deck is

capable of extended playback response, it becomes desirable to ex-

tend treble boost in recording.
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IMPLICIT RECORDED FLUX
( TYPES 11 AND 121

-10

-25

the treble response in playback. A
separate playback head can have a

I

IMPLICIT RECORDED FLUX

(TYPE II

F

distortion, and noise, as discussed

The next reason has to do with

I

IS

-20

width of the playback head's gap. The
narrower the gap, the more extended

Ie

TYPES IL AND 12

choose to go only to 16 kHz or so.
Returning to Fig. 4, we see that very
substantial treble boost is needed to
maintain response to 20 kHz: in this
example, treble boost reaches about
17 dB at 20 kHz. But the greater the
treble boost, the greater the likelihood
of tape saturation, with undesirable
consequences for treble response,

I

STANDARD PLAYBACK
E0 FOR

II

NEI

20

III
III
00

G

Ell 400
10111111
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Fig. 6-For any tape type, recorded
flux standards are implicit in the
difference between the slope of an
Ideal playback head's equalization
requirements (ABC) and standard
playback equalization for that tape
type. Curve FBG, the implicit
standard flux for Type II and IV tapes,

is derived from ABC and the 70-4
EQ curve (DBE). Curve HBI, for
Type I tapes, is derived from ABC
and the 120-ALS curve shown in Fig. 3.
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content of the audio signal as part of

the total bias current. As the treble
signal increases, the amount of bias
current taken from the deck's bias oscillator is correspondingly reduced, to

There is no standard
record EQ, as each
deck will supply
whatever is required
for flat response
using standard
playback EQ.

8.5 dB at 20 Hz and a treble drop that
reaches nearly 19 dB at 20 kHz.
If this treble loss is permissible (and
it is, in fact, mandatory), then it is not

necessary to supply enough treble

maintain a constant total bias. Such
reduction in oscillator bias somewhat
lessens the amount of treble boost

boost in recording to compensate for

needed.

Fig. 2. Only 17 dB of treble boost need
now be supplied by the recording am-

Manufacturers may also differ in
their concept of the amount of bass
boost to be used in recording. We noted earlier that a slight amount of bass
boost in recording is desirable to offset
the levelling off of bass boost in playback from 50 Hz down. One manufacturer may elect a substantially full offset in order to maintain essentially flat
record -playback response down to 20
Hz or so. Another may decide to main-

tain essentially flat response less far
down, say to 40 or 50 Hz, and there-

fore will provide less bass boost in
recording.

Standard Recorded Flux
Although there is no standard equalization curve with respect to the deck's

the entire 36 dB of record losses
shown for a typical cassette deck in

plifier-and, from Fig. 4, we see that
the treble boost supplied by the deck
in question reaches 17 dB at 20 kHz. In

keeping with the principle that recording losses should be compensated in

recording, and playback losses in
playback, the remaining 5 dB of the
41 -dB record -play treble loss (Fig. 2) is
compensated for in playback equalization (Fig. 3).

The dashed curve HBI in Fig. 6
shows the implicit standard recorded
flux for Type I (120-µS) cassettes, derived in the same manner as FBG.
We've already seen the standard playback curve for Type I, curve DBE in

flux on the tape), the response of an

Fig. 3. It is significant to note that in the
treble range the recorded flux for Type
I cassettes is about 4.4 dB less at 20
kHz than for the other types. Therefore,
less record treble boost is needed for
Type I.
The reason that recorded flux is only
an implicit standard is that measuring it

ideal head (or a real head with amplifier compensation for its deviation from

is a difficult laboratory procedure.
Therefore, standards are based on

Record equalization will also vary
with the amount of bias current each
deck manufacturer uses in recording.
Bias current affects frequency response, noise, and distortion. As bias
is increased, distortion is reduced, but
treble response is also reduced. The
reduction in treble could be offset by
greater treble boost in recording, but

record amplifier, there is an implicit

ideal) would rise 6 dB/octave. In this

playback equalization characteristics,

this would increase the risk of tape

case, playback equalization would

which are more readily measured-

saturation. Such risk could be reduced

consist simply of a 6-dB/octave treble

by lowering the recording level, but

roll -off (or bass boost).

and which, as we have just seen, imply
standard recorded -flux curves.

this would worsen the signal-to-noise
ratio. Thus, the manufacturer seeks
that bias current which, in his opinion,

In practice, however, the playback
system's equalization does not fall 6

achieves an optimum compromise

equalization curve. This implies that

among the conflicting requirements for
extended treble response, low noise,
and low distortion. The decision as to
optimum bias may differ a bit from one
deck manufacturer to another; accord-

the magnetic flux recorded on the tape
cannot be constant if flat record -play-

ingly, so will the record treble boost

line falling at a rate of 6 dB/octave with

each manufacturer uses.

increasing frequency (ABC in Fig. 6)

standard with respect to the amount of
magnetic flux (signal) recorded on the
tape. As we saw in Fig. 1, if a signal
were recorded flat (constant magnetic

dB/octave, but follows a standard

back response is to be maintained:
Magnetic flux must be altered in accor-

dance with the difference between a

Deck manufacturers choose re- and the standard playback curve
cord equalization with respect to a (DBE).
specific tape. Since tapes of the same
Subtracting the standard, 70-µS
type but of different make or variety playback curve (DBE) from ABC, we
may differ somewhat in their treble get curve FBG as the implicit standard
characteristics, record treble boost will
also vary.

Some decks use Dolby HX Pro,
which employs the high -frequency
78

recorded flux for 70-µS cassettes. For
flat response to be maintained from 20
Hz to 20 kHz, recorded flux must include a bass boost that reaches about

Playback EQ and
Record Treble Boost
Figure 6 has suggested that less record treble boost is required for Type I
tapes than for the other types because
of different playback equalization and,
therefore, different recorded flux. Figure 7 shows specifically how choice of
playback equalization, either 70- or
120-µS, affects the required amount of
record treble boost for an actual cassette deck. Curve ABC repeats the unequalized record -playback response
of the deck represented in Fig. 2, using
Type

II

tape. In. Fig. 7, curve DBG

shows the playback response if 70-µS
playback equalization (ABC in Fig. 3)
is applied to ABC. The difference between segments BI and BG is the re AUDIO/JUNE 1985

quired treble boost when 70-µS playback equalization is used. For example, at 10 kHz the playback response
after playback equalization is about

-9 dB. Hence, about 9 dB of treble
boost is needed at 10 kHz to achieve

flat record -playback response. As
Figs. 4 and 5 indicate, 7 dB of this
treble boost is supplied in recording,
and the other 2 dB in playback.

+30

Curve FBE in Fig. 7 shows the playback response that would result if 120µS playback equalization were applied
instead of 70-4 equalization. Less treble loss is now evident in playback so
that less treble boost is needed in re-

+25

+20

UNEQUALIZED RECORD - PLAYBACK
RESPONSE

+15

P!MIIIII

FLAT RESPONSE

cording. For example, at 10 kHz the
playback response is now only about
4.75 dB down, instead of 9 dB as be-

.401

0

111111Fr=11
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fore. (To achieve utterly flat response,
record equalization would have to produce a very slight drop, less than 1 dB
at most, between approximately 500
Hz and 5 kHz.)
Looking at the bass end, if 70-µS
playback equalization is used, and if
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PLAYBACK RESPONSE
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flat response is to be achieved, the

Fig. 7-How choice of playback

required bass boost in recording is the
difference between segments HB and
DB. Such boost would reach about 5.5
dB at 20 Hz. Very similar record bass
boost would be needed if 120-µS playback equalization were used instead.

equalization affects treble -boost
requirements. This boost is primarily
supplied in recording.

20k

lOk

30

(There is a seeming discrepancy:

+25

Fig. 6 indicates that, for flat response
all the way down, recorded flux should

+20

be about 8.5 dB up at 20 Hz, while Fig.

+15

7 indicates that bass boost of only

+10

about 5.5 dB is needed. However, we
must recall from our discussion of Fig.

`D

question exhibits about 3 dB boost at

5

20 Hz, owing to the contour effect. This

10

brings the required amount of record
bass boost down to 5.5 dB at 20 Hz.)

15

20

Figure 7 shows us something impor-

25

tant: How the choice of playback
equalization affects the required

-30

amount of record treble boost. The
greater the playback bass boost, the
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Fig. 8-Record equalization
characteristics for an actual cassette

greater must be the record treble
boost. Since Type I tape cannot safely
accept as much record treble boost as

deck (the Harman/Kardon CD391).

the other types, 120-µS playback
equalization (curve DBE in Fig. 3) is
used for Type I, while 70-µS playback

equalization (curve ABC in Fig. 3) is
reserved for the other types.

Figure 7 reveals another important

fact-that the unequalized record playback response of a deck for a given type of tape does not precisely dictate the equalization needed for essen-

teristic, there would be an appropriate
record treble boost.
For the purpose of illustration, Fig. 8

variance is due to the different characteristics of the various tapes for which
the deck in question is adjusted.)

shows the record equalization of an
actual cassette deck for Types I, II, A Controversy About Type II EQ
and IV tapes. Record treble boost is
Some in the industry have quessignificantly less for Type I, in large tioned whether 70-µS playback equalpart because of the difference in playback equalization between Type I and

ization is the wisest choice for Type II
tape. They would prefer a curve with

tially flat response. We see in Fig. 7

the others. (The difference between

that two kinds of playback equalization

Type

could be used-either 70- or 120-µS.

others reaches about 3 dB instead of words, they would like less bass boost
the 4.4 dB that we might expect on the in playback and, therefore, less treble
basis of the difference between seg- boost in recording. The greater treble
ments BE and BG in Fig. 7. This 1.4 -dB boost entailed in 70-4 equalization

By this token, other kinds could also be
used, such as 90 µS, 100 !LS, etc. And
for each playback equalization characAUDIO/JUNE 1985

I

an appreciably higher time constant
treble boost and that of the than 70 µS, such as 120 µS. In other

79

affords less recording headroom-i.e.,
less protection against tape saturation
and its concomitant distortion and treble loss. They cite the increasing abundance of program material with strong
high -frequency content, particularly on

Compact Discs and premium phono
discs, and the resultant need for adequate headroom. They would be willing to give up several dB of S/N (better

with 70-4 equalization) in exchange
for several dB more headroom (better
OUTPUT OF IDEAL
PLAYBACK HEAD

with 120-p.S equalization).
TREBLE CUT

The controversy may be settled by
continuing advances in the state of the
art. Modern noise -reduction systems-

C

IN PLAYBACK

REQUIRED PLAYBACK E0

principally Dolby C and dbx-afford
signal-to-noise ratios in the 70- and 80 -

dB range. The recordist blessed with
such S/N and seeking to avoid tape
saturation can afford to lower the re-

cording level several dB-say, by
about 4.5 dB, which is the maximum
difference between the record treble

boost entailed in 70- and 120-4
equalization-and still have a very
good signal-to-noise ratio. Developments such as Dolby HX Pro and the
Dolby C treble recording characteristic
reduce the risk of tape saturation.

,EQUENCY

Fig. 9-The industry's revised (post 1965) way of expressing standard
playback equalization. Curve ABC is
not the equalization to be supplied by
the playback system, but rather the
response of a properly equalized
playback system to the output of an
ideal (lossless) head playing a tape
recorded with constant magnetic flux.
The difference between the ideal
head's output (DBE) and curve ABC
represents the equalization which the
playback system must actually
supply. Compare curve ABC of Fig. 3.

Confusion About Playback EQ
Until about 1965, the industry expressed standard playback equalization in terms of the frequency contour
the playback system should supplyprimarily a bass -boost curve, as shown
straightforwardly in Fig. 3. However,
since 1965, playback EQ has been expressed in terms of the deck's desired
output when playing a tape which pro-

duces constant flux in the core of the
playback head at all frequencies, as
shown in Fig. 9. Thus, the actual equal-

ization is not curve ABC of Fig. 9, but
the difference between this curve and
the output of an ideal head (the 6 -dB/
octave slope of curve DBE). A graph of
this difference would reproduce curve
ABC of Fig. 3.

Effectively, the curve labelled "required playback EQ" in Fig. 9 is the
EFFECT OF 120 -AS PLAYBACK EQ
ON 70 -RS RECORDING
C

D

A
E,

EFFECT OF 70 -RS PLAYBACK ED
ON I20 -k5 RECORDING

inverse of that in Fig. 3, tilted to reflect
the fact that it is referenced to a 6 -dB/
octave slope instead of the horizontal
line of flat response. This has led to a
frequent misunderstanding-that play-

back equalization consists largely of
treble boost instead of bass boost.

Interchanging Equalization
Many readers have inquired .about
the effects of using equalization settings other than those normally recom-

Fig. 10-Effect of playing 120-µS

mended for specific tape types. The
most obvious effects are slight alterations of treble response when play-

recordings with 70-ALS playback EQ,
and vice versa.

back and record equalization are mismatched. If a tape intended for 70-µS

80
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playback is played back with 120-1AS
EQ, a slight treble boost will be heard.

a recording intended for 120-µS
playback is played back with 70-p.S
If

EQ, there will be a slight treble cut.
In theory, this cut or boost will reach
4.4 dB at 20 kHz, as shown in Fig. 10.

practice, however, the difference
may be more on the order of 2.5 to 3
dB, as indicated by the record equalIn

ization curves of Fig. 8. The differences

between actual and theoretical treble
response could be explained in terms
of differences in actual equalization
curves supplied by the deck in ques-

tion, or differences in the treble response and saturation characteristics
of various tape formulations, especially
if the tape in use is not the tape which
the deck manufacturer used in adjusting record equalization characteristics.
What if Type tape were both recorded and played back with Type II
or IV equalization, or Type II or IV tape
were recorded and played back with
Type EQ? In each case, the treble
changes in recording would just about
balance those in playback, so overall
record -playback response would be
only slightly affected.
However, we must keep in mind that
signal-to-noise ratio would always be
affected, with 70-p.S playback equalI

I

ization producing less noise (higher
S/N). After all, that is the reason for
using 70-p.S instead of 120 -RS playback equalization.
It should further be kept in mind that
use of Type II or IV record equalization
with a Type I tape will increase the risk
of tape saturation, and therefore of distortion and loss of extreme treble, unless the recordist deliberately reduces
the recording level by several dB.

Table I-Upper turnover frequencies and total bass boost for
standard playback curves. The lower turnover frequency is
50 Hz (3,180 µS) in all cases.

Cassettes, Type I (17'8 ips)
Cassettes, Types II, Ill, IV ( 1 7/a p s)
Open Reel, Conventional Tape
ips
33/4 ips

71/2 and 15 ips
Open Reel, EE Tape
17/8 ips
33/4 ips

71/2 and 15 ips

(3,180 p3). For speeds of 17/8, 33/4, 71/2

and 15 ips, there are official standards
for conventional (ferric oxide) tape and

ning of this article. The playback
curves for open -reel look much the
same as for cassette, save for differ-

ences in the upper turnover frequency
and reduced need for playback treble

boost to compensate for playback head losses. In all cases, the lower
turnover frequency remains 50 Hz
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

Total
Bass Boost

1,326 Hz (120 µS)
2,274 Hz (70 µS)

28.5 dB
33.1 dB

1,326 Hz (120 µS)
1,768 Hz (90 IIS)
3,183 Hz (50 1LS)

28.5 dB
31.0 dB
36.1 dB

2,274 Hz (70 1.6)
3,183 Hz (50 pS)
4,547 Hz (35 p.S)

33.1 dB
36.1 dB
39.2 dB

B1 = 10 log

f
'

22 y.

+2

f12 + t2

de facto standards for EE (extra effi- where Bf is bass boost at the frequenciency-akin to Type II) tape.
cy of interest, f is frequency of interest,
As stated earlier, record and treble f1 is the lower turnover frequency (allosses become less severe as tape ways 50 Hz), and f2 is the upper turnspeed is increased. Therefore, less re-

over frequency.

cord treble boost is needed at higher

For example, assume we want to
know the bass boost at 1 kHz for the
playback equalization curve with time

speeds in order to achieve a given
amount of recorded magnetic flux. Or,

for the same treble boost as before, constants of 70 and 3,180 µS. First we
one can achieve more recorded flux; convert time constants into turnover
this in turn entails greater playback frequencies by dividing the constants
bass boost, with a consequent im- into 159,155 so that f1 equals 50 Hz
provement in signal-to-noise ratio (see

and f2 equals 2,274 Hz. Then:

6 for the relationship between
playback bass boost and recorded
flux). In practice, the upper turnover

Brno, = 10 log 22742 + 10002

frequency is chosen to afford some of
each of the advantages gained from
higher tape speed: Somewhat less tre-

= 10 log 6.156 = 7.9 dB.

Fig.

502 + 10002

ble boost, reducing the risk of tape

If you wish to use 400 Hz as the 0 -dB

saturation, and somewhat more playback bass boost, resulting in a higher

reference, calculate the boost for 400
Hz and subtract this from the boost for
the frequency of interest, yielding B'f.

signal-to-noise ratio.

How Open -Reel Decks Compare
To round out the discussion of our
subject, let's compare open -reel tape
deck equalization with cassette equalization. Standard playback equalization for open -reel decks follows the five
basic principles listed near the begin-

Upper Turnover
Frequency (f2)

Both for cassette and open -reel For example, 8400 equals 15.2 dB; subtracting 15.2 dB from 7.9 dB shows
tape types commonly used, Table
that 6'1000 equals -7.3 dB when 400
decks, and for the various speeds and
I

shows the upper turnover frequencies

of the standard playback curves. It
also shows, for each curve, the total
amount of equalization (bass boost)
from frequencies above 20 kHz down

to below 20 Hz. Total bass boost
(equalization) is given by 20 log (f2
divided by f1), where f2 is the upper
turnover frequency and f1 is the lower
turnover frequency. If you want to cal-

culate the amount of bass boost at a
given frequency, use this equation:

Hz is the 0 -dB reference. That is, the
equalization curve at 1 kHz is 7.3 dB
below its level at 400 Hz.
The principles of tape equalization,
and their implementation in cassette

decks, are complex. Luckily for the
tape user, however, one can make excellent recordings without grasping
these principles in detail. It is necessary only to grasp the deck's equalization switch, and set it to match the tape
that is being used.
A
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CASSETTE QUAL!
WHAT IS THE NDUSTRY
MIKE JONES

here was a time, not long ago, when the cassettes you recorded at home by copying LPs

would sound superior to any of the music
cassettes you could buy from your local record store.
The same cannot be said today. The current music

cassette, duplicated at high speed using Dolby HX
Pro (see Audio, August 1984) and the latest tape
formulation, is capable of superb fidelity. Its quality
can compare favorably to mass-produced vinyl records-particularly those with more than 22 minutes
recorded on each side.
Dolby HX Professional and new tapes are just part
of the story, for in truth the music cassette has undergone major development during the last few years,
benefiting from better cassette housings, improved

event in London, to discuss various ways in which the

quality of music cassettes could be improved even
further.

Strange as it may seem, the largest obstacle to
progress on quality is not a technical problem for
duplicators but one of persuading the record companies to make full use of current technology-let alone
what might be developed in the future. Despite the
large profit margins involved, some record companies

are willing to use only the cheapest materials for
cassettes, in order to achieve maximum profits. They
say that the consumers who buy their products do not
care about quality, and the evidence given to support

mastering techniques, and new duplicating equip-

this claim is that they receive very few complaints.

ment. Another important factor has been the attitude
of the duplicators themselves: They are newly and
increasingly determined that their cassettes will be
the best they can produce, comparable to those that
can be produced at home. Indeed, the leading dupli-

cassettes of their favorite groups, have to accept

cators are so committed to improving quality that

82

many of them attended a seminar organized by Elec-

tro Sound in California last year, following a similar

Boldly speaking, they have a captive market of 10- to
25 -year -old music listeners who, if they wish to buy

whatever quality the record company decides to produce. Why some record companies do not aim to give
good value is quite beyond most analysts, especially
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1TY:

DONG?
since they could obtain enormous improvements in
quality using their existing equipment by paying more
attention to detail during the transfer and manufacturing stages.
I believe that it is incumbent on the record producer

to insist on good quality throughout; indeed, he can
help make the necessary funds available by not allowing his group to waste valuable studio time, as is often
the case.

Quality from the Beginning
Even when the best materials are used, the sound

quality of a cassette can be easily ruined by an
inferior master, and many of the speakers and delegates who attended the California seminar expressed
concern over this. Ideally, the source master from
which cassettes are duplicated should be either a
digital or a first -generation analog copy of the stereo
master. If subsequent -generation analog copies are
used, the signal-to-noise ratio and distortion will deteriorate, thus restricting the dynamic range. Unfortunately, many record companies do not seem to realize
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yen when the best materials
are used, a music cassette's

quality can be ruined by an
inferior master.

or care about this, often sending
fourth- or fifth -generation tapes for duplication. Under these conditions, it is

converters, it will not matter how many
copies you make from the initial digital

extend the dynamic range of music

recording, or how many generations
you produce-they will all sound iden-

dB at 15 kHz. When you listen to a

cassettes at high frequency, up to 10

this running master-not the cassette
tape or the duplication process-that tical to each other and will undergo no
will limit the sound quality. A far better loss of quality.

cassette recorded with HX Pro, the improvement can be quite dramatic, with

alternative would be to use digital

the latter like metal. Some material sim-

transfer, which avoids many of these

The use of chrome tape and the advent of Dolby HX Professional have in-

ferric tape sounding like chrome and

ilar to what Ken presented is shown

creased the dynamic range of cas-

here. In addition to demonstrating the
settes, so that the use of high -quality beneficial effects of HX Pro on cassette
masters is more crucial than ever. This tape, he also showed how easy it is for
subject was considered so important the performance of the running master
by the seminar organizers that an en- to restrict the quality of the cassette,
been converted to digital format, and tire session was devoted to it. Ken especially when the cassettes are duproviding that any subsequent editing, Gundry of Dolby Laboratories gave an plicated at up to 64 times normal
mixing or transfer is executed in the extremely interesting presentation on speed. Ideally, what we need is a
digital domain, avoiding D/A and ND how Dolby HX Pro can be used to method of extending the dynamic
range of the running master as well as
problems.
Before I go any further, should explain why digital transfer is superior to
analog with respect to deterioration of
the audio signal. Once a recording has
I

that of the cassette; this is exactly what

is achieved by fitting Dolby HX Pro to
MULTI -TRACK

STUDIO
RECORDING

MIX -DOWN

STEREO
MASTER

1st -GENERATION

2nd -GENERATION

COPY

COPY

the recorder on which the running
master is recorded.

Two manufacturers, Otari and

Studer, currently produce the new type

of mastering machines. Studer has

n COPIES

LOOP -BIN OR
RUNNING MASTER
RECORDER

also improved the phase response and
LOOP BIN

tape guidance of their recorder to in-

32:1 OR 64:1

crease the stability of the tape as it
DUPLICATING

DUPLICATING

DUPLICATING

SLAVE

SLAVE

SLAVE

passes across the heads. The result is
a cleanup of the phase response at the

top end of the spectrum and an improved stereo image. This has proved
necessary because the masters for duplicating cassettes at 64:1 are normally

Block diagram of cassette duplication.

recorded at 33/4 ips.

Upgrading or replacing existing
equipment, to enable a duplicator to
'Ob.
MilFille

$0 OR

60

dB

40

011

20

dO

0

dB

take advantage of Dolby HX Pro, is an
expensive business. While there is no
doubt in my mind that it is worthwhile,
some duplicators say that they cannot

'44°'

tell the difference between cassettes
which have been recorded with HX
and those which have not. If this is the
case, then they should look very close-

01

01
&I
--'

ly at their system or their duplicating
Type

Type
II without N% Pro
I

Nee

free"'"
freq

TY.
.".
11111"'

11°'

I

7-1,2

PS

"' Pro

NO Pro

0-3,4

Low
ey

II

XX Pro

IPS

methods and masters, for something is
definitely wrong.
Any doubters should try listening to

the prerecorded cassettes, currently
being produced by Capitol and EMI
Records, which carry the "XDR" logo.
Not only were Capitol and EMI the first

S/N in three frequency ranges, for master tapes and
duplicated cassettes. From left to right, the first two sets of
bars represent 1 -inch, 4 -track tape with Dolby B NR. The
remaining four sets of bars are for cassettes duplicated at
32:1 speed ratios, using Dolby B NR. Frequency ranges
are: Low, 1 kHz for open reel, 375 Hz for cassette;
medium, 1 to 10 kHz; high, 15 to 20 kHz.
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companies to use Dolby HX Pro on
both sides of the Atlantic, they were
also the first to develop a system
whereby they could control the consistency and quality of the cassettes they
produce on an international basis. The
XDR program is one of continual develAUDIO/JUNE 1985

he key to cassette quality
is getting record companies
to make full use of current
and future technology.

opment and one that benefits the con-

sumer a great deal. Unlike the

"Chrome for Quality" logo, the XDR
symbol means that the cassette has
been produced to exacting standards
which cover the entire recording chain
from studio to final product. If just one
part of the chain falls below specification, then the XDR logo is not used.
hope that Dolby Laboratories will
control the use of the HX Pro logo in a
similar way so it, too, will become a
symbol of quality. There is no doubt in
my mind that BASF missed a golden
opportunity to improve the standard of
prerecorded cassettes when they allowed the industry to use the "Chrome
for Quality" logo without any effective
control as to how or when it was used.
Now all it really states is that chrome
tape has been used, which doesn't say
I

anything about the quality of the recording-unlike XDR or Teldec's Direct Metal Mastering (DMM) logo, both
of which do.

In audio recording, chrome's output cause of commercial interests, chrome
has not received the universal support
cies, but it provides a higher output at from the industry that it should have
short wavelengths, which enables it to obtained on purely technical grounds.
handle synthesized music and digital Like Dolby HX Pro, some duplicators
recordings with minimum compres- cannot hear any improvement when
sion. Because the chromium dioxide's they use chrome, but again, this is likeparticle size is smaller and more uni- ly due to problems with their equiplevel is similar to ferric's at low frequen-

form than its ferric counterpart's,

ment or low -quality masters. What they

chrome can be packed onto the tape
more evenly and with greater density,
thus reducing bias noise and tape hiss
and increasing output. Of particular interest to the critical listener is the substantial reduction in modulation noise
that is obtained with chrome; this feature, in my view, makes its universal
use for music cassettes well worthwhile. In addition, an old problem has
been overcome by the introduction of
new manufacturing methods; print through has been reduced to a point
where the figures obtained for chrome
are now lower than those for many co-

must realize is that to achieve the excellent results that chrome is capable

of, the duplicator must pay a great
deal of attention to detail if there's to be

an audible difference in the finished
product.

Because of the impact chrome has
had on the industry, other tape manu-

facturers who do not have licenses
from DuPont to produce chrome have
produced alternatives such as Magnetite (from Agfa) or CS -1 (from Capitol).
The initial results obtained with these
new products are very promising, and
in subjective listening tests they come
close to those obtained with chrome.

The Basic Particle

balt -doped tapes.
So, in pure audio terms, chrome has
a lot going for it, and those recordings

Having decided to produce the
highest quality cassettes possible,

duplicated on chrome have a clarity over standard ferric formulations, proand transparency that would be hard viding they have been duplicated cor-

what tapes are available to the cassette duplicator? The most common

to obtain from any ferric tape. But be-

type is coated with gamma iron oxide,
more commonly known as ferric, and it
is similar to many of the Type I blank

High-speed cassette duplication frequently uses a
continuous -loop master tape running at high speed
through a loop bin. In this Electro Sound 8000 system, the
master runs at 240 ips, while slave units record onto large
pancakes of cassette tape at 240, 120 or 60 ips. Quality
increases as the slave speed and speed ratio to the final
cassette go down.

cassettes that you can buy. While
gamma oxide tape has been around
since the late '50s, the tape we use
today is nothing like the product that
was produced at that time. As Frank

The important thing to remember is
that all of them are a vast improvement

rectly and from a good -quality master.

Diaz of Columbia Magnetics explained
at the seminar, a new ferric particle is
developed every five years or so. Modern ferric tapes are quieter, offer more
dynamic range, and are far more stable than their predecessors.
But is ferric good enough, or is there
something better? Judging the issue
on purely technical grounds, I have to
say there is a better product, chrome
tape, and I believe that the majority of
the experts who attended the seminar
would agree with me. Chrome tape's
superiority is largely due to the efficiency and shape of the chromium dioxide
particle and the way in which it outperforms pure ferric formulations for most
applications, including audio, video
and data. Indeed, chromium dioxide
could be regarded as the Rolls-Royce
of magnetic particles.
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cassettes recorded with HX Pro

improve dramatically, with
ferric sounding like chrome
and the latter like metal.

Cassette Housings
Another seminar session dealt with
cassette housings, and the majority of
those attending agreed that, while the
tracking accuracy of cassette housings has improved a great deal in recent years, there is still room for improvement. In truth, higher quality re-

cordings place a greater demand than
ever on the cassette housing (or shell),
which has to be made more precisely
so

Concern was expressed at the semi-

nar over the way some consumers
store their cassettes, particularly those

it can guide the tape across the who use cassettes in cars, where tem-

playback head more accurately. Poor
tracking will have the same effect as a
playback head which is in need of azimuth adjustment.

Tape -tracking errors due to cassette -shell defects, such
as the slanted pins shown in the lower drawing, have the
same effects as playback -head azimuth alignment errors.

peratures can easily climb above the
softening point of plastic. The point to
remember is that the plastic body of
the cassette will distort long before it
melts. Distorted housings will not track
well, nor will they sound right.
I had the pleasure of moderating the
final session of the seminar, where the
attendees took a look into the crystal

ball at the future of the industry. Of
course, the conversation soon came
'round to the Compact Disc and alternative digital systems, such as the dig-

PLAYBACK HEAD

cassette. Most agreed that the
Compact Disc will soon become the
major competitor to cassettes, espeital

RUNNING

4Is DIRECTION

cially for the classical market, and that
vinyl would eventually fade away. Al-

though digital cassette systems are
being developed in Japan, manufacturers have not yet agreed on a single

HEAD

common standard. Because of the
public's general awareness of the
Compact Disc and of improved recording technology, a great deal of

PLAYBACK HEAD

GAP AXIS

pressure will be put on the duplicating
industry to improve the quality of cassettes even further. Pressure will also
be put on the record industry to make
use of current technology and future
improvements. The danger is that the
record companies may, in actual practice, do the opposite: Master from low quality or noisy masters, as happened
with the early Compact Disc releases.

TAPE

RUNNING
.IIONN DIRECTION

SLANTING PIN

HEAD GAPS

DUE TO DISTORTED
HOUSING

As technology pushes forward we
should take advantage of it in order to
enrich our enjoyment of music. Under
the leadership of companies such as
Electro Sound, the duplicating industry

Table I-Tape speeds in various duplicating systems.

Electro Sound and Gauss Duplicating Systems
Duplicating

Running Master

Real -Time

Ratio

Speed

Master Speed

32:1

240 ips
240 ips
240 ips

71/2 ips

64:1

128:1

33/4 ips
17/9 ips

Slave
Speed

60 ips
120 ips
240 ips

Running Master

Real -Time

Ratio

Speed

32:1

480 ips
480 ips
480 ips

Master Speed
15 ips

64:1

128:1
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through increased and continued public pressure for quality recordings that
the market will more widely exhibit

such quality. So long as sales and
profits do not suffer because of low

New Otari System, 1/2 -Inch Only
Duplicating

has demonstrated that the quality of
prerecorded cassettes can be very
high indeed. However, it will only be

71/2 ips
33/4 ips

Slave
Speed

60 ips
120 ips
240 ips

quality, record companies can hardly
be blamed if they let quality slide by

not investing in newer and better
equipment and materials. They are, after all, in business to make money, and
they need to be shown that Gresham's
Law (that bad money drives out good)
does not apply to music cassettes.
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Sony introduces the audio
receiver made for videos.

Rock videos are the most
exciting thing to hit television
since the legends of rock 'n' roll
firs- gyrated across toe stage.
But you shouldn't have to lis-

center" for all your audio comother virtues. Like the option of
ponents and your video compo- Sony's Remote Commander unit
nents, as well. Which is why you'll which allows you to control al
your Sony audio components withgrow into it, rather than out of it.
As impressive as all this
out even a remote posten to them cr some rock opera
sounds, it's nowhere near as
sibility of ever having
on a speaker designed for a
impressive as the quality of the
to get out of your char
soao opera.
receiver itself.
One of the features
And thanks to Sony, you don't
Our new Audio Signal
you'll find most impreshave to. In fact, our new receivProcessor, for instance, generates
sive, however, is the
ers are the only ones that allow
exceedingly low levels of noise
price. Which is extraoryou to enjoy MTV HBO
and distortion.. And
dinary when you stop
(-k
and other cable simulcast Cable FM
our feather -touch
to consider there's
FWAM
programming on somepushbutton
controls
nothing else like them
OI
I= are also part of
thing built for great
at any price.
music.Your stereo Videodisc
the most flexible tuning
So go to your Sony dealer and
Cal system ever built
system.
listen to our new STR-AV
These
into a receiver Direct
receivers. Once you do, rock
Rem ver
remarkable
Access' Quartz
videos will start to sound as
receivers
Synthesis
Tuning.
colorful as they look.
z/ enable
It eliminates the need
THE ONE AND ONLY SOUND OF SONY."'
R See
the FM simulfor fine tuning. It also
*Check your local cable company for ser vice availailLy
end any additional requ cements. Model shown is
cast portion of your
eliminates the need for some5TR-AV560, 60 watts per channel (continuous RME.. bo h
channels driven, 8 ohm:, 20 Hz-23kHz, C08% THE-)
cable to be directly thing else: wasting time (It can
1985 Sony Corporatima of Amer_ca Sony and Remote
Commander
are registered trademarks :f Sony Cc roccahooked into your pick up preset stations faster
ion. Direct Access and The One a -id Orly Sound of Smy
are trademarks of Sony Corporat .cn of America
system:" In a
than a radar detector picks up
7V picture simulated,
sense, it
police cars.)
serves as a kind of "nerve
Our new receivers also have
FM

Broadcas,
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ± 0.25 dB.

S/N Ratio: Greater than 100 dBA re:
0 dB.

THD: Less than 0.01%, 20 Hz to 20
kHz, at 0 dB; less than 0.1%, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, at - 20 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
86 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Phase Shift: Less than 5°, 20 Hz to
20 kHz, between or within channels.

ADS CD3
COMPA460,

DISC
PLAYER

Output Level: Fixed, 2.0 V rms at 0
dB, ±0.5 dB; variable, 0 to 2.0 V
rms; headphone, 0 to 3.0 V rms into
30 ohms.

Dimensions: 17.5 in. (44.5 cm) W x
2.8 in. (7 cm) H x 14.8 in. (37.7 cm)
D.

Weight: 171/2 lbs. (7.9 kg).

Price: $895; optional RC1 remote control unit, $99.

Company Address: One Progress
Way, Wilmington, Mass. 01887.
For literature, circle No. 90

ADS obviously intends this, their first Compact Disc play- class, as evidenced by some of its mechanical innovations
er, to be part of their highly regarded Atelier series of audio as well as by its electronic and sonic performance. The
components. Not only is the styling of the CD3 consistent smoothly operating, motor -driven loading drawer, for examwith that of the other components in that series, but its ple, cradles the CD on soft cushions to prevent any damage
performance and features clearly identify it as a top -of -the - to the disc itself. The slider responds quickly, smoothly, and
line product. As was pointed out to me by Richard Moore of noiselessly. Like other ADS Atelier components, the CD3
ADS, the CD3 is the company's second fully digital product. uses steel top and bottom covers for mechanical strength
Some of you may remember the ADS10 Acoustic Dimension and shielding. The spindle motor is an extremely quiet, d.c..
Synthesizer, a digital time -delay unit which used A/D and brushless type.
I found the laser tracking -servo system to be quite resisD/A adaptive delta -modulation conversion techniques developed by DeltaLab. The CD3 is an international product, tant to external shock and vibration applied to the sides of

in the best sense of the phrase, with the developmental
engineering work done on a cooperative basis by engineers

Fig. 1-Frequency
response, left (top) and
West Germany, while a highly regarded Japanese company
right channels.
does the actual assembly work in that country.
from ADS and its sister firm, Braun Electronic GmbH, of

The CD3 can handle and play discs with up to 99 tracks,

and as many as 30 selections can be programmed in
random sequence. Using the optional remote control, any
30 of the 99 tracks can be programmed, with any selection
accessible immediately; using the front panel controls, only
the first 30 tracks are programmable.
The controls have been grouped in a most logical fashion,
with the more often -used basic controls placed together on
the front panel in full view. The more specialized and less

,,...

often -used controls are on a push -to -release, pivoting panel

below the disc drawer. These controls allow the more sophisticated user to perform such functions as toggling between display of elapsed and remaining time, toggling between track and index numbers, programming selections,
and choosing any portion of the disc for repeat play.
I have often been asked what differentiates a really superior CD player from an "adequate" one. The ADS CD3 may
help to answer the question, for it is definitely in the superior
88
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the unit. The sample I tested showed some sensitivity to
mechanical shock applied vertically, but I am told by ADS
that a cure is being worked out by shock -mounting the
transport. In any case, vertical shock is the least likely type
of mechanical vibration to occur in actual use.

Circuit Highlights
The CD3 employs two-times oversampling (88.2 kHz) with

digital filtering. Separate digital -to -analog converters are
used in each channel, with full 16 -bit linear conversion.
Hypersonic, multiple -pole, analog filters with cutoffs above
35 kHz are used for improved spurious -response rejection.
These filters exhibit extremely flat frequency and phase
response in the audio band and, according to ADS, have
less than 5° of phase shift at 20 kHz. found that the
extremely quiet and low -distortion analog stages placed no
dynamic -range limitations on this player.
I

Fig. 2-THD vs. frequency
at three signal levels.
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be done by pressing the "Start" button or touching the
"Slider" button. A "Pause" button functions as its name
suggests, while the "Skip" button moves the pickup to the
beginning of the next track if play is in progress. If "Skip" is
depressed for longer than 0.5 S, the track or index number
increases by one every half -second. Releasing the button
advances the pickup to the track or index number shown at
the time of release. Fast -forward and fast -reverse operate at

three times normal speed when these buttons are first
pressed, and at 20 times normal speed if the buttons are

The display area above the slider drawer incorporates a
four -digit, seven -segment display for indicating elapsed or
remaining time, and a two -digit, seven -segment display for
showing the selected track or index number.

0d13 LEVEL

0k

FREQUENCY - Hz

perform complex functions while remaining extremely simple to use. For example, pushing the power button, with a
disc in place, will place the mechanism in the pause mode
and give a readout of the total number of tracks on the disc
and the total playing time. Loading of the disc drawer can

motor off.

-

0.01

00

Control Layout
The controls on the CD3 are, above all, designed to

held down for more than 5 S. The return button sends the
pickup back to its rest position and switches the disc -drive

24 dB LEVEL

10

The CD3 employs advanced digital circuitry for tracking
and control functions and for signal processing. This VLSI
circuitry is under the control of two internal, eight -bit microcomputers which operate together for rapid control of tracking and error -correction circuits, and for rapid response to
front -panel or remote -control command inputs.

20k

100k

The only other features visible on the front panel are a
headphone jack and pop -out headphone level control, both

at the far right, and an indication of where to push on the
E9
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The CD3 is definitely in
the superior class, as
evidenced by some of its
mechanical innovations as
well as its electronic and
sonic performance.
swing -down slider drawer to expose the programming and
display controls. These handle elapsed- or remaining -time
display, track or index selection and display, memory clear,
and A -B play (automatic repeat between any user -selected
start and end point). The CD3's rear panel has fixed and
variable output jacks, with a level control for the latter.
The optional RC1 wireless remote control is designed to
operate all ADS Atelier remote -controllable components, not
just the CD3. It operates like a flip -up telephone/address
selector, with seven overlays which show key designations
for each of the components it can control. I did not have the
remote -control unit on hand when I tested the CD3, but am
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channels, was flat to within 0.2 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz (see

Fig. 1). Output was extremely linear at all recorded levels,
deviating from perfect linearity by no more than 0.2 dB over
the range from maximum recorded level (0 -dB reference

-60

level) to -80 dB.

-80

Harmonic distortion at 0 -dB recorded level was about as
low as I have measured for any CD player: 0.003% at mid -

1
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told that the CD player will be the first ADS component

Measurements
Frequency response, measured for both the left and right

c
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frequencies and no more than 0.18% at 19 and 20 kHz,

60 z

-100
where many earlier generation CD players exhibited much
higher distortion. SMPTE-IM distortion measurements were
-110
also extremely low, with readings no higher than 0.002% at
maximum recorded levels. Twin -tone IM measurements re-12020
50 100200 500 lk 2k 5k 10k 20k
sulted in readings of 0.0025% at 0 -dB level and 0.008% at
FREQUENCY- Hz
- 10 dB. Figure 2 shows harmonic distortion as a function of
frequency for test signals at three recorded levels. As with
all digital audio systems, harmonic distortion increased lin- Fig. 3-S/N analysis, both
early as signal level decreased, reaching about 0.075% at unweighted (A) and
- 30 dB. As for undesired "beats" within or without the A -weighted (B).
audio spectrum, they were practically nonexistent in this
unit-a direct result of the oversampling, digital filtering and
full 16 -bit linear D/A conversion techniques used in the CD3.
Signal-to-noise ratios for the CD3 were outstandingly

-J

80

cc<

41

0

100

high, measuring more than 98 dB, unweighted, and between 102 and 104 dB, A -weighted. The spectral distribution of residual noise is shown in the S/N analysis graphs of
Figs. 3A and 3B.
At low and mid -frequencies, separation (Fig. 4) ranged
from just over 83 to 84 dB. At higher frequencies, separation
decreased slightly-more so in R to L than L to R. At 20 kHz,
separation in both channels was still 74 dB, far more than is
required for a very satisfactory stereo presentation. Output
from the fixed -level jacks measured 2.04 V, while maximum
level from the variable outputs was 3.24 V.

Figure 5 shows the CD3's reproduction of a

-60

SEPARATION, R to L

1
-80
SEPARATION, L to R

1 -kHz,

square -wave signal. The shape of the square wave confirms
the fact that this player employs the now -preferred digital filter approach. The very low level of ripple observed on the
top and bottom of the waveform is not so much the result of
phase shift (virtually none in this unit) as it is the absence of

fi

-100
10

00

1k

10k

20k

100k

FREQUENCY - Hz

higher order odd harmonics (above 20 kHz) which are not
present in the reproduced square wave. The digitally gener- Fig. 4-Separation vs.
ated unit -pulse signal on my Philips test disc was repro - frequency.
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ore and more CD players,
including this one, zip
right through my defects
disc without missing a
beat. I'll have to find a
more severe test!
duced with the waveshape shown in Fig. 6; again, a result
that is typical of CD players which employ this advanced
type of digital filtering and oversampling.
While

I

lack the means to check out ADS's claim of

minimal phase shift between channels or within a channel,

the 'scope photo of Fig. 7 does show that there was no
measurable phase shift between a 200 -Hz signal recorded
on the left channel and a 2 -kHz signal output from the right.
The simultaneous zero -axis crossing in the positive direction
of both signals confirms this.
More than two years ago, when I subjected the earliest
CD players to my special "defects" test disc (a disc with an

Fig. 5-Square-wave
reproduction, 1 kHz.

increasingly wide opaque wedge, a series of black dots
meant to simulate dust particles, and a simulated fingerprint
smudge), it was a rare event when a player's optical tracking system and error -correction system could play through
these imperfections without mistracking or muting. Now,
more and more current -generation players, including the
ADS CD3, zip right through this problem disc without missing a beat. The maximum width of the opaque wedge on the
test disc is 900 microns. ADS tells me that their CD3 could
easily handle a width as great as 1.5 mm (1,500 microns). It
looks as though I am going to have to come up with a more
severe tracking test for CD players! Lateral vibration and
shock of more than mild severity also resulted in no mistracking, but, as mentioned earlier, downward (vertical) ex-

ternal shock on the top surface of the unit did result in
momentary muting and, in extreme cases, mistracking.

Use and Listening Tests
The ADS CD3 ranks among the best -sounding CD players
have tested thus far; it reproduces well -engineered
CDs with smoothness and clarity. was particularly impressed with its sound quality during very soft musical
passages, where earlier CD players have sometimes been
I

Fig. 6-Single-pulse test.

I

less than outstanding.
Ergonomically, the ADS CD3 is a gem. At the time I tested
the unit, the owner's manual was not yet available, yet I had
no trouble figuring out what the controls did and how they
were to be used. If you do most of your listening to CDs from
start to finish, or want to select tracks of a disc as you listen
(skipping those you don't want to hear all the way through),
you may not even have to refer to the owner's manual. The
display area includes a transparent window which, with its
rear illumination and mirror optics, allows you to watch a CD
spin while it plays. I find this not only desirable but comforting, since it assures me that all is well inside the drawer and
that my favorite CDs have not been swallowed up.
If there is one aspect of the ADS CD3 that bothered me

Fig. 7-Phase-error check
using tones of 200 Hz and
2 kHz.
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just a little, it was the fact that the remote control is not
included as part of the standard package. I understand that
this particular remote is intended to be used with several
ADS Atelier components, and therefore it is probably a
costlier item to produce. Still, adding an extra $100 to what
is already a fairly expensive CD player may discourage
some people from considering this particular CD player. On
the other hand, given an opportunity to audition this player
and operate its elegant controls, others may well feel that
price is of secondary importance when such a magnificently
crafted instrument is involved.
Leonard Feldman
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It's a whole new world.

Today's

Camel Lights,

unexpectedly
mild.

Warninc: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
er cigarette by FTC method.

985 R J REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 18
kHz, -±3 dB; to 19 kHz with CrO2
tape: to 21 kHz with metal tape.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.5%.
Signal/Noise Ratio: 60 dB; 75 dB

Price: $799.95.
Company Address: P.O. Box 6010,
Compton, Cal. 90224.
For literature, circle No. 91

with Dolby C NR.

Input Sensitivity: 70 mV.
Output Level: Line, 410 mV; headphone, 1.3 mW at 8 ohms.

Flutter: 0.028% wtd. rms, ± 0.08%
wtd. peak.

AKAI GX-R99
CASSETTE
DECK

Fast -Wind Time: 90 S with C-60
cassette.

Dimensions: 17.3 in. (440 mm) W x
4.1 in. (105 mm) H x 14.6 in. (372
mm) D.

Weight: 19.1 lbs. (8.6 kg).

The GX-R99, Akai's top -of -the -line cassette deck, offers

The second part of the four-way approach is the closed loop, double -capstan, direct -drive transport. The two capwhat the manual calls a "four-way approach to best record- stans are of slightly different diameter to prevent resonance
ing." The first part of this approach is the Super GX 3 -Head buildup, but the transport is otherwise symmetrical for uniQuick -Reverse System. The three -head configuration, of form transport performance in both directions. An "inverse course, provides off -the -tape monitoring while recording; it current" chrome -plating process gives the capstans a hardalso allows head design to be optimized for the separate er, slightly rougher surface than usual, for greater durability
record and playback functions. Akai states that the heads, and a better grip on the tape.
made of glass and crystallized ferrite, have wide dynamic
The third part of Akai's approach is the unusual and
range and excellent resistance to wear. The record and sophisticated CRLP (Computer Recording Level Processplayback heads share a small platform which rotates when ing) system. It does more, much more, than simply adjust
the tape reverses, allowing recording as well as playback in levels: CRLP will set the optimum record EQ and bias for the
both directions. Precisely placed stops ensure good align- tape being used, measure the tape's MOL characteristics.at
ment in forward and reverse play.
400 Hz and 8 kHz, and set the recording level to the

many performance and convenience features, including
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maximum possible without causing undesirable distortion
and tape saturation. It will do all this with the push of a single
button in less than 15 S. The bias and EQ tuning is particularly speedy, taking just 2 S or so, even with two rechecks of

the adjustments. This all sounds a bit fantastic, but as my
measurements showed, CRLP does indeed do marvelous
things.

The fourth special feature is what Akai calls their High
Tuned DC Amplifier. The use of coupling capacitors is
minimized and many high -quality devices are used, including some custom-made components. Amplifier operation is
stable, due in part to the high-speed tracking regulator in
the power supply. The Dolby NR block is separated from the
main amplifier block to eliminate mutual interference.

push of the transport -control button to advance to the beginning of the next selection or to return to the beginning of the
present selection for automatic playback. When engaged,

"IPLS" appears in the display panel, just below the large
direction arrows mentioned earlier. This is a nice touch,
serving to remind the user that in this mode only the directions of fast -wind are referenced to the direction of record/
play at the time. Pushing the play and fast -forward buttons
at the same time obtains "Intro Scan," which fast -winds to
the beginning of a selection, plays 10 S, fast -winds to the
next beginning, and so on.
There are many other things which appear on the display,
and they are perhaps best explained in conjunction with a
discussion of the switching contained in the "CRLP" drawer.
To the left are eight switch pads for control and display of
levels: "Level/Balance," "Level -/ + , Balance UR," "Manu.

Control Layout
At first look, with the power turned off, the front panel of Off (CRLP)," "Memory A," "Memory B," "PeakNU," and
the GX-R99 looks very neat and perhaps a bit too simple, "Spectrum." Below the reverse mode and counter displays
with relatively few pushbuttons and no controls or indicators are a horizontal scale and bar display for either "Vol" from
in evidence. However, when the "Power" button at the "0" to "10" or "BAL" from "L" to "C" to "R," with four steps
upper left is actuated, the large center panel, which had each side of "C." Once "Level/Balance" has been used to
appeared black, illuminates to show the unit's many indica- select one of these, "Level -/+ Balance UR" can be
tors and annunciators. (At this point the display format pushed down on the left for reduction in volume, or to shift
reflects the way the deck had been set when it was turned the balance to the left channel. A quick push will get one
off.) Just below this panel is what appears to be a horizontal reduction/shift step; a longer one gets a series of steps.
black bar labelled "CRLP" and bearing a small pushbutton Similarly, a push down on the right will either increase
labelled "Open/Close." A light push causes a drawer to volume or shift balance to the right.
move out from the front panel, revealing an array of light If a particular level setting is worth keeping, a push of
touch switches with good-sized push pads. (These will be "Memory A" (or "B") will store (for recall later) that setting,

discussed later, in conjunction with the display panel.)
At the upper left of the display is a pair of large, bluish white arrows that show the direction of record/play. Just to
their right, an annunciator set shows exactly what has been
selected with the Dolby NR switches ("On/Off," "B/C," and
"MPX Filter On/Off") that are located in the bottom row of

pushbuttons just to the right of the display panel. To the
right of these annunciators is the "Rev Mode" indicator,
which illuminates, as needed, to show continuous play (the
power -on condition), forward and reverse record/play, and
single -direction record/play. The tape -reverse button is to
the right of the display, just above the counter -mode control
buttons; these are labelled "Reset," "Mode" (for selecting
four -digit tape counter, elapsed time, or remaining time),
and "Tape" (for setting "C90/C60/C46/LC46" in the remaining -time mode). The counter itself, with a counting -mode
indicator, is in the upper -right corner of the display panel. In
the remaining -time mode, the counter first shows "C90,"
and "Tape" is used to step to another length, if needed.
After the cassette has been in record/play for a short time,
an internal calibration process leads to the display of the
remaining time in minutes and seconds. Both remaining and elapsed -time modes retain a basic calibration even in
fast -wind, making this useful combination of features even
more valuable.
Just below the counter control buttons are two others:
"QMSS" (Quick Memory Search System) and "IPLS" (Instant Program Locating System). When in record or play

mode, a push of "QMSS" will rewind the tape to counter
zero and switch the deck into play mode. Pushing "IPLS"
will enable the deck for fast -winding, which is started with a
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a very useful feature for repeated recording from the same
FM station, for example. A small, red LED in each memory
button indicates if it has been selected. The record levels
can be controlled automatically with CRLP (more on this
later), but for manual control it is necessary to push "Manu.
Off (CRLP)." It's not as confusing as it sounds, for "Manu."
lights up when actuated, and "Off (CRLP)" tells the user that
if "Manu." is off, CRLP will control levels.
The "PeakNU" and "Spectrum" buttons provide selection
among three metering modes. With "VU" the two horizontal
bar -graphs are for left and right channels, with the scale
from " - 30" to " + 8" in between. The segments are bluish
white to "0" and red above that. In "Peak" mode, the scale
is shifted to show levels 8 dB higher, with markings from
" - 17" to "+ 15." Selecting "Spectrum" gets an automatic
switch to peak dynamics, but the upper bar -graph is now
used to show levels in a band around 400 Hz, and the lower
one shows the levels around 8 kHz. At the left end of the

scales, "M. Low" and "High" appear in red, along with
"Spectrum"-reminding the recordist of the special nature
of this function. If the deck is in record mode, two little light
squares appear along a dashed red line, with "MOL" and
an arrow at the end. These squares show the maximum
record levels for acceptable distortion for both low and high

frequencies. (This outstanding feature will be discussed
further below.) To the left of the MOL-limit line are annunciators for the tape type: "Norm/CrO2/Metal."

In the right-hand section of the "CRLP" drawer are the
"Rec Operation" switch pads: "Rec Pause" (with red status
light), "Auto Mute," "Fader," "CRLP Rec," "Play" for either
direction (with flashing arrow to match expected direction of
95

"Blank Search" finds the
next unrecorded portion of

tape that's at least three
minutes long-handy when
adding new material to a
partially recorded tape.
recording), "AT Bias" for stepping from "Std" to "Under" to
"Over" bias (each with its own indicator), "Monitor Tape/
Source" (with helpful annunciators above the left end of the
meter display), "Rec Cancel," and "Blank Search" (which
has a red indicator).
Here are a few brief comments on some of these functions before a more detailed discussion of CRLP. A push of
"Fader" when in "Rec Pause" will initiate recording with a
fade up from zero to your preset recording level. When it is
pushed during recording, there will be a down fade, followed by an auto -mute of 4 S and a return to "Rec Pause."
Pushing "Rec Cancel" during recording will rewind the tape

Fig. 1-Record/playback
responses to pink noise,
with (solid traces) and
without (dashed traces)
Dolby C NR, at Dolby
level (top traces) and at
-20 dB (bottom traces),

for TDK AD -X (Type I),
Maxell UD-XL II (Type II)
and Sony Metallic (Type

to the beginning of the just -recorded section, mute the
recording for 4 S, and then put the deck in "Rec Pause."

"Blank Search" initiates a fast -wind to locate the next blank
section on the tape which is at least 3 minutes long, then
IV) types (top to bottom in automatically puts in a 4-S auto -mute section with a stop at
each set). Vertical scale:
that point. If no such open portion is found on the first side of
5 dB/div.
the tape, the deck will automatically continue the search in
the reverse direction.
For all of the useful features described above, the best is
yet to come, for CRLP is a marvelous system. The whole
process starts with a push of "Eject" on the left side of the
bottom transport -control bar. ("Stop" is at the right of this
bar, with fast -wind and play -direction control bars above; all
three bars are at the far right of the front panel.) After the

tape has been dropped into the carrier, the auto -tuning
procedure begins when you push "Rec Pause." The cassette compartment closes automatically and the calibration
recording begins, while a "Tuning" annunciator flashes in
the display. In just a few seconds, the record sensitivity bias

and EQ are adjusted for the best results, and a steady
"Tuning" display shows that the process is complete. In this
short time, analysis is also made of the 400 -Hz MOL for a
3% distortion limit and of the saturation limit at 8 kHz. The

Fig. 2-Level variations

little squares of the MOL display show the results of this
speedy and very useful calibration. In recording, "Rec"
appears, right under "Tuning."

for 17 -kHz tone in record/
playback mode (top) and
straight playback
(bottom). Scales: 10 dB/
div. and 1 S/div.

If the deck is set for automatic level setting (non -manual),
the level will be set automatically with 10 S of music and will
reduce the level later if there are further increases in the
music. If the content of the program is such that there is a
desire to shift the MOL to closer match the high -frequency

content of the music, "AT Bias" can be set to "Under" or
"Over" for recalibration. The new MOL display will show the
new low- and high -frequency limits. With the meters
switched to "Spectrum," the actual 400 -Hz and 8 -kHz levels

can be compared to the limiting levels. Because of the

Fig. 3-Input/record levels
for 500 -Hz tone burst

without (top) and with
(center) CRLP. Bottom
trace shows CRLP action
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with the source level
increasing from 30 mV to
5 V. Scales: 40 dB/div.
and 5 S/div.

speed of the CRLP calibration, checking the possibilities is
very convenient. Level setting, whether automatic or manual, is referenced continually to the distortion and saturation
limits in the recording.
The cassette compartment at the left of the front panel
can be pushed closed, but it is much easier to push the
button for the mode desired and have it close automatically.
Between the compartment and the "CRLP" drawer are the
pushbutton switches for "Timer Start" and "Rec/Play." Pushing down a little hinged flap on the lower right of the front
panel reveals the headphone jack and the horizontal -slider,
output -level control. The gold-plated, stereo in/out phono
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All three tape counter
modes were helpful, and I
really liked the remaining and elapsed -time modes;
very few decks have both.

jacks and a socket for the optional remote control are on the
back panel.
I removed the steel top and side cover of the GX-R99 for a
look inside. The soldering was generally excellent, with flux

restricted to some points that had been hand -soldered.
There were two large p.c. boards, somewhat larger than
half -chassis size, stacked one above the other and contain-

ing most of the circuitry. Quite a few discrete transistors
were noted on the top p.c. board, which was a bit springy.
There were also other cards for motor control, power supply,

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits).
Without NR

With Dolby C NR
Tape Type

Hz

TDK AD -X

19.4
19.6
19.2

Maxell UD-XL II
Sony Metallic

kHz
9.2
9.1

13.2

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

Hz

kHz

20.0
17.8
18.2

15.2
18.3
20.4

19.2
19.7
19.2

8.0
7.7
10.4

19.7
17.6
18.0

16.8
18.8
23.1

fuses in clips, more than in a typical deck. The GX-R99 was

Table II -Miscellaneous record/playback
characteristics, using Dolby C NR.

very quiet in all modes -it was one of the quietest decks I
have ever checked -and the drive had fairly rigid construc-

Erasure
At 100 Hz

etc. All parts were identified by number. There were five

tion. The chassis was quite rugged, with three front -to -back
rails at the sides and near the center.

Error

Jitter

40

'5

87 dB

42 dB

65 dB

10 -kHz A B Phase

Crosstalk
At 1 kHz

Sep.

At 1 kHz

-20 dB

Dolby Lvi

- 20 dB

Dolby Lvl

MPX Filter
At 19.00 kHz
35.1 dB

Measurements
In my first check, the playback responses showed a high
roll -off at the highest frequencies. Cross-checks with other
alignment tapes and in the reverse play direction confirmed
the initial results. There was no evidence of damage to the
head mounting from shipment, but realignment was made
for both directions, after which very good results were ob
tained with both equalizations. (The reader should be aware
that misalignment can occur before .putting any deck to
use -it's best to have the dealer check/correct before purchase.) Tape play speed was about 0.7% slow, and level
indications were slightly low (about 0.5 dB).
The Akai CRLP system did an excellent job of matching a
great many tapes. The best results were obtained with TDK
AD -X (Type I), Maxell UD-XL II (Type II), and Sony Metallic
(Type IV). Very good results for Type I tapes came from
BASF Pro Super, Fuji FR -I, Konica GM -I, Maxell UD and
UD-XL I, Memorex MRX1, Nakamichi EXII, Sony AHF and

Table III -400 -Hz HDL3 (%) vs. output level
(0 dB = 200 nWb/m).

BHF, TDK AD, and Yamaha NR and NR -X. For Type II tapes,

Table V-HDL3 (%) vs. frequency at 10 dB below
Dolby level.

Output Level

HDL3 =

Tape Type

NR

-10

-8

-4

0

TDK AD -X

Dolby C
Dolby C
Dolby C

0.15

0.19
0.15
0.15

0.24
0.36
0.27

0.34
0.95
0.53

Maxell UD-XL II
Sony Metallic

0.11

0.10

+4

3%

0.42
2.5

+7.7 dB
+4.8 dB
+6.6 dB

1.4

Table IV-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and
CCIR/ARM weightings.
CCIR/ARM (dB)

IEC A Wtd. (dBA)
W/Dolby C NR

@ DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3%

Tape Type
TDK AD -X

Maxell UD-XL II
Sony Metallic

68.3
71.0
69.4

52.5
56.9
55.4

76.0
75.8
76.0

Without NR

W/Dolby C NR

Without NR

HD = 3% @ DL

DL

67.5
69.6
68.0

60.2
61.7
62.0

75.2
74.4
74.6

50.1

54.0
52.1

HD=3%
57.8
58.8
58.7

I

substantially all formulations yielded very good results; for
Type IV tapes, BASF Metal IV, Denon DXM, Konica Metal,
Magnex Studio 4, Maxell MX, Nakamichi ZX, TDK MA -R and
Yamaha MR were very good.

The record/playback responses were run at Dolby level
and 20 dB below that, both with and without Dolby C NR,
with the best -performing tapes of each type. Figure 1 shows
the responses using pink noise as the source, and Table I

lists the -3 dB points using a discrete tone. The results
were fairly good at 0 dB, but not impressive. At -20 dB, the
results were excellent, and the Dolby C NR tracking was
outstanding.
Level variations made it difficult to find the high -frequency
-3 dB point in record/play mode, especially at 17 kHz. The

effect diminished above and below that frequency, and
disappeared entirely during playback with the recording
circuits turned off. The variation was 30 dB or more (Fig. 2)
during record/play, but in straight playback mode the level
variations were very minor. I concluded that there was some
form of coupling between the record and playback heads or
circuits.
Table II shows a number of record/playback characteristics, with results from very good to excellent. The bias in the
output during recording was very low.
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Frequency (Hz)
Tape Type
Sony Metallic

NR

50

100

400

1k

2k

4k

6k

Dolby C

0.16

0.13

0.10

0.13

0 18

0.50

0.70

,61111111MIIM

Table VI -Input and output characteristics
at 1 kHz.
Level

Input

Line

Imp..

Sens.

Overload

Kilohms

70 mV

6.5 V

105

Output

Line
Hdphn.

Level

Open Ckt.

Loaded

Ohms

Clip (Re:
Meter 0)

409 mV
1.13 V

406 mV
0.43 V

109

* 18 4 dB

Imp.,

81

Table III lists the figures for HDL3 (third -harmonic distor-

tion) for the three tapes, with Dolby C NR, from -10 dB to
the point where HDL3 equals 3%. The distortion at 0 dB was

quite low for TDK AD -X and Sony Metallic, but not so for
Maxell UD-XL II.

Table IV shows the signal-to-noise ratios for the three
tapes, with and without Dolby C NR, for both IEC A and
CCIR/ARM weightings. The results are very good, and a
match for most premium -priced decks.
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For the recordist who
would benefit from its
many features, this deck
deserves to be compared to

other decks of its typeat any price.
The levels of HDL3 from 50 Hz to 6 kHz, at 10 dB below changes, including the switch to stop mode when the tape
Dolby level with Sony Metallic and Dolby C NR, are present- ran out, took about 1 S.
ed in Table V. These figures are quite good, but the rise in
distortion for the higher frequencies is disappointing, albeit Use and Listening Tests
not unexpected with the earlier observation of the drooping
The owner's manual provides a great deal of detail on the
0 -dB responses.
GX-R99's many features, and there are numerous illustra(Note: All tests were run with the "Std" setting of the "AT tions that support the text. There is good use of bold -face
Bias" control. Slightly different results would have been type and notes to aid the user.
obtained with the other two bias settings.)
All of the controls and switches were completely reliable

decided to test the accuracy of Akai's CRLP MOL throughout the testing, and I was constantly reminded of
indications after calibration, using several different tapes how well designed the control logic is. I found, for example,
and all three bias settings. The 400 -Hz MOL indication was that the user can opt for flying -start recording (by pushing
I

always placed at a level in the range of HDL3 equals 2.7% to

"Rec Pause" while holding "Play" down), but only if the tape

3.1%, and the 8 -kHz indication was always as close as in use has been calibrated-helpful, but not mentioned in
checking permitted to a level with 1 dB of saturation. This the manual. also found the "QMSS" will get a fast -wind
was a very impressive result, showing both consistency and back to "00.00" from any mode, another plus that's not
accuracy in the measurement and display of these two mentioned in the manual. The GX-R99 "Auto -Monitor"
I

parameters.
Miscellaneous input/output characteristics are presented
in Table VI. Take note of the low line -output impedance, very

seemed right so much of the time, automatically switching to

"Source" with "Rec Pause," but going to "Tape" with tape
movement in record or play modes.
tolerant of other equipment's input impedances. IncidentalThe calibration/tuning with CRLP took about 3 S unless
ly, the headphone output (shown with the IHF-standard, 50 - level calibration was included. The level adjustment apohm load in Table VI) delivered 1.3 mW to an 8 -ohm load, peared to cover quite a level range, and I threw in a bench
right to specification. The input -level attenuation, controlled test at this point to verify what it was. The topmost trace of
in "Manual," was the same in both channels-within 1 dB for Fig. 3 shows the level from a 500 -Hz tone burst as applied to
almost 80 dB down from no attenuation. The steps were the deck, with the level increasing about 30 dB over time.
about 0.25 dB down to -2, then 0.5 dB to -5, about 1 dB The middle trace is the result of the action of CRLP, which
to -10, 1.5 dB to -15, 2 dB to -30, and 3 dB from there to kept the tone -burst record level at about 0 dB. The bottom
maximum attenuation. I judged that an input level of 150 mV trace shows the action on a burst that was increased in level
would make for good resolution on the level control when from 30 mV to 5 V, a range of 45 dB. The lowest levels were
making adjustments. The output -level slider sections below the deck's sensitivity and could not be brought up
tracked very well over their entire range, with a narrow further, but the increasing levels were controlled perfectly.
enough attenuation range (only 20 dB over most of its travel) liked the use of manual level control as well, in conjunction
to make precise adjustment easy. The balance control re- with the excellent metering, including the very helpful specduced level about 5 dB at either extreme. Levels were high trum and MOL display. found all three counter modes
for all of the phones tried; some low -sensitivity phones helpful, and I really appreciated having the remaining- and
might cause problems. The output polarity was reversed in elapsed -time modes-very few other decks have both.
"Source" but not in "Tape."
was further impressed by the fact that the time modes kept
The bar -graph meters had excellent resolution, with 24 a basic calibration during fast -wind, and I was pleasantly
segments for each channel and single -dB steps from " - 7" surprised when the remaining -time readout corrected itself
to " + 8." Almost all of these single -dB points were within 0.5 shortly after a fast -wind to about 4 minutes from the end of
I

I

I

I

dB of actual, and all points were within 1dB, including
" - 25" and " - 30," where most meters show very poor

calibration. In VU mode, the action was slightly slow, with
365 mS required for full response and with decay about 500
mS. In "Peak" mode, the response met all of the requirements for peak -responding meters, actually being on the

fast side for response to a tone burst and the following
decay. The meters showed correctly the effect of the burst

being offset either in the negative or positive direction,
proving they are true peak -responding meters-which most
cassette decks' meters are not.
The measured flutter was very low, both in forward and
reverse record/playback, 0.027% wtd. rms and ±0.042%
wtd. peak. No tape -play speed changes were detected for
line voltages from 110 to 130 V. Play -speed variations were
within ±0.02% over a 2 -minute period. The fast -wind time

for a C-60 cassette was 95 S, slower than most decks,
which might frustrate those in a rush. Loose loops were
automatically taken up when cassettes were loaded. Mode
98

the tape-finally showing "00.00" just as the tape heads
reached the leader.
Playback was very good and quite satisfying, albeit not a
match for my reference deck. When monitoring off the tape
during recording, however, there was some veiling of high -

frequency details, due to the coupling effect mentioned
earlier.

For test material, used dbx-encoded discs, including
recordings of Ravel's "Bolero" and Shostakovich's "Festival
Overture," among others, by Morton Gould and the London
Symphony Orchestra.
For a deck with many features and considerable sophistication, the Akai GX-R99 is easy and very convenient to work
I

with. For the recordist who would benefit from its many
features, especially the CRLP system, this deck should be

included in any comparisons made among other multi convenience decks at whatever price. For what it offers, the
price of the GX-R99 is more than reasonable.
Howard A. Roberson
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Such unpreceden-ed precision and performanc-e, could
only come from The Alpine
Touch, an absolute :,orr- mitment
to excellence evident n every
step of the process from design
inception to final instal ation
Hear, see and feel mobie audio
without compromise. Call 1 -e00 ALPINE -1 for cn Alpine
Electronics Specialist
near you.
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mobile electronics systens
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.3 dB.
S/N Ratio: Greater than 90 dB (20 Hz
to 20 kHz).

Dynamic Range: Greater than 90

Weight: 11 lbs. (5 kg).
Price: $689.

Company Address: c/o Madrigal
Ltd., 2081 South Main St., P.O. Box
781, Middletown, Conn. 06457.
For literature, circle No. 92

dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
86 dB (20 Hz to 20 kHz).

THD: Less than 0.005%, including
noise, at 0 -dB recording level.

MERIDIAN MCD
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Output Level: 2.0 V.
Power Consumption: 35 watts.
Dimensions: 121/2 in. W x 3 in. H x
101/2

in. D (31.8 cm x 7.6 cm x

26.7 cm); with cover open, 7 in. H
(17.8 cm).

0,040-0-iri6eu brUAN r cwroArvux.-
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First, let me clear up the questions which have probably

already been raised by the photo of the Meridian MCD
(which looks remarkably like one of Magnavox's early CD
players) and the Madrigal company address. To begin with,
Madrigal is the U.S. company that is now distributing products made by those innovators from Great Britain, Messrs.
Boothroyd and Stuart, whose Meridian -brand electronics
and transducer products have won worldwide acclaim. As
for the similarity in appearance between the MCD player
100

r...nrrrr to,

AMMI130111.1

and the Magnavox FD1010 (actually, the lowest cost CD
player made by Philips in The Netherlands), Madrigal and
Meridian make no secret of the fact that they have taken the
Philips player and modified it with improved analog electronics and other refinements. In fact, the owner's manual

that accompanied my sample is the Magnavox pamphlet
normally supplied with their FD1010; only a single, addition-

al sheet of paper, inserted in the printed manual, tells us
about the modifications installed by Boothroyd-Stuart to
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

create the MCD. I hope all of this intercorporate complexity
is now clear, so that we can get on with an examination of
what Magnavox, Philips, Meridian, Boothroyd-Stuart, and
Madrigal have wrought!

FR

L- E.2dB

R- 0.4dB

20.0kHz

Control Layout
The MCD player is one of the few currently available units

that do not employ a slide -out drawer for inserting CDs.
Instead, CDs are placed onto a top -loading turntable which
is normally covered by a hinged, transparent -plastic door.
Boothroyd-Stuart suggest that, while microphonics are not
as big a problem in CD players as they are in conventional
analog turntables, the added stability of such a turntable
mount is one of the reasons why they chose to modify this
20
50 100 200 500 1k 2k
5k 10k 20k
particular player. I can't easily verify whether this enhances
performance, but certainly the fixed turntable (as opposed
FREQUENCY- Hz
to one on a slide -out drawer) can't be doing any harm to the Fig. 1-Frequency
quality of reproduction.
response, left (top) and
Controls and indicators are all located on a forward - right channels.

R

sloping panel, angled for easy viewing and handling. A

power on/off button is at the extreme left; to its right are a
bank of 15 LEDs which indicate both the number of tracks

on a disc and the track that is currently being played or
selected. "Pause," "Error," and "Repeat" indicator lights are
positioned just to the right of the track LEDs.
To the right of center -panel are three buttons, labelled
"Play/Next," "Pause," and "Stop." The "Play/Next" button is
used both for initiating disc play and for advancing the laser
pickup to the next track during play. Further to the right are
a "Repeat" button (for replaying either the entire disc or the
programmed track selections) and the "Select," "Cancel,"
and "Store" buttons used for programming. Each press of
"Select" or "Cancel" adVances the track indicator to its next
LED. To program selections sequentially, advance to each
desired track with the "Select" button, then press "Store."
To program out unwanted tracks, follow the same procedure, but use "Cancel" instead of "Select." Nonsequential
programming is harder: To go back to prior tracks, you must

Fig. 2Spectrum
analysis shows
20 -kHz test

signal (large
spike) and
inaudible beat
tone at
approximately
24 kHz
(small spike).

press (or hold down) the "Select" button until the track
indicator passes the 15th LED and cycles back from the
beginning to your next desired track.
Since there are only 15 LEDs in the display, you cannot
program track numbers beyond 15, though the "Play/Next"

button will allow you to skip ahead to higher numbered
tracks providing you keep a mental note of where you are.
Two pushbuttons with directional arrows, at the extreme
right of the control panel, are used to search silently forward
or backward to a particular musical passage. Connection
from the MCD to your amplifier is made by means of the

usual left and right output jacks that are found on the
player's rear panel.
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Measurements
Figure 1 shows the frequency response for both channels
of the Meridian MCD. Once again, have expanded the
0 001
vertical scale to 2 dB per vertical division in order to accen10
00
tuate any slight deviations from perfectly flat response. The
FREQUENCY - Hz
maximum deviation was only -0.2 dB at 20 kHz for the left
channel and -0.4 dB for the right.
Fig. 3-THD vs. frequency
Harmonic distortion at mid -frequencies was 0.007% for a at three output levels.
I
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Unlike other players, the
MCD's harmonic distortion
was uniformly low over the
entire frequency range,
showing no rise at higher
frequencies.
test signal at maximum recorded level, and it remained
practically constant over the measured frequency range,

-60

never rising above 0.008%. In this, the MCD is unlike most
N, L to R
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other CD players, which usually exhibit rising distortion
characteristics at higher frequencies. It may well be that

I
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Fig. 4-Separation vs.
frequency.

Meridian's improved analog -output amplifier circuitry is in
part responsible for this uniformly low distortion level.
Figure 2 shows the usual "beat" frequency component
which occurs above 20 kHz when I try to measure THD for
high frequencies (in this case, 20 kHz). The extra "blip,"
seen to the right of the desired 20 -kHz signal, is at approximately 24 kHz (the sweep is linear from 0 Hz to 50 kHz in 5 kHz steps), and results from the interaction of the 20 -kHz
signal with the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate of the CD format. The
spurious component is, of course, not audible, nor should it
be characterized as harmonic distortion.

Figure 3 plots harmonic distortion versus frequency for

maximum recorded level as well as for -24 and -30 dB
levels. As usual, THD increased at lower recorded levels,
but remained an insignificantly low 0.06% even at -30 dB.
Output linearity was extremely accurate-to within 0.1 dB-

from 0 -dB recorded level down to -60 dB. At -80 dB,

-J

put stages were designed to provide good isolation between channels and to achieve the lowest possible distor-
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linearity was off by only 0.3 dB.
Figure 4 shows stereo separation or crosstalk for each
channel over the range of frequencies tested. Separation
ranged from 79 to 89 dB for the left -to -right channel measurements and from 88 to 92 dB for the right -to -left channel
measurements. Obviously, Boothroyd-Stuart's analog out-
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Fig. 5-S/N analysis, both
unweighted (A) and
A -weighted (B).
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tion and good signal-to-noise ratios.
As for signal-to-noise ratios, they were superb.

I

mea-

sured 100 dB, unweighted, in the absence of a signal,
referenced to maximum recorded level. This result, together
with a third -octave plot of noise distribution, is shown in Fig.
5A. When I tried to measure the noise level through an A weighting network, my Sound Technology test instrument
objected by displaying the message "SIGNAL TOO LOW"
(see Fig. 5B).
SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.005% at maximum recorded level and increased to a still insignificant 0.03% at

-20 dB. Using twin -tone test signals of 19 and 20 kHz,
whose sum was equivalent to 0 -dB (maximum) recorded
level, I measured a CCIF distortion of only 0.0035%. This
twin -tone IM distortion increased only slightly, to 0.0063%,
at -10 dB recorded level.
Figure 6 shows how a 1 -kHz, digitally generated square
wave on my test disc was reproduced by the MCD. If you
have read my previous CD reports, you will recognize immediately that this player uses digital filtering combined with an
oversampling technique. But look more closely at the photo,
and see if you don't agree that the reproduced square wave

seems to have less "ripple" in it than those produced by

other players using the same kind of filtering and D/A
conversion. Could it be that some of the imperfections in a
reproduced square wave come from the less -than -perfect

analog output stages of some CD players-those output
stages that have been reconfigured by Boothroyd-Stuart in
this MCD?
As for the reproduced unit -impulse signal (Fig. 7), here I
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

B' &W DIGITAL MONITORS
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STEN AND YOU'LL SEE
Small wonder.
At under $220,
a giant among
speakers.

The new DM100 gives you the perfect
axcuse to upgrade your equipment to
digital standard.
Ask to hear DM100 soon. Close your eyes
and listen.
Tien you'll see.
Mnam".
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AS USED BY DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIOS WORLDWIDE AND SOON WE HOPE. BY YOU
Anglo American Audio, PO Box 653, Buffalo, NY, 14240.

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

(416) 297-0595

See dealer listing on page 182.

It was no surprise that the
MCD could handle all the
defects on my test record,
or that it showed excellent
resistance to mistracking
when tapped.
Fig. 6Square-wave

reproduction,
1 kHz.

FD1000, whose successor was modified to create the MCD

version, was also able to play through 900 microns of
opaque wedge, simulated dust spots 800 microns in diameter, and a simulated fingerprint smudge. Nor was I surprised

to find that the player exhibited excellent resistance to
mistracking when it was tapped lightly on its top surface
and side panels. can't necessarily attribute this excellent
resistance to outside vibration and shock to the disc -loading
method, since
have tested drawer -mount CD players
which did as well. I can say that the MCD player did as well
as the very best units that I have tested in this respect.
I

I

Use and Listening Tests
I wish still had the early Magnavox CD player tested
more than two years ago. I would have loved to be able to
I

Fig. 7Single-pulse test.

I

conduct a blind or even a double-blind A/B test of the MCD
player against that Philips -built unit. (Editor's Note: Audio
reviewer Laurence L. Greenhill did conduct a similar test,
comparing the MCD to a Philips CD101 player; his evaluation appears below.) As I recall, the early Magnavox players
earned rave reviews from me and from others as far as their
sound quality was concerned. But you must remember that
two years ago my collection of CDs used in listening tests
was much smaller-and there were fewer discs that I could

truly call well -recorded, in terms of CD technology and
recording technique. Furthermore, hearing memory is, as
we all know, extremely short. For all that, it still seems to me
that while the MCD player does produce superb sound from
every standpoint, just can't say with complete confidence
whether its sound quality really exceeds that of the earlier
Magnavox model.
I

I

Fig. 8Phase-error
check using
200 -Hz and
2 -kHz tones.

do have one criticism of the MCD player-or, more

precisely, of Boothroyd-Stuart's selection of this particular
model as the one to modify. Why did they have to choose
the least easily programmable of Magnavox's line of CD

players-and the one which accesses desired tracks so
slowly? (Meridian does say, though, that later units will have
a new control chip for faster access; my sample came from
the first production run.) I know that, to many people, this

won't seem a problem, especially if they listen to discs
straight through. But to listeners who favor popular music,
and who play discs that may well contain more than 15
selections, the rather primitive search and programming
capabilities of the MCD may well prove to be an irritant.
My best suggestion for anyone considering the purchase
of this player would most definitely be to do some serious

listening to it-and to competing models. If your ears are
keen enough to convince you that the sounds you hear from
the MCD are audibly better than those you hear from other

didn't see any difference between it and the usual 'scope
display get when testing other players that employ this
basic type of circuitry. As you might expect, too, there was
no evidence of phase error when comparing the 200 -Hz
I

CD players, then you must make a couple of other decisions. Are you willing to forgo the fancy programming and
random-access frills in return for that better sound quality? If

so, are you willing to spend a couple of hundred extra

dollars for the sound improvement you hear?
the other channel, as seen in Fig. 8. Both sine waves are
Leonard Feldman
supposed to cross the zero axis at the same time and in the
same direction, and so they do.
Controlled Listening Test
It came as no surprise to me that the MCD player was
Do Meridian's modifications produce a different -sounding
able to play through all the defects in my special error - CD player than the original Philips unit? To answer this
correction test disc. After all, the original Magnavox question, invited an audiophile friend, Arnis Balgalvis, to
output of one channel with the simultaneous, 2 -kHz output of

I
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Ems.

The Meridian and Philips
had distinct, subjective
personalities, but these
impressions couldn't be
statistically confirmed during
controlled tests.
join me for an unbiased comparison of the Meridian MCD
unit with a stock Philips CD101. Both machines were auditioned for 20 -minute periods to identify their sonic characteristics. Then they were plugged into the ABX Co.'s CS -5
comparator system with RM-2 relay module, a device which

sonic hardness when compared to the Meridian. The latter
seemed subdued and muted by comparison, with softer
transients and less midrange harshness; it had better depth
of imaging but an airier, less solid bass.
These subjective impressions could not be confirmed by
allows rapid changeover between components with as the five controlled listening tests which followed. Each test
much time between changeovers as the listener requires. consisted of 16 trials; 12 correct answers were required for
This instrument randomly selects either CD player for a blind the listener to be considered statistically accurate in identitest when the listener pushes a randomizing button; the fying a player. One of the listeners scored 10 and 11 correct
identity of each test trial selection is stored in the compara- on two separate trials, doing little better than if he had been
tor's memory for later retrieval. The listener's task is to guessing. The other listener, who claimed he was listening
correctly identify the player chosen by the relay module.
for the Philips player's bass emphasis, scored in the signifiTests were run using a Levinson ML -7 preamp and ML -9 cant range, getting 14 and 15 correct out of 16 attempts.
amplifier connected to Snell Type A/III loudspeakers by But his score on a third test fell to 10 out of 16 correct after
Hitachi oxygen -free copper, single -crystal speaker wire. he synchronized the two players' musical outputs more
Two identical samples of each Compact Disc, one for each exactly. The signals from the two players were temporarily
player, were used for evaluation, with the two machines mixed with a Y -connector while making cueing adjustments.
synchronized to the same musical note on the paired discs. This suggests he may have been detecting synchronization
Output levels of the two machines were quite close, match- errors to identify the Compact Disc players, not their sonic
ing to within 0.05 V (approximately ±0.5 dB), as shown by attributes.
VTVM measurements at the amplifier outputs using the
The sonic differences evident on direct, open listening
Philips Audio Frequency Test Sample NR.3 (CD 410 055-2). were not statistically confirmed during the double-blind,

The two players had distinct sonic personalities when
connected directly to the Levinson preamp's high-level inputs. The early Philips player had substantially more bass,
but sounded zippier, with more etched highs and an overall

controlled tests using the equipment listed above. This
suggests that the Meridian player's electronic improvements yield only a subtle sonic upgrade.
Laurence L. Greenhill

Discwasher.
The clear choice for tape care.
To maintain sound quality
and prevent damaged
tapes, use Discwasher tape
care products regularly.The

designed to remove oxides
and residues from the
entire tape path and tape

Perfect Path'?" Cassette

cleans capstans and pinch
rollers to prevent tape
jamming. To eliminate
magnetism problems, use

Head Cleaner is a unique,
non-abrasive dry cleaning
system. Scientifically

heads. Discwasher C.P.F04

Discwasher D'Mag!'" For
total tape care maintenance,
you can trust Discwasher.

Discwasher, the leader in
audio care technology is
the clear choice for video
care, too.
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The sound and sight come through clean and clear:
c 1985 Discwasher
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There's a big difference between real
music and "hi-fi". Unfortunately, as you
spend more and more on your stereo
system, all you usually end up with is more
spectacular "hi-fi". This doesn't have to be
the case. With a Linn Naim system, every

additional dollar spent actually results in
a musical improvement.
This doesn't mean that a system that can
provide music in your home must cost a
fortune. While -he Linn/Naim "Six Pack"
system pictured above sells for nearly
$20,000, other Linn/Nairn systems start at
well under $2,000. And, for less than a

thousand, substantial improvements can
be made to your existirg system.
Whether you choose to improve your
currert system, or start with a complete
Linn/Naim system, your L nn dealer,
because he fully u-ldersTands that there is
a hierarchy to the system, can see to it that
each purchase does indeed bring you
more enjoyable music, rather than simaly
more spectacular "hi-fi"
For additional information on Linn
and Nairn components and the
hierarchy of a hi-fi system, contact your
Linn/Ndim dealer.

Distributed in the United States and Canada by:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD., 6842 HAWTHORN PARK DRIVE, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46220
ALDBURN ELECTRONICS, LTD., 50 ROLARK DRIVE, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1R 4G2
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See deale- listing on page 178.
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LEAVE THE WORLD OF MASS -MARKET HI -Fl.
ENTER THE NEW STONE AGE.

INPUT Sttli-CiElt

iyocera believes there are two distinct
categories of audio components: hi-fi and high
fidelry. Hi-fi is mass o-octced for a mass market.
The principal design objective is reduced cost.
High -fidelity is mach by perfectionists for perfectionists. The principal design objective is sonic
excel ence. This is the inspiration behind the
Kyora 910 Series.
COMPONENTS FROM THE NEW STONE AGE.
In creating the 9'0 Series, Kyocera has har-

nessed the po-ential of cn entirely new generation
of materials: Fine Ceramics. Recognized for their
thermcl stability, and anti -resonant properties, hese "21st Century" materials are finding new
uses n everyth ng frorn h gh-efficiency car engines
to ccrnputers And now Kyocera puts Fine
Cera-nics to work in -he f ght against audio
resorance.
Most mass-mcri<et h -fi is defenseless in the
face of vibration and resonance. Not only can
resonance interfere with +he signal content; it can
even generate spurioJs signals of its own, which
impc r sonic resolution Kyocera attacks this
prob em with a Ce-cmic Compound Resin (CCR)
base formulated fcr ncredible resistance to
vibrcton Kyocera bo is circuit boards, power
transformers anc hear sinks directly onto the CCR
base_ And Kyccerc encases sensitive, low-level
circu -s in Fine Cercm c Linear (FCL) modules for
mininum vibration ir the pursuit of maximum sonic
.

resolution.

A PREAMP THAT'S DISCRETE.
n The world of mass -market hi-fi, rgegrated
circuits -educe cost at some sacrifice ir sound
qual ty <yocera believes that ICs do have their

place-- far away from the audio cha n That's why
the Kyocera C-910 Control Amplifier (Les '00%
discrete components in the audio circuit.
ABSOLUTE POWER.
=vim mass -market amps perform we I in the
laboratory. But they struggle under real -world
conditions. Like low -impedance loads
dynamic digital material. The Kyocera 3-010 Power
Amplif er has a huge 600 VA seamless co -e power
trans'ormer and Giant 27,000 ptF filter capacitors to
confer absolute power, driving all loads, under all
operot rig conditions
A MOST INTELLIGENT TUNER.
Vkist mass -market tuners have only one
ante-wa input and one IF section. In contrast, the
Kyocerc T-910 switches between two antenna
inputs cnd two IF -sections for first-class reception.
What's more, the T-910 is smart enough -c -em ember the right settings for each preset s-aticn.
How much does all this cost? In mass- maket
terms, The Kyocera 910 Series is admitiedk
expensive. 3ut even in The New Stone Age, one
thing remains true. You get what you pay tor.

KYCICER3
Built right from the ground up.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

QUAD ESL 63
LOUDSPEAKER
Manufacturer's Specifications
System Type: Full -range electrostatic.

Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms.
Sensitivity: 86 dB SPL for 2.83 V
rms at

1

meter.

Maximum Input: 40 V, peak.
Frequency Response: 35 Hz to 20
kHz, ±6 dB.
A.c. Supply: 240-200/120-100 V, 5060 Hz, 5 VA.

Dimensions: 36% in. H x 26 in. W
x 105/8 in. D (92.5 cm x 66 cm x
27 cm).

Weight: 41.1 lbs. (18.7 kg).
Price: $2,450 per pair.
Company Address: 695 Oak Grove
Ave., Menlo Park, Cal. 94025.
For literature, circle No. 93
Quad is a name long -known and highly respected in highfidelity sound reproduction. Not one to rush into production
with a new widget simply because everyone else makes
one, Peter Walker has quietly maintained a product line of

statement: "Signal is fed to the electrodes via sequential
delay lines, and the motion of the diaphragm produces a
sound pressure pattern which is an exact replica of that
from an ideal source placed some 30 cms behind the plane

superb quality and essentially unchanging design. In a of the diaphragm."
business where "breakthrough" designs are more like a
Since it is an electrostatic transducer, the ESL 63 must be
fashion fad, having a half-life measured in months, it is powered from the a.c. line. Here must insert a word of
refreshing to see that true and unchanging quality persists. warning: Internal protection circuitry prevents the ESL 63
I

The Quad Electrostatic Loudspeaker 63 is a newer product of Peter Walker's persistent search for quality; rumor has

from being damaged by excessive power -amplifier signal-

that the 63 stands for the year when the design was

circuiting the speaker line. If the ESL 63 is energized from
the a.c. line, this short-circuit protection comes into action
only at high power -amp levels. But if the a.c. is switched off,
the ESL 63 protects itself at low signal levels. This means
that unless your amplifier is protected against dead short

it

begun. The ESL 63 is a full -range, electrostatic loudspeaker
doublet, that is, the diaphragm radiates sound freely to the

rear as well as to the front. Full -range electrostatic loudspeakers need a large surface area to radiate any apprecia-

ble sound output at the lower frequencies. This normally
causes dispersion difficulties at the higher frequencies,
where a large diaphragm can be many wavelengths in
extent. Peter seems to have very effectively solved this
problem with the inventive use of wave -controlling patterns

well and good, but the 63s protect themselves by short-

circuits, you could damage it by attempting to listen to
music when one or both Quads are unplugged from the a.c.
line or are turned off. This is, in my opinion, a booby trap for
the unwary user. The speaker is protected, but you might
blow your amplifier. Of course, you might never do such a

on the conductive surfaces which determine the active thing, but perhaps a babysitter or child might turn the
radiation from the diaphragm. This remarkable feat is dis- system on when you are not there. I recommend leaving the
missed in company literature with typically British under- ESL 63s on at all times (the drain is small) and, if you have
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AT LAST.

Harman Kardon's striking new
line of Jar audio products leads you to a
higher fidelity on the road. Elevating car audio standards, these cynamic components smoothly cutdistance
the competition by reflecting the excellence so finely honed by
Harman Kardon in their home audio products for over thirty years.
Three new in -dash cassette/tuners and three power amplifiers blaze

new trails. Each in -dash unit incorporates the renowned Harman
Kardon design philosophies that enable them to de iver an exceptional frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz ± 3dB. Each amplifier
boasts High instantaneous Current Capability, Low Negative Feedback and Ultrawicebandwidth.
The previously unExplored realms of car audio are now within reach,

for those tuned to a higher fidelity. From Harman Kardon.
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For more information call toll -free -4803) 633-2252 ext 250.

This speaker is a dipole
radiator: Almost as much
sound comes out the back
as comes out the front.
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Fig. 3-Complex
admittance for 2 V rms
drive.
any doubts about your amplifier's vulnerability, placing a 3A, slow -blow fuse in the speaker line.

Fig. 4-Change of
admittance, at 1 watt and
10 watts, relative to
admittance at 0.1 watt.
Fig. 2. The higher frequency resonance is now seen to be of
such a nature that the impedance above 25 kHz is a potentially more difficult load to drive than that for any frequency

Standing 93 cm high, with a 15 -cm base, the ESL 63
should be placed on a reasonably firm surface; a toddler lying below 20 kHz. At 30 kHz, for example, the ESL 63
could readily pull them over if the speakers were placed on presents a 6 -ohm value at a capacitive angle of 60°. It is

a soft or yielding surface. The rear terminals are well

also clear from this plot that the impedance will continue to
marked, and no problems should be encountered in con- fall with increasing frequency above 30 kHz. Care should be
necting the speaker to a good amplifier.
taken that the power amplifier used to drive the ESL 63 is
capable of driving such a load at very high frequencies.
Measurements
Although properly traced LP records may not have ultrasonCompared to a conventional moving -coil loudspeaker, the ic components, and CD players most certainly will not, a
ESL 63 presents an unusual load to the power amplifier. The slightly mistracking cartridge could generate distortion in
measured magnitude (modulus) of impedance is plotted in this range, which a distorting amplifier could crossmodulate
Fig. 1. Although rated as an 8 -ohm system, the ESL 63's down to the audible range. The ESL 63 might then be
impedance remains well below that value over most of the improperly blamed for bad sound caused by certain combiaudio frequency range. This measured curve agrees well nations of cartridges and amplifiers.
with that supplied by Quad in the user manual; however, the
The complex admittance curve, plotted in Fig. 3, also
curve supplied with the system stops at 20 kHz, indicating, shows this high -frequency effect. The admittance curve is a
by inference, a continuing rise of impedance with frequen- measure of the amperes drawn per volt of amplifier drive.
cy. The measurement in Fig. 1 shows that this rise is due to Because the actual impedance is closer to 4 ohms rather
a resonance at 22 kHz, and that the impedance falls rapidly than 8 ohms, I recommend that the 63s be considered 4 at higher frequencies.
This is more clearly seen in the complex impedance plot,
112

ohm (or 0.25 -siemens) systems. Accordingly, the data of Fig.
3 are taken at an actual drive level of 2 V rms (correspond -
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When it fist hit the
street. Car and Cr ver

called it, "what tie
Firebi-d and
Camaro could
have been:'*
Dodge
Daytona
Turbo Z. It
eats zero to

with a quick, close -ratio
5 -speed. Fast, 14 to 1
rack-and-pinion steering.

able lumbar and thigh
supports for the driver.
Between the buckets, an
integrated console.

'sirUNNING There's full instrumentation, too.

CIOVIENtCHIEVER' v

fifty in a mind -rusting
5.39 seconds. Fast
enough to swallow the
Z28** And it doesn't need
a hefty V-8 to do it. Just
four cy inders, turbocharged and fuel -injected.

That kind of performance
has helped nake Chrysler
the world's largest manufacture- and seller of
turbocharged cars.
But Turbo Z isn't simply
impat ent w th d stance
and speed. It comes thoroughly dressed to thrill

Tach. Gauge

alerts. Turbo
boost gauge.
- Car and Driver
Elapsed time
Power front disc brakes.
indicator. Graphic mesNitrogen filled shocks for
sage center. The works. A
flat handling through
six -speaker AM/FM stereo
curves and around corand leather wrapped
ners. And massive 15 -inch
steering wheel are stanShelby wheels fitted with
dard. So is Dodge's 5/50
Goodyear Eagle GT
Protection Plan.tt
performance radials.
Ask your Dodge dealer
Outside, Daytona
about buying or leasirgtt
Turbo Z looks like it
your very own "stunning
means business-with an
overachiever."
aggressive aerodynamic
shape that includes front
AN
air dam and rear spoiler!
AMERICAN
Inside, more of the same.
REVOLUTION
Deep buckets with adjust -

t4.1
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1111,11111 11111.1,14tION

.. Dodge has proved 'hat a small, turbocharged front -wheel -drive car can be considered the potential
equal of the fabled rear -wheel -drive V-8 's."Car and Driver, Sept., 1983. "NHRA tests of standard
vehicles. 'Shown with optional dealer -installed ground effects. '"5 years/50,000 miles, whichever
comes !int. Limited warranty on engine, powertrain and outer body rust -through. Excludes leases.
Deductible applies. Ask for details.
BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY.

The ESL 63 comes the
closest to perfect phase
response of any speaker
I've tested in nearly 20
years of measurement.
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sound output level with a
constant drive level of

Fig. 6-One-meter on -axis
phase response.
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response.

for 3 -meter room response.

ing to

perfection of any speaker system which have tested in
nearly 20 years of such measurement. A positive -going
voltage applied to the " + " terminal produces a positive going pressure at the listening position. Both the amplitude
and phase response are exceptionally good throughout the

1

average watt into 0.25 siemens). Measurement

extends from 1.26 Hz to 32 kHz. As the admittance curve of

Fig. 3 travels away and upward from the origin, the loudspeaker becomes harder for a conventional constant -voltage power amplifier to drive.
The admittance of the ESL 63 changes with drive level.
Figure 4 is a plot of this change. Relative to a drive level of
100 mW, the 1 -watt admittance decreases by 3 dB at 30 Hz,
then rises by 0.5 dB at 80 Hz. The 10 -watt admittance drops
by 6 dB (a full half) at 35 Hz, increases by 0.5 dB at 80 Hz,

and then drops by 0.75 dB at 250 Hz. This means that the
ESL 63 is an easier bass load to drive at higher power, but
also that it is somewhat nonlinear.
Anechoic frequency -response measurements were performed at an actual distance of 1.5 meters and corrected for
an equivalent reference distance of 1 meter. Figure 5 is the
measured amplitude response, and Fig. 6 is the measured

phase response, both for an axial microphone position.
These measurements are for a constant voltage level of 2 V
rms, since I am treating the system as a 4 -ohm load. These
measurements have been corrected for air -path time delay,
so that a perfect phase response would correspond to the

0° axis in Fig. 6. The ESL 63 comes the closest to this
1

0

14

I

audio frequency range. The ripples above 4 kHz are caused

by internal grille reflections, which are down about 15 dB
from the direct sound. Usable response extends from 30 Hz
to 20 kHz.
The 3 -meter room response is shown in Fig. 7. This
measurement was made in the same position, and with the
actual power amplifier and speaker cable configuration, that
I used for the listening tests. The microphone was placed
where I sat, 3 meters from the loudspeaker and 1 meter

above a carpeted floor. My only concession to measurement was to remove the listening chair and, of course,
myself, from the microphone position. The speaker was 1
meter in front of a draped wall, and rotated so that back
radiation did not reflect toward the listening position; as
recommended by Quad, the ESL 63 was placed on the
carpeted floor. Two measurements are shown in Fig. 7; both
correspond to the frequency response of the first 13 mS of

sound to arrive at the listening position. The upper curve
AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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In listening, I heard an
unusual characteristic, a
fuzz on upper -register

transients, and I had to
create a new test to
measure the effect.
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Fig. 9-Expanded energy time curve for 3 -meter
room response.

Fig. 10-FFT for steadystate tone at 3 meters.
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Fig. 11-FFT for transient

Fig. 12-Time signal for

tone at 3 meters.

FFT of Fig. 11.

shows response when the ESL 63 is rotated toward the to the upper curve in Fig. 7, reflecting the condition I used
listening position, and the lower curve shows response when listening, and here was the clue: The first 3 mS of
when the speaker is rotated to direct its sound 30° off -axis
from the listening position. (During the earlier listening tests,

had the speakers directed toward me.) The curves are
displaced by 10 dB on this plot for clarity of presentation.
I have devoted this substantial discussion to the room test
for the simple reason that previously, during the listening
tests, I had heard an unusual distortion which I was not able
I

to measure during subsequent laboratory tests. What

I

heard was a "fuzz" on upper -register transients, in the 1 to
5 -kHz range. Thinking it might be distortion in the program
material, which the clarity of the ESL 63 was revealing,
borrowed a high -quality CD player and made comparative
listening tests using identical program passages from direct
disc and CD-and I still heard the fuzz.
The sound was similar to certain types of harmonic distortion, yet the ESL 63 proved to have exceedingly low levels of
such distortion in the laboratory tests. The 3 -meter room test
provided a clue. regularly perform many more measureI

I

ments than are submitted for these reviews. One such
measurement is the full energy -time curve (ETC) of the 3 meter listening condition. Figure 8 is the ETC corresponding
116

sound had a most unusual arrival pattern. This caused the
irregular response in the frequency spectrum of early
sound, which is evident in the 3 -meter room measurement of
Fig. 7. Figure 9 is an expanded ETC, showing the first 4 mS
of sound.
But where is the distortion I heard? It seems, from both the
frequency response and the time response, that the first 3 to
10 mS may be where the problem lies. I heard the distortion
on sibilants in female vocals and in tones which were char-

acterized by rapid attack followed by sustain. I found (or
believe that found) the distortion by measuring transient
I

tones in the actual listening location. But I had to create new
software and a new test in order to do it.
Figure 10 is an FFT measurement of 16 mS of sound due
to a sine -wave signal at 2.65 kHz. This is an actual microphone measurement for the sustain tone at 93 dB SPL at the
3 -meter listening position, and it was captured 250 mS after

the tone was applied, corresponding to steady state.

It is

nearly perfect, with less than 0.5% second -harmonic distor-

tion. This is the frequency having the largest measured
harmonic distortion at a level of 93 dB at the listening
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

CO,TO.ct D.3", Plays SL -,7

Introducing a slight improvement on perfection.
The new Technics Compact Disc Players.
Technics compact cisc players. And the compact disc.
Together ney've given you what no conventional audio
system can: the perfection cf musical reality. Instead of
the conve-itional stylus. Technics compact disc players
use lasers and computers. So there's none of the noise.
None of the distortion. And none of the wear and tear
that affects ordinary records.
With Technics, what you rear is not just a reproduction of a performance but a re-creation of it: perfection.
But occasionally even the musical perfection of a
compact disc car be marred by fingerprints, dust or

You also get sophisticated, convenient ccnuols for
accurate, rapid response to your commands: 5 -step
Random Access Programming so you can oIav any
selection. In any order. Auto Music Scan lets you
sample the first few seconds of each song ALtomatically. Full information fluorescent d splays et ydu keep
track of -_-acks, playing time and other player 'unctions
And all of this car be controlled from acros the
rocm with Technics wireless, infrared remote cntrol.
So enjoy an improvement on perfectior.
the
full range of Technics compact disc players. including

scratches. So the new Techrics SL -P2 compact disc
player has improvements like an advanced error
correction system. This system has been designed to
-COMPACT compensate for those imperfections. To

the SL -P2, SL -P3 and very affordable SL -P1

9 [NM help ensure that the sound you hear is
DIG TAL AUDIO

still completely flawless.

The digital revolution continues at Technics. Perfectly.

Technics
The science of sound

Horizontal dispersion is
more restricted than
vertical dispersion. For
uniform sound, aim them
at the listener.
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location and in the 1 to 10 -kHz range; quite low, even at its
worst. By comparison, a tone of 1 kHz has less than 0.15%

ensemble of sounds is a combination of amplitude modulation and phase modulation of the 2.65 kHz "carrier." We no
distortion at this same level. What heard is clearly not longer have one source; we have an ensemble of sources
steady-state harmonic distortion.
for the early sound.
Now look at Fig. 11. This is the same 16-mS window, with
But what is there about the ESL 63 which made this effect
the same Hanning-weighted FFT, but now measured imme- so prominent in my listening situation? Comparison of the
diately after the first sound arrived at the listening location. room ETC (Fig. 9) with the anechoic ETC (Fig. 20) shows the
Suddenly, there is fuzz. The otherwise pure tone is accom- existence of early scatter from the floor. The ESL 63 is too
panied by a nonsymmetrical distribution of sound extending close to the floor. In order to verify this hypothesis, and to
from 100 Hz to beyond 15 kHz. Figure 12, which is the time exonerate rearward -radiated sound from this dipole source,
signal whose FFT is given in Fig. 11, reveals why this measurements were performed in a worst -case condition
occurs. The oscilloscope display shows that the early reflec- with the speaker's sound axis offset 30° in the listening
tions interfered with the direct sound. The result of this room. Figure 13 is the ETC for the floor -mounted configuraI
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"Give Ay Regard; To Bri2d Street" is availa be an Beta and VHS Stereo fh-Fi Videocassettes from CBS/FOX VIDEO 0 985 CBS/FOX VIDEO

The NEC CT -2020A offers all the features of the CT -2505A plus a
flat scoare (FS) black stripe picture tube for increased image area
and a linear, undistorted picture, 142 channel CATV-ready
quartz synthesized PLL tuner and on -screen time display.

With almost 50% of U.S. TV stations planning to broadcast stereo this year, naturally
many manufacturers are jumping on the stereolV bandwagon. That's why NEC wants
to remind you of something before you buy any TV, stereo or otherwise. The TV itself.
NEC Stereo Receiver/Monitors incorporate decades of the Company's industrial
and professional video experience. In fact, the 20" CT -2020A and 25" CT -2505A offer
all the features that make NEC a favorite among serious video users.
Besides receiving stereo or Second Audio Program (SAP) Multiplex Broadcasts
directly and playing them back through built-in stereo amps and speakers, the
CT-2020A/2505As feature CATV-ready tuners with full function wireless remote
control and Skip Memory; and a complete assortment of antenna, video and audio
connection facilities. These stereo NEC Receiver/Monitors also incorporate comb filters,
auto flesh control, black stripe matrix picture tubes and smoked glass anti -glare shields
for the utmost in picture sharpness, contrast and resolution.
No matter how good the idea of stereo TV may
sound, combining stereo with an NEC Receiver/Monitor
sounds even better.
NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc.,
1401 Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (312) 228-5900

Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card

The 63s give a good sense
of program dynamics.
Horns are well articulated,
and certain percussive
material comes alive.
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Fig. 18-Harmonic
distortion for the tones El
(41.2 Hz), A2 (110 Hz), and
A4 (440 Hz).
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440 Hz produced by
41.2 Hz (El) when mixed
in one-to-one proportion.

Fig. 20-Energy-time
curve taken at 1 meter
with grille in place.

tion. Figure 14 is the same measurement with the speaker is placing them at higher elevations if children or pets are
raised 60 cm above the floor on a flat stool. Figure 15 shows going to be around.
the 3 -meter, off -axis response when the speaker is raised 60
Figures 16 and 17, the horizontal and vertical polarcm (upper curve) and when it is placed on the floor (lower energy patterns, are relevant to the preceding discussion
curve). The early sound is much smoother in the raised on placing the ESL 63s for best sound. These are measureposition. And, yes, much of the fuzz (but not all of it) went ments of the integral of the square of the linear amplitude
away when listening to the raised ESL 63s.
frequency response for all frequencies from 20 Hz to 20
Final note: The ESL 63s are very sensitive to the room and kHz. These show that the 63 is a dipole radiator; almost as
where you place them in that room. They should never be much sound energy comes out of the back as comes out
placed directly on a hard floor;
recommend elevating the front, and with essentially the same polar pattern. Howthem, if possible. However, these speakers are heavy and ever, the horizontal dispersion (the left -right response) is
can be tipped over by a vigorous toddler, so use caution in more restricted than the vertical dispersion. If you want to
I
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What do Beethoven's Ninth,
the destruction of the Death Star,
Mozart's laugh and rock video's
latest thriller have in common?
Uncommon sounds. Sounds that make
exceptional demands on your audio system.
Because from the crescendo of a massed
chorale to the detonation of proton torpedos,
the sounds of modern entertainment reward
audio high-performance as never before.
And nothing performs like Yamaha.
Yamaha's sophisticated new R-9 receiver is designed to make the most of
today's home entertainment possibilities.
With seven audio and three video hookups,
the R-9 can serve as the control panel for
your entire home audio/video system. And
because it has a separates -quality 125 -watt per -channel* amplifier with Auto Class
A Power amplification, it provides the high
power and wide dynamic range that add a
whole new dimension to your home entertainment experience.
Now you can hear digital recordings
and compact discs reproduced with the full
clarity and resonance demanded by serious
audiophiles. Experience the high -decibel
impact of the sound effects that make your
YAMAHA -,-

.19CENEP1 P -9

2

0

P

favorite films special. And do it through
a receiver so advanced it uses discrete circuitry like that found in Yamaha's finest
separate components.
The R -9's AM/FM stereo tuner features digital tuning with a unique 5 -digit
capability that allows you to fine-tune in
increments of 0.01 MHz (FM).
This is particularly helpful in obtaining
maximum signal quality when tuning relatively weak stations interfered with by
stronger adjacent stations.
Combined with our new Computer
Servo Lock Tuning System, it gives you
the best of both digital and analog tuning
capabilities.
The R-9 includes a multi -function infrared remote control. And it is just one in a
complete line of advanced Yamaha receivers.
Now that's entertainment.
*125 watts RMS per channel, both channels driven into S ohms, from 20 in 20,000 Hz,
at no more than 0.015% Total Harmonic Distortion.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

(*YAMAHA

Stereo imaging is excellent
and midrange timbral
balance is very good, but
reproduction of piano and
human voice falls short.

The axial 1 -meter ETC is shown in Fig. 20. It is apparent
from this measurement that the earliest -arriving sound is
virtually flawless up to 20 kHz. But low-level internal reflections, from within the enclosure, cause interference that
persists for about 0.75 mS. suspect that the protective
grille and its supporting structure are the source of these
early reflections. The nature of this ETC suggests an accurate reproduction of percussive sounds in the highest regisI

ters, but a slight blurring of transients whose energy is
concentrated in the 2 to 5 -kHz range.
The combination of the distortion measurements (HD, IM,
crescendo, and transfer linearity) and the ETC indicate that

stereo imaging, both lateralization and depth, should be
excellent and remain stable over full program dynamics.

Use and Listening Tests
had a great deal of difficulty placing the ESL 63s for
acceptable stereo sound, The configuration finally chose
was the one used in the 3 -meter room test (described
I

I

Grouped at the speaker's base are the
power leads, fuse, on/off switch, voltage selector,
and input terminals.

above), with the two speakers subtending slightly more than
60° at my listening location and both rotated to face directly
toward me. placed them 1 meter in front of a draped
surface in order to lessen the effect of the rearward sound
which contributes to the reverberant field.
My comments in this part of the review are based on my
I

obtain the most uniform direct sound, aim the speakers at

these speakers need to be raised above the floor and
should never be placed directly under a shelf or any other
overhanging reflecting surface. These speakers cannot be
safely tipped; otherwise would recommend raising the
speakers off the floor and twisting them 90° (so that top and
bottom become sides) for best lateralization of stereo imaging. Care needs to be taken that the rearward -radiated
sound does not reflect off nearby surfaces in such a way
that it comes directly back to the listening position with less
than about 20 mS of time delay.
I

Harmonic distortion for tones of E, (41.2 Hz), A2 (110 Hz),
and A4 (440 Hz) is shown in Fig. 18, with 1 watt correspond-

ing to 2 V rms drive. What is remarkable about these
measurements is that not only is the distortion quite low
throughout the full power range, but distortion is almost
independent of power level for the two higher tones. This is
an extremely clean response.
The measured IM distortion on A4 (440 Hz), caused by
simultaneous reproduction of El (41.2 Hz) at the same drive
level, is plotted in Fig. 19. The distortion is quite low right up
to an equivalent drive level of 100 watts. This is an extremely
clean sound. The nature of the distortion is principally phase
modulation on A4 caused by El.
In the crescendo test, an inner musical voice of A4 was
completely unaffected (less than 0.02 -dB change) by superimposed broad -band noise which had a 20 -dB higher
average level, even up to a combined voltage of 80 V peak

ble evidence save my listening experience. I was not favorably impressed with the listening qualities of the ESL 63. In

my opinion, their sound does not live up to their high
pedigree.

Stereo imaging is excellent, and midrange timbral balance is very good, but could not achieve the accurate
I

illusion of piano or human voice, no matter how I positioned
these speakers in my room. In addition, I was bothered by
an upper -midrange harshness and fuzz, which I have described above.

The 63s do give a good sense of program dynamics.
Trumpet and other horns are well articulated, and certain
percussive material literally comes alive with these speakers. This accuracy of dynamics is somewhat flawed by the
speakers' inability to handle very high peak SPLs since the
protective circuitry shuts the speaker down before damage
can occur, but well below the peak sound level that some
listeners may prefer.
As I said at the outset, I was a bit apprehensive about
Quad's technique of speaker protection. The terminals are

shunted whenever damaging voltages are applied to the
speakers. Putting a short-circuit across the terminals of a
high -power amplifier when the signal gets too high for the
speaker seems to me a bit like dropping a steel plate in the
path of a fast automobile when its speed gets too high for
the road conditions. In that case, I am not sure who is
prbtecting whom. However, did deliberately trip the ESL
to peak, at which point the speaker's protective network protection quite a number of times when playing high quality CDs and LPs, with absolutely no problems; the
nipped off the signal.
In transfer linearity, sound power at 100 average watts offending channel simply went mute for a few seconds and
drive showed less than 0.1 -dB compression for a tone of then came back on, none the worse for wear.
My prejudices notwithstanding, the ESL 63s are accurate
440 Hz, compared to a drive of 0.1 watt. Middle C, 262 Hz,
was compressed by about 0.3 dB at higher drive, while El in their imaging of orchestra and are exemplary reproducers
Richard C. Heyser
(41.2 Hz) increased by 1 dB at 10 watts, relative to 0.1 watt. of percussive program material.
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This isn't just another pretty face. It's a
masterpiece of electronic sophistication
and technical wizardry.
One look at its dazzling FL display
gives you instant verification of station
frequency, memory program number,
output and input source, Acoustic Memory settings and virtually every other

abrupt volume increases and resulting
performance problems.
Tuning is also at your fingertips, thanks

AA -A45 receiver operating function.
You'll find AKAI innovations like Direct
Access Volume Control. Just one of
many computer -controlled functions,

eliminates distortion and negative feedback. A Dual Pole DC Servo Circuit for
greater signal resolution and musical

it responds with instantaneous volume
settings at the touch of a bar. A special
safety circuit automatically prevents

Coil Cartridge compatibility.
But the thing you'll really love about
the AA -A45 is its reasonable price.
Because while a lot of companies

to 20 Station Random Pre -Set Memory.

An advanced tuner section that incorporates quartz frequency synthesis for
continuous, drift -free reception.
There's even a Zero -Drive circuit that

fidelity. And an MC head amp with Moving

can design a receiver that an
audio buff would love,
AKAI's also designed one
that you can afford.
For more information
on AKAI's full line of
receivers, write to AKAI
America, Ltd., P.O. Box
6010, Compton, CA 90024.

AKAI
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card

CELESTION

DL [I
If you ever been to a live concert,
the chances are you've heard Celestion
speakers.
For many years our speakers have
been the choice of professional
musicians who demand the ultimate in
accuracy, definition, and reliability on
stage.
The same demands from critical
listeners at home led us to develop the
SL6 and SL600, winning design awards

worldwide.

The experience gained in creating
live music and recreating it in the home
now brings you the DL series from
Celestion.
The DL series are compact,
affordable speakers that deliver clean,
transparent sound. They bring you the
excitement of a large sound stage, yet
they fit easily into your listening room.
Each model, DL4, DL6, and DL8,
are laser -designed, a proven Celestion
technique, to reproduce the full
dynamic range of live concerts with
moderately -priced audio systems. The
latest technology, the thrill of the stage
performance, are now available to
every music lover.

From Celestion. The DL series that
brings it all back home.

Celestion Industries, Inc.
Kuniholm Drive - Box 521,
Holliston, MA 01746
(617) 429-6706 - Telex 948417

Outside Massachusetts
1-800-CEL-SPKR

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

COMPACT DISCS

PEDAL POWER
Jongen: Symphonie Concertante
for Organ and Orchestra; Franck:
Fantaisie in A, Pastorale. The San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Edo
de Waart; Michael Murray, organ.
Telarc CD 80096.
This month's blockbuster CD is Tel -

arc's magnificent recording of Jongen's "Symphonie Concertante for Organ and Orchestra." There aren't many
works for organ and orchestra; the one
that comes immediately to mind is, of
course, Saint-Saens Symphony No. 3.
The "Symphonie Concertante" was
championed by the late Virgil Fox, who
included his organ transcription of the
Jongen piece in a program I recorded
(of Virgil playing the Ruffatti organ in
Garden Grove, Cal.). The new Telarc
CD, however, is the first release since

an ancient Capitol LP of the Belgian
National Orchestra.

problems with this hall, but from the

Edo de Waart

sound he got, I'd say he managed, very
well. It apparently is a hall more suited
for recording (empty) than it is for con-

cert use. The organ
the same type of Italian Ruffatti instrument on which Virgil Fox played when I
recorded him. It is a brilliantly voiced
organ having great power and tremendous, 32 -foot pedals.

There are two filler pieces on this
CD-Franck's "Fantaisie in A" and
"Pastorale." There are some stupendous, low -pedal fundamentals around
the 20 -Hz region in the "Fantaisie,"
and on equipment that can reproduce
them, they are just thrilling.

Michael Murray, who has made
'&000

-0

c".°-0

The "Symphonie Concertante" is a
tremendously dynamic and exciting
piece. Right after the first few orchestral bars, the full organ enters at very
high level, and you had better have an
amplifier and speakers that can cope
with the enormous output. Throughout
the work, there are other great, dynam-

ic passages for organ and orchestra,
along with some very lovely, melodious
sections.
The recording was made in the new
Davies Symphony Hall in San Francisco. As a concert hall, it has not been

too kindly received. Telarc engineer
Jack Renner tells me he had some
126

Offenbach: Overtures. The Philharmonia Orchestra, Neville Marriner.
Philips 411 476-2.
most familiar overtures, in a blockbuster recording.
Neville Marriner elicits great playing
from the Philharmonia Orchestra, and

he lovingly polishes these orchestral
gems into gleaming, burnished performances. The Offenbach music is infec-

tious, ebullient, and brilliantly scored.
One gets caught up in the excitement
of "La belle Helene," "La Perichole,"
and "La vie parisienne," and delights
in the bombastic opening passage of
"La Grande-Duchesse de Gerolstein."

some outstanding recordings for

The sound on this CD is simply stun-

Telarc, is the organist, and
he brings his usual mastery
to the Jongen and Franck works. Edo

ning. The digital recording is very big
and open, with all orchestral elements

-

de Waart is good with this kind of repertoire, but evidently didn't please
some people with his handling of the
more standard repertoire, and he has

since departed the conductorship of
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. Jack Renner has given us a superb
recording, with a splendid balance between organ and orchestra. The balance works well in the hall ambience,

giving us plenty of power and good
definition.

In summation, an outstanding and
exciting CD that will tax the capabilities
of even the finest audio system.
Bert Whyte

well-defined in a spacious perspective. Internal balances are such that a

very cohesive sound is produced, offering great power and projection with
unfettered dynamic expression. This is
a multi-miked recording, but it is most
impressive, a model of its kind.
Bert Whyte

Water Music of the Impressionists.
Carol Rosenberger, piano.
Delos D/CD 3006.

This justly famous recording, which
garnered much praise in its original LP
edition, is now successfully transferred
to CD.
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

Interestingly, my old friend Stan
Ricker, record -cutter par excellence,
was the engineer. Stan used just a pair
of B & K 4133 omnidirectional instrumentation mikes, with power supply/
preamps designed by another friend
and former colleague at Crystal Clear
Records, John Meyer.
The piano sound is very clean, sono-

Relaxin': Joe Beck

Digital Music Products CD -444.
(Available from Digital Music Products,

Rockefeller Center Station, P.O. Box
2317, New York, N.Y. 10185.)

Relaxin' is a pleasant, innocuous re-

cording with Joe Beck on guitar, Jay
Leonhart on acoustic bass, and the

rous, and highly detailed in a moderately reverberant recording hall. One
odd quirk is that the higher registers of
the magnificent Bosendorfer Imperial

well-known Grady Tate on drums. This
is another superbly recorded produc-

Concert Grand piaro display a

music.

bit

tion from Tom Jung and, as usual, a
good value with over 56 minutes of

more hall ambience than the middle

As the title indicates, this is relaxin'

and lower registers.
Carol Rosenberger plays brilliantly,
and expertly uses the extra half -octave

music, easygoing arrangements of

bass response of the Bosendorfer to
emphasize the sonorous tolling of the
bells present in Debussy's "Sunken
Cathedral."

Berlin Staatskapelle, Otmar Suitner.
Denon 38C37-7077.

This release is one of the best
sounding to come along in some time.
The notes are in Japanese, but I have
been able to get a partial translation.

The recording was apparently made
with the new Bruel & Kjaer studio -quality, omnidirectional microphones, noted
for their low self -noise level and their
absolutely flat response across the frequency range.
Recording with omnis in a large, resonant hall is not without its problems,

such favorites as "What's New?" "Secret Love," and "Georgia on My Mind."
The sound is impeccably clean, and
the music is just the thing to accompany cocktail chatter.
Bert Whyte

and many listeners will feel that this
recording had just a little too much

Mozart: Concerti for Horn. The English Chamber Orchestra; Barry Tuck -

otherwise.

reverberant pickup. This is, of course,

a matter of taste, and most listeners
can adjust easily, especially when the

recording has so much going for

Bert Whyte

well, horn.

it

There is not a harsh sound to be
heard. The string ensemble is seamless from bottom to top, and the texture

London 410 284-2.

This is an absolutely delightful CD

Barry
Tuckwell

Beethoven: Symphony No. 4. The

recording of the four Mozart horn concertos. For years, the standard of comparison for these works was the magnificent performances by the late Dennis Brain, horn virtuoso par excellence.
Now we have what I consider a worthy
successor in these superlative performances by today's foremost horn play-

er, Barry Tuckwell.
recorded Barry
years ago, and he has long since become a solo virtuoso, concertizing
around the world.
Barry's big, smooth, mellow
tone is a joy to the ear. He
I

is absolutely gorgeous. There are CD
critics who claim that digital processes
create harshness in string sound; for
them, this disc should be a revelation.
Otmar Suitner's performance is just
a bit on the slow side, and I, for one,
feel that Beethoven would have been
better served by a somewhat smaller
ensemble.

Highly recommended for its sonic
values.

John M. Eargle

Dream Street: Janet Jackson
A&M CD 4962 DIDX81.
I confess; I approached this one with

also conducts the English an attitude on. I mean, I've heard LaChamber Orchestra and Toya, but just because your last name
obviously has a good is Jackson doesn't mean you're autorapport with the play- matically a pop music genius. Well,
ers, who give him good news, Janet's okay. She sounds
execution of very a lot like Michael but with less heft to
high order. The her voice and less of the incredible
sound is superb-

expressiveness he picked up during

nice, clean strings

many years of public performance.

are free of edgi-

The drawbacks of being a late -

ness, and Barry's
horn is ideally bal-

blooming Jackson are many. The comparisons are inevitable; critics are

anced just forward

bound to point out that you're getting

of the orchestra.

attention based on someone else's

Wonderful music,

hard work and success.
One of the huge compensatory advantages, however, is the ability to hire
the best in the business to assist you,

great sound-this
CD is a gem!
Bert Whyte
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Though Janet Jackson does
not have an outstanding
voice, she handles herself
with real sophistication on
Dream Street.

including members of your own illustriMozart: Concertos Nos. 15 and 16.
ous family. Yep, Michael makes an ap- The English Chamber Orchestra, Murpearance on this one, but you'll have a ray Perahia.
hard time hearing him in the mix. He,
CBS Masterworks MK 37824.
Tito, Jackie, and Dino Espinosa share
This is an excellent CD of these inbackup vocals on "You Don't Stand
Another Chance," the hot, funky open- gratiating, early Mozart piano concering number. Big brother Marlon pro- tos. Murray Perahia is the pianist, and
duced this cut with associate producer his performance is exemplary, both as
John Barnes, and is it ever a winner! musician and conductor. He takes a
The production is sophisticated, with a properly light -handed approach to
big, fat drum intro out of clean silence, these works, and they are sprightly
followed by a funky bass line that en- readings, embellished by his impeccaters the phantom center over a back- ble technique.

ground of light, dancing synthesizer

The sound is superb; surely this is

accents. Unfortunately, the production

one of the best sounding CDs I've

is so overwhelming on this one that
Janet's vocal, at center midground,

heard from CBS Records. It is very
clean, with precise, accurate transient
attack on the piano. The string sound
is blessedly free of edginess. The piano is balanced nicely, just forward of
the orchestra, and the acoustic perspective affords a pleasing spaciousness along with finely etched detail. A

isn't completely the star of the song.
Janet makes it to the upfront center

spot on the following cut, however,
sharing the vocal spotlight with Cliff
Richard on "Two to the Power of Love."

Perhaps it's Richard's influence, but
here she sounds less like a female
Michael and more like-dare I say it?Olivia Newton -John. Anyhow, the synth
work sparkles, the tune is quite pretty,
and there's a real sense of open aural
space. This one is produced by one of
the slickest producing teams in the biz,
Giorgio Moroder and Pete Bellotte.

delightful, tuneful
recording in every
respect.
Bert Whyte

Saint -Satins: Symphony No. 3, "Organ." The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Sergiu Comissiona; Frederick
Minger, organ.
Vanguard K38Y-17.

This popular work is now available
on Compact Disc in at least three different recordings.
The Vanguard recording was engineered by two friends of mine, John

Newton and Jeff Zoraya, and by no
less than two other engineers. personally do not endorse this practice of
engineering by committee. When I record, fly solo-or I don't record at all.
I

I

Perhaps this multiple engineering is responsible for the not -altogether satisfactory sound. I have been in the National Presbyterian Church in Washington, D.C., where this piece was recorded. It is not an easy venue, but it has a
big Aeolian -Skinner organ, and I can't

understand why the organ part of this
symphony is as attenuated as
it is. I know Newton and Zoraya know how to properly

record an organ.

They lay claim to five cuts on this CD,

including "Communication," replete
with electronic communications sound
effects, and the title tune, with its stereotypical lyrics about a poor girl's
struggle to make it in Hollywood. The

percussion work on "Dream Street"
makes up for its banal lyrics; in fact,
the percussion and synth work are outstanding throughout this CD.
Marlon is responsible tor producing

one other cut, "All My Love to You,"
which features a brief moment of total
silence, a razor-sharp second of empty
space cutting through multiple layers
of music. Jesse Johnson produced two
cuts, "Pretty Boy" (which borrows from

Prince but lacks the juice) and "Fast
Girls" (a fairly ordinary funk exercise).

This CD has outstanding dynamic
range, an excellent sense of spatial
presence, and flawless clarity. It is a
fairly eclectic collection of songs, and
though Janet doesn't have an outstanding voice, she handles herself
with some real sophistication. Great
production, great arrangements, great
sound.
128

Paulette Weiss

Janet Jackson
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HIS MONTH'S BIG EVENTS
N CBS COMPACT DISCS.
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MAHLEF: Syn. No. 4
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Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly -growing
catalog Features hundreds of titles by superstar artists in all categories of music.
Ask for a free copy wherever Compact Discs are sold.
CBS
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Carol Rosenberger is a
formidable talent, and her
performance of these
Beethoven piano sonatas is
powerful and intense.

Anyway, conductor Comissiona and
the Baltimore Symphony furnish a spirited and well -paced performance, with
an especially rousing finale. But this is
where the organ should make a grandiose sound, and such is not the case.
Too bad!
Bert Whyte

mance of "Nocturnes" is less persuasive, and one could also say that the
sound quality is not as good as on "La
Mer." In "La Mer" we have nice, clean,
high strings. Even though we must pre-

sume that "Nocturnes" was recorded

at the same session, here the high
strings are edgy.

"La Mer" is really a sonic tour de

Beethoven: Sonata No. 23 in F Minor

for Piano, Op. 57 ("Appassionata"), the sonority of the sound was simply

Sonata No. 32 in C for Piano, Op.
111. Carol Rosenberger, piano.
Delos D/CD 3009.

This Delos recording of two of Beethoven's most popular piano sonatas
was engineered by my old friend and

awesome.

force. The dynamic range is exceptionally wide and, on B & W 808 speakers,

Stan has recorded the piano rela-

the sound has extraordinary impact.

tively close-up, but the nice, warm am-

Bert Whyte

bience of the hall he used affords a
very natural piano sound. Carol Rosen-

berger is a formidable talent, and her Liszt: Symphony No. 2, "Dante." The
performances of these works are pow- Utah Symphony Orchestra, Varujan
master record -cutter, Stan Ricker.
erful and intense, with lots of drama Kojian.
Knowing that pianist Carol Rosen- and expressiveness, yet with due re- Varese Sarabande Digital VCDberger would be playing a BOsen- gard for the lyrical qualities of these 47207.
dorfer Imperial Concert Grand with its great Beethoven piano sonatas.
On this CD, the rarely performed
extra half -octave of bass (response
A splendid large-scale recording, Dante Symphony of Liszt is conductdown to 16 Hz!), Stan opted to use meant to be played on a large-scale ed by Varujan Kojian. His Utah SymBruel & Kjaer 4134 mikes, and special, audio system.
Bert Whyte phony Orchestra was recorded in the
low -noise preamps built by John Meysplendid acoustics of their new hall.
er. Stan fed just a stereo pair of the
Bruce Leek, the engineer who did
Debussy:
La
Mer;
Nocturnes.
The
mikes into a Studer 169 console, and
such
a fine job on the Star Wars trilogy
thence to the Soundstream digital re- Philharmonia Orchestra, Michael Tilson I reviewed some months ago, was also
Thomas.
corder. Among the reasons for using
the engineer for this recording. Apparthese B & K mikes is their ultralow CBS Masterworks MK 37832.
ently, he used approximately the same
frequency response-almost flat at 2
Michael Tilson Thomas turns in a mike setup as in the trilogy. While the
Hz-and their ability to accept SPL of really splendid performance of "La sound is generally quite good, for
up to 160 dB!
Mer," aided and abetted by some of some reason (possibly the scoring) it
warn you, the piano transients on the best sound I've ever heard from a just doesn't have the exemplary qualithis CD are tremendous. To play the CBS CD. Admittedly, this is the Philhar- ties he achieved in the Star Wars recrushing, triple -fortissimo bass and monia Orchestra, recorded in London cording. I had a feeling that the sound
midrange chords on this recording re- with, once again, an EMI balance engi- was a little compressed in places, and
quires a brute speaker system and am- neer at the console. It matters little- some internal balances just weren't
plifier. My new B & W monitors driven Thomas paints a very evocative picture right. Perhaps it is my reaction to the
by Krell KMA-200 (200 -watt) Class -A of the sea, and his storm is almost of music. This is Liszt at his most fusamplifiers were equal to the task, and hurricane intensity. Oddly, his perfor- tian-probably the reason for this symI

phony's infrequent performance.
Bert Whyte

Ravel, Chausson: Piano Trios. Beaux
Arts Trio.

Philips 411 141-2.
Pianist Menahem Pressler, violinist

Isidore Cohen, and cellist Bernard
Greenhouse are the superb musicians
who make up the famous Beaux Arts
Trio.

This trio has been concertizing together for many years. In this digital
recording of the Ravel and Chausson
piano trios, their rapport is evident in
the finely wrought performances. Their

playing is elegant, refined, yet highly
musical and expressive. The Philips
130
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JBL Introduces
Titanium Series loudspeakers.
To tell the truth.

A team of specialists at JBL labored
nearly five years to develop a unique
manufacturing process, a patented
design, a significant advance in materials
application, and four stunning new
loudspeaker systems.

The new Titan.= Series takes
its name from a truly revolutionary
high frequency driver. A blast of
nitrogen gas against a sheet of pure
titanium creates a dome thinner
than a human hair vet capable
of withstanding the
crushing force of more
than 1000 Gs.
The new titanium
high frequency driver
easily copes with the

musical transients and wide dynamic range

of the most demanding digital recprdings, generates undistorted sound well
beyond the audible range, and ham :es
very high power without stress.
Coupled with a new midrang:,
driver, a new dividing network and
other major and minor innovatix-ii. the
resulting new Titanium Series lcudspeakers are the most neutral, the
most detailed, the most
pleasing loudspeakers
you're likely to hear. And
the very best from JBL.

JBL

Pictur3d above: JBL's new pure rtar-jum high frequency driver Wth patented diamond surround.
Ente- No. 25 on Reader Service Ca -d
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Beaux Arts Trio

The Beaux Arts Trio's
rapport is evident in this
finely -wrought recording of
the Ravel and Chausson
piano trios.

chestral chord with tremendous bass
drum strokes. When some people visited, I had cued the CD to this passage,
setting the gain controls for a very hef-

ty level. When I started the CD, the
blast of sound damn near made my
friends jump out of their skin! All of this

sonic furor is utterly clean, and while
the music isn't of great moment, it is
exciting and great fun.

engineers have given the trio an outstanding recording. The perspective is
moderately close-up in a nice, warm
(but not overly reverberant) ambience.
Balances among piano, violin, and cello are near ideal. All is very clean and

highly detailed, and the Beaux Arts
Trio makes a ravishingly beautiful
sound. The dynamic compass of the
piano is tremendous; you'll need gobs
of power to realistically reproduce its
massive sonorities. This CD must be
regarded as one of the best chamber

music recordings I've heard in some
time.

Bert Whyte

Bert Whyte

Bartok: Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta. The Tokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra, Moshe
Atzmon.
Denon 38C37-7122.

BartOk's angular writing is very apparent in his famous "Music for Strings,

Percussion and Celesta," and less so

his "Roumanian Folk Dances."

in

These two works are given a good, if
not particularly exciting, performance
by Moshe Atzmon conducting the Tokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra.
The pieces were recorded using 11

Schoeps, four Shure and four AKG
Time Warp. The Cincinnati Pops Or- mikes in the acoustically attractive Narchestra. Erich Kunzel.
Telarc CD -80106.

ashino Bunka Hall. There is some spot-

lighting of instruments, but this is a

well-balanced, very clean sound.

If ever there was a sonic blockbust- Strings are fairly smooth, and the traner, this CD is it! Which is exactly the sient response on the percussion inintention Telarc had when recording struments is sharp and accurate. The
this collection of space movie music. recording is good enough to warrant
Their purpose was to explore the outer more Bartdik CDs from Denon.
reaches of dynamic range and create
Bert Whyte
some special sonic effects of crushing

sonority. Producer Bob Woods has

Mahler: Das Lied von der Erde. The
levels" since their memorable "1812 Berlin Philharmonic, Carlo Maria Giustated that Time Warp has the "hottest

Overture" recording!
Synthesizer artist Don Dorsey com-

Brigitte Fassbaender, contralto;
Francisco Araiza, tenor.
lini;

posed a special work, "Ascent," to Deutsche Grammophon 413 459-2
open the recording, and it quite literally GH.

opens with a bang. (If your initial volume setting is too high, you may be
sorry!) This segues into the ubiquitous
introduction to "Also sprach Zarathustra." Then it is on to excerpts from
Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica, Superman, Star Wars, and Alien. Next are
"Blue Danube" and the "Gayne" adagio from 2001: A Space Odyssey, then,
another blast of "Zarathustra."
There are great brass fanfares here
and brilliant cymbal clashes and huge
fortissimo bass drum whumps of awesome impact. The Battlestar Galactica

This DGG recording of Mahler's
Das Lied von der Erde (Song of the
Earth) has a number of flaws, but, in
general, is so good that it overcomes
the deficiencies.
In the first song, "Das Trinklied," tenor Araiza seems too submerged in the
orchestral sound. At the same time, his
voice and the high strings sound both

shrill and compressed. Oddly, after

this problem -ridden opening, the
sound blossoms, becoming more
open and transparent, with Fass-

baender making some lovely sounds.
sequence opens with a crushing or - Her performance of "Der Abschied"
132

Francisco
Araiza

(The Farewell) is simply beautiful and
very heartfelt. The music accompanying her in this movement has wonderful sonic presence, is highly detailed,
and has some supercharged sonorities. Giulini's conducting is masterful,
and if you are not moved by the otherworldly beauty of this music, there is
no hope for you.
Bert Whyte
AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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A PICTURE ONLY A JVC CAR AUDIO OWNER CAN BELIEVE.

It may look a little far-fetched.
Until you hear it.
Because JVC car audio has
truly remarkable sound. And it's
a point we'd like to drive home.
JVC has been perfecting

stereo we make.
What you won't hear is a lot of
static. Thanks to JVC's Tuner
Noise Control Circuit, interstation
noise is eliminated. Our
Compu-Tuning automatically
home audio technology for more moves to the next clean signal,
or the one you pre-set,
whenever a particular
station starts to fade. And
locks on electronically with a
digital readout.
If 44 watts aren't enough,
you can even boost your
power output to over 100
than 25 years. And you can hear watts per channel with optional
that experience in every car
power amps. There's a full line of

models to choose from. All are
alarm ready. And all have JVC
quality built right in.
What's more, JVC car audio
units fit more late model cars
than any other car stereo. Test
drive JVC Car Audio at your
JVC dealer today.
The sound you hear will make
you feel right at home.

THE GOAL IS PERFECTION.

CAR AUDO
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA. Car Audio Divrsron 41 Slaler Orrve. Elmwood Park, N J 07407, JVC CANADA LTD . Scarborough Orr
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Scarborough chambee P/ayers

This CD of rarely heard
works, performed by the
Scarborough Chamber
Players, is a real delight.

particularly well done. Fouret gives a
fairly straightforward performance, but
it lacks momentum and drags a bit. He
is slower than Maazel in the "March to

the Gallows" and the "Witches' Sabbath," and doesn't generate as much
excitement. Fouret conducts the work
in 50 minutes flat, to Maazel's 48:34.

Sonic values are variable. The
acoustics of the Sayama-shi Public
Hall in Tokyo, where the work was re-

corded, are really good-warm, spacious, with a decay time around 1.9 to
2.2 seconds. Multi-miking was used,

Works of Spohr, Villa -Lobos, Starer,

Roussel, and Blank. The Scarborough Chamber Players.

Centaur CRC 2016. (Available from
Centaur Records, P.O. Box 23764, Baton Rouge, La. 70893.)

This CD is a real delight, presenting
an interesting collection of rarely heard

works for soprano with chamber resources as simple as piano, flute, bassoon and clarinet. Selections
Spohr's "Six German Songs," Villa -Lobos' "Bachianas Brasilieras No. 6,"

and while the sound is highly detailed,
this technique negates some of the ad-

vantages of the fine acoustics. Up to
mezzoforte level, first and second violins have a nice clean sound; above
that level, they get quite shrill. There is

a huge bass drum, very solid in impact, which I'm afraid is used a bit too
enthusiastically in the last two move-

Paul establishes a nice overall balance in the reverberant acoustics of
Medinah Temple, and the sound certainly is clean, with lots of impact and
sonority. Alas, throughout the recording, Paul's good sound is marred by
ridiculous spotlighting that grotesquely
bloats individual instruments, making

them acoustically bigger than the
whole orchestra. About a third of the
way through the first movement, there
is an entrance for solo first violin (the
concertmaster) that is ludicrous-so
spotlighted and so close-up it swamps

the rest of the orchestra! The multimiking allows the producers to dot every "i" and cross every "t" in the score,
but it carries with it the perils of exaggerated perspective and a diminution
of depth. Too bad! It is a shame Paul
Goodman's basically nice sound must
be so subverted.
Bert Whyte

ments. Dynamic range is quite wide

and there are some other good

points-but it falls short on both musicompared to
the Telarc recording.

Bert Whyte

Starer's "Songs of Youth and Age,"
Roussel's "Two Poems of Ronsard," Mahler: Symphony No. 4. The Chicaand Blank's "Four Poems on Texts by go Symphony Orchestra, James LeEmily Dickinson."
Performances are excellent, and the

vine; Judith Blegen, soprano.
RCA RCD1-0895.

recording approach is simple and direct. Texts are included in the notes.

As a confirmed Mahler junkie, eagerly look forward to all Mahler recordJohn M. Eargle ings that appear on CD.
This glorious Fourth Symphony has
much going for it, not the least of which
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique. The
is the great playing of the mighty ChiTokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchescago Symphony Orchestra. Such stuntra, Jean Fouret.
ning execution, coupled with such rich
Denon 38C37-7087.
tonal resources! Levine's performance

This CD version of Berlioz's Sym-

I

is quite good,

if

a bit mannered at

phonie Fantastique, with a minor times. However, he gives an excepleague ensemble, The Tokyo Metropol-

itan Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by the relatively obscure Jean Fouret,
faces very tough competition from several other Compact Discs of this work,
most especially from Telarc's superb

recording by Lorin Maazel with the
Cleveland Orchestra.
The playing of the Tokyo Metropoli-

tionally expressive and emotionally
wrenching performance of the great
third movement, "Ruhevoll."

The recording, dating from 1975
was made in Medinah Temple in Chicago. The engineer was Paul Good-

man, a former colleague of mine at
RCA Records. can assure you that
I

Paul is a fine, perceptive recording en-

tan Symphony Orchestra is fairly gineer. However, he is subject to the
good-nice ensemble work in the ideas and directions of producersstrings, and fine brass playing too. The

which in this recording means multi-

dialog between the English Horn and

miking with a vengeance. I'm fairly certain a 16 -channel recorder (analog in
those days, of course) was used.

oboe in the beginning of the third
movement, "Scene in the Country," is
134

Elgar Overtures: In the South; Froissart; Cockaigne. Handel: Overture in

D Minor. The Scottish National Orchestra, Sir Alexander Gibson.
Chandos CHAN 8309.

In this welcome release, Sir Alexan-

der leads his orchestra through fine
and characteristic readings of these
delightful works of Elgar. The production team has opted for sound rich in
room ambience and with just a modi-

cum of spot miking. Generally the
sound is excellent, but you may want
to roll off the treble just a bit. The bottom end can be awesome. In "Cockaigne," the performance includes the
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

What if

What is the LAST System Formula Series? Five separate

.. you could hear the

dry -leaf crispness of drums and cymbals...the
round, earthquake bass...the pure sound of your
music, unbroken by "pops" and "clicks"? WHAT IF

you could hear all the music that's pressed onto
your record...if you could hear all the music
your stereo system was meant to deliver-if you
could feel the stillness of the "quiet" in quiet
passages? Every time you played the record?
It would make every penny you've invested
in your sound worth it. And one penny is just
about all it costs to use the complete LAST
SYSTEM FORMULA SERIES of record and stylus

treatments that take you one step at a time to perfect
record listening...
System Formula 1 Extra -Strength Record Cleaner
deep cleans your record like no other can...to make your
brand new record cleaner than when you bought it...
System Formula 2 Record Preservative stops record
wear completely with one application so you get "brand
new" sound for 200 plays or more...
System Formula 3 All -Purpose Record Cleaner is pharmaceutically pure to keep your record clean without residue...

System Formula 4 Stylus Cleaner cleans your stylus
and is guaranteed to remove those tiny deposits that
make for big noise...
System Formula 5 STYLAST Stylus Treatment extends
stylus life up to ten times-and makes a difference you
can hear.

care before you listen. A penny...for deep

It's hard to believe that it's so simple...so we guarantee
the LAST System Formula Series or your money back.

cleaning, preserving and maintaining your music
forever in one application.

Available at your record store or stereo dealer in full
size kits and new low-cost trial sizes.

L
THE LAST FACTORY

SYSTEM

FORMULA
SERIES

2015 RESEARCH DRIVE LIVERMORE, CA 94550

FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU CALL 800 -223 -LAST (CALIFORNIA 800 -222 -LAST)
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A pair of
winners

and smooth response
over the full audio
range and half an
octave beyond,
excellent dispersion
... bass distortion
lower than that of any
common program
source except a
digital tape or disc."
Stereo Review

ADS presents two
best-sellers.
Some facts. And a
smattering of
opinion.

The ADS L1290
Woven soft -dome
tweeter. Benefit:

The ADS 300

extended high
frequency response
with low coloration. I

Superbly compact
minispeaker (ADS
invented the"mini"
and while others have
allowed we have yet
o be topped.)

Tweeter uses high -

gravity magnetic
cooling fluid.
Two-inch soft -dome
mid -range. Benefit:
exceptional
smoothness in
critical middle
frequencies. Uniform
dispersion. Crisp,
precise, stereo
imaging. 2

Same soft -dome
tweeter technology as
arger ADS speakers.5
Same woofer tech-

ology incorporating
utyl rubber
urround, Stifflite®
roofer cone. 6
ame high -accuracy
rossover technology.
haracteristic,
ncolored ADS
und.
.. best minieaker I have yet
eard. Well worth
ouble the price in
nic excellence

Two 8 -inch Linea
Drive® woofers fo

superb bas
response and high
output. Each drive
mounted in its ow
acoustic suspension

enclosure. 3
Imported walnut
cabinet. Also
available in matte
black. 4
Inside the cabinet: a
crossover network

one."

Audio Ideas
No short-cuts taken.
No stone unturned.

built of computer grade components.
Below and behind:
amplifier recess built
into cabinet so the biamp option can be
installed neatly.

ADS goes to

extraordinary lengths
to build fine audio
components for
home and car. Write
for literature and
name of your nearest
dealer to Rita
Stein (our literature
expert) at ADS,
(Analog & Digital

Stifflite® woofer
cones, with high
rigidity -to -mass ratio

produce quick
transient response.
The bottom line:

"...unusually flat

Some of the instruments in
this version of Handel's
Water Music sound smooth
and natural, but others
have a surprising edge.

optional pipe organ part in the final
measures. The 32 -foot open diapason

is quite in evidence, and there are
some fundamentals which reach down
into the 27 -Hz range. If you have a
subwoofer, you'll be delighted with all
of this.
John M. Eargle

Handel: Water Music. La Grande
Ecurie & la Chambre du Roy, JeanClaude Malgoire.

CBS Masterworks MK 39066.
Here is another Baroque ensemble,

La Grande Ecurie & la Chambre du
Roy, with a recording devoted entirely
to Handel's Water Music.
This French group was recorded in
Notre Dame in Paris. The liner notes
state that a Sony digital recorder was
used and that the mikes were
Schoeps. Original instruments of the

period are used, and while some of
them sound quite smooth and natural,
others have a surprising edginess and
harshness, not necessarily attributable
to the imagined sins of digital recording. The French horns are particularly
annoying. Instead of the noble, mellow

tone with which we are all familiar,
these horns sound hoarse and guttural, with a blatty quality. The reverb period of the church must be about 3 S,
so the mikes used probably had cardi-

Systems)
Progress Way,

oid patterns. There

Wilmington, MA
01887.

still has too much brilliance and fa-

is

plenty of air

around the instruments, but the sound

tigues the listener's ear. Bert Whyte

Canteloube: Chants D'Auvergne,
Vol. 2; Villa -Lobos: Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5. The English Chamber Orchestra, Jeffrey Tate; Kiri Te Kanawa,
soprano.

London 411 730-2.
Some time ago, I reviewed, most fa-

vorably, a CBS CD of Canteloube's
"Chants D'Auvergne" sung by Frederica von Stade. Now we have this new
version on London, featuring the lus-

cious, lovely voice of Dame Kiri Te
Kanawa. Dame Kiri's voice and the ex-

pressiveness with which she uses it
are altogether remarkable. Her voice is

clear, clean, and limpid, a refulgent
example of the magnificent sounds
that can be produced by a great singer. Dame Kiri's performance of these

lovely works
01984 Analog & Digital Systems Inc.

Audio Apart.
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richly expressive,
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TAKE AWAY THEIR HIGH OUTPUT
ADJUSTABLE MASS, DIAMOND QUALITY,
SUPEMOR SOUND
AND S'TYLUS INTERCHANGEABILITY,
AND OUR CARTRIDGES
ARE NO DIFFERENT
FROM THE COMPETITION.

411111111
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SUM

efits, it is no surp-ise that the OM cartridges are the
most successful series ever introduced by Ortofon.
CRITICAL ACCLAIM
Since their introduction, the Ortofon OM Series
have consistently received accolades from around

With superior diamond quality, nigh output anc full

the world, for their outstanding value, and

tonearms, make tiese new levels of performance

performance.
And the Audio -Video International Grand Prix
award for product excellence has for two consecutive years been awarded to an OM Series Ortofon
Phono Cartridge.
TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY
As the originator of the low mass concept, Ortofon has continually boon at the forefront of technical
developments in sound reproduction.
Boasting a revolutionary user adjustable mass
system, the OM Series provides for "Optimum Match"

line stylus interchangeability, these OM Series pi -ono
cartridges deliver superior sound, with any standard

mount tonearm in virtually any sound sis$em. And

our OMP Series, designed for "plug-in" mount
available to this format as well.
THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENT

Audio engineers and audiophiles agree that
perhaps no component can make as immediate and
significant an improvement in sound cuality than a
new phono cartridge.

Considering all of this, along with the modest
cost of an Ortofon OM Phono cartridge, it becomes
clear that when it comes to making a real improvement in performance of your hi-fi system, there really
is no competition.

orroion
122 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803 (516) 349-9180
Send one dollar for color poster
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Kiri Te Kanawa's voice,
and the expressiveness
Here we have the smallest. with which she uses it, are
domestic range, sharing ma remarkable on this really
styling of the larger LS7. lovely CD of Canteloube
capacity and reasonable e and Villa -Lobos.
t co
arms with we were
The 125 mm
unit a. :1
one a
tome

copolyme

pla'

y

s.

ro
vont

gap magnetic tape recorder of the redoubtable Keith Johnson. It was re-

.

corded for Tam Henderson's Reference Recording label, and was very

14

,

II IV

highly regarded on the original vinyl LP
release. The CD transfer has been very

r e to su
e speakers

well done, and while a moderate

irable as it ensur
vered. Finish is in wa
nd black to order), with a b

amount of tape hiss is evident (as in
the LP), at least there is no impulse or
surface noise to contend with.

The program offers Handel ex-

The enclosure is made from 1
(Med ite) board and is lined v

cerpts, including parts of "Water Music," the lovely Pachelbel canon and
gigue with richly sonorous cello, J. S.
Bach's "Air" from his orchestral suite

reduce standing waves. Cr'

we did discover that tl
effect on sound qualit
deliberate as a two-'

No. 3, some Vivaldi and Telemann, and
Henry Purcell's big, noble theme which

been used.

The manufact'
W a height of
make for clr
sitivity

was used by Benjamin Britten in his
famous "Young Person's Guide to the

power 1,

the most musical and natural strings on

tive

Orchestra."

The sound is just lovely-some of
record, with equally mellifluous oboe

Kiri Te Kanawa

lighter textured than Frederica von
Stade's. Her French diction is better
and the words more articulate.
This CD was splendidly engineered
by John Dunkerley. Dame Kiri's voice
is projected in front of the orchestra,
but not too prominently. The orchestral
accompaniment is exceptionally clean

and well-balanced in a moderately
spacious acoustic environment. (The
jacket booklet doesn't say, but preI

sume the recording venue was Kings way Hall in London.)

An attractive filler on this Compact
Disc is Villa -Lobos' "Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5," a composition for sopra-

no and cello, with well-known cellist
Lynn Harrell furnishing a smoothly
played, tuneful accompaniment.
If you are an aficionado of "Chants

D'Auvergne," you'll probably want to
own both this and the von Stade CD.
Faced with a choice, I'd opt for this
really lovely recording.
Bert Whyte

Popular Masterworks of the Baroque: Tafelmusik
Reference Recordings RR -13 CD.

Tafelmusik is a Canadian Baroque
orchestra which uses, as often as possible, original -period instruments. For

example, musical director Jean LaFOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

naiao""'"V

BOX 1250 F AFFS STA NOVARA FALLS NY" ' " ',BS OMB

mon's violin dates from 1610!
This was originally an analog record-

ing made with the special, focused -

and bassoon. All of this is presented in
a very warm acoustic ambience, with

good stage width, exceptional depth,
and precise and stable image localization. The sonics are very wide -range
and smooth yet afford good, clean definition on all instruments. This is a very
fine reference recording for string -tone
quality.
Bert Whyte

J. S. Bach: Toccata and Fugue. The
historic organ of Saint -Maxim -en -Provence, Pierre Bardon.
disques Pierre Verany PV 710811.
This is another in the series of histor-

ic -organ recordings issued by a
French label, Pierre Verany.
The organ is the centuries -old instrument in Saint -Maxim -en -Provence. The
liner notes give an amusing account of

the problems encountered in recording such an organ. It is stated rather
blithely that after more than two centuries "the organ is a bit tired." The keys
must be depressed with considerable
force; sometimes they stick and must
be pulled up. The stops are difficult to

draw and return-valves stick open,

the wind chests leak. The organ
sounds best at night in the winter; accordingly, this recording was made
with the unheated interior of the church
freezing cold!
The reverb period of this old church
is about 3.5 to 3.75 S, and the organist,

Pierre Bardon, had to adjust his tern -

Enter No. 45 on Reader Service Card
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Telarc underw-ites
"Audiophile Audition;'
broactast live Sundays on
many National Public Radio
stations. Check your local
NPR 'stings for time.
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Yoel Levi has a lot going
for him, including the
talents of the great
Cleveland Orchestra, which
has performed Sibelius
many times.
pos accordingly. The sound is clean

tional Schoeps microphones, Jack has
achieved both the massive weight and
sonority required for this work, as well
as the highly detailed inner balances.
A good example is the completely articulate and tonally accurate pizzicato
strings in the opening bars of the sec-

enough and well balanced against the
acoustics, but it is very bright and can
be too aggressive, with little extra ped-

al foundation. The program, some of
J. S. Bach's most popular organ works,

is well played considering the difficulties of execution. Certainly this is not
the type of organ recording for sound
buffs, but it is of interest to those who
collect the sounds of historic organs.
Bert Whyte

ond movement. The overall sound is
very clean, with great presence, and is
Nonetheless, Levi has a lot going for
him. First is his innate talent, which he
displayed so vividly in his exciting Tel -

superbly balanced with the warm

arc recording of Prokofiev's "Romeo
and Juliet." Second, he is at the helm

is a blaze of orchestral color. Dynamic

Sibelius: Symphony No. 2, FinIandia. The Cleveland Orchestra, Yoel of the great Cleveland Orchestra,
Levi.

Telarc CD -80095.

The Sibelius Second Symphony is
deservedly one of the most popular
works in all of the symphonic literature.
There is hardly a name conductor who

hasn't recorded this work, so it might

seem that a relative newcomer like
Yoel Levi wouldn't have much of a
chance to distinguish himself.

which has performed the Sibelius Second Symphony many, many times under the batons of such great conductors as Artur Rodzinski, George Szell
and Lorin Maazel. Finally, and of great
importance, is that Levi has the benefits of superb Telarc recording.
Jack Renner used Masonic Auditorium in Cleveland, a hall he knows intimately, for this recording. Employing
his usual spaced -array of omnidirec-

acoustics of the hall. The triumphant
finale, with its massive brass fanfares,

range is very wide on this Compact
Disc, and if you have the right equipment, the triple fortissimos will stun you
with their power.

Levi turns in a performance that is
certainly the equal of, and better than,
some of his contemporaries. Tempos

are a shade on the fast side, but he
makes it work. His "Finlandia," the filler
on this CD, is equally stirring and excit-

ing. Great music, great sound-this is
what a good CD is all about.
Bert Whyte
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Tandberg's TCA-3008A Preamplifier embodies the company's more than 50 years of research into the
art and science of sound reproduction. At Tandberg, our engineers explored every technical nuance:
from the characteristics of individual components such as high spec polypropylene capacitors and
metal film resistors, to the interaction of discrete circuits; all aspects have been uniquely
researched for their influence on the reproduction of music.
The musicality of the TCA-3008A exceeds that of traditional high end products and is considered to be
among the most esoteric preamplifiers, while simultaneously providing the fine appearance,
affordability and reliability made possible by our position as Europe's most respected
manufacturer of audio instruments.
The TCA-3008A: Uncompromised performance through unexcelled technology.
TANDBERG OF AMERICA
One Labnola Court. Armonk. NY 10504
(914) 273-9150

Sherwood car stereo:
Quality, innovation, and money left
over for the good times.
At Sherwood, we think you shouldn't
sacrifice your lifestyle for your car
stereo. So we make great car stereos
that don't cost like great car stereos.
Built into every one is the quality and
innovative design that has been

Sherwood's benchmark
for more than 30 years.
The result is performance that sets standards
for the more expensive
brands.
New CRD-180.
'Take, for example, our

.01.1.10115111
gASSaREBLEIPU1111

only performs with the
CAD .180
finest car stereos, it has
features you usually
find only on far more expensive units.
It has auto reverse, Dolby',' metal tape
capability, pre -amp output with fader,
separate bass and treble controls, locking fast forward and rewind, and terrific
night illumination.

Great FM, and AM stereo. And the
CRD-180 not only has electronic synthesizer tuning with MOS-FET front end
for super FM, it also has AM stereo,
opening a whole new world of exciting
© 1985, Inkel Corporation.

(Sherwood was the first to introduce
AM stereo in separately available car
receivers.)

ON/OFF VOL

new CRD-180. It not

because this display lets you know
what's happening, including time of
day, since it even has a digital clock.
Fits your budget. All of this innoComputerized features. Advanced
vation and performance comes in a
digital tuning lets you enjoy two scan mini chassis, so this great car stereo
will fit just about
any car. And just
about any budget.
How much you
TUNE TAPF/OSFT
pay for a great car
'11111.N40. HI
stereo may not be the
only thing on your
eau III
mind, but it's not the
LO
on U
only place you have to
0 BALANCE
put your money, either.
113 111
BADER now
So have a little money
left for the good times,
but get all the car stereo you want.
ning modes: Scanning all stations, or
Buy Sherwood.
just the ones in memory. This unique
preset scan feature works with the ability of the CRD-180 to remember up to
12 of your favorite stations.
long-range on -the -road listening.

QEJECT

0)

un

LCD display and digital clock. The
latest in convenience, a multifunction
liquid crystal display (LCD) indicates
frequency, preset channel, local/distant,
stereo, AM/FM, Dolby, tape direction
and more. The CRD-180 is easy to use
Enter No. 48 on Reader Service Card

Sherwood

Quality and Innovation You Can Afford
13845 Artesia Boulevard, Cerritos,
California 90701.
In Canada, The Pringle Group, Don Mills,
Ontario.
*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

The performance of the
Symphonie Fantastique led
by Lorin Maazel may not
be the most inspired, but

neither is it dull.

most inspired reading

have ever
heard, but dull it most certainly is not.
In any case, between the superlative
sound and the ravishing playing, this
version makes a very strong statement

Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique. The
Cleveland Orchestra, Lorin Maazel.
Telarc CD -80076.

Herewith, a recording that is a tour
de force for overall balances, inner detail,

for itself.

acoustic perspective, and wide

dynamic range.
The Symphonie Fantastique has always been a favorite vehicle to show
off recording skills, and Telarc has
gone to extreme lengths to impress us.
For example, the bells, which contribute so highly to the orgiastic "Witches'
Sabbath" final movement, are usually
produced by tubular "orchestral bells"

which are part of the normal percussion battery. Telarc ran remote lines
from Severance Hall, the main recording locale, to McGaffin Carillon, a quarter of a mile away. The principal percussionist of the Cleveland Orchestra

Bert Whyte

Modern Jazz Performances of
of the music. In the recording, there is
no doubt as to the authenticity of their
clangor!

While the "March to the Gallows"
and the "Witches' Sabbath" are mighty
impressive in the sheer weight and tremendous impact of their sound, I am

even more impressed by the sound
and the expressive playing of the first,
second and especially the third
("Scene in the Country") movements.
Here the Cleveland Orchestra gives us
playing of exquisite refinement and

situated himself in the carillon tower élan.
and activated two large, separately
Some people have stated that they
miked bells on cue. Thus, the bells feel Lorin Maazel's performance of this
were recorded in real time with the rest

I

work is dull. I would not say this is the

Songs from My Fair Lady: Shelly
Manne and His Friends

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD
809.

If you need any further proof of the
old truism that classics transcend time,
just slap this CD on your machine. It's
a perfect example of modern technology reaching into the past, dusting off

a forgotten jewel and displaying it fittingly in a brand-new, velvet -lined
case.

Snug in its elegant, digital setting,
this CD presents two facets of classic
popular music. First, it preserves, in its

fashion, the timeless tunes from My
Fair Lady, that extraordinary Broadway
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Tandberg's TPA -3009A Mono Power Amp is uniquely designed to meet the amplification needs of today..
and the future: a high power, high current (55 amps) MOSFET amplifier in an advanced configuration,
totally free of negative feedback and voltage/current-limiting circuits.

.

It handles - with ease and precision - the reactances and very low load impedances found in today's high
performance loudspeakers, as well as custom multi -speaker system installations - and fully compliments
the dynamic range and ultra low distortion made possible by digital recording. The amplifier is
elegant, compact, rugged and affordable.
TheTPA3009A: Engineered for the most demanding loudspeakers...and discriminating ears.
TANDBERG OF AMERICA
One Labriola Court. Armonk. NY 10504
(914) 273-9150
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"WE DEVELOPED A NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE DIGITAL AGE:'

SF1's Digital 20 loudspeaker

system is a culmination of technologies developed by Sawafuji,
a brother company established in
Japan in 1922.
The SFI Digital 20 loudspeaker
system has evolved out of SFI's
extensive research, development

and experience with high performance, high quality transducers.

Hologram accurately displays cone driver
distortion (left). The uniform diaphragm of
the Dynapleats showing no distortion.
Tested at 1.5 kHz.

4

I

Instead of conventional cone
drivers, the SFI Digital 20 employs
a completely new transducer
technology to accurately reproduce
sound. These revolutionary new
dynamic drivers, called Dynapleats,
allow sound to emit evenly and
simultaneously from their entire
surface, thereby avoiding the
deformation and uneven flexing
characteristics of a conventional
cone driver.
The sound has improved transient and linear response with a full
frequency response, extended bass,
wide dynamic range and virtually
no distortion.
Because of the unique
Dynapleats, sound is radiated
equally from both the front and
back sides of the SFI Digital 20.
Aside from simplifying the problem
of placement for proper stereo

imaging, the bipolar pattern
contributes to an openness of
sound, increased definition,
localization and realism. And,
listening to the SFI Digital 20 over
many hours is never fatiguing.
The real benefit of SFI's
revolutionary technology is in
the listening. The SFI Digital 20's
natural spacious sound and superb
imaging is unsurpassed. So are the
aesthetics of the unique, ultra -thin
Enter No. 47 on Reader Service Card

loudspeaker system which
harmonizes with any environment.
The digital age is here. Enjoy it
more with a SFI Digital 20. Contact
SFI for complete details and
information.

Sawa/u/1 America Cop
23440 Hawthorne Boulevard, Suite 130,
Torrance, CA 90505, (213) 373-0620, Telex: 756921

These eight selections from
My Fair Lady sound as
fresh and vibrant today as
they did when first
recorded, in 1956.

musical by Alan Jay Lerner and Fred- glitter. The material sounds as fresh
erick Loewe. Second, it carries forth and vibrant today as it did when it was
what was almost three decades ago first recorded in 1956.
considered "modern" jazz traditionThese eight selections from the briltaking popular standards and rework- liant Broadway hit are sparklingly intering them with a measure of free -form preted by a trio consisting of Shelly
improvisation. I'm happy to report that Manne on drums, Andre Previn on pithis little baguette has lost none of its ano, and Leroy Vinnegar on bass. Al -

Better sound from every record you
own, with the new Signet TK1OML!

though drummer Manne is the nominal

star of this session, Previn's piano
takes command in these delightful,
swinging interpretations. Whether pro-

ducing cascades of glistening notes,
as in the "Ascot Gavotte," or ruminating tenderly on the keys, as in the intro-

duction to "On the Street Where You
Live," Previn is utterly in control of his
instrument. Manne and Vinnegar do a
splendid job of maintaining the rhythm
and mood of each selection, and throw

in some intriguing solo work of their
own. Some of these versions work
against the originals in a way that cuts
a new facet into the song, enriching it

with unexpected dimensions. Two
cases in point are the restrained, delicate treatment of the Broadway -rowdy

"With a Little

Bit

of Luck" and the

sassy -but -cool, jazzed -up sound of
"Show Me," originally a rather strident
list of demands issuing from the mouth
of Julie Andrews.
Technically, this is not a showpiece

CD, although Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab has done an extraordinary job of
cleaning up this dusty little work of art.

All instruments are rooted in position

It's something you can't get
with any other technology.
Until you hear the Signet TK1OML, you may So grooves sound new, long after other styli

throughout the album, as was customary in recordings from the '50s. Preyin's piano dominates the phantom center, while Manne and Vinnegar are au-

rally shunted off to the right and a bit
too far back for perfect balance. There

be lost by going all -

Each Signet TK1OML

is a slight flatness to the sound that
cannot be corrected by modern technical means, and some of the original

MicroLine stylus is cre-

tape hiss is apparent on these cuts

The single most significant advance in the
Signet TK1OML is its

natural octahedral diamond, oriented for
longest life, and with a

between the lovely digital silences that
separate each band. However, in comparison with an analog of the period,
the sound is vastly improved. The origi-

not fully appreciate how superb today's are threatening irreparable damage to your
analog recordings can
record collection.
be. And how much may

ated from a whole,

digital.

square shank to pre-

unique new MicroLinestylus ... with the long-

cisely fit the laser -cut

est, narrowest "footprint" ever achieved!

hole in our unique,

ultra -rigid low -mass
boron cantilever. You
get perfect alignment.

Its scanning radius is a
mere 2.5 microns, half

that of the best ellip-

Period.

ticals, while its vertical
But the proof of qualcontact footprint is three times longer than ity is in the playing. With the new Signet
the elliptical. The Signet MicroLine stylus TK1OML, older records literally come back
tracks very high frequencies better -at to life. New records transcend the limits of
lower groove pressure -than any other ordinary technology. Your entire system
design.
gets a new lease on life.
Even with repeated playings, the Micro Visit your Signet dealer. Peek into his miLine stylus maintains its shape, withcroscope to see this fantastic stylus.
out "spreading" like all other tips.
Then get the real proof. Listen.

slignot
SIGNET, 4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW, OHIO 44224

nal annoying (and plentiful) surface
noise is eliminated (as are the
scratches on my well -played LP), and
a good deal of distortion has been cor-

rected as well. Mobile Fidelity went
back to the original master tapes of
this 1956 recording session and reworked them for top-notch sonic accuracy, which was not present in the original analog release.
Give your ears a rest from oversyn-

thesized and heavily orchestrated
modern baubles. This bright, witty, intelligent acoustic gem asks the musical question, "Wouldn't It Be Loverly,"

and the answer is a firm, "Yes,
would."

it

Paulette Weiss
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Another amplifier from
McIntosh that

SOUNDS GREAT!
Although 'High Tech' is a new term in
our language, 'High Tech' has always
been the norm for McIntosh. McIntosh
amplifiers have consistently forced new
levels for quality performance, new
levels for reliability, new demands on
quality power that produce near perfect
Spectral Fidelity and the greatest
sound. McIntosh is the ONLY company
that has achieved these superior levels
of performance.
'High Tech' is the right description for

Todays electronic instruments and
superior recordings push amplifiers for
power performance beyond the
amplifier's capabilities destroying
Spectral Fidelity and quality listening
Only with McIntosh Power Guard can

you be assured of total power
performance without the distortion of
clipping. Only McIntosh 'High Tecr
protects your listening.

the NEW McIntosh MC 2002, a

powerfully perfect 200 watt per channel
(300 watts into 4 ohms) power
amplifier. The pleasure you enjoy from
music is protected by McIntosh Power
Guard (patent #4,048,573), an

For more information on Spectral Fidelity amplifier
measurement techniques and detailed nformaion on
McIntosh products write:

evcc_lusive McIntosh circuit, McIntosh

McINTOSH LABORATOF.Y INC.
P.O. BOX 96 EAST SIDE STATION. A35

invented that insures Spectral Fidelity
for greatest sound.

2

M.S.' AVIS
3
30

3

3

2

BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

2
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200

2

2
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To end the age old dichotomy between sound and style, Great Britain's master loudspeaker builder, KEF, has
produced the Reference Series 104/2. Capable of satisfying the design conscious and the sonically critical alike, the
104/2 is predicted to emerge as one of the most significant loudspeakers of the decade. (Previous KEF Reference
Series models, including one introduced almost a decade ago, remain to this day at the top of their respective
categories.)

01

The Elegant Audiophile Loudspeaker

Tongue -twisting, but ear -pleasing technologies such as Coupled Cavity Bass Enclosures and Conjucate Load
Matching (twrite for full technical explanations) make the 104/2 s perform beautifully even with moderately
powered amplification-almost regardless of where they are placed within the room.
The KEF Reference Series104 /2. Finally, a loudspeaker to be seen and heard.
KEF America. Inc.. 14120-K Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly. VA 22021 1-703- 031-0610
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

SPLIT LEVELS
which owes a lot to traditional British

is more optimistic in tone, as you might

folk music and the modality and sound
of pipes.
At length the marriage fell apart, and

gather from titles like "Can't Stop the
Girl," "In Love with the Flame," "Best of

pain through songwriting. Richard

Friends," and "Just Enough to Keep
Me Hanging On." She has purposely
used musicians she had not worked

dealt with the split somewhat on Hand

with while recording with Richard.

of Kindness, his previous album, but

Among the principals are guitarists

he really digs in here. Linda had never

Jerry Donahue and Albert Lee, and her
close friend, keyboardist, and musical
director f3etsy Cook, who is married to
the album's producer, Hugh Murphy.

each has tried to purge some of the

really written songs before-she was
content to sing Richard's-but with the
encouragement of friends she has
opened up about her side of the split
on her debut solo album.
Richard's album, Across a Crowded
Room, is his most energetic ever. The

Her album may be more straight ahead than Richard's, but it is no less
honest. Her voice still has the sharp
edge it held on Richard's songs, but

playing is tart and bracing and sure.
The songs contain a lot of bitterness,

picking up the pieces of her life has

as suggested by titles like "She Twists
the Knife Again," "Walking Through a
Wasted Land," "Ghosts in the Wind," "I
Ain't Gonna Drag My Feet No More,"
and "Love in a Faithless Land." Sever-

had on record in a long time. She is
really at her best in the simplest settings, notably in the live recording of

al,

allowed her more warmth than she has

"Only a Boy." One Clear Moment isn't

including "She Twists the Knife

Again," "Ain't Gonna Drag," and "Fire
in the Engine Room," are very fast paced, while others, such as "When

the Spell Is Broken," "Ghosts in the
Wind," and "Love in a Faithless Country," are as morosely downbeat as any-

thing he has ever written. Richard
Thompson, a man who professes a
love for gloom and doom in his music,
has written some of the bleakest songs
ever for this album.
The band includes two fellow Fairport alumni, guitarist Simon Nicol and

Across a Crowded Room: Richard
Thompson

Polydor 825 421-1 V-1, $8.98.
Sound: B -

Performance: A -

One Clear Moment: Linda Thompson
Warner Bros. 25164-1, $8.98.
Sound: B -

Performance: B

For years now, critics like the Tivens

have been falling all over our-

drummer Dave Mattacks; bassist
Bruce Lynch completes the roster.
Fairport's original producer and manager Joe Boyd is producer here too,
and he has overseen a subtle, difficult
album to fruition. If Richard's new label, Polydor, exerted pressure to
sweeten or commercialize his music, it
was as fully resisted as it ever was
when the Thompsons were a duo.
Across a Crowded Room is a harshly

Thompson and their wonderful rec-

honest album that may well not find
commercial success of the precious metal variety, but it has some of the

ords. They met during the recording of

most real, most painful music I've

Henry the Human Fly, Richard's first
solo album after leaving Fairport Con-

heard in a long time.
By the way, Richard has remarried

and

I

selves raving about Richard and Linda

vention, a group he helped found. and personally is quite genial these
They married and made a long series
of superb records featuring Richard's
uncompromising, somewhat autobiographical songwriting and his distinc-

tive, nerve -tingling guitar playing,
148

days. The only gloom and doom in his
life is in his music, and as I've noted, it
has always been there.
Linda's album, One Clear Moment,
has a lighter feel than Richard's, and it
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

nearly as scary an album as Across a
Crowded Room, but it is nearly as
good and probably equally doomed to
obscurity despite the critical raves.
The two albums have similar record-

ing quality, with Linda's being a bit
smoother than Richard's, but the differ-

ence is merely a matter of style. Neither relies on tricks to put across the
music. The songs are the most important elements, and that is the only way I
can imagine these artists wanting it.
Michael Tearson

awfulness of their situation. Goldberg's
special gift lies in making the audience

Hard Line: The Blasters
Warner Bros./Slash 25093-1, $8.98.
care about these people, whom they
Performance: A
would cross the street to shun in real Sound: B
life; she makes them lovable too.
Hard Line, The Blasters' third album
Since it only has to deal with one on Slash, is the most assured work
woman and the audience, the record- they have done yet. Real confidence
ing is very simple. The feeling of live oozes from the very first moment, all
performance is the album's strength.
the way through.
Nobody else is doing what Whoopi
Hard Line is also the most diverse

Goldberg is doing. I'm not sure any-

album they have done, and that

body else could. Difficult as much of it
may be to absorb, this is an extraordinary recording debut. Michael Tearson

something that gives full berth and real
meaning to the "American Music" label
that the band puts on its sound. Their

is

Whoopi Goldberg: Original Broadway
Show Recording
Geffen GHS 24065, $8.98.
Sound: C+

Performance: Her own

Whoopi Goldberg is not for everybody. The one -woman show done by
this black woman in her mid -30s is a
series of monologs delivered by a variety of characters she becomes.
The most difficult one covers all of
side one. This is the junkie/thief Fontaine. He (yes, he) is a profand S.O.B.
who tells about how he survives and
about some of his adventures, specifi-

cally his hustling of a plane ticket to
Amsterdam, his encounter with airplane food ("I didn't see nothing I recognized"), his first trip to a legal hash
shop where he's struck by the idea that

the police can have it, too, and, at
length, his visit to the house where
Anne Frank was hidden in World War
II. There, Frank's belief in the good in
all people, despite the circumstances
of her own life, somehow gets through
to the bitter and cynical junkie.
On side two we meet Surfer Chick,
who, talking perfect Valley Girl, tells

about the abortion she gave herself
with a coat hanger. She confesses that

despite the permanent damage, it's
not so bad because her whole life is
still in front of her (she will not turn 14
for a month yet). Next, Crippled Lady
goes on about how she revels in the
horror she knows she inflicts on the
"normals." Finally comes Little Girl, a
seven -year -old who wears a big white

shirt on her head as she patters on
about her beautiful blond hair and how
all she wants to be when she grows up
is white and pretty.
Each character has a special brand

of innocence and joy that belies the
AUDIO/JUNE 1985
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there is any justice, considering the
success that Bruce Springsteen and
especially John Fogerty have found by
wearing honesty on their sleeves, The
Blasters will, finally, find their audience
with Hard Line.
This new album marks the first time
that The Blasters have employed out-

side help in their record production,
and it has worked out swell. Jeff Eyrich
produced all but two songs (Don Lehman handled the others), and Mellen camp was named executive producer
for "Colored Lights" (actually, he's list-

ed under his technical pseudonym of
Little Bastard). Hard Line has a really
lively feel. It bursts with vitality. It is
hard not to feel good listening to it.
music is a celebration of a lot of different styles of real American sounds that

John Bazz is one of the best rock 'n'
roll has to offer, and Gene Taylor on
gave birth to rock 'n' roll in the first piano is simply one of the most genuplace, as well as rhythm and blues and inely magical players anywhere. If
country music.
"Samson and Delilah" is a traditional
song served up true, featuring the gospel voices of The Jubilee Train Singers.

"Little Honey," with Richard Greene's
fiddle and David Hidalgo's mandolin.

is rough country music, while "Hey
Girl" adds a little touch of accordion driven zydeco/Cajun. The latter two
songs feature the legendary Nashville
veterans, The Jordanaires, who sang
on a lot of Elvis Presley records and
hundreds of others. They add a Presley touch, too, to the tough -rocking

"Trouble Bound." "Dark Night" is
based on a swamp -sound guitar lick,
while "Common Man" and "Just Another Sunday" are just solid, no -fooling
rock 'n' roll. No Blasters album would
feel complete without a bona fide rock
'n' roll anthem, and "Rock and Roll Will
Stand" does the job beautifully here. It
features Gene Taylor's pumping piano

and a Johnny B. Goode story line.

They've even got a song aimed
straight at FM radio, "Colored Lights,"
which John Cougar Mellencamp gave
them to record.

Throughout, the band's performances are glorious and inspired. In
Dave Alvin, the group has a dynamic,
commanding lead guitarist and a brilliant, sensitive songwriter. In his brother Phil, Dave has found a great voice.
The obvious closeness of the brothers
is one big part of the band's glue. The

rhythm section of Bill Bateman and
150

The Smiths

You've been warned. Skip The Blasters' Hard Line only at your own peril. It
is one terrific album by one smashing
good band.
Michael Tearson

Meat Is Murder: The Smiths
Rough Trade Sire 1-25269.
Sound: B

Performance: B+

Aside from the title song's sweep
into veggie didacticism, The Smiths'
second LP reaffirms the imagery and
melodic grace of last summer's British
hit, "This Charming Man." It also shows

a wider musical range than even the
very fine first album, with the band using early -Brit skiffle riffs, crunching gui-

tar bursts and even rainfall to get
across their dangerously contemplative lyrics. Prime mover Morrissey may
be a tad guilty of overconfidence here,
but it's nice to see him and the rest of
the quartet stretch their muscles.

The fact that this stylistic range
comes largely from good ol' guitars is
significant. Lots of bands have been
calling for a return from the electronic
Erewhon back to guitar -based rock 'n'
roll. And though he's no Jimmy Page -

level virtuoso, Smiths guitarist/cosongwriter Johnny Marr can flow from
twangless instrumental breaks to jaunty, almost rockabilly riffs, to support
lyrics of social -class horrors, existential
outrage and helpless self -punishment.

Linked with Morrissey's expressive
(if limited) voice, and collaborative self production that pulls off interesting
sonic effects cleanly, The Smiths have
conjured a singular album. Now if they

just had a single .... Frank Lovece
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

Hearing is believing Hearing Cabasse loudspeakers for the
first time can be a revelation. Fine details
of dynamic contrast are revealed in a way
that is common in the concert hall but
very rare in home reproduction. Due to
their attention to accuracy in the time
domain, Cabasse loudspeakers produce
an image that is as wide and deep as the
recording engineer intended, without
exaggeration or dimunition. Move about
the room and the sonic image from
Cabasse speakers does not have the
irritating shifts and tonal changes of
many otherwise fine loudspeakers
because of Cabasse's smooth dispersion
even at high frequencies. With their
exceptional efficiency and power
handling capacity for speakers of this
sonic refinement, Cabasse loudspeakers
bring to your listening room the life -like
excitement of percussive transients from
cymbals, guitars, pianos and drums.
Listen for yourself and you will wan t
to see more.

Seeing is believing Seeing Cabasse loudspeakers for the first time
can also be a revelation. The workmanship on
the cabinets is of a quality that can only be
achieved by a company like Cabasse that
produces woodwork with the same loving
care as an artisan producing a fine violin or
guitar. Behind the acoustically transparent
grill are the famous Cabasse drivers, designed
in Cabasse's own research facility and
manufactured in their own plant so that they
do not have to rely on an outside source for

precision and consistency. Of special interest
is the honeycomb dome material used for the
speaker cones. Developed and produced
exclusively by and for Cabasse loudspeakers,
this unique substance is extremely rigid yet
low in mass. It has a high resonance
frequency that is naturally damped, making it
a nearly perfect reproducer of mid and low
frequencies.
Take a close look at a Cabasse loudspeaker
and you will want to hear more.

The premier French audiophile speaker company is pleased to announce the
appointment of Madrigal LTD as its exclusive United States Distributor.

/vIlDRICAL
LTD.

-

Post Office Box 781, Middletown, Ct 06457 (203) 346-0896
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On Standing in the Line of
Fire, Gary U.S. Bonds
settles into a very
workable brand of feel -good
rock 'n' roll that is easy to
take and enjoy.
The Age of Consent: Bronksi Beat
MCA 5538.
Performance: B

Sound: B -

Getting past Bronski Beat's militant gay stance and on to the music isn't as
difficult as it sounds. Though evocative
of Frankie Goes to Hollywood, and just
as eager to redefine old pop standards

written, produced and played on the
title song, which has the most sparkle
and push of anything on the album.
Past that one, Standing in the Line of
Fire settles into a very workable brand
of feel -good rock 'n' roll that is very
easy to take and enjoy. Nothing spectacular, but it is mature and satisfying
nonetheless.

according to their own sensibilities,
Bronski Beat, on their first American
album, punch with an anguished rebel-

liousness that has eternities more in
common with Gene Vincent than with
Boy George.

Lead vocalist Jimmy Sommerville
sings in an extraordinarily high register

that amplifies the anguish. His vocal

trills and shapings transform the

dance -rock single, "Why," from potential self-pity to urgent self-examination.
He turns "Screaming" into a litany from

an insider, and the guns -and -butter

Z.*

00

musings of "No More War" into a hope-

less plea. Jimmy moans, "No more

war-please," and the impact by
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scend psychosexual barriers the way
the old jazz greats did the racial ones.
Frank Lovece
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every note-and that ought to tran-
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song's end is something far more tangible than anything Boy George creates with "War, war is stupid."
The four -person Uptown Horns that
accompany the three -member band
supply Sommerville with more accents
than an average day at the U.N. Like
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The Best of Gary "U.S." Bonds

Porky's Revenge! Original Sound-

MCA 905, $3.98.

track: Dave Edmunds and Various Art-

Sound: OK
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race a little, you'll really enjoy this one.
It also sports fine liner notes and better-than-expected sound.
Michael Tearson

Performance: B -

Sound: C +
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U.S. Bonds and The American Men
Phoenix PRT-0072, $8.98. (Available
from Phoenix Records and Tapes, 201
East 61st St., New York, N.Y. 10021.)

Bonds hits from the early '60s, for
the most part long out of print, reappear on the collection that is part of
MCA's new $3.98 -list -price series.
There are 10 songs included. If titles
like "New Orleans," "Having So Much
Fun," "School Is Out" and, of course,
"Quarter to Three" make your heart

Performance: Originals

ists

Columbia JS 39983.

Standing in the Line of Fire is a solid
piece of working -man's rock from Gary
U.S. Bonds. Musically, it is quite con-

Sound: C+

sistent with the two fine albums he
made under the aegis of fellow New
Jerseyites Bruce Springsteen and

Whatever you think of the endless
parade of gross comedies that have
followed the surprise success of Por-

Steve Van Zandt, a style I'm starting to
call Jersey Rock.

ky's (and I find them reprehensibly bad
movies), the soundtrack music for Por-

As his contribution, Van Zandt has

ky's Revenge! is excellent, the best

152

Performance: B+

Guess what. This is a terrific album.
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

*tar'
'NOW

1U mg. "tar, 0.8 mg. mow, ay. pet cigarette by FTC meth
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Whatever you think of the
gross Porky's movies, the
Porky's Revenge! record is
excellent, Dave Edmunds'
best album in years.

album Dave Edmunds has been party
to in ages.
Most of it is vintage rock 'n' roll, newly done gems recorded with verve and
fun at heart. Edmunds sings "Do You

S

The sound of

Wanna Dance" and "Queen of the

perfect harmony
/112813X

Hop" plus a new one he wrote for the
movie, "High School Nights." He also
contributes the instrumental title song.
Clarence Clemons' big sax is here for

the "Peter Gunn Theme," Jeff Beck
sails through "Sleepwalk," Willie Nelson croons "Love Me Tender," and

!Rua

Mau

The Fabulous Thunderbirds do a swell

job on Lloyd Price's "Stagger Lee."
George Harrison sings a new Bob Dylan song, "I Don't Want to Do It." Then
there's a Charlie Rich chestnut, "Phila-

delphia Baby," performed by The
Crawling King Snakes: Robert Plant,
Phil Collins, Paul Martinez, and Edmunds. Finally, there's "Blue Suede
Shoes" done by the man who wrote it,
Carl Perkins, backed by two erstwhile
-ELEDY'4E 4COUSTIC PESEARCH

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service .3Erd

Stray Cats, Slim Jim Phantom and Lee
Rocker.

The recording is very basic-nothing special, but nothing to get in the
way of a real good time.
I

plan to avoid the movie, but the

music from Porky's Revenge! makes a
wonderful party record.
Michael Tearson
Now the famous KICKERTM' sound

The nw

Jimension
in car
audio

is available for m3pe vehicles than
ever before!
The KICKER Classic"" is a self- contained stereo speaker system less
than 31/2 inches high ... perfect for re
deck mounting in cars ... and packed
with an incredible high-performance kick.
Great for vanE, pickups, fastbac
and hatchbacks, :co.
Hear The KICKER ClassiON at

better car audio specialists nationwi
Suggested list price $199.95

Country: Various Artists
Windham Hill WH-1039, digital, $9.98.
Sound: B

Performance: B+

Cal: Mark Knopfler
Mercury 822 769 M-1, $8.98.

Sound: B -

Performance: B +

At the outset, let it be noted that
have not seen either of the films from
which these albums present soundI

track music. Thus, I can only judge the
music on its own merits.
Country is the first movie soundtrack

issued by Windham Hill, and it employs many of the artists on their roster,

notably George Winston (on piano),
Darol Anger (on violin), Mike Marshall

(on guitar and mandolin) and Mark
(sham (on piano and brass). Charles

Gross composed the score. Gross'
overwhelming influence is Aaron Copland and the grand sweep of his music, something openly acknowledged
in the album's thank-yous. The score is

reverent and spacious, conveying
'212 South Man Stillwater, OK 74074 (405) 624-04.51
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The current availability of high performance automotive loudspeakers coupled with high qua ity sourd sources, such as real time cassettes and compact discs, creates a fundamental need for a new breed
of mobile amplifier. The Infinity MRA-150 will allow greater recovery of
ambience, musical :imbre and dy.namic range than any competing design;
it will provide the power and stability to drive all speakers, including the
most inefficient, to satisfying volume levels. There's no longer any reason
for the music to get lost in the electronics.

SPECIFICATIONS

75 watts RMS per channel ,mo 4 ohms at less than 1% THDat 1k-2
60
PMS per cyannel into 4 ohms, 20 Hz - 2C kHz at less ha 0.25% THD.
90 itatts RMS per channel Imo 2 ohms at less than 1% THD at 1k-2.
FEATURES

Automate sn,Jr.offirecycle circuits protect agains- dead baste-ler,
short circuits and thermal overload.
Tightly regulated,pulse w,dtn modulated power supply.
Made ,n U.S.A.

We get you back to what it's

about. Music.

In'inity Systems, Inc. 9409 Owensmouth Avenue Chatswor:h, CA 91311 - (818) 709-9400
-
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Mark Knopfler's warm,
undeniably Irish -sounding
score for Cal talks directly
to the dreams and longings
of the human spirit.

open country and farmland and big
skies and a slower pace of life than
found in cities-all of which is surely
appropriate for a film called Country.

The digital recording here is up to
Windham Hill's usual standards of excellence. Clarity is superb, from Winston's soft, solo piano passages to dy-

namic, fully orchestrated pieces like
the stirring "The Auction." This album
is blessed with music that is uplifting

hy play with
hing less than a full dec
Toshiba has a new cassette recorder you're going to be nuts
about. It has double decks, so you can get twice the playing time. With
auto -reverse in both decks, AM/FM stereo, high speed dubbing capability,
in Touch with Tornorrow
detachable speakers, even a 5 -band graphic
equalizer. In fact, the RT-7085 has so much to
offer you'd be crazy to pass it up.
7,m18b/3Amenca, Inc .82 Tobwa Road, Wayne, NI 07470

TOSHIBA

and undeniably American in feeling.

By comparison, Mark Knopfler's
score for Cal has an undeniably Irish
sound. Knopfler has used musicians
he knows well here. From his band,

Dire Straits, comes the excellent
rhythm section of JohnIllsley and Terry

Williams. Guy Fletcher plays keyboards, the renowned Irish folk musician Paul Brady plays tin whistle and
mandolin, and Liam O'Flynn contributes uilleann pipes.
Like the music for Country,
Knopfler's Cal talks directly to the long-

ings and dreams of the human spirit.

Enter No. 59 on Reader Service Card

Knopfler makes repeated use of a couple of very traditional -sounding

themes, much as he had done in his
first scoring assignment, for the film

1111PLY/MakiarZit

Local Hero.

The Cal soundtrack does not have
the digital -clean sound that the Country track does, but it is nonetheless a
very warm, very good -sounding record

ktAid
HIGH PERFORMANCE.

Designed to maximize
the performance of
your audio and video
equipment, all CWD
modular component
cabinets are handcrafted and lovingly hand finished from select
natural hardwoods.

of lovely music. (Mark Knopfler fans
should also watch for the forthcoming

album of his soundtrack music for
Comfort and Joy, a film written and
directed by Bill Forsyth, who did the
same for Local Hero.)

Each album has soundtrack music
that can stand on its own, apart from
the film for which it was written. As is
customary for the genre, both feature

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY.

Add as your system
grows; arrange and
rearrange our cabinets to

almost any configuration, to
fit almost any size or shape room.

recurring themes and leitmotifs as well

as music that can conjure up visual
images. And each has given me real

REMARKABLE OUALITY. From tre pre-

cision hardware to the natural oiled filish,
all CWD cabinets are fine fumit ire wit-i a look
and style you'll love and cherish for years to come.

pleasure in getting to know them.
Michael Tearson

See for yourself. For the name of the nearest deale-,

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 (In Illinois, 312-563-1745)

CWD
CUSTOM WOODWORK & DESIGN INC.

16 I

The cabinet system Shown
above 11 Dark Oak feat. res
solid wood, glass and roll wood

loom and interior lights

The Collection: Ultravox
Chrysalis FV 41490, $8.98.
Sound: B +

Also in Natural Oak and
Natural American Walnut

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system

Performance: A -

Ultravox's synthpop extravaganzas

have charmed most of Europe, but
somehow American success has eluded them. It has been said that people
156
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Those who have avoided
Ultravox because of their
long, dirgelike opuses can,
on The Collection, have just
the hits.

_FL
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who buy dance music aren't really into

Bryston announces

...

a substantial advancement to the technology of
audio power amplification.

meaning, which could be part of the
problem: Ultravox is lyrically adventur-

ous. Having blazed the trails which
Duran Duran later capitalized on, it

Bryston has been researching the science and the art of amplification
for over ten years. Recently, a breakthrough of sorts at Bryston in the

would seem that they would be a natu-

application of complementary Bipolar power -delivery systems has almost
perfectly optimised the output transfer -function, resulting in an amplifier

then again, John Cougar Mellencamp

more linear, less sensitive to loading, with smaller amounts of upper -

people who opened the door for him.
Originality and creativity have a small
part in making a career in the music

order harmonic content than previously possible without class -A biasing,
or other special compensation techniques.
We feel that anotherveil has been lifted from the amplifiers contribution

to the overall audio picture. We believe you will think so too. Write to
Bryston at the appropriate address (below) for a technical paper on
Bryston's newest advancement on the state of the art, and a list of dealers
where you can listen to the optimal amplifier (and, of course, our matching
preamplifier).

ral

for the young music audience-

sells more records than a lot of the

business, and one of Ultravox's big
problems is that they lack an appealing image. Midge Ure's attempt to be
the Clark Gable of New Music fell on its

backside, but at last he's shaved that
ridiculous mustache (at least for the
cover of this record).
So why a greatest -hits album from a
group that's had no real hits? Midge is
getting a little bit of publicity for writing

IN THE UNITED STATES

IN CANADA

:)EJECCDtaVERNIONT

IIRWS11111DMMARKETING LTD

Inu4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 0$.602

57 VVestmore Dr, Rexdole , Ontario, Conada M9V3Y6
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and performing "Feed the World (Do
They Know It's Christmas?)," and with
that bit of high profiling, who knows,
maybe some starving British pop stars
will get fed. This British quartet's U.K.
singles do sound better laid end -to -

end with one another, and, even
though there's only a smidgen of previ-

Try Audio's Classifieds

ously unreleased material here, the

The marketplace for Hi-Fi gear!

their long, dirgelike opuses can now

record stands as a strong work. Those
who have avoided Ultravox because of

have nothing but the hits, and perhaps
their record label can muster up some

promo and make "Reap the Wild
Wind" the hit it deserved to be years
ago. We're waiting for the Ure solo LP

SONEX looks
as good as it
sounds.
SONEX traps sound four times
better than rich, thick carpeting, so
just a few squares can tune your
room like recording engineers tune
their studios. It's easy to hang,
and it looks good. Write for our
color brochure, or try a box
today. Four 24" squares per box.
Send $39.95 plus $3 shipping/
handling to: 3800 Washington
Ave. No., Minneapolis,
MN 55412.

Olbruck

ourselves.

Open the Door: Pentangle
Varrick/Rounder VR-017, $8.98.
Sound: B +

Performance: B -

After nearly a decade, Pentangle
has regrouped right where it left off. In
its original form, Pentangle brought to-

gether traditional English folk music
and jazz with a strong dose of Charles
Mingus, a heady mix they still use.

The group includes legendary guitarist Bert Jansch, vocalist Jacqui
McShee, Danny Thompson on upright

bass, drummer/percussionist Terry
Cox, and guitarist/violinist Mike Piggott, who admirably replaces John
Renbourn. Piggott actually brings a
new dimension to the band with the
158
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Perfect bass...Perfect treble...
Perfect soundmforever
ROTEL introduces a refreshing new range
of audio equipment designed exclusively
to appeal to hi fi enthusiasts. Its
acceptance in the UK, where Rotel was
designed and conceived, is overwhelming.
HI Fl TODAY says "Rotel have engineered
some outstanding products which offer
amazing sound and remarkable value".
NEW HI Fl SOUND says "The sound was
open, lively, detailed and enjoyable to
listen to, and as for the RA820B amplifier,
well, it was a real gem".
WHAT HI Fl says "The most obvious
ability of Rotel is the way it allows music
to live and breathe".

HI Fl CHOICE says "The Rotel system
stands out in its ability to play records
properly. The stereo soundstage is well
defined, and with a good cartridge there is
clarity, precision, and evenness of
reproduction that allows the music to
sound lively and vivid...Quite clearly, its
performance is something special".
Listen to Rotel yourself and let's hear
what YOU have to say.

wryer

70

oHey(..,

4Qpirtc.,

P.O. Box 653, Buffalo N.Y. 14240 U.S.A. (416) 297-0599
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See dealer listing on page 182.

Mick Jagger's solo debut
re-creates The Stones'
sound without the jagged
edges, by smoothing the
roughness and mechanizing
the swing.

Now- an
ADVANCED TUNER.

With Remote Power Supply

tion of singles, singles, and more singles to put Mick back on the map. The
One very difficult thing they do magnifi- last few Stones albums have not sold
cently is to play very softly much of the all that well, perhaps due to a strained
time. Often, Cox very softly solos on relationship with their label (Atlantic).
chimes or bells, and he is beautifully This first solo album is Jagger's move
recorded at it. In addition, they perform to reclaim what's rightfully his. With a
at comfortable, leisurely tempi, need- . record as good as this one, and with
ing neither volume nor velocity to artifi- CBS putting all its weight behind it,
cially pump up excitement. They don't She's the Boss could easily sell as well
so much play with fire as with great as the last albums by Hall & Oates or
The Cars. Or Michael Jackson? Well,
warmth.
Selections range from the traditional, we'll just have to wait and see; it's
tragic ballad "Yarrow" to Milton Nasci- certainly a possibility.
But this album is more a show of
mento's "Mother Earth," plus a whole
well -honed professionalism and hoclutch of new Pentangle originals.
Album production is very tasteful. mogenization than of Mick Jagger enProducers John and Rick Chelew had tering new territory. The several prothe good sense to employ engineer ducers and multitude of players have
Jerry Boys, who recorded many of the more or less re-created The Stones'
Pentangle, Bert Jansch, and John Ren- sound, without the jagged edges, by
bourn records of the '60s and '70s. He smoothing out the roughness and
is an engineer who understands the mechanizing the swing. Perhaps this is
music he records here. The mix is very something more appealing, or perhaps
smart and the sound is top-notch, a the public does like the imperfections
fitting accompaniment to smart, as- that make Rolling Stones records a litsured performances, all of which tle more human.
The players are among the best in
makes Open the Door a very satisfying
Michael Tearson the world-Jeff Beck, Eddie Martinez,
record.
and Nile Rodgers on guitars, Michael
Shrieve on drums, Carmine Rojas playMick Jagger

addition of his violin. Their playing is
intricate, delicate, and immaculate.

Kinergetics KBT-1

Broadcast Tuner
overcomes the largest

single barrier to good
sound by radio
.

.

.

.

the broadcasting
station itself.
See your Kinergetics Dealer
and hear the difference.

Lima KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

MSR re3

6029 Reseda Blvd Tarz na, CA 91356 (8113) 3452851
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ing bass. You won't find any better
instrumentalists. As far as producers

go, Nile Rodgers' and Bill Laswell's

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

hit -making ability and credibility are indisputable.
But Jagger's solo album is the test of
whether he can make a Thriller, whether Jagger can sell not 1 or 2 million but

Place label here

8 or 10 million records-and no matter

that he's solo rather than with his
mates. The big question is whether his
potential audience for a record so obviously aimed at the mass market is as

big as Michael Jackson's. One can
only wish Jagger the best, because
with or without him, Keith Richards will

always make the kind of raw rock 'n'
roll records that satisfy in a way homogenized rock cannot. It's as if Jagger wants more production and perfection in Stones records, while Keith
wants more inspired performances;

MOVING?
Please give us 8 weeks advance
notice. Attach label with your old
address, and write in new address
below.

Name

Address

She's the Boss: Mick Jagger
Columbia FC 39940.
Performance: B+
Sound: B+

now the public will have its say.
For a debut solo album by Jagger,

City

it's at least as good as it should be.
There are no great revelations-but

State

Mick Jagger is nobody's dummy.

then again, to us Thriller was simply a
nice progression from Off the Wall.
Jon & Sally Tiven

His Royal Rubberlips has temporarily
left his mates behind to make a collecAUDIO/JUNE 1985
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

MATCHED SET
Prokofiev: Cinderella Suite. The Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra, Leonard
Slatkin.

RCA ARC1 5321, digital, $12.98.
Prokofiev: Symphony No. 5, Op. 100.
The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra,
Leonard Slatkin.
RCA ARC1 5035, digital, $12.98.
These very compatible twin recordings somehow remind me of our ubiquitous automotive twin offerings-Horizon/Omni and the like. Here you have
Prokofiev in his last and finest period,

the end of the WW II years, in two
different musical "lines," symphony
and grand ballet. The two works share
many musical components, even simi-

lar tunes, and are played, recorded
and produced by the same forces. Yet
in practice the works are basically different-like Plymouth and Dodge.

In the ballet format, Prokofiev

is

showy, episodic, tuneful and danceable, his music superbly good for any
active background listening from living
room to car to "personal cassette" with
phones. In symphonic form the same
sort of music is more highly organized
into a continuing structure as you listen. It is more massive, more demanding-not at all background, though,

perception of the magical moods of
this wry, expressive sound. Other ver-

sions are emotionally more telling,

though often (unfortunately) at the expense of the aforementioned squeals
and screeches, which happen in Prokofiev when things get too emotional.
like most "classical" works, it can be In the long run, it's better Slatkin's way.
put nicely to that use. And so you take
The recorded symphonic sound is
your choice of these, or stock up on very much in the RCA and RCA Victor
both of them for different occasions.
tradition-warm, mellow, smooth, a bit
I am astonished at the suave preci- on the distant side. The RCA engineers
sion of the present Saint Louis Sym- have preserved this characteristic
phony under Leonard Slatkin. This diffi- sound for decades right into the audiocult music is played as though the mu- phile and digital age and, here, into the
sicians had it mostly memorized and orchestra's relatively new home, Powknew its every quirk after long experi- ell Hall, first of the old vaudeville and
ence. Especially the strings, which are movie palaces to be converted to
the foundation of Prokofiev's neo-Ro- "classical." Very fine.
mantic sort of writing in this late period,
Spectacular hi-fi shows up in both
and particularly the violins, which often these works when Prokofiev wheels out
play in hard -to -tune octaves or are his big guns, notably in the symphony,

be ruled out. It has spatial components
and helps our ears to create their illusions of reality. Silence, remember, is
devoid of meaning.

Bach Jubilee. Philharmonia Virtuosi of
New York. Rchard Kapp.
CBS M 39357.
Well, well, all hail Bach's 300th birthday. By this time, Bach (not to mention
Handel and Scarlatti, the other mem-

bers of the 1685 anniversary troika)
may be coming out of your ears after

spaced two octaves up in extremely where big drums and crashing cymhigh registers. Brahms was fond of that bals combine near the middle of side
technique too (and is often played out two. That should keep our "fi" lovers
of tune), but Prokofiev's music is more
agile and gossamer, hence even more
difficult. I have never heard the music
as accurately and painlessly rendered!
It can squeal and screech unmerciful-

ly, and often does in less meticulous
playing.

Slatkin is a cool, precise leader but
never mechanical, nor is the music unshaped.
feel he lacks a bit in the
I
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happy, whatever the playing format.
would not call the LP surfaces ideal,
I

but they are unobtrusive. There is a bit
of once -per -turn thumping in a gentle
way, some faintly crackly rustling near
side end, a steady level of background
sound throughout. But note that much
of this is undoubtedly hall sound and

will appear in both cassette and CD
formats. That sort of noise should not
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

entering from every side, until you are
ready to scream for, er, Mozart. Or
Salieri. But this disc is a balm for tired
ears, very easy listening.
It's been a long time since we've had
all -instrumental Bach transcriptionsmaybe since Stokowski ceased converting Bach into prime Tchaikovsky.
He did a good job in his way, introduc-

tubes bound together side to side, centuries of, shall I say, R&D, and you
which would give out a breathy sort of

find it in Romania as a folk instrument.

tune if you puffed hard enough over Romania isn't far from Greece, so the
their open tops. A beer or soda bottle connection must have been direct.
will do the same, sort of like a horse Now-the thing goes classical, thanks
trying to neigh. Wh0000h. Not exactly a to Simion Stanciu, the Romanian player

sound for Mozart, let alone that ami- who calls himself Syrinx. Maybe it
able flute composer for Frederick the should be Syrinx II?
What he plays is not to be believed.
Great, Johann Joachim Quantz.

ing at least the basics of Bach to a
large multitude of those who would
never have listened otherwise. Now we

are remarkably more sophisticated,
and I include every hi-fi man and woman I know. We like Baroque music; it's
even in the supermarkets, or was until

Mozart/Salieri took over. No longer
must Bach be violently doctored into
some kind of schmaltz for the general

public. But we still distrust Bach's
voices, solo or chorus.

So-no voices in this recording. In
the places where they belong, instruments take over. Many of the pieces
were never intended for voices, being
for Bach orchestra or for organ. But the

ex -vocal pieces make for pleasing
contrast.

It's an excellent record by any standard. Excellent as jubilant background
music with a big, Baroque beat. Excellent, too, in the sensible, intelligent
playing, right in tempo, right in the
easy ornamentation, very right in the

solo organ of Edward Brewer, even
right in most of the instruments that
sub for the voices that aren't there. No

heavyweight atmosphere at all-in

fact, the thing is a bit kooky; one piece
is described by the conductor as "rambunctious." How's that for Bach? Best
of all, in addition to the fine organ there
is a pair of really excellent trumpets, by
any Bach standards.
predict Bach
Jubilee will be your favorite fun record
in no time at all.
I

Syrinx Plays Bach, Mozart and
Quantz. L'Orchestre de Chambre de
Lausanne, Armin Jordan; Syrinx (Simion Stanciu), Pipes of Pan.

Erato 75187 (RCA import), digital,
$10.98.

Out of sheer curiosity, pulled this
album from a pile of recent Erato releases. Pipes of Pan? Mozart? What
goes on here?
I

The only panpipes I'd ever heard
were for kids, a few flimsy, hollow
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

Never underestimate man's ingenuity! Especially over a stretch of millennia, since the first Pipes of Pan entered

He starts with the little, high-speed

old Greek mythology. Pan, the man
with goat's hindquarters who chased
nymphs in the forest, scared one of
them, Syrinx, into a pond, where he

here with superb ease and no short-

turned her into a reed and cut out appropriate pieces to make a pipe. Obvi-

ously the panpipe was well-known
even then. It is perhaps the Original
Musical Instrument. Give it numberless

Bach "Badinerie," a test for any flutist,
not to mention flautist; it is tossed off

ness of breath. Then comes the
Quantz flute concerto, followed by the
familiar Mozart "Flute Concerto in G,"
the real test. It is quite lovely.

You can see the instrument in the
album jacket's photos, some 22 graded pipes with open tops, set into a sort
of metal tray at the bottom and bound
163

Simion Stanciu plays the
panpipes with astonishing
speed and lightness. I am
baffled; I do not understand
how he does it.

together side by side. No finger holes,
no keys, not even a mouthpiece. Absolutely elemental and primitive. And yet
the sounds it produces are rich, virtuoso, moving faster than the modern flute
itself, variable in tone color over a wide

of other instruments at various mo- to, soaring from soft to loud and
ments, often a high-pitched recorder, back-anything that a flute can do,
with the same cuddly, gentle low tones
and startlingly loud high notes, but just

range, very human and expressive-

as often a woody, clanky xylophone
sound-or little bells, perhaps metal
tubes. It can play tones that are pure

remarkable! It suggests a whole batch

and flat, or juicy sounds rich with vibra-

and more.

But what is most astonishing is the
speed and lightness with which it is
played. I am baffled. I do not understand how it can be done. Not only
very fast. scales, easy to do with the
pipes right next to each other, but also

broken chords, arpeggios at high
speed, elaborate and very musical ornaments, trills-anything. All, as far as
I can see, by sidewise motion of head
and supporting hands.
Moreover, though the "natural scale"
of the instrument is G, and hence the
choice of two concerti in that key, there
seems to be all the chromatic notes in
between, as well. If so, how do you
play a fast scale, skipping many of the

pipes, sounding others? Beats me.
Whatever it is, the technique is easily
equal to anything this fairly difficult mu-

sic demands from the modern flute
player.

A good deal of the music must be
moved higher, up an octave, to fit into
the instrument's limits-no great harm
done and the sense gets through un-

impeded, more clearly than in most
flute versions. A willing little Swiss orchestra goes along for a lively backing.
I have only one complaint-the inserted cadenzas are awful. Too bad. One
of them seems to have been edited in
and sounds out of tune. Fortunately,
they are short.

Mahler: Symphony No. 4. The Wiener
Philharmoniker, Lorin Maazel; Kathleen
Battle, soprano.
CBS IM 39072, digital.

Most of our music on records these
days is international, combining technicians and performers from the most

diverse areas of the globe. CBS, in

BREAK the sonic

bonds of everyday audio.
Let London Compact Discs liberate you ""
from distortion, surface noise, compressed dynamic range.
Almost 200 titles to choose from, each created to satisfy the most
discerning compact discophile. Clarity and excitement you'd
never have imagined possible, with nothing between
you and the music.
A- COMPACT

"Dutoit is...the new conducting star
of the digital era." NEW YORK TIMES
© 1985 London/PolyGrom Records, Inc.
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particular, is so determinedly international in its releases that sometimes it
is hard to figure out who may have set
the recording procedures or chosen
the music. But there are determined
musical nationalists still around, too,
notably the Viennese. After all, Mahler
belongs to that city, more or less. As
do plenty of other composers.
The collaboration here just doesn't

work. Yes-there is a typically Viennese way of playing, right from the
164
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In Mahler's Fourth
Symphony, with Lorin
Maazel conducting, the
Viennese mix is all mixed
up. The music drags and
seems shapeless.
beginning, a sort of pleasantly loose,
frowzy, yet aristocratic sound, expressive but not too accurate. Under the
right circumstances, this playing is de-

ceptive-it can be superbly good,
frowzy or no (just as a steely, mechanical perfection can be deadly dull).
Here, under Lorin Maazel, late out of

the Cleveland's steely perfection (not
usually dull, however!), the Viennese
mix is all mixed up. The music drags
and seems shapeless, the instruments
are at odds, as though playing without

understanding-Mahler, one of their
very own! Everybody is trying hard but

nobody seems to know quite what is
going on. The musicians seem to be
baffled by whatever Maazel is trying to

do. They sound unrehearsed, fuzzy.

Again, the Vienna Philharmonic-in
Mahler!
I've watched Maazel rehearse and
was struck by a certain cold efficiency,
not the sort of thing to soften Viennese
hearts. But Vienna can be obstinate.
Perhaps it is just that Maazel conducts
a bit differently. And so the musicians
flounder, perhaps a wee bit deliberately? Could be.
But curious-more confusion enters
with the soprano solo. Kathleen Battle
is unexpectedly far off in the distance,

as though offstage or behind the orchestra, or maybe someone forgot to
open up her mike? This could be the
latest in "all -natural" recording technique, undoing decades of close-up

solo sound a few inches from the
(home) listening ear, but it only adds to

the disarray in this case. The quieter

Mozart: Violin Concerto No. 4 in D,
K.218; Adagio, K.261; Rondos, K.373
and 269. The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. Pinches Zukerman.
CBS 37839.

Sometimes a top celebrity like Pinchas Zukerman-the very epitome of

the young, musical VIP, into every me-

dium you ever heard of including all
the talk shows-is able to reach a state
of total equanimity that is impervious to
the pressures of such a life. You reach

the top-what else? Relax, relax (but
keep right on going). Strange! That's
what we hear on this very pleasing
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tiful music

in the

tones of the song are almost inaudible,
so far away that the continuity is easily
lost. Disturbing side -wall reflections
make it even harder to pinpoint where

she is on the stereo stage. A disembodied soprano ghost, an apparition!
Not good.

All in all, this rates as a surprisingly
ineffective performance for a first -line

aggregation. How much more of an
impact and purpose there is, for instance, in the ancient Bruno Walter recording, still available in a modern Od-

yssey LP transfer. There are others,
including a different recording by Maazel himself, in case you want to make
comparisons. The Walter is, of course,

the classic version; the alternate by
Maazel is with the Berlin Radio Or-

Fl EVOX
1425 Elm

Hill Pike,

1
N ashvill

,

TN 3721

chestra on Nonesuch.
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Very few companies selling car stereos are real audio companies. With 75 years of experience reproducing sound,
Denon simply wishes to point out the level of their home audio technology present in the new DC -series of car audio
equipment.
For example, the only audio components-home or auto-offering the level of circuit sophistication found on the
new Denon Car Audio DCA-3250 Power Amplifier are Denon's own top -of -the -line receiver and separates.
Similarly, the Dynamic Range Expansion circuitry found on Denon's new Car Audio DCR-7600 AM/FM Stereo
Tuner/Cassette Deck otherwise can be found only on Denon's DE -70 Dynamic Equalizer.
The differences between Denon car and Denon home audio equipment will become apparent the moment you sit
behind the wheel. To build car audio for people who love good sound as much as fine cars, Denon created a very limited,
ultra -high quality range of car audio components, specifically engineered to become part of the automobile. Controls fall
to hand and information is displayed with the driver clearly in mind.
For the car lover, Denon Car Audio does more than offer true auto high fidelity-it becomes an integral part of the
thrill of driving.

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006 201-575-7810
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Finally,
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Pinchas Zukerman's
performance of the Mozart
violin concerto is relaxed
and friendly, and its sense
is beautifully conveyed.
Pinchas Zukerman

works using this title! Pap. Nothing
more! Astonishing how dull some big
composers can be at times, for one
reason or another. May they rest in
peace-and silence. I mean the dull

Mozart record. I was won over in mo-

ments-I haven't enjoyed the little violin concerto as much in years. It is
indeed entirely relaxed and friendly,
yet not one of its points is missed; the
sense is beautifully conveyed in human terms. This was no hack recording job, though other, more ambitious
artists might have considered it so.
Of course, there are as many ways
of playing Mozart as there are record-

works.

But suddenly, the last little waltz on
side one perks up, with familiar tunes
from the opera "Oberon," Weber's last
work. Yet the waltz was supposedly
written 40 years sooner! Instead, per-

ings of this music, which takes up side
one of the disc. The oldest versions are

of the "miniaturist" school, jewel-like
and artfully tiny, denying Mozart his

right to be a real human being.

Throughout the 19th century he suffered this fate alongside the Romantic
behemoths. Then, in the early 20th
century, came the precious -but -per-

fect school, ever so chaste and exact-very, very beautiful for the ultra connoisseur though not many others
could take it. Now we have Pinchas,
and at last the brave little composer

haps he wrote a mature potboiler at the
time of the opera. By that age, at least

with the rather close miking of the solo
violin, which seems placed only a few
feet from you. But this is standard for
all big-time, virtuoso soloists and probably is what most listeners expect as a
matter of course. The bigger the name,
the closer the miking. No wonder firsttime concert -goers are shocked by the

tiny "live" sound of solo performers,

unmiked, far away on the concert

stage! At least in the music of Mozart,
comes down to earth as a man for all of who played for small audiences, a halflike it. I particularly way technique is ideal, not close but
like the remarkably slow, unhurried not distant either.

tempi throughout, giving all the time

he could write very listenable pap, as
you will notice if you misguidedly buy

this disc-there are several minutes'
worth. And at the tail end of side two is

an adagio and rondo that suddenly,
wonder of wonders, sounds like the
real Carl Maria von Weber. Lovelybut short.

The French winds are traditionally
sharp and edgy in sound, and they
occasionally indulge in their traditional
privilege of playing out of tune. Especially the solo oboe, which happens to
be played by the director. All in all, an
unhappy introduction to the seamy
side of this fine composer.

needed for every Mozartean twist. like
I

the informality, the casual expertise- Carl Maria von Weber: Music for
the music really does ask for it. Su- Winds. Wind Ensemble, Jean-Claude
perb, and it's for everybody, not in the Malgoire.
least esoteric. That's what this perfor- CBS M 39011.
mance says.
Beware of the musicologists when

Side two is played similarly, but
there are three, unconnected, single
movements instead of another com-

they start collecting all the works of this
or that composer. Or a music publisher
who decides to print every last piece of

plete concerto. They are most unfortu- a certain kind-say, wind music. This

nately juxtaposed in the sound-they record is the result of just such an
contrast in their keys, and we jump and
flounder in dismay as each new piece
seems for a moment all out of tune. I do
not know who put the three pieces to-

endeavor.

gether (all alternative movements to
the concerti), but somebody should

his unforgettable concerted works, notably with clarinet. One of the best! But

Carl Maria von Weber's operas are

famous-everybody knows the tunes
in the overtures-as are numerous of

have realized that it doesn't work, how-

except for the short final bands on

ever nice it seems on paper. So side
two is downgraded. Still, side one is

each side, this turns out to be the dullest music you will ever hope to hear.

marvelous.

Most of

Don't fail to note that Zukerman is
the conductor as well as the soloist.
Thus, not only the relaxed playing but
the restfully slow tempi and the whole
conception of the music in both solo
and orchestra are his. suspect the

wouldn't necessarily mean it is unlistenable. All I can say is that the young

I

it

Jean-Claude
Malgoire

is very early-but that

Weber was a hack or a moron, or
worse. There are five waltzes, more like
the little country dances of Mozart and
Beethoven. But if those dances are in-

Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra learned

significant, these pieces are far more
a lot about Mozart during these CBS so. They're vapid. The same for a short
sessions.
Afterthought:
168
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"Concertino" for oboe and windswas not too happy such a far cry from the later Weber
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Where else will your

-noney perform such
wonders, says the multitalented Paul Anka!
Wolf Trap Center is
unique. America's one
and only national park

dedicated to the
performing arts.
Ind right now it needs
your help to complete
recovery from the fire
of two years ago.
It's come back part of
the way. The Filene
Center is again thrilling
audiences with brilliant
performances of everything from ballet to bluegrass... jazz and opera to
symphony and show

Paul Anka

music...the whole rich
repertoire of our performing heritage.
Wolf Trap does more
than entertain. It challenges and it teaches. And
it belongs all of us.
So a gift to Wolf Trap
is a gift to yourself.
Help it come all the
way back- its wonders to
perform anew.

Answer the call of Wolf Trap.
Yes, I want to help Wolf Trap with a TAX DEDUCTIBLE
gift of

Payment Enclosed
Bill me
Sorry, I can't contribute at this time, but please send
me information on Wolf Trap Farm Park For The
Performing Arts
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

Mail to: Wolf Trap, Box 5000, Vienna, Va. 22180

1
1
1
1

1

11
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

JAZZ & BLUES

UNION AND REUNION
Together for the First Time,The White Winds: Andreas Vollenweider
Great Reunion: Louis Armstrong and Columbia/FM FM 39963.
Duke Ellington. Trummy Young, tromPerformance: B
bone; Barney Bigard, clarinet; Mort Sound: B+

Herbert, bass; Danny Barcelona,
drums.

Andreas Vollenweider, a Swiss elec-

tro-harpist, is the reigning guru of the

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFSL 2-

New Age music movement, which

155, two -record set.

seeks out harmony and spiritual fulfill-

These two LPs, originally produced
by Bob Thiele for Roulette Records in
1961, have been completely remastered and pressed in state-of-the-art

virgin vinyl by Mobile Fidelity Sound

ment in a relaxing, nonaggressive
sound. Because of the novel, plaintive
voice of his electric harp and his penchant for lyrical, sweet melodies, Vollenweider is the first New Age musician

Lab via Victor Company of Japan. This to cross over into something resemis no small matter, for records released bling the mainstream.
Until now, sweet has been the operin this country have for years used infe-

rior pressings-and the sound quality ative word for Vollenweider's music.
His first two records, Behind the Garhas suffered. But not here.
It is to Thiele's credit that he got the den and Caverna Magica, were lush
two greatest jazz artists America has affairs, full of quivering electronic atproduced into a recording studio at a mospheres, happy-go-lucky vocal
time when their powers of invention Louis Armstrong, Bob Thiele
were at their peaks. Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington

touches and Vollenweider's ever-present harp. He showed a sensitive feel
on those albums, playing on his instrument's strengths to produce a
plucked, romantic lyricism. However,
all too often his pervasively naive innocence got drowned in a rush of saccharine. He played an adult's idea of
children's music, and the first thing I'd
do after listening to one of these records would be to brush my teeth. But
on White Winds, excessive sweetness
is an aberration. Only "Flight Feet and
Root Hands" is a throwback to the earlier albums; its light -funk rhythm and
cloying harp line sound like outtakes
from Sesame Street.

White Winds indicates a new, more
mature direction for Vollenweider. The
sweet airiness is modulated by a darker moodiness. After two LPs he's dis-

and Duke Ellington each knew and respected the other's achievements, and

of course their paths had crossed
through the years, but no attempt had
been made to bring them together until
Thiele managed it in 1961.
There is masterful playing by everyone on the album, making the kind of
music every young musician and jazz
fan ought to be listening to. These musicians were concerned not only with
"swinging" and playing beautiful music, but with producing a sound, and

this is what they did. Armstrong and
his all-star band, with the one -and -only
Duke Ellington leading from the piano,
interpret Ellington's compositions from

"Mood Indigo," "The Mooche," "Black

and Tan Fantasy," "In My Solitude"
and "Cottontail," through "Do Nothin'

Till You Hear from Me" and "Just
Squeeze Me," to more relatively recent

numbers like "Azalea" and a blues
piece titled "The Beautiful American.'
It is obvious everyone concerned had

a ball. What they have given us is a
legacy which is only now being properly understood.
My only complaint is that it would

have made sense to have Stanley
Dance update the original liner notes,
because all the participants except
drummer Barcelona have passed on,
making this reissue all the more valuable. Otherwise it is highly recommended.
Frank Driggs
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ords played on the lighter, more accessible brightness of his musical me-

lange, White Winds shows a darker,
introspective side that balances a joy
of life with a bit of pathos and apprehension of the unknown. His music is
richer, because he now seems to draw

also wiser and more concise with age.
Rarely has The Art Ensemble's mu-

sic been captured so perfectly on vinyl. Unlike so many jazz recordings

that at best capture a good performance, The Third Decade is an audio
journey, tailored for the intimacy and

from the knowledge of life as well as space of your stereo system. It's a jazz
fantasy. With White Winds Andreas recording that knows it's a record.
Even in their wildest, most revoluVollenweider has come of age.
John Diliberto tionary days, The AEC was a history
The Third Decade: The Art Ensemble
of Chicago
ECM 25014-1E.

Andreas Vollenweider

Sound: B

Performance: A+

The Art Ensemble of Chicago (AEC)

covered that a little discord can be is that rare commodity, an institution
good that, in fact, complete harmony that continues to evolve and change.
can be an utter bore. The crescendo of The AEC swept out of the Windy City
cries on "The Stone" would not have 20 years ago with what was then conappeared on an earlier Vollenweider sidered to be an iconoclastic brew of
recording. And it brings a mildly ca- free jazz, African rhythms, and political
tharti
release of tension that's re- polemic. They called it "Great Black
solved in the gentle melodies of Music-Ancient to the Future." Twenty
"Pha:;es of the Three Moons." It's this years later they're still true to their origisort )f tension -release -resolve move- nal vision and just as iconoclastic, but
ment that makes White Winds Vollenweider's most engaging record yet.
Write Winds is a transglobal recordIn the time since John Diliberto
ing that succeeds as a coherent synlast contributed to our Jazz & Blues
thesi 3, rather than being an unnatural
department (which makes its reapgraft Vollenweider and his musicians
pearance here after too long an abuse an array of stringed, percussive,
sence), he has been the recipient of
and wind instruments that would make
an ethnomusicologist cry in envy. Pan-

pipe:;, water drums, anklongs, lutes,
bass clarinets, tablas, and a host of
other musical exotica supplement the
sound of Vollenweider's custom-made,
electronically enhanced harp. With im-

maculate engineering by Eric Merz
(whose sound manipulations justifiably

place: him in the musicians' credits),
Vollenweider orchestrates a translucent maze of twists and turns where
otherworldly tableaus appear around
eacf. corner.
Vcilenweider walks in a verdant for-

est for the mind. Plucked koto lines
stalk ominously; breathy panpipes caress you like moist breezes, and the
poly, hythmic counterpoint of a gam elan like orchestra dazzles you. When

his harp emerges like the sun from
behi id storm clouds, it is mesmerizing
in thy; symmetry of its digital delays.

Where previous Vollenweider recAUDIC /JUNE 1985

two major radio awards. His 26 -part
documentary series, Totally Wired:
Artists in Electronic Sound, took first

prize in the music category of the
Major Armstrong Awards, which are
administered by the Armstrong Memorial Research Foundation at Co-

lumbia University's Engineering
School. The series, broadcast on
more than 50 public radio stations,
also received a Community Radio
Award from the National Federation
of Community Broadcasters.
Totally Wired, which Diliberto co -

produced with Kimberly Haas

in

Philadelphia, documented the art of
electronic music through interviews
with more than 40 leading figures in
electronic sound. The pair are now
working on a 13 -part follow-up, Totally Wired Mark II, which will feature
Laurie Anderson, Giorgio Moroder,
Robert Fripp and many others.

lesson of jazz and black music. That
hasn't changed on The Third Decade,
an album containing six wildly different
pieces, yet generating coherency that

can only come from a unified, collective consciousness.
The opening track, "Prayer for Jimbo

Kwesi," sets the tone with a solemn,
droning synthesizer line. Yes, said
synthesizer. The members of The Art
I

Ensemble are purists of substance, not

form, and Joseph Jarman's debut of
his new synthesizer is carefully integrated into the organic firmament of
The AEC soundscape. From the swell-

ing shroud of synthesizer and bells
emerges a simple melodic lament. It's

voiced on the synthesizer first, then
handed to one flute, and then another
in a detailed tone poem that turns from
somberness to quiet affirmation.
From poignant reflection to exuber-

ant celebration, The Art Ensemble
launches into "Funky AECO," bringing
"hip -hop" music into the avant-garde.
Percussionist Don Moye and bassist
Malachi Favors set a dirty -blues, four on -the -floor vamp. Lester Bowie's raucous trumpet solo laces through horn
choruses that collide with the honks,
171

Junior Mance's new album,
Truckin' and Trackin',
seems to be an attempt to
get a toe in the commercial
market. I wish him well.

squawks, and whooshes of bike horns
and synthesizer.
"Scratch" music has never sounded
as spontaneously joyous as on "Funky
AECO" nor as symphonic as its classical counterpart, "The Bell Piece." "The

worthy foil for the type of blues playing
that has become almost de rigueur in
some segments of the population. My
problem with it is that I was weaned on
the blues as played by such long -for-

trio. Then he added the polished and

gotten and hallowed names from the
past as Jimmy Yancey, Cripple Clarence Lofton, Roosevelt Sykes, Pete
Johnson, Meade Lux Lewis, Memphis
Slim, and Leroy Carr. Consequently
I've always found it difficult to accept
any other kind of blues playing. Kansas City artists such as Count Basie,
Jay McShann and Mary Lou Williams,

swinging solo talents of trombonist

or Texans like Lloyd Glenn and Charles

Jimmy Knepper and flutist Frank Wess,
who plays with a big, warm sound.

Brown, all managed to make me be-

eyes and blows a dark, tenor soliloquy.
This record gets into a groove right
The rhythm team of Moye/Favors is a away and maintains it throughout. That
key ingredient to The Ensemble's unity. alone is sufficient to earn my recomThe elaborate polyrhythms are driven mendation. Katz has selected compowith a relentless, muscular assurance, sitions by Oscar Pettiford, George
yet it's full of detail and warmth. On Gershwin, John Coltrane, Thelonious
"Zero" they go back to the roots of Monk and J. J. Johnson to display his

can't argue with anyone wanting to

Piece" echoes Edgar Varese's
"Ionizations," except Varese didn't Katz's first as a leader in 15 years, is
have a scurrying, Roscoe E. Mitchell no exception.
soprano sax run and Bowie's answerKatz brought together drummer Al
Bell

ing trumpet guffaw over the sirens and
percussion of "Ionizations."

If "Funky AECO" is a party, then
"Walking in the Moonlight," written by
Mitchell's father, is for when everyone
has gone home but there's still dancing in your head. Mitchell closes his

Harewood, whom he refers to as "Mr.
Time," and the fine young bassist Marc
Johnson, who worked in Bill Evans' last

lieve what they played. This does not.

swing and a fiery three-part horn own eclectic piano playing, which

chorus that frames Jarman's sophisti- ranges from understated to driving and
cated, urbane alto solo.
even moves into stride style on Monk's
Finally, the title track: It's a summa- "Friday the 13th" in most satisfactory

tion, a celebration, and a launching fashion.
pad for the future. A lengthy, ritual perKnepper may be called a modern
cussion dance gives way to the sirens player (whatever that is), but he has
of the city. Those are real sirens, wail-

The Art Ensemble of Chicago is an
American treasure. They change, but
they never deviate from the integrity of
their vision. If you seek truth in music,
you can begin your search with The
John Diliberto
Third Decade.

In High Profile: Dick Katz
Bee Hive 7016. (Available from Bee
Hive Jazz Records, 1130 Colfax St.,
Evanston, III. 60201.)

Pianist Dick Katz has had a long and
varied career in jazz but has had comparatively few chances to record as a

play this way, or having arrived at this
style after many years in the business,
but I myself can't work up any enthusiasm for it.
Some 20 years ago, Junior Mance
did an album for Riverside, playing a
lot of blues that paid more homage to
the true masters of this particular part

of jazz-and it came off. Truckin' and
Trackin' seems to be somewhat of an
attempt to get a toe in the commercial
market. I wish him well. Frank Driggs

deep roots, and Wess has covered all

ing and screaming and transmuting bases on flute for more years than any
into the horns of The AEC. The Art of us might care to remember.
Ensemble of Chicago can still call on
This is a fine, fine recording and a
reserves of anger, pain, and energy in
a torrent of vital, free soloing.
That's how they leave us, in a searing explosion of sound that is certain to
resonate for many decades to come.

I

credit to all concerned. Frank Driggs

Fugitive: Mark Wenner and Switchblade

Whitewall Records, $8. (Available
from Whitewall Records, c/o Nighthawks, P.O. Box 757, McLean, Va.
22101.)

Truckin' and Trackin': Junior Mance
with David "Fathead" Newman

Bee Hive 7015. (Available from Bee
Hive Jazz Records, 1130 Colfax St.,
Evanston, Ill. 60201.)

This is an attractive looking album,
the first this well -liked, veteran pianist
has recorded in the U.S. for some time,
since Junior Mance, by his own admission, prefers to stay an acoustic jazz
artist. The package includes a nicely
printed, four -page, photo profile of Junior Mance's career, a worthwhile promotional effort on both the artist's and

the label's behalf, and one which

I

heartily applaud.
Having said this, I wish I could say I
liked the music more. Mance has cer-

Sound: C

Performance: B

Mark Wenner is best known as the
amazing harmonica player of Nighthawks. Fugitive is his side project, an
album of spirited, rocking rhythm and
blues, country, and rockabilly reflect-

ing Wenner's own eclectic tastes.
Highlights include his own nasty arrangement of "Sixteen Tons" with a
rocking rhumba beat, Merle Haggard's
"Lonesome Fugitive," Little Richard's
"Rip It Up" and a stomping version of

"Wash My Hands in Muddy Water."
The recording is faithful to the roughand-tumble attitude that characterizes
Wenner's work.

The album is a fitting companion to

combo leader. This is a shame, beNighthawk's catalog of no-nonsense
cause he always finds a method by tainly paid his dues in a career that rhythm and blues, the kind of stuff that
which to make music that has lasting goes back almost 40 years, and in makes even a gray, snowy day feel
Michael Tearson
value. This new release on Bee Hive, David "Fathead" Newman he has a sunny.
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Audio Visions, West Babylon
Aunco Sound, New York
Eardrum, Nanuet
The Electronic Workshop, New York
Innovative Audio. Brooklyn
JSG Audio. Binghamton
Lyric Stereo HIFI. New York, White Plains
Performance Audio Video, Freeport
Sid Smith Audio New York
Sound by Singer, New York
The Sound Concept, Rochester

SOUTH CAROLINA
Read Brothers, Charleston
Upstairs Audio, W. Columbia

Wise Audio,Greenville
TENNESSEE
Opus 2. Memphis
Sound Effects, Nashville
Underground Sound, Memphis
TEXAS
Arnold 8 Morgan Music, Dallas, Garland
Audio Concepts. Austin
Audio Concepts, Houston
The Audio File. Austin
Audio Pro'Philes, Houston
Audio Source, San Antonio
Bunkley Sound System. Abilene
Hi Fidelity. Lubbock
Hillcrest High Fidelity, Dallas
Omni Sound, Dallas
Sound Quest, El Paso
Stereo South, Grand Prairie

UTAH
Audio Design, Salt Lake City
Limited Audio, Salt Lake City

VIRGINIA
Audio Art. Richmond
Digital Sound, Virginia Beach
Ear Food, Old Town Winchester
Excalibur Audio, Alexandria
High C Stereo, Leesburg

WASHINGTON
Audio Connection, Seattle
Definitive Audio, Seattle
Hoffman Stereo, Spokane
Optimum Sound, Seattle

Sound Systems. Nesconset

Sensible Stereo, College Park

Stereo Emporium, Buffalo
Stereo Exchange. New York
Stereo One, E Rochester
Village Multitrack. Rochester

WISCONSIN
Audio Analyst, Madison

NORTH CAROLINA
Audio Advice, Raleigh
Audio Salon, Charlotte
Taylor House, Denver

OHIO
Performance Audio. Cleveland
Play It Again Sam. Lakewood

OKLAHOMA
Audio Classics. Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions. Oklahoma City
Audiophile Systems by Youngblood,
Oklahoma City
The Phonograph, Tulsa

Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card

Audio Shop. Racine
HiFi Heaven, Green Bay
House of Hi Fidelity, River Falls
Salon I, Wisconsin Rapids
Sound Investments, Glendale
Sound Seller. Marinette

WYOMING
Casper Sound Studio, Casper

CANADA

Distributed by May Audio Marketing,
Longueuil, Que.

PUERTO RICO

On Top Audio. Santorce

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$1.40 per word. MINIMUM charge

PER AD, PER INSERTION $33. All centered or
spaced lines $11.

Audiophile's Corner

0, fElEflflETT faun° CORPORRT1011
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A whole new generation of
amplified speakers

NON BUSINESS ADS -95c per word, MINIMUM

P.O. BOX 565

charge PER AD. PER INSERTION $17. All centered
or spaced lines at $9.

RESEDA, CA 91335

(818)3451608
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A Phono Cartridge is Like a Violin
No two sound exactly alike. We recommend the
Alpha I moving coil cartridge by Monster Cable for its
purity in sound and consistancy in manufacturing.
What it extracts from the record grooves is nothing short

of phenomenal. Audition it at:
ELITE ELECTRONICS
20149-A Stevens Creek Blvd. Cupertino. CA 996-2400

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.65
extra per word. One point ruled box is $12.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry. we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO, CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER

RETAIL DISPLAY ALLOWANCE

ATTENTION ALL MAGAZINE RETAILERS: CBS
Magazines, the Consumer Publishing Division of CBS
Inc., is pleased to announce a Retail Display Allow-

ance available to all retailers interested in earning a
display allowance on AUDIO. The display allowance
will be paid upon your fulfillment of the terms and
conditions of the formal agreement which will be sent
to you upon request. To obtain full details and a copy
of the formal agreement, please write to CBS Magazine Marketing, CBS Magazines. the Consumer Publishing Division of CBS Inc., One Fawcett Place,

Greenwich, Connecticut 06830. This plan will become

ellective with all issues of AUDIO delivered to you
subsequent to the date your formal Retail Display

ATTENTION READERS:
Please note that only retailers who are authorized by
manufacturers to sell their product lines are listed under the
heading "AUTHORIZED DEALERS." This particular category is further subdivided into the geographic areas which
these dealers serve.

Ads placed by private individuals, manufacturers and
retailers can be found in specific categories, i.e., AMPS/
PREAMPS. (The letters AD in bold face type at the end of
an ad means AUTHORIZED DEALER.) We hope this will
allow you to easily locate a specific product or service.

Agreement is received and accepted by our company.

THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three -time frequency

are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.
BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at $6
extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl-

edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE

PROTECTED for the duration of that contract. in the
event of a rate increase.
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
1 col x 1 inch
$275

1 col x 2 inches
1 col x 3 inches
2 cols. x 1 inch
2 cols. x 2 inches

$435
$622
$495
$836

One column width is 21.43". Two columns wide is 41/4".
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

Laura J. Lo Vecchio
AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, contact
Laura directly at (212) 719-6338.
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IF YOU ARE OBSESSIVE
ABOUT DIGITAL AUDIO,

WELCOME TO THE CLUB.
It's the Sony Digital Audio Club.
The world's first club dedicated to
creating awareness and understanding Of the remarkable
technology behind compact

ucts from Sony-the leader in digital audio.

To become a member, simply
mail the coupon below, along with a
check or money order
for $15* to Sony Digital

disc players-from
the company that's
most qualified to
provide it,
This year, to
welcome you to the
club, you'll receive
special promotions
on compact discs; discounts on digital accessories; the club's quarterly newsletter,
"The Sony Pulse"; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology (with
over 300 pages of facts and details);
a 30" x 40" digital audio poster; a
digitally -recorded compact disc;
and extensive information about
the latest advances in digital prod-

Audio Club, Post
Office Box 161,

Lowell, Massa-

chusetts 01852."
And join the thousands of people who
are already well on their
way to satisfying their
obsessions.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO:"
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

AM -6/85
* $3.00 additional for postage and handling outside the U.S. **Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS

NATIONAL

NATIONAL

ABBIE'S AUDIO, THE AUDIOPHILES' SHOPPE IN
SOUTHWESTERN PA., Audio Research, Berning, Lazarus, Klyne, B&K, Nova, Moscode, Futterman, VSP, Tandberg, Precision Fidelity, Superphon, Robertson, Goetz Systems, Clements Audio, Watkins, JSE, Spica, M&K, VPI,
Heybrook, AR, Souther, Premier, Alphason, Audioquest,
Sumiko, Monster Cable, Discrete Technology and others.

Good used equipment, newsletter, 302 E. High St.,
Waynesburg, PA 15370. (412) 852-1134.

CEPTS!!! No longer must the Dyna owner accept ''second

SA 90
SA 60
AD 90
A1760

best" sonics. Wonder why reviewers compare Musical

D93

Concepts mods against the best? We compare to the best,
that's why! In fact, our modified Dyna PAT -4 and PAT -5 will
outperform some of our excellent Haller mods. The MC -1
preamp circuit is available for the PAT -4, PAT -5 and Haller
DH -101. Other products include high current toroid transformers for all Haller amps, high capacitance replacement

D 60

ANNOUNCING!!! DYNA MODS BY MUSICAL CON-

Haller amp mods that must be heard to be believed! Call or

A BRAND NEW
WONDER CAP!!
A TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It's bigger,
it's far better -and it costs LESS! How much better does it
really sound, compared to our old Wonder Cap? Excited

Best trades offered on Acoustat, AR, Berning, B&K,

FREE application notes and order forms.
IAR/TRT
VISTA, CA 92083

.....

.

TOES
SA -590
1.69
1.55
SA -X60
63.090
1.79
N3-560
1.45
1.09
MA 90
.99

ALCHEMIST & TALISMAN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
IN STOCK! ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 VISA/

MC/COD WELCOME! CALL US LAST! HCM AUDIO,
1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

APPALLING?
ISN'T IT?
How many esoteric audio products look and feel as if
they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!
There are many high -end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the high level
of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. At
Sound By Singer we select and blend only such compo-

SPECIALS
MAXELL
2.39
2.29
4.15

3E5
4.19
5.75

GX 35 -NI 71E 6E9

SONY
1.79

HFS 90

2.99

CRC 9016.8 1

3.29

OBS
32 49

DISKO

14.49
Tape Care Set 9.49
1Y MAG
12.49
DiSCSET

Rec Care Sys 949
999
16 oz Refill

1.99
1.75
2.39
3.99
1.99
1.15
1960
1.05
UD 35-907R1 4.89
X1135.909 7' 6.39
UOXL II 90
UOXL II 60
XL IFS 90
MX 90
UD-S I Or 1190
LN 90
.

&EIJI

.95

14F 60

Tonic reel to reel In cassette
CDC 90

FR METAL 90
FR 1190

3.39
1.89

VIOE0 TAPE
MK. MAXELL, SONY

T120/6-750

4.99

T-120/1.-750146 6.99

Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822

CALL NOW 718-434-3417 OR ORDER BY MAIL
Shipping cost Is only $4 SO for any order In USA
COD costs $2 00 more NO extra charge tor VISA MC.

AUDIO DOCTOR NEEDS YOUR USED EQUIPMENT.

QUALITY TAPES

Class& Clements, Discrete Technology, Duntech, Futterman, Goetz, Haller, JSE, Kindel, Magnavox CD, Michell,
Lazarus, MFA, Moscode, Mordaunt-Short, McLaren, Mapleknoll, M&K, MCM Systems, Micro-Seiki, PS, Quicksilver, Rauna, Revox, Robertson, Snell, Sota, Spendor, Spica, Stax, Symdex, Superphon, Tannoy, VPI, Watkins, all
tonearms, accessories, cartridges, and more. Newsletters.
Visa -MC -COD. AUDIO DOCTOR, 220 Willow, Box 390.
Buffalo, Missouri 65622. 417-345-7245 anytime.

864 East 7th Street, Dept. A6, Brooklyn, NY 11230

AUTHO

ED DEALERS

NATIONAL

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO -SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens, Talisman,
Audire, Haller, Klipsch, Adcom, Quad, SAE, compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

MA -R 90

60-01 D'MAC 12.49

capacitors for all Hailer amps, plus a new generation of
write for brochure. Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza,

users have said: SPECTACULAR! UNBELIEVABLE!
What will you say when you hear the NEW IAR Wonder
Caps" in your own electronics and speakers? Write for

Qualirg Tapes
THIS MONTH'S

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Conrad -Johnson, BEL, Nova.

Gyrodec, VPI, Souther, Goldbug, Zeta, Alpha 1&2,
Soundex Panel, Adcom, Apature, Monster Cable, Chapman, ProAc, Dayton Wright, Crosby Mod Quad, Dual,
Teac, Vsp labs, Belles Research, Last, Wharfedale and
more. Free shipping. Best prices. Presto Audio, 3125 Williamsburg Dr., San Jose, CA 95117, (408) 374-0292. Write
for specials.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE!

Linn, Rega, Naim Audio, Creek, Heybrook, Robertson,
Electrocompaniet, Spica, Quad, Spendor, VPI, Walker,
Wharfedale, Stax, Sound Organization Tables, PREPAID
SHIPPING. HI Fl GALLERY, 811 Broad Ripple Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana (317) 253-5141.

One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
a Monster.

nents into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AKROYD APOGEE AUDIO QUEST AUDIO NOTE AUDIO INTERFACE AUDIO

VOIS B&K BERNING BEVERIDGE COUNTERPOINT CWD DYNAVECTOR FUSELIER GRACE
GRADO KISEIKI KLOSS KOETSU KRELL LINN
SONDEK LIVEWIRE MC LAREN MONSTER CABLE

NAIM AUDIO NITTY GRITTY NOVAK NYAL
(MOSCODE) PRECISION FIDELITY PROAC PROTON RANDALL RESEARCH RAUNA REGA ROB-

ERTSON SNELL ACOUSTICS STAX SYMDEX
SYRINX TALISMAN

SOUND
BY SINGER
165 E. 33RD STREET
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

ATTENTION: BERNING, AR TURNTABLE, SOTA,
SHINON, KOETSU, ELECTRON KINETICS, STAX, FULTON, PETERSON, DYNAVECTOR, GOETZ, MUSIC &
SOUND, WALKER, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, DENON CARTRIDGES, ALPHA, ZETA, ALPHASON, BRB, OTHERS
713-7284343 MAURY CORB.
ATTENTION DYNA, HAFLER, CROWN OWNERS
Frank Van Alstine and Associates engineer complete
new Transcendence power mos-let amplifier and precision let preamp designs to interface with your existing chassis. Original circuits, and their problems, are
discarded. Obtain superior performance without buy-

ing expensive new hardware. Learn why "underground" magazines claim our rebuilt Dyna 150 is a
best buy, our MOS-FET 120B sounds like 150 watts,
our FM -5 circuits sound best, and our preamps play

music. Call or write for free catalogue and sample
Audio Basics monthly newsletter. We ship worldwide.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 (612) 890-3517.
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Introducing the New
Alpha 2" moving coil
cartridge from Monster
Cable
We borrowed a little knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking, ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow -tube sapphire cantilever. Finally, we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
"The Alpha Two has been awarded International
Audio Review's esteemed Class la rating. the
only cartridge to have ever received that honor.

It worked.
the Alpha
Two is a car-

tridge transducer
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.

Listening to your records
all over again.
You'll be hearing things on
your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation,
with extreme clarity and focus,
placed across a soundstage with
exacting precision... yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
Monster Cable, Products. Inc.
101 Townsend. San Francisco, CA 94107
415e 777.1355 Telex: 470584 MCSY1.11

The world's "other" fine
moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother, the Alpha
One, has established itself as the
leader in a new generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2... at a more modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
cartridges at your Monster
Cable Alpha Dealer.

They'll turn your sound system into a Monster.

2.
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS
NATIONAL

Randall Research Cable Systems
.

.

.

the indispensible component

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE IRVINE, CA 92714 [714) 261-9141 TELEX 382175

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
REGA, HEYBROOK, LOGIC, THORENS, AR, DUAL turntables; ZETA, REGA, PREMIER, LOGIC, GRACE tone arms; ADCOM, ARCAM, AUDIRE, CREEK, KENWOOD

BASIC, KYOCERA, ROTEL, SHERWOOD, VSP LABS
electronics; FRIED, HEYBROOK, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
MAS, REGA, WATKINS loudspeakers; TALISMAN, SUPEX, GRADO & SIGNATURE, PROMETHEAN, REGA,
PREMIER, ARCAM cartridges; AUDIOQUESTy DECCA,
NITTY GRITTY, THE PIG, LIVEWIRE and other accesso-

ries. EARS, P. 0. BOX 658-U, W. COVINA, CA 91790.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

818/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MC/VISA. MANY
MONTHLY SPECIALS! (SEND STAMP)

GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES: LINN, NAIM,

NATIONAL

NATIONAL

AUDIOPHILE START
UP SYSTEM

FROM THE DESERT WAIL BOOK of aphorisms: Why be
an audiophile if you can be a music lover? A "good deal"
usually leads to mediocrity. The only bargain is a concert
ticket. Get your money's worth; make an honest man out of

S800)
Turntable,

Integrated Amplifier
Speakers

Dual 505 MK II
NalcoNait
Wharfedale Diamonds

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

your dealer: pay list price! The shortest path between
music and your ears is Desert Wail. (213) 832-5188.

RAD-JOHNSON, WHARFEDALE, CELESTION, STAX,
SPENDOR, AKROYD, B&W, PRECISION FIDELITY &
MORE. PRE -PAID SHIPPING (818) 571-1299 (PAC.
TIME.)

HI -Fl HEAVEN HAS POLYPHASORS
Jim McNally says when you've heard ATHENA PolyPhasors in a system, listening to the system without them is like
falling off a cliff. 1917 S. WEBSTER AVE, GREEN BAY,
WISC. 54301 (414) 437-8727.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR ACOUSTAT,
DAHLQUIST, NAD, HAFLER, DENON, dbx, 3D, PROTON,

TANDBERG, BELLES, ORACLE, M&K, GRADO, NITTY
GRITTY, AUDIOQUEST, DUNTEC, MONSTER, CWD,
B&W, DCM, THORENS, VSP, STAX, SOTA, GRACE,
ASTATIC, PROAC, DYNAVECTOR, TALISMAN. THE

SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST., MARINETTE, WI
54143. (715) 735-9002.

MUSIC BY DESIGN HAS POLYPHASORS
Because systems with them sound like music and systems
without them sound like hi-fi. 107 Caledonia St, Sausalito,
CA 94965 (415) 332-2142.

REGA, THORENS, AR, HAFLER, CREEK, ROTEL, CON-

REVOX 8710 MKII $1250. Nakamichi Dragon $1295. Nakamichi ZX-9 $995. Camera Shop of Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-4545.

KEITH ELLIS AUDIO
IN SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

A classic audio showroom with components in the
classic tradition. One of the most pleasant buying
experiences you will ever have.
Featuring
GOETZ, GOLDBUG, ZETA, PINK TRIANGLE.
MOSCODE, FUTTERMAN, TALISMAN, MISSION.
STRAIGHTWIRE, SOUTHER, DECCA, AND MORE.
215-348-2151
3659 Old Easton Rd, Doylestown, PA 18901

MUSICAL IMAGES OF KENTUCKY
Rotel, Sumo, PS Audio, McLaren, NYAL Moscode, Quicksilver, Crown, Berning, Magus, Lazarus, AR -Connoisseur,
Mordaunt Short, MCM, Goetz, Micro-Seiki, AR, MAS, Maplenoll, Rock, Audioquest, SAEC, Alphason, Grado,
Shinon, Alpha, VGL, Koetsu, Discrete Technology, Music
Link, others. Newsletter. 11027 Buckeye Trace, Goshen,
KY. 40026 (502) 228-3200.
AD

ORDER SUMIKO PRODUCTS TOLL FREE 1-800-2223465. GRACE TONEARMS, CARTRIDGES, REPLACE-

MENT STYLI. PREMIER TONEARMS. DENNESEN
SOUNDTRACKTOR. TWEEK. LOWEST PRICES. VISA/

MC/COD WELCOME! HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

ORDER TOLL FREE! 1-800-222-3465 ALCHEMIST * AR

* AUDIOQUEST * AMBER * B&W * DYNAVECTOR *

Continuing a tradition of excellence, the

GRACE * GRADO * H/K * HAFLER * LAST *
LIVEWIRE * MONSTER * NITTY GRITTY * PREMIER

conrad-johnson PV5 preamplifier em-

* SHURE * SOTA * SAEC * SPICA * STAX * SUPERPHON * THORENS * TALISMAN * PLUS RE-

bodies the current state of art and tech-

CORD CARE, ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND MUSICAL
CONCEPTS HAFLER MODIFICATION KITS. CALL FOR
LOWEST PRICES AND FRIENDLY ADVICE. FREE CATALOG. VISA/MC/COD WELCOME. HCM AUDIO. 1600BB

nology in audio circuit design. In concert with its companion amplifier, the
MV75, it is capable of breathtaking reproduction of live musical experiences.

MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 FOR ORDERS ONLY
CALL 1-800-222-3465, FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION
CALL 1-916-345-1341

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.

Information on our broad range of vacuum tube components is available on
request.

For nearly ten years, we have been serving the audio
cognoscenti, from our pastoral setting here in Oxford, Ohio,
with excellent services, superb products and succinct, ex-

pert advice. We reach customers not only in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana but throughout the United States, Puerto
Rico and in countries all over the world. OAC specializes in
accurate high quality audio components. Our ptbduct lines

include AKG, Audionics, Dennesen, Haller, Janis, Linn,

conrad-johnson design, inc.
1474 Pathfinder La., McLean, VA 22101

1 /6

Naim, Spendor, Vandersteen and Walker. Demonstrations
are given by appointment in our single speaker demonstration room. Most orders are shipped by the next business
day. We pay for shipping and insurance on orders shipped
to the fifty states, Puerto Rico and APO/FPO. Our extensive export facility ships worldwide. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.
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Are You Vacuum-Readyl
SOTA Is And a Whole Lot More!

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES. BEST PRICES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. ORDER

TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465. FOR OTHER INFORMATION CALL 1-916-345-1341. HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926

Analogue is not only alive, but growing with

Electronic Flywheel'": Massive A/C Line

leaps and bounds. Evidence SOTA's profusion

Conditioner for SOTA tables only. Isolates and

of new products and turntable refinements!

regulates motor/drive from all outside inter-

Most available now.

ference (voltage shifts, EMI, RFI, hash). $200.
May delivery planned.

SOTA Vacuum Conversion: For Sap-

TEFLON -FILM CAPACITORS NOW AVAILABLE TO

phire owners only, the ultimate

HOBBYISTS who want THE BEST. 0.22p.F/600vdc $29;
315,600 $14; .15/200 $19. Two Jeffreys Audio, 527 W.
Butler, Phoenix, AZ 85201; evenings and weekends. 602/
943-6877. VISA and MC accepted.

exchange of new platter /bearing assembly plus

UHER, Sennheiser, Sony, AKG, (Shure), Electro-Voice,
Audio-Technica, Beyer -Dynamic, etc. Portable Recorders,

Microphones, Mixers Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box 1321,
Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821

in record
coupling and warp neutralizer! Easy (45 min)

vacuum pump. controller, tubing. $400. Demand may limit supplies.

Vacuum Acrylic Supermat'": For STARs
or vacuum Sapphires. this deluxe optional sys-

SOTA II Head Amp: Our first new step-

tem takes vacuum hold-down to its ultimate

up for moving coils in two years, the SOTA II
combines the best of "tube" sound with the
noise -free reliability of solid-state topology.
Flexible impedance loading, outboard power

musical performance. Optimal coupling,
matched impedance, extreme damping. The
Complete Solution! $150 add-on. June delivery.

NEW ENGLAND

10A1106

16/4rii

ad

SOTA Acrylic Supermat'": For all non -

'77

interfaong the finest
equipment to meet your needs and budget.
Save on Audiophile Accessories 8 Records
Expert Service trade Ins FREE Shipping MCNISA
Write for Newsletter
C21111 10 Mass. Ave.. Lexington MA 02173

1
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SOTA "Musicables"'": World -class liter connects, tone arm cable, and speaker wire.
These "components" are made in West Germany using silver and Litz technology with
incredible results. Simply the most revealing
cable available and priced to match.

vacuum decks, our new Acrylic /Intermae" system transfers energy from vinyl and then damps
fully, including platter. Write for technical
sheet. $135 the set. $100for Acrylic. Coming in
June, a Reflex Clamp ($50) to complete system
approach.

supply, dual -mono. $500.

SOTA Mini -monitors: For our final surprise, SOTA presents a revelation

come from such a small box! With matched
stands designed for energy transfer away from
cabinet. $800 /pr.

SOTA
ndust,-e5

P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

161718E3-5221

AUDIO BY A.J. CONTI: Come audition some of my favorTechnology, Kindel, Krell, Lumite
nescence, Martin -Logan, Merrill, Quicksilver, Shinon. 38-A
Gowing Rd., Hudson, N.H. 03051. (603) 883-4504.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Eliminate Your

"Patchcord Headaches"

NEW ENGLAND

GOODWIN'S MUSIC SYSTEMS
In New England, Goodwin's is recognized as the leader in high performance audio. Along with the finest in

components, we can provide the most sophisticated
custom installation tailored to your individual needs.
We offer:

Mark Levinson, Spectral, Magneplanar, Apogee,
Soundlab, Quad, Entec, Goldmund, Linn, Tandberg,
Nakamichi, Bryston. Haller, Adcom, Celestion SL, Em-

inent Technology, Nitty Gritty, Walker, AR, Ariston,
Thorens, Infinity, H -K, Proton, B & W, Camber, Essence, Janis, Velodyne, Koetsu, Van den Hal, Audio Quest, Monster, Favorite, Stax, Astatic & Grace.

Goodwin's Music Systems, 16 Eliot St., Harvard
Square, Cambridge, MA 02138 Tel. 617-492-1140

BRITISH INVADE LEXINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS. The
"revolutionary" MISSION CD player, speakers, and electronics have landed; along with the highly acclaimed (budget audiophile) products from ROTEL and the REVOLVER

turntable/Linn LVX tonearm and cartridge package. The
superlative ALPHASON tonearm and PROAC speakers
must be heard! CALL AUDIO VISION, 40 Massachusetts
Ave., Lexington, MA 02173. 617-863-5221. Stoneham
store -617-438-4355.

If you have more components than places to
hook them up, we
have a switching
system for you. For
complete information on switch boxes
for your tape decks,
signal processors, and speakers,
WRITE OR CALL TODAY.

niles

SCIENTIFIC STEREO IS PROUD

to offer the new Spica active subwoofer and: Creek,
Wharfedale Diamonds (great in cars!), CJ Walker, Sound -

craftsmen, Grado, Tiptoes, Wooden Images and Spica.
Only the best in reasonably priced audiophile equipment.
Free precision installation within 100 mile radius. 11 Garage Rd. Sunderland, Mass. 413-665-3980

in small

speaker technology. Never has so much music

liv/F-- audio

Dept A, P.O. Box 160818
Miami. Florida 33116 (305) 238-4373
DEALERS. SEE US AT STE. 323 McCO /NICK CTR.

AD

Did you know that New Zealand's best sounding, best selling, most
respected line of high -end electronics is now available in the U.S.?
Think you know its name?
Wrong!

Mc-LAREN AUDIO
(Division of Zetka Industries)

distributed by

audioquest
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

412 N. COAST HWY. #B-360 LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651 (714) 720-11995
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Authorized
LinniNaim
Dealers
Here is a list of a few good dealers that won't try

to TALK you into believing that they are "experts". They can, and will, actually demonstrate
the differences in components under conditions
that will allow you to make a sensible decision.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

I

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

I

WHAT WARBLES, EO'S, analyzes and crosses over your

Visit a Showcase of Audio\ideo

Richter Scale. Available at Grand Central Radio, New York
City. 212-682-3869.

ADS-BEVDCWSTAKG4.110.4"E4KKEKWERADCOM.SOKI.FOSTEXKOONtomux ILL ISC.PVPAMIC.

KOSSUISIOKAKITC4AUP0.01DADIUSItSKUOCCOMAKOBOXV8610,,

Call for hours: (718) 961-9888 No mail Mars.
173 Bmadom. So. York for. 311 13007

ALABAMA
Audition, Homewood
Campbell Audio & Video, Huntsville
ARIZONA
Listening Post, Tempe
CALIFORNIA
Audio Basics, Claremont
Classic Audio, Encinitas
Musical Images, Fresno
Havens & Hardesty, Huntington Beach
Christopher Hansen, Los Angeles
Gene Rubin Audio, Monterey Park
Audible Difference, Palo Alto
Keith Yates Audio, Sacramento
Stereo Design, San Diego
House of Music, San Francisco
COLORADO
Audio Alternative, Fort Collins
FLORIDA
Sound Components, Coral Gables
Sound Components, Fort Lauderdale
Sound Source, Marathon
Audio Gallery, Miami
Audio Gallery, Sarasota
Audio Visions, Tampa

bass for just $259? Write Audio Control Corp. P.O. Box
3199, Lynnwood, WA 98036 for complete details on the

Values in N.Y.C.-L.I.-Metro Area

IXB comerofffsm &CorMorch Ow *lop co mime

%I I

Conloodt

13410Hr/we Ilardom Emmn Fresh Meade.. v 11363
Exit 23 LI E .131rpa Ron i arm Mod* from Ploomogdoles1

I VI
ALI

4,41

SOUTHEAST

Il

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO: HOME OF FINE AUDIO VALUES. JSE/Infinite Slope, Spica, Rauna, MCM Systems, 3D,

PS Audio, Precision Fidelity, Electron Kinetics, B&K,
Creek, C.J. Walker, VPI, Discrete Technology, Kimber,
Promethean, Accuphase, Grado, Tweek, Tiptoes and

KENTUCKY AUDIOPHILES!!! Counterpoint, Snell Acoustics, Oracle Belles Research, Souther Engineering, Dun tech, Nitty Gritty, Spectrum, Onkyo Integra, Sonrise Audio
Furniture, Talisman, Monster Cable, Janis, Plus More
SOUND AUDIO, LEXINGTON, KY. PHONE: 606-2694118.

more. Massapequa, L.I., NY, (516) 541-7025. Please call
for an appointment.
AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey
TURNTABLES: Goldmund, Merrill, Heybrook, VPI Industries, Systemdek, Harman Kardon
TONEARMS: Eminent Technology, Goldmund, Lume,
Grado, Souther, The Well Tempered Arm

CARTRIDGES: Alpha, AudioQuest, Dacca vdHul,
Garrott Decca, Grado, Promethean
(stylus retipping service for all cartridges)
ELECTRONICS: (tube) Jadis, Melos, MFA Systems,
Audible Illusions, Quicksilver
(SOLID STATE) Electrocompaniet, Leach LSR&D,
FM Acoustics, Magnum, PS Audio

HAWAII

Audio Shoppe, Honolulu
ILLINOIS
Pro Musica, Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Morton Grove
Sound Choice, Lisle
Absolute Audio Systems, Rockford
INDIANA
Audiotrend, Evansville
Hi-Fi Gallery. Indianapolis
MASSACHUSETTS
Matrix Audio & Video, West Hatfield
MICHIGAN
Absolute Sound, Ann Arbor
Sound Room, Grand Rapids
MISSOURI
Audio Rennaissance, Kansas City
Music Systems, St. Louis
NORTH CAROLINA
Audio Salon, Charlotte
Stereo Sound, Chapel Hill
Stereo Sound, Greensboro
Stereo Sound, Raleigh
NEBRASKA
Sound Environment, Lincoln
Sound Environment, Omaha
NEW JERSEY
CSA Audio Design, Upper Montclair
NEW YORK
Ears Nova, Great Neck
Innovative Audio, Brooklyn
Sound by Singer, New York
Stereo One, East Rochester
OHIO
Stereo Showcase, Dayton
Oxford Audio, Oxford
OKLAHOMA
Audio Dimensions, Oklahoma City
PUERTO RICO
Precision Audio. Rio Piedras
SOUTH CAROLINA
British American Sound, Charleston
TEXAS
High Bias, Austin
Audio Distinctions, Corpus Christi
Audio Concepts, Houston
Concert Sound, San Antonio
VIRGINIA
High -C Stereo, Leesburg
Listener's Shop, McLean
WASHINGTON
Definitive Audio. Seattle

MIDWEST

HAL'S STEREO & VIDEO CENTER. Established 38
years. ADS, Boston Acoustics, Conrad Johnson, Perreaux,

Sota, Sumiko, Magnepan, Monster Cable, Morkoff, KEF,
Denon, Nakamichi, Proton, Yamaha and Mitsubishi Video,
McIntosh. U.S. Rt. 1 & Texas Ave., Trenton, N.J. 08648
(609) 883-6338

A

I

GOETZ SYSTEMS DENVER-Speaker systems and ant
plifiers. For the thrill of a performance that exceeds you
expectations. 303-422-1674.
THE LEGENDARY RICHTER SCALE: Five bass performance improvers in one: Analyzer, EQ, X -over, Subsonic
Filter & Rumble Reduction: For just $259. Write Audio
Control Corp. P.O. Box 3199, Lynnwood, WA 98036 for
complete details. Available at Musicraft, all Chicago area
locations.

SPEAKERS: Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel, Princeton
Acoustics, Rauna, Spendor, Spica, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: Goldmund, Hitachi LC-OFC, Live Wire, Last, Kinergetics, Kimber, Peterson, Sims Vibration Eng, Sonex, Tiptoes, Tweek, VPI
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display pieces.
Single speaker demonstration; record cleaning; audiophile discs. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 129, Sat 11-6. Please, call for an appointment!

I

NORTHWEST

I

SUBWOOFER SALVATION! 2 -way electronic X -over, 1/2

octave bass EQ and warble analyzer for just $259: The
Richter Scale. Write Audio Control Corp. P.O. Box 3199,
Lynnwood, WA 98036 for complete details. Available at
Magnolia Hi Fi, Puget Sound, Washington locations.

WEST

I

BASS DESIRES? Satisfy them with The Richter Scale: 1/2
octabe bass EQ, 2 -way electronic X -over and warble ana-

lyzer for just $259. Write Audio Control Corp. P.O. Box
3199, Lynnwood, WA 98036 for complete details. Available
at IMS, Anaheim, CA. 714-666-1390.

JA\ S BASS SYS IEV

FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

audiophile
systems

LTD.

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE THE JANIS BASS SYSTEM

JOHN VAROVSKIS ADIO SYSTEVS, NC
2889 Roebling Avenue, 3ronx, New YDrk 10461 (212) 8927419
8
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AMPS/PREAMPS

WEST

SUPEr News

BI -AMPLIFICATION BREAKTHROUGH. Use The Richter
Scale's 2 -way X -over to bi-amp. Then balance your system
with the built-in warble analyzer, 1/z -octave bass EQ and
special measurement mike. Write Audio Control Corp. P.O.

Box 3199, Lynnwood, WA 98036 for complete details.
Available at Century Stereo, San Jose, CA. 408-998-7474.

SANTA ROSA, CALIF. THE BEST IN AUDIO AND VIDEO. Professional staff. Carver, Denon, ADS, H -K, Proton.
Sony, NEC, and lots more. Video Experience, 458 B St..
Santa Rosa, CA 95401. (707) 542-6610.

LOWER
SU BWOOFER
DISTORTION

Stan Warren's new preamp

The Revelation Basic®
has a new low price
now
available

factory
direct

dealer and

$329.00

distributor

Superb Review

welcome

inquiries

ap ABSO LUTE SOUND

VISA

0

upErphon

THE RICHTER SCALE: 1/2 -octave bass EQ, warble tone
analysis, special measurement mike, subsonic filter, rumble reduction circuit and 2 -way electronic X -over for just

$259. Write Audio Control Corp. P.O. Box 3199, Lynn-

CU

E
112

a)

2375W. 21ST EUGENE, OR 97405
Phone: (503) 3454226

wood, WA 98036 for complete details. Available at Sounding Board, Berkley, CA. 415-843-7031.

E
co

rn

FOREIGN
BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE U.K. Most
quality makes of equipment available at advantageous
prices. For price list and price quotes write to AUDIO T,
Dept B, PO Box 152, Enfield, Middx. EN2 OPL, U.K., or call
(01) 366-5015.

RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE from
England by low-cost weekly airfreight service to all major

ATTENTION DYNACO OWNERS: Musical Concepts
will soon bring our outstanding modification expertise
to several Dynaco models. Our first offering is the
outstanding MC -1 preamp circuit board, adapted to the
Dynaco PAT -4 and PAT -5. This is a dual mono
preamp on a single board with twin LIPS power supplies. Estimated pricing $249/kit, $329 installed. These
preamps will challenge the finest. Write for brochure.
Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza, Florissant, MO
63031. 314-831-1822 (1-4pm CST). P.S. Can a Dyna
MK III compete with the best tube amps? Maybe sostay tuned!

US airports. We specialise in all top equipment and particu-

larly loudspeakers by B & W, Celestion, Heybrook, KEF,
Mission, Quad, Rogers, Spendor, Tannoy etc. Write, telephone or telex for quotation or visit us whilst you are in
London. (Please no Naim or Linn enquiries.) Unilet Hi Fi,
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY, England.
Telephone (1) 942 9567. Telex 8814591. Mastercharge
and Visa welcome.

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT-All types-tubes &
ransistor-electronics & speakers-bought-sold-traded. S.D.R. P.O. Box 176, Walton, NY 13856, 607-8657200.

0

A good subwoofer can greatly enhance the
performance of virtually any audio system: first, by
extending frequency response into the first octave

(16-32Hz); second, by reducing intermodulation
and doppler distortion in the main speakers; and
third, by generating significantly less harmonic
distortion in the bass and subbass than is typical of
fullrange speakers (which often produce THD in the

tens of percent in that range.) A good subwoofer
does not require equalization, is reasonably
compact, efficient enough and of sufficiently low
mass and inertia to match even electrostatic and

ribbon main speakers, and should not be
prohibitively expensive. In all these areas, the
VMPS Subwoofer excels.

AMPS/PREAMPS
ACOUSTAT SERVO CHARGE AMPLIFIER REVISION
ALL VACUUM TUBE: Polyprg Caps, MF R's, Dual Regula-

tion, New Epoxy PCB, & More. Definitive / Dynamic /
Precisely Imaged. 100 % Warranty. $1200 + Old Amps.
Also: COMPLETE VACUUM TUBE PREAMP REVISIONS-AR, CJ, Marantz, etc. $600. Write (incl. Phone #):
Curcio, PO Box 10503, State College, PA 16805-0503.

made

In u.s.a.

INTRODUCING THE
HW-19 MK II

This dual -driver (12" & 15"), slot -loaded 5.6ft3
system features 94dB/ 1W/ 1m sensitivity, -3dB
points of 19Hz and 600Hz, THD of no more than
0.5010 (22Hz-600Hz, 1W drive), and high power
handling (250W rms, 20W min required). J Peter
Moncrieff, writing in 1811 Hotline 31 about the

VMPS Widerange Ribbon-which utilizes two

VMPS Subwoofers for bass below 60Hzcomments: "A VMPS demonstration of the famous

Dafos drum whack left no doubt as to the most
powerful, well controlled deep bass we'd ever

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

heard." Fortunately, the best subwoofer is also the
most affordable ($250ea kit, $375ea assem in oak
or walnut veneer).

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES, if you are looking for that
Musical three dimensionality from a preamp. Let Abbie's
Audio sell you a LAZARUS BASIC TUBE preamp, only

Now you can combine one or two VMPS
Subwoofers with any of our 2 & 3 -way bookshelf
speakers (13S0 404, $1 14ea kit, $164ea assem;

$500, you could spend a whole lot more and get a whole lot

less. 302 E. High St., Waynesburg, PA 15370. (412) 8521134.

050 606,5167ea kit,$239ea assem; 13S0 808,
$194ea kit, $315ea assem) to make an
outstandingly flexible, low-cost satellite/subwoofer system either with our new passive

AD

AUDIO RESEARCH SP6A: with T -Adapters, Box, and
Manual, Excellent Condition. $750. or 8/0. 1-718-939-

crossover (100Hz, quasi -second -order, $30ea
kit, $40ea assem) or John Curl's Vendetta

4646. 24 Hours. Leave Message.

Research electronic crossover ($449). Write
for brochures and test reports on all our speakers,

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

NEW DESIGN! MODEL 120
NOW AVAILABLE
Made to order in bi-amp, tri-amp, and quad amp configurations with optional level con-

trols, subsonic filters, or summers. Filters,
regulated power supplies, equalizers, also
available.

Free catalog and price sheet

Veetveutui

Eng. Lab.

-11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668
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including our new, exclusive 1250 Holosonic

1- Lead lined acrylic platter
2- Tiptoes between suspension
and chassis

3- Reflex type screw on clamp
4- Tungsten carbide bearing
5- The explosive dynamic range of
digital with the resolution and
musicality of analog
V.P.L Ind. Inc.
P.O. Box 159, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417
(718) 845-0103

image -enhancement system, or hear them at the
dealers listed below. Prices include free shipping in
USA; kits supplied with fully assembled cabinets.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio, 1016 Contra Costa Dr
El Cerrito Ca 94530

(415) 526-7084
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Efficient Stereo,
Torrance Ca: The Long Ear. Big Bear Lake, Ca: Sounds Unique.
San Jose Ca: (tone Audio, El Cerrito Ca: C & S Audio, Colorado
Springs Co; Stereotown, Brookings SO: Praise Audio, Powder
Springs, Geo; Missoula Trumpet Sales, Missoula Mt; Walker
Audio. San Angelo Tx; Eclectic Audio. Livermore Ca; Arthur
Morgan (rep), Altamonte Springs Fl; Mountaineer Telephone.
Beckley W Va; Stereo Unlimited. San Diego Ca
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PS

with

AMPS/PREAMPS

10

you can afford to
enjoy your music

QUALITY AND VALUE

Preamplifiers Tuners
Coming ---the best CD Player

Amplifiers

F-41 KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED
8029 RESEDA BOULEVARD TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 345-2851

PS AUDIO 3130 SKYWAY DRIVE SANTA MARIA, CA 93455 (805) 928-2631

AMPS/PREAMPS

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIRE

ASK YOUR DEALER
OR CALL FOR
DIRECT SALE

COUNTERPOINT AT C.F. AUDIO. Highest quality at affordable prices. Smooth, transparent sound quality, spacious imaging and perfect detail. Tube preamps and prepreamps, also a tube -hybrid amplifier. If you're tired of out of -phase records or a CD player that keeps you reversing
speaker polarities, you need their switchable phase inverter. Call or write for information. WE SHIP. Visa, MC. C.F.
AUDIO, 415 W. Imperial Hwy, P.O. Box 2305, La Habra,
AD
CA 90632-2305. 213/691-0967, 714-871-5670.
HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL

KIMBER KABLE
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530

PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

MCINTOSH MC3500, TUBE, MONO, PAIR in absolutely
mint condition, factory certified and serviced. Marantz 9.
Send offers to Audio Magazine, Classified Box No. 485,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036.

UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS
Why in the last quarter of the twentieth century is the
most expensive state of the art equipment still made with
Plate

Cathode
Grid

Heater

tubes? Here is an interesting electrical conundrum. There is
only one reason that tubes still survive-they are the most
ideal audio devices. Beside being linear and requiring the
simplest circuits to optimize performance tubes have a unique characteristic. Tubes inherent in their electrical nature
tend to produce a larger proportion of even than odd order

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Adcom, Audire, Conrad -Johnson, Dynavector, Fried, Klipsch,
Mirage, Sota, PS, SAE, Talisman, Thorens, compact digital
players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
AD
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

PHOTON MOVING COIL HEADAMP BY PLEXUS AUDIO. THE BEST FOR 40% BELOW RETAIL. Money back
Guaranty $120. M.P. Marketing, P.O. Box 1251, Paramus
NJ 07653-1251.

PRECISION FIDELITY-The latest in tube hybrid technology. Model M-8 amplifier $1000., C-8 preamplifier $750.
Available at Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester Mall, Chester,
N.J. 07930 201-879-6889.
THE PERFECT MOVING COIL AMPLIFIER. Continuum
Electronics Low Impedance RIM Cartridge Amplifier is
specifically designed as a moving coil phono stage avoiding the compromising two -stage systems used in virtually
all current preamps. For additional information, Write: Continuum Electronics, 1747 35th St., Sacramento, CA 95816,
or Call: (916) 451-7871

RECEIVERS
HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

TUNERS

harmonics. BIG DEAL. Quite right. You see when you examine

real live music you find that music has a certain proportion
of even and odd order harmonics. Transistors, because they tend to produce a
higher proportion of odd order harmonics, give music an unnatural glassy two
dimensional quality. Tubes, because they preserve the Natural Harmonics of real
music, create music with the most vivid live quality. Nothing you can do to a
transistor will give it the natural harmonic quality of tubes.
Why don't more music lovers own tube gear? The answer is quite simple. Tube
gear is expensive. How many are wealthy or insane enough to own our $10,000
Julius Futterman OTL Amplifiers? Or our $4000 tube preamp that has a 25 -watt
tube amplifier as a power supply?
Would you like to read a 150 page book devoted to the discussion of tube electronics which includes an easy to understand TUBE PRIMER? Included are
essays, technical discussions, diagrams, schematics, reviews, articles from
Japan and pictures of tube equipment that make Playboy center folds look like

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY, AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

LOUDSPEAKERS
ABBIE'S AUDIO OFFERS THE FINEST, Goetz System
for people who care about the reproduction of music. 302
E. High St.. Waynesburg, PA 15370. (412) 852-1134. AD

Miss Piggy. UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS is 150 pages of high audio drama

that frankly discusses the benefits of the most perfect audio circuitry -tubes. This
book is written in the style of Shakespeare, Byron, Yeats and street rap.
While we think you will get a millionaire's education for the price of the book, we
will also introduce to you a new form of audio technology called Moscode Tube Cir
cuitry that is the synthesis of tubes and mosfets which permits for the first time
affordable state of the tube gear-without reliability problems. This new hybrid
technology is the result of the pioneering research of Julius Futterman performed in the 1970's. The story is one of the great adventures of the audio industry.
You owe it to yourself to get an education on the expensive spread especially
now that it is affordable.
We will rush you UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS for only $6.95 (for foreign

shipment please add $4 US currency). We accept VISA & MASTERCARD .

NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES

Luxman

Harmon Kardon
Tandberg
Boston Acoustics

Audio Control
Sherwood
ADS
Hitachi
Denon
Revox

Onkyo
Ortoton
Haller
Thorens

AIWA
Grace

tee/

NW<

B80
SME

Many More

We Deliver FREE

Anywhere in the
Continental USA,

t he SOU N QApprliactt
6067 Jericho Tpke . Commack, NY 11725
Charge it Call 516-499-7680

33 NORTH RIVERSIDE AVENUE., CROTON-ON-HUDSON, NY 10510 914-271-5147
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LOUDSPEAKERS

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
Audio systems dedicated to the presentation of the art form.

DIGITAL AUDIO SPEAKERS
All NEW digital -ready speaker KITS from Speakerlab

high efficiency and
power handling
Inverse Axis Alignment

THE MUSIC.

ACCUPHASE ADCOM ARISTON AUDIO INTERFACE BEVERIDGE BERNING CLASSE' AUDIO
COUNTERPOINT DISTECH DYNAVECTOR EAR

rm-,(DGEE

ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRON KINETICS ENTEC

GRACE GRADO HAFLER ITC JSE KISEKI

polypropylene drivers
18 dB/octave filters

KIMBER KABLE K LYN E KOETSU NEC

DESIGNERS &
MANUFACTURERS OF
THE WORLD'S FIRST
FULL RANGE RIBBON
SPEAKER SYSTEM

ORSONIC PRECISION FIDELITY PROFILE REGA

EASY -TO -BUILD KITS

SPECTRUM SIDEREAL AKUSTIC SOUTHER
SPICA STAX SUPEX THORENS TRIAD VPI

with or without
prebuilt enclosures

VSP LABS VAN DEN HUL

great for video
monitor use

Auditions by appointment Shipping and export facilities
411210 HAVE THE BEST FOR LESS.

7805 Greenfield Street River Forest, Illinois 60305

BUILD A LEGENDARY SPEAKERLAB KIT.
For a FREE catalog call 1-800-426-7736 or write'

312/771-4660

speakerlab
Dept. A56 , 735 N. Northlake Way

LOUDSPEAKERS

Seattle, WA 98103
Include 51.25 for fast 1st class mail.

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub.
woofer & pro. JBL, AUDAX, SEAS, HAFLER, polypropylene drivers & crossovers, $2.00 Gold Sound, Box 141A,
Englewood, CO 80151.
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED steeo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

ARE THE BEST LOUDSPEAKERS really available only
by mail? Send one dollar for our 60 page color catalog.
Acoustic Interface, POB 6632, Santa Barbara, CA 93160.
ARE YOUR ADVENT WOOFERS FALLING APART? We
rebuild Advent "12 inch" woofers to like -new condition for
$40 each plus shipping. UNIVERSAL SOUND, 2253 Ring ling Blvd., Sarasota, FL 33577 (813) 953-5363.

A&S OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION of European
and American speaker kits and raw drivers including Dynaudio, Fried, Audax, Falcon -Acoustics, SEAS, Peerless,
Morel, Dalesford/Cambridge, Jordan, Philips, Becker, Pyle,
JVC. Featuring custom auto speaker systems, Morel Intergras and the "Avery Dark 10". Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE
and 2 with a Lifetime
LOUDSPEAKERS Models
Transferrable Warranty are available from us. Inquire
about our 7 -day auditioning program. Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est 1959, (203)
1

584-0131.

ASTOUNDINGloudspgp

ELPI ION IC Au I )I0
RR1 Box 266 New Egypt, NJ. 08533 201-929-2613

FOCAL LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS FROM FRANCE
Featuring: Neoflex cones, Fiberglass domes, Flatwound
wire, Active or passive crossovers, Compound woofer systems, Extensive design parameters. Available in the US
from MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 8982 Tablebluff, Box 4283. Madison, Wisconsin 53711. 608-7672673.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Sota, Hatter, SAE, Audire, Thorens, Adcom, Dynavector,
compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593
King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723AD
7276.

GOETZ GRAND MASTER speakers as seen in Jan. '85
Audio, page 189. $1995 O.R.O. ($2695). Jerry (305) 7886913 (FI) eves.

"SCINTILLA'

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: LEGENDARY. AUDIO NEXUS
AD
has them all. NJ, (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

THE FULL IMPACT AND
QUALITY OF RIBBON
TECHNOLOGY IN A
MID -SIZE SPEAKER.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES, If you think Acoustat and
Magnepans are good. Let Abbie's Audio sell you a ribbon
speaker that's in a class above all others, Clements Audio,

the best ribbon speaker on the market today. Abbie's
Audio, 412-852-1134.

AD

AUDIOPHILES:-Factory to you-Evolutionary-First fully
integrated SUB -WOOFER SYSTEM in North Americadispersion characteristics optimized for the domestic environment. Present dealers fully protected. Inquiries welcomed. MERAK ACOUSTICS, 271 Amber Street, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R-3J7. 416-474-0966.

A_SIN.GEKS_DREAM!
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REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or virtually all of
a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and leave most of
the background untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works on the phone. Write or call for brochure and demo record.

YOU SHOULD SEE US
BRITISH LOUDSPEAKER-Imported by Terpsichore Imports, Rt. 24 Chester Mall, Chester, N.J. 07930 201-6744000. From Cambridge, England, a highly regarded small
speaker with an unusually boxless sound. A quality wood
finish with fine English craftsmanship. $250. pair. Seeking
Manufacturers reps.

DAYTON WRIGHT'S INCREDIBLE LCM-1 LOUDSPEAKER: World's finest minimonitor. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)
AD
464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

For:

ELECTRO-VOICE AUTHORIZED DEALER-Speakers
and components for home, stage, studio and PA; for the

equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much

serious home listener, Interface 3 plus the premium performance CD35's. E -V microphones stocked. Low prices. Our

brochure and demo record.

new price list is available free. Rick Marder, (201) 561-
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elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make

our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086,

SELECTED DESIGN & ENG NEERING
EXHIBITION JUNE CES

1983 & 1984
011111'

Come and hear our new
additions at 1985 June CES at:
THE RAPHAEL HOTEL-SUITE 212
201 E. DELAWARE PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Phone (312)943-5000

Time Delay/Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Compressor/Expanders
Mic Preamp/Mixers
We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording

8123.

nIcousTics

P.O. Box 338,
Phone (404) 493-1258

TOLL FREE: 1-800-241-3005 - Ext. 13
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Contact your high end dealer
or write:

-4=1ROGEEC-ICOUST CS. INC
35 York Ave
Randolph, MA 02368

Authorized Dealers
eo Ceninnl
ALA. Likes Audio Birmingham
ALAS Shimeas Audio Anchorage
Hy Teck Electronics. Juno
ARIZ. HI RI Sales Inc
Mesa
Hassleas Audio Video. Phoenix
Sound Advice. Phoenix
Wilson Audio Inc Tuscan
CA. Greg Sound. Alhambra
Henry Radio. Anaheim
Beverley Hills Mobile Sound. Beverley Hobs

The Sounding Board Berkeley
Golden Ear. Chico
Omega High Fidelity. Claremont
Marconi Radio Inc Glendale
Audio Command. Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen. Los Angeles
Henry Radio. Los Angeles
Monterey Stereo. Monterey
Gene Rubin Audro. Monterey Park
Audio Centre, Northridge
The Audible Difference Pala Alto
Brener Sound Center. San Diego
Sound Company. San Diego
Harmony Stereo. San Francisco
House of Music, San Francisco
Stereo Plus. San Francisco
Audio Centre.Audio Gallery. Los Angeles
Audio Concepts. Long Beach

(Minot Enchantment. Santa Monica
Electronic Entertainment. Los Angeles
Sound Images. Los Angeles
Century Stereo. San Jose
Catania Sound. San Pelee!
Jonas Miller Sound. Santa Monica
El Dorado Audio. South Lake Tahoe
Audio Den. Van Nuys
COLO. Boulder Sound Gallery (Minder
Listen Up. Boulder
C & S Audio. Colorado Springs
Boulder Sound Gaiety. Denver
Listen Up. Denver
Audio Alternative. Fort Collins
Mountain Music. Vail
CONN. Sounds Incredible. Brookfield
Sound Source Audio. Fairfield
Tweeter Etc New Haven
Sound Advice. Norwich
Audiocorn Inc Old Greenwich
Stereo Shop Inc HarHord
D.C. Myer Emco. Washington
FLA. Pyramid Audio Clearwater
Audio Group of Fort Pierce Fort Pierce
Audio Etc Jacksonville

Carton,. Miami
LaS Fabricas Miami
Market Place EtectrIc Orlando
Audio Gallery Sarasota
Monte's Rolling Sound. Tampa
Sound Gallery. Titusville

BA. Georgia Music Macon
HAWAII Hilo Audio Hilo
Audio Design, Honolulu
ILL Stereo Systems. Aurora
Audio Musicale. Believe*
Glenn Pools Audio Video. Champaign
Paul Heath MAIO Chicago
Audio Enterprises Chicago HIS
Audio Consultants. Evanston
Audio Consultants. Hinsdale
Stereo Systems Joliet
Audio Consultants. Libertyville
Glenn Pools Audio. Normal
Audio Labs Spring Valley
Stereo Systems Naperville
IND. Classic Stereo. South Bend
Classic Stereo West. Fort Wayne
Classic Stereo Marion
IOWA The Audio Room Cedar Rapids
Audio Odyssey. Davenport
Audio Labs

Des Moines

KANS. Kell s Gramophones Lawrence
Audio Mant Leawood
Custom Sound Wichita
LA. Paul Kadair Horne and Commercial
Baton Rouge

Audio Systems Inc Lafayette
Wilson Audio. New Orleans
ME. New England Music Co Portland
MD. Myer Emco Rockville
Voyager Automotive Rockville

MM. Goodwin Music Systems Cambridge
Sate & Sound. Chicopee
Natural Sound Framington
Nantucket Sound. Haney!,
Sound S Music. Northampton

Ann Arbor
MILAN. Jensen Stereo Shoe. Burnsville
MO. House of Sound Springfield
MONT. Rocky Mountain Hi Fl Great Falls
EiectroniC Pans Missoula
NEBR. Sound Dimensions Lincoln
Stereo Center Inc

Custom Electronics Corp Omaha
NEV. The Upper Ear Las Vegas
N.H. Auk] Sounds 01 New Hampshire Exeter
Camera Shop Of Hanover Hanover

Campus Hi Ft Manchester
N.J. Sound Works Cherry Hill
Udas Automotive Corp Englewood
Professional Audio Consultants Woburn
Sight & Sound Inc Morristown
Leonard Radio of New Jersey Paramus
Roiling Tone Ramsey
Stuart's Audio Westfield
Conklin Audio. Wyckotl
Atlantic Stereo. E Brunswick
N.M. Hudson 5 Audio Center Albuquerque
Beason's Inc Carlsbad
The Candy Man Sante Fe
N.Y. Transcendental Audio Ltd Amherst
Unicorn Audio Batavia
innovative Audio. Brooklyn
.

Tech Hi.Fi Ithaca

Audio Breakthroughs Manhasset
Sound Concepts. MI KiSCO
Ear Drum. Nanuet
Orpheus Audio Video Cons Ltd

Hew York

Thalia Hi.F1 New York
Gala Sound. Rocnester
Audio Command Systems. Rockville Center
Electronics Unlimited Roslyn Hts
Designations Stereo Store. Setaukel
Cnoros Custom Sound. Southampton
Sounds Interesting Spring Valley
aMpusiC.,SyraC,um:
the
he1.1

or EClark

e

The Audio Experts Wniie Plains
The Absolute Sound Amherst
GLAD Audio Ithaca
N.C. MOO Sound Authority. Durham
Autophonics inc Greensboro
Audio Snowcase Morganton
Auto Sound Inc Raleigh
J Electronics Statesville
OHIO Ohio Sound Akron
Paimer's Stereo Center. Columbus
B & B Appliance Co Inc Middleburg
Jamieson s Toledo
Stereo On Wheels °Wen
Classic Stereo Lima
Electronics Ltd Warren
OKLA. Audio Dimensions °Manor,.
The Phonograph Ltd Tulsa
Gramophone Norman
ORE. Cnelsea Audio. Beaverton

Video Sound Gallery Pittsburg
Wes Me Stereo Store Slate College

Audio Clinic. York
GN'T Stereo Lancaster
S.C. Music Peddler Georgetown
Don Jones Custom Stereo. Greenville

TENN. The Sound Room Johnston City
Lindsey Ward. Knoxville
Modern Music Audio Inc Memphis
TEX. Hi Eiden* ino Austin
,

& M Electronics Inc Houston
Sheffield Audio HOuSIOn
Showery Stereo. McAllen
Audio Works Nacogdoches
Electronic Service Center. Odessa
Audio Source. San Antonio
VT. Audio Den South Burlington
VA. Myer Emco Falls Chown
WASH. Evergreen Audio Bremerton
Definitive Audio. Seattle
Northwest Sound Seattle
,e

S ne p

HallmanSte

Music

Tacoma

Spokane
Madison

Car Fidelity Canoga Park Ca
House of Natural Sound. Glendale Ca

Awes Hi Fi Stereo Dearborn

Paris Audio. LOS Angeles. Ca

Classic Stereo. Grand Rapids
Pointe Electronics. Grosse Point

Sound Images. Los Angeles Ca
A B Car Stereo. Huntington NY

ROTEL.:
Authorized Dealers

ALA. Sound Stage Inc

Hums.

.

ALAS. Hy Tech Elections No
ARID, The Listening Post Tempi

CA. D B Audio Inc Berketey
Audio Basics Claremont
Musical images Fresno
Havens & Hardesty Audio Systems
Huntington Beach
Stereo Horizons La Jolla
CMistoPher Hansen Ltd Los Angeles
Gene Rubin Audio Monterey Park
Absolute Audio Orange
Knoll s Oxnard
Stereo Design San Diego
House of Music San Francisco
Stereo Plus San Francisco
Optimal Enchantment Santa Monica
Exceptional Audio West Covina
Absolute Audio Woodland Hills
COLO. Boulder Sound Gallery Boulder
Audio Alternative Fort Collins
CONN. Audio Etc New Haven
FLA. Audio 2000 Electronics Fon Lauderdale
Audio Encounters Hollywood

Audio Flo Miami
ILL. Stereo Systems Aurora
Glenn Poor s Audio video Champaign
Victors Stereo. Chicago
Audio Enterprises Chicago His
Stereo SysWms Joliet
Victor's Stereo Morton Grove
Stereo Systems Naperville
Glenn Poor s Audio Video Normal
IN. Sound Productions Carmel
LA. Wilson Audio New Orleans
ME. New England Music Co Portland
MO. Myer Emco. Rockville
MASS. Sate E Sound Chicopee
Sound & Music NOrrhamplOn

J.B.L. USED SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS, LITERATURE, and blueprints. Bought, Sold, and Traded. 313-2295191. Att. 7 PM EST.

Box 2305, La Habra, CA 90632-2305. 213/691-0967,

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS Hear your
music at last! Now, unique and technologically advanced crossovers deliver unparalleled clarity,

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

714/871-5670.

AD

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

smoothness, dynamics. Call AUDIO NEXUS, NJ,

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL

(201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409 for copies of Sensible
Sound's rave reviews.
AD

PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 262-

KEF 105.2 SPEAKERS, REG. $2800.-sell $990. Rogers
best spkrs., LS -7, reg. $900.-sell $390. (215) 545-1160.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS, Audax, Dynaudio, Eclipse, Focal, Foster, Peerless, Morel, Vifa, SIARE,
and more! New catalog, 504. Meniscus Systems, 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509
MAGNEPAN IIB OWNERS
New plug-in crossover lowers distortion, improves instru-

ment and voice detail for a better image. Increases both
dynamic range and bass definition. Delivers the quality of
bi-amplification at much lower cost. Attaches in seconds.
20 day trial, money back guarantee. $229.00 Visa or Mastercard accepted. For complete details contact DSA Marketing, 6440 N. Ridgeway Ave, Lincolnwood, IL 60645, 1312-673-7003.

NEW YORK ACOUSTICS
Find out about these remarkable new loudspeakers and
kits. New catalog includes high quality parts, capacitors,
electronics, cartridges and more. Send $1.00. 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. 10701 (914) 476-4900.

4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

PROAC LOUDSPEAKERS: The famous Tablette, which
Harry Pearson, Editor of The Absolute Sound, calls "the
best small speaker since the BBC LS3/5A" now has a
bigger brother-the Extended Bass Tablette. ProAc also
makes the incredible Studio 3 and Studio 2 monitors. Write:

MODERN AUDIO, 2888 BLUFF, BOULDER, COLO.
80301. 303-449-1440.

PYRAMID MET7 FLAWLESS BLACK PAIR with 31" PLATEAU stands and YAMAHA NS -W1 self -powered sub woofer $375. (212) 675-9090 Eves/WE.

SPEAKER BUILDING HEADQUARTERS save 50-75%.
Esoteric kits including compound subwoofers, ribbon systems. World class from Dynaudio, Strathern, !AR Wonder caps, Chateauroux polypropylene, and the awesome Gold
Ribbon 3.0. Phase and amplitude correct active crossovers
by Shadow. All the finest in stock at guaranteed lowest
prices with excellent service! Catalog $2. refundable. Audio
Concepts, 1631 Caledonia St., La Crosse WI 54602 (608)
781-2110.

motif

Arnold & Morgan Music Co Gown

CAR SPEAKER DEALERS ONLY

Birmingham

N.Y. AUDIO LABS AT C.F. AUDIO. Moscode 300 amplifier at 150 ch. and Moscode 600 amplifier with 300 of the
nicest sounding watts you've ever heard at an affordable
price. Tubes on the input and mosfets on the output produce smooth yet powerful music. $899 and $1599. WE
SHIP. Visa, MC. C.F. AUDIO, 415 W. Imperial Hwy, P.O.

Oregon Typewriter Eugene
PA. House ot Records Ene
Audmiall Stereo Center Fairless Hills

Sound Seller Mannelle
baton 1 Wisconsin Rapids
The Audio Works Washburn

MICH. Birmingham auto Sound

Improve every aspect of your sound system and software.
IMAGER1 LOUDSPEAKERS from Imaged Stereo. Bedini
amplifiers also! AUTHORIZED! Call Dennis, SOUND ADVICE, (816) 361-2713.

Park Avenue Audio New Mk

Specialized Sound Systems Corp

Cartunes Inc Watertown
The MuSic Box Wellesley

LOUDSPEAKERS

Rogers Stereo. Freeport

Audio Breakthroughs. Huntington
Bobby O's Auto World. Huntington

WIS. Hi Fi Heaven Green Bay

Audio Concepts N Attleboro

LOUDSPEAKERS

MICH. Esoteric Audio Farmington Hills
Sleketees Audio Shop Grand Rapids
Absolute Sound Royal Oak
MINN. Audio Perlechon Minneapolis
N.H. Hanover Audio Inc Hanover
interface Keene
Soundsrmth POrtsmouth
N.J.Audro NeeuS Berktey Heights
A C Recording Raritan
Samman 5 Electronics Inc Wayne
N.Y. Truth in Sound. Brooklyn
Stereo One E Rochester
Ears Nova Inc

Electronics for the audio purist
from Tiffany Connectors
and conrad-johnson design
M Berns Industries creator of Tiffany Connectors is
proud to announce a new line of transistor electronics
for the discriminating audio purist. Designed by William

Conrad and Lewis Johnson and manufactured by
conrad-johnson design, inc., these products achieve
the long awaited union of musical accuracy and solidstate technology. World-wide distribution will be through
M. Berns Industries. Motif products will be available
soon from selected audio salons.

Greatneck

Eardrum Stereo Nanuet
New Pall, Audio New Pant
Audio ofingi Salon New York
Borger's Audio New York
Jems Sound Inc New York
Precision Audio New York
Thalia Hi El New York
Alpha Stereo. PlatIsOurg
Gala Sound. Rochester

r7s2(./1

Rockville Hi Fi Centre Rockville Centre
N.C. Sound One Asheville
Audio Advice Raleigh
OHIO Stereo Showcase. Centreville
S.C. Don Jones Custom Stereo. Greenville

TENN. K S S Sound. NaShville
TEX. Audio Pro Rules Inc
HOuston
VT. Laser -Land Inc

ESSee Junction

WASH. Audisor Bellevue
Optimum Sound. Seattle
WIS. Specialind Sound Systems Corp
Madison

Audio Video Exchange. Menesna
The AudiOwOrkS Washburn

M. Berns Industries, Inc.

145 West 45th Street-Penthouse
New York, New York 10036

Anglo ArnenCAn Au0M/Rotel Audio 01 America P 0 Box 653 WW1° NY 14240 U.S A

la t6) 297.0595 / MIN 297.0599
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TURNTABLES

QUAD ESL -63 OWNER: The complete modification as
seen at CES from Crosby Audio Works is now available
thru. Presto Audio (408) 374-0292. Call for details.

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR

TANGENT ACOUSTICS -Imported by Terpsichore Imports, Rt. 24, Chester, N.J. 07930 201-674-4000. One of
the finest British loud -speakers available. Models range
from $400. Model RS -4, long considered one of the finest
full range British loudspeakers availatae at $795. a pair.
Current technology upgrades available on all Tangent
models.

TURNTABLES
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
AR TURNTABLES WITH SAEC and otter Japanese tone arms -superior combinations at affordable prices. Free details: Shadow Audio P.O. Box 31672, Omaha, NE 681239998

If You Read the Latest Issue of

the absolute sound®
(And Just This One)
This is What You'll Find Out

TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to
improve your AR's transparency, detail and smoothness or we will refund the purchase price.
35.00
1). AudioQuest Sorbothene Mat
2). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
30.00
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
please call
All others
3). Hum -shielding for AR motors:
9.00
HS Kit
The Audio Advisor, Inc. Box 6202 Grand Rapids, MI.
49506 (616) 451-3868. Shipping: $3.00/Item

HP finally unveils his amplifier findings. He
defines the "sound" of amps and groups ten
according to promise (four) and excellence (six,

including one solid-state). Guess which?
We continue our series on classic analogue
discs, Mercury, Lyrita, and featured RCA's golden age in Boston. Sneak previewed: the much touted Meridian CD player. The super discs are
updated.

MERRILL "DEAD BEAT" MAT. $35. Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.

Thomas 0. Miller assesses the arcane world
of pickup arms, from the Odyssey to the Eminent Technology and (!) Alphason. Ken Kessler
reports on British tubed electronics. And much
more.

MERRILL TURNTABLE
Features: Beautiful solid oak base. A tunable, threepoint Constant Resonance Suspension System (pat.
app.). A subchassis designed to absorb tonearm release energy (pat. app.). Supplied with an inner gravity
clamp and outer periphery record clamp (pat. app.).

A year's subscription: (4 issues) $20; $22,
Canada; $35, Overseas (Air -mail).
Name
Address

City, State

For more information contact UNDERGROUND
SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104.

Zip

Please send check or US money order to:

(901) 272-1275.

BEST SOUND PER
DOLLAR
SYSTEM
(UNDER $2100)
Linn Sondek Lp-12

Turntable:

Tonearms/Cartridges: Linn Lux +/Basik

Adcom GFT-2
Linn Kans

Tuner:

Speakers:

SOUND
BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 100%
(212) 683-0925

SOTA SAPPHIRE: MOUNT YOUR TONEARM ON A

platters $135 for all AR-XA, AR-XB, and AR-XE turnta-

bles. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 272-1273.

P. 0. Box L,
Sea Cliff, New York 11579

To Order by Phone: (516) 671.6342

SOTA TURNTABLES -Star & Sapphire available

at

Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester, N.J. 07930 201-879-6889

9:30 am to 5:30 pm ET. Ask for Eden.
Visa, Mastercard and American Express accepted.

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

MULTI COMPONENTS

COMING SOON-MERRILL FOUCAULT MOTOR Shield
for AR-XE Turntable. Underground Sound, 2125 Central
Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.
MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
Tonearm Replacement Subchassis Kit for old AR
$85.00-Subchassis for sonic improvement of AR-XE
with adjustable feet $95. Following modifications are
for all models: Platter Coating $10. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring Kit $8. High Torque Motor $45. Platter
Balancing Service $10. Replacement inner and outer

the absolute sound®

SOTA turntable, and smile. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201) 464AD
8238, (201) 730-2409.

ACOUSTAT MODEL SIX SPEAKERS, beige cloth, teak
base, TNT -200 amplifier. Excellent condition. $2500 for
both. (503) 535-5601.
ALL MINT AND ONE YEAR OLD: Denon DR -M4 3 head
cassette deck -$315: NAD 4150 tuner -$180: ADC SS -

115 Ten Band E0-$80: DBX 224 NR -$90. (718) 445-

MULTI COMPONENTS
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
AMPEX 602-2 MATCHING 622 SPKR. Amp. Systems in
new condition. Pkg. $395. Carver TX1-11 never used $195.
Herb Chaston 168 Glen Charlie, E. Wareham, Mass.
02538 1-617-295-2508.
ARC D7OMKII-Like new, $1250; Nakamichi 580M-$295;

Boston Acoustics A40-$85pr. 216-867-6138 eves. &
wkends.

6816.

FRIED G/2A SPEAKERS; Tandberg pre -amp, Perreaux
1150B amp. Like new. 215-567-4626.

a c enoist
40.

11.,

Question: If Talisman products are so technologically advanced, why do
you give them names associate! with magic?

Answer: Because we unuerstand that technology is only a means to an
end. The ultimate goal of all Talisman products is to allow you to break down
the electronic and mechanical barriers between yourself and the music. The best

technology cannot be distingushed from magic because it appears effortless.
The best tool becomes an extension of its user. Results matter much more than
endless pages of technical justification for "breakthroughs" that somehow
don't sound better.
Does this mean that research and development don't count?
Of course they count, but on') as much as they really improve your

B&W 802FSP SPEAKERS, as new, $1495; DB1A preamp
$175; Quad 405 $275; KEF Corellis, $275. Individual. 217356-4354.

(al' ka mist) -A person who seeks to transmute base metals

into gold; a magician with the power of transmutation.

The Talisman Alchemists are more than the sum of their technical advantages. They embody the systems approach. Their synergism is Centered on the
goal of delivering recorded music as a present reality rather than a veiled mem-

ory.
When you make the substantial investment needed to obtain a first-class
moving coil phono cartridge, you want to be sure you are getting top-level performance. Please listen to the Alchemists and compare. But don't compare
them to other high -output moving coils. Compare them to the most highly
rated combination of low -output moving coils and step-up devices. And
let your ears decide.

listening situation.

Talisman Alchemist Intensified Focus- Cartridges
AUDIO/JUNE 1985

AMMO

P.O. Box 5046 Berkeley, CA 94705
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MULTI COMPONENTS

MUSIC, NOT JUST SOUNI).
Our equipment is designed to reveal the full range of music. Hear it all at Chestnut Hill Audio:
Accuphase, Acoustic Electronics, Amber, Apature, Apogee, Audio Pro, Audioquest,
B&K Components, Berning, CWD, Counterpoint, DB, Denon, Duntech, Dynavector, EMT, Entec,
Euphonic, Fourier, Grace, Hafler, Janis, Koetsu, Kiseki, Krell, LAST, Linn Sondek, Live Wire,
Mark Levinson, J.A. Michell, Monster Cable, Music Reference, Naim, Oracle, Origin,
Pioneer Video, Proton, Pyramid, Quad, RGR, Rogers, Signet, Sony, Souther, Spectral, Spendor,
Symdex, Syrinx, Talisman, Tandberg, Thorens, 3D Acoustics, VPI, VSP Labs, Vandersteen, Zeta.
We are located at 311 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106 (215) 923-3035.

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO UM
MULTI COMPONENTS

MULTI COMPONENTS

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 4 amplifier $1800; Audio

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! UNLIM-

Research D110 amplifier $795; Revox A-700 recorder
$1400; Sprinx PU-3 arm $420; Magnaplaner Bass panels
$500 402-779-2589

ITED PROFIT POTENTIAL' LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO -VIDEO -CAR
STEREO & COMPUTERS! -ELECTRONIC EXPERTS,
1000 ORANGE AVE., WEST HAVEN, CT 06516

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 3 PREAMP, $1850. VPI
turntable, new $550. Goetz GMS-3 speakers, new $2500,
sell $1295. McIntosh MR -71 tuner w/cabinet, $250. McIntosh 2125 amp, wicabinet, $750. Quicksilver dual mono
amps, $895. Audible Illusions Modulus preamp, $295. Krell
PAM -1 preamp w/MC, $1095. NAD 1020 preamp, $100.
Promethean Green cartridge used 1/2 hour, $100. Audio by
A.J. Conti, 38-A Gowing, Hudson NH 03051. (603) 8834504.

FREE catalog -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo/esoteric components for home and car. Sony, Bose,
JVC, SAE, Crown, other 'high quality' brands. Audio Unlimited, 12031/2B Adams, LaGrande, OR 97850, 50319635731, 10-6 M-Th Pacific time.

JBL PARAGON MCINTOSH C-32, McIntosh 2125 with
cabinets-Revox A-77 used less than 50 hours. 207-9467079.

DENON 3000F/SPECIAL OAK BASE, extra mount, Black
Widow tonearm, M.A. 630 cartridge $340.00. Sony open
reel TC353D, $135.00. Excellent. (212) 986-3200. (212)
228-8828.

DUAL. CS7410-125. Lux CX1 headamp-$75. Ortolan
MC20-$50. Aiwa AD6550 cassette Deck $75. All in excellent condition. (814) 942-1884.

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT -ALL TYPES -TUBE &

TRANSISTOR -ELECTRONICS & SPEAKERS BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED. S.D.R. P.O. BOX 176,

MCINTOSH MC -75'S $900, MI -3 audioscope $700, MC.
225 $350, MR -77 mint $450, MI -75 $500, MR -71 w/cabine
$350, MR -67 w cabinet $225, 1900 w.cabinet $575, MX.
110's wicabinet $4-500. Crown CX-844 1,v/counter, trac.
syncs, DBX-155, rack $2,000. Braun TG -1000 $400, PS.
500 $125. Tandberg TR-1020 $200. Deltalabs DL -5, DL -4,
ADM -512 demos 70% oft Onkyo TX35 sealed $200, TX -25
$150. Kenwood KC -6060A $200, Pioneer SD -1100 $600
Marantz 7T preamp $165. KLH 1 absolutely pristine w
original cartons $1,000. Scott 4310 Broadcast Monitor tuner $1,000, 272 amplifier $175. Hitachi DA-1000CD $400
Sony Ferrichrome elcaset tape $11. Teac AL -700 elcase
machines factory sealed originally $1,100 now $299, min'
Sony EL -7 $299, EL -4 mint $139. RX-10DBX for elcase
factory sealed $225, 234 Syncaset new $700, demo $650
MB -20 meter bridge $100. ARXA turntable $70, 2ax $125
Mitsubishi LT -30 sealed $370, demos: DA -M30 mete
$150, DA -F30 $250, DA -R8 $150, mini system: MT -04
MA -04, MF-04, MP -04 $666. Klipsch Cornwalls unfinished $550. Advent 500 SoundSpace delay $375. Lux L110 integrated $550. Sansui QSD-1 $500. EV 7445 quad
encoder $500. Revox B-790 turntable $450. Phase Linear
3000MK2 preamp $165. Pioneer RTU-22 perfect quadraphonic high speed $1,500 including halftrack block, laser
video players: LD700 $600 demo, VP1000 $300, new video discs 40-60% off. 10.5" 1/2" width reels $3.50. DBX 224
$225, 400 $200. Ortofon STM-72 transformer $25. 400
prerecorded 'Air $6-7 factory sealed, 1/2track $18. 5,000
original service manuals. Want collections pre-recorded
rit/r, Pioneer TAU -11, JT-2044T, Mcintosh, Marantz (tube)
units, Quad Mir tapes, Sansui OS units, Sony, Teac, Dolby
units, oddball pieces, accessories. Looking for high quality
units on consignment. Everything money back guaranty
Shipping worldwide Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester Street
Wellesley, Mass. 02181, phone: 617-CEL-TICS, 617-235.

WALTON. NY 13856, 607-865-7200.

8427.

MCINTOSH MR78 FM TUNER -$900, OBO, Bang & Olufsen 4002 w/20ch cartridge -$350 OBO. Don at 907-344-

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS. Bought,
Sold, and Traded. Also wanted Mac 3500 or MI 350 foi

0676.

personal use. 313-229-5191 Aft. 7PM EST.

r

Custom Designed Audio
Systems by James Gala
Many audiophiles who desire high quality audio systems are misled
by well-meaning but misinformed friends, salesmen, and magazines,
whose understanding of acoustics is superficial or compromised in
some other regard. As a result, many expensive "mistakes" are made.

GALA SOUND, located in Rochester, N.Y.
and established by pianist/acoustician James
Gala, sells musically accurate and superbly
crafted audio components.

174107.42,

1011111111MEMINMENNEEHIIIMEIMUMI

Audiophiles, music lovers, and recording
studios interested in achieving the highest level

of sound reproduction now rely on GALA
SOUND for state-of-the-art audio systems
custom designed for their specific needs,
listening environments and budgets.
These systems are second to none.

If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest: a custom
designed audio system from GALA SOUND.
Phone, (do not write) Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.
KEF UM QUAD MAGNEPLANAR THRESHOLD
MARK LEVINSON McINTOSH PERREAUX BRYSTON REVOX BELLES

GALA SOUND )=
650 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14607 (716) 461-3000
184

REGA turntables reflect a
splendidly simple British
design philosophy: use only
what is necessary & make it
of the highest quality. The
result is a handsome source
of beautiful music, at a
proper price.
You are invited to hear your
favorite recordings on a
REGA. Please address consumer & dealer inquiries to:

import audio
3149 shenandoah, St. louts,

mo. 63104 314-773-1211

NE 19.,

MULTI COMPONENTS

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen denier
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking cul.

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
MICRO RX-5000 W/HERZ air susp. base, new, $4000. b/o.
New Goldmund T3B, $1800. b/o. FR66S $700. (612) 5293111.

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM 1

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

(UNDER $2700)

Cartridge:

Rega Planar 3
AdCOm XC/LT II

Preamp:

AdCOm GFP-1A

Tuner:

Adcom GFT1-A

Amplifier:

AdCOm GFA-2

Speakers:

Snell Type E II

Turntable:

116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD,'CALIFORN1A 93233 USA
(209) 582-0324

C)

SOUND
BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

0
o.

AD

THE POUND HAS FALLEN. Due to the strength of the
dollar we can otter British Audio gear at substantial discounts over current retail. Sample prices: Linn Sondek
turntable, $678.; Linn Ittok tonearm, $430.; Rega RB300
tonearm, $147.50; Meridian MCD, $625.; Celestion SL 600, $1,080. Prices subject to periodic change due to
currency fluctuations. Send SASE for full price and infor-

TAPE RECORDERS

TUBE EQUIPMENT

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

AMPEREX, EE, GE, GOLD LION, Siemens, Telefunken
and more. New or higher grade tubes car be your cheapest sonic improvement. Many audiophile components and
accessories. Call for prices and availability. Consultant/
supplier to manufacturers,

SONY C-500 MICROPHONES-Three in mint one
matched pair w/power supply & case classic sound. 503642-3883, Eve.
HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

mation sheet. Phone operated only Monday and Wednesday 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Saturday 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

Central time. Sterling Audio Imports, Inc., 121 Deckbar

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL

Avenue, New Orleans, Louisiana 70121; (504) 832-1402.

PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 262-

THRESHOLD S/500 AMP, Levinson ML10 pre -amp, B&W
801 F speakers, Linn LP12 with Itok & Asak, Denon TU750

4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

tuner, H.K. 300XM cassette, V.P.I. record cleaner. 513729-4532; evenings.

CARTRIDGES/TONEARMS

dealers, clubs, individuals.

Douglas Kent Smith Consulting, 1792 Perrysville Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15212 (412) 322-1693.

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 KT77 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types
in stock. A R S Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, Van Nuys,
Ca. 91406, (818) 997-6200

FUTTERMAN OTL AMPLIFIERS-The ultimate tube amplifier with no reservations. No output transformer, no
transformer coloration. The purest sound we have yet experierced. LANDES AUDIO, Rt. 24, Chester Mail. Chester,
N.J. 07930 201-879-6889.

TRADE-INS WELCOME
CARVER SPECIALISTS
Carver, conrad johnson, Nakamichi, harman/kardon, Gold
Aero tubes, AR turntable, Clements ribbon speakers, VSP

amplifiers, VPI turntable NEC video and lots more! CD
player sale now! Used special-conrad Johnson PV -3
$169. THRESHOLD AUDIO 409 So. 22nd St., Heath, Ohio
43056 614-522-3520

HELIUS DESIGNS
Imported by Terpsichore Imports, Chester Mall, Chester,
N.J., 201-674-4000. Manufacturer's reps being sought.
Current retail "Orion" $900, "Aureus" $500, "Scorpio II"
$285. Hand -built British tonearms with tetrahedral ball race
bearings. Simply nothing better.

JOIN THE TUBE EXPLOSION! Let GSI help you modify all

tubed components to shocking new performance levels.

"Generation H" Modification's Two advanced tube
preamps, a crossover, and a new TRIODE output 50 watt
amp! GSI 578 Nepperhan Avenue Yonkers, NY 10701.

DALLAS
AR

Acoustat
Audible Illusions
Audio Source
Auchoguest
Belles

CJ Walker
Conrad -Johnson
Electrocompaniet

Nitty Gritty
Onkyo

PS Audio
FMAc
Randall Research
Reference Recording,.
Robertson
Sheffield
SOTA

Sorographe

Grace
Grado

Harman-Kardon
Kimber Kable
Live Wire
Magnepan

Souther
Spica

Sumiko Products

MAS

Taffsman
Thiel
Threshold

Monster Cable

VR

technoloyp rcpected in music

Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs Rd.
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214( 931-6664

elasse Audio L7nc.
16877 HYMIJS BLVD, KIRKLAND, BILEBEC H9H 31_4
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TUBE

EQUIPMENT

MOSCODE TUBE AMPLIFIERS -A synthesis of tubes
and MOSFETS in order to create cost effective tube electronics. One of the true marvels of this year. Tube liquidity

with better than transistor punch in the bass. 150 per
channel with 8db of headroom!!! Only $900. 300 per channel with 8db of headroom!!! Only $1600. LANDES AUDIO,
Rt. 24, Chester Mall, Chester, N.J. 07930 201-879-6889

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

AUDIO PULSE DIGITAL TIME DELAY Model One. $195.
603-778-8403. Ask for Roland.

THE ULTIMATE AUDIO ACCESSORY! "Starstrips" Corn.
ponent Lighting -Measuring 1/2" square, perfect for any corn
ponent. Transformerless, w/6 toot cord, thumbswitch, +
adhesive backing. 10" $19.95 20" $24.95 30" $29.95 add
$2.00 S+ H MasterNisa/Cod G -Tech 578 Nepperhan Av.
Yonkers, N.Y. 10701 914-969-2777

DB SYSTEMS DB-7 PHASE INVERTER/BANDPASS FILTERiBRIDGING ADAPTER features: switchable absolute
phase, Butterworth subsonic/Bessel supersonic filters, outputs for bridging two amplifiers (stereo to monaural).

$263.00 DB SYSTEMS, Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, ARC, BERNING,
QUAD, WESTERN ELECTRIC, KRELL, LEVINSON,
LEAK, TANNOY, JBL, ETC. (SOLID STATE & TUBE). 713-

7284343. MAURY CORB, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON,
TEXAS 77096

5121.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18dB/octave. Kits
from $116. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Subsonic
Filters, Bandpass Filters from $25. Free Folder w/reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street, East Northport NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

TIPTOES, WITH DEEP MACHINE THREADING replace
the feet on Oracle, SOTA, etc. turntables; also with wood screw studs for speakers; custom versions. Michael Percy,
Box 526 Inverness, Ca. 94937; 415-669-7181.

CD PLAYERS

FANTASTIC HITACHI LINEAR CRYSTAL -OXYGEN
free copper interconnect cables, gold plated terminals,

AtAudioAdom
Featuring State Of The Art Technology,
Combined With Truly Old -Fashioned Hospitality.

electronics
BELLES BRYSTON DENON KLYNE LUXMAN S.A.E.
loudspeakers
ALLISON DESIGN ACOUSTICS

ENERGY I.T.C. MARIAN M & K THIEL
turntables, cartridges, tape decks
ACCUPHASE ADCOM AUDIOOUEST DENON
DYNAVECTOR GRACE GRAN KOETSU ORACLE
REVOLVER SHINON SOTA SUMIKO THORENS

PRESENT, PAST, FUTURE = A TRUE STORY
Audio Visions is about to begin its fourth year. (We were
incorporated in July, 1981). Our dreams have become reali-

ties, and though we regret that we no longer are able to
remember the names of all our customers, we are proud of
our exceptional success. (Almost all our customers remember our names!) Who are we? We are Nicholas Martino and

Steve Komins. We built our store entirely OURSELVES
(every stud, every joist, every piece of sheetrock). As those
of you who have visited us already know, our three demo
rooms are unique= large, comfortable, uncluttered,
designed not as showcases for merchandise but as spaces

in which to enjoy - and appreciate - the best in music
reproduction. A fourth room houses our ever expanding,
carefully selected offerings of records and compact discs.
(What good is the hardware without THE MUSIC?) Two
technicians are in residence in our fifth room, surrounded
by over $20,000 of laboratory test equipment and repair
parts. We also have a sixth room...and a seventh...and...
Meanwhile, we feel strongly that even the finest facilities
are no substitute for all of the very special work that we,
ourselves, are doing each and every day. If you haven't
visited us yet, do so soon. Perhaps you, too, will want to
remember our names...and we'll want to remember yours.

shipped postpaid: 1/2 meter $28, 1 meter $38, 11/2 meter
$45, 2 meter $50. Send check/M.O., dealers invited. PMD
Enterprises, 9908 Daines Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.

GOLD LION, "INDIA," TELEFUNKEN TUBES. Cramolin,
fidelity research, Hartley, Kimber Kable, PS Audio, Precision Fidelity, Sheffield, SONEX, Superphon, VPI. VECTOR
ELECTRONICS, 1653 SE Marion, Portland, OR 97202.
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS. (503) 2332603.

Western Mass CD (4 Components
lCWO Boston Acoustics SSW CarverAleo
Opel Etta, Heller Permon/hArdon
°Mayo Integre Otto.. PS Peso. Snore Sony
ES Sole Stanton moans

Sound Ed Music
92 Mao St NottasmotOn MA 412 SMS9S41

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS A LARGE selection of
CD players at competitive prices. For more information

Mon. thru Sat. please call 301-593-8833. Audio Discounts, 1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY

AD

20901. We honor Visa & M/C.

PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and

sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Information! Wilsonics, 2111-M 30th Street, Suite 1138, Boulder,
Colorado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings

PETERSON PRESENTS EMERALD' -a unique, air dielectric, advanced -technology interconnect and
Tonearm Cable System of incomparable transparency
and musicality. Peterson interconnects have been setting performance and quality standards since 1979,
and EMERALD" continues that tradition. Find out how
our experience and established competence can stunningly and cost-effectively improve your music system.
Contact us for complete product information, available
dealers, and no -risk trial terms. PETERSON AUDIO,
Dept. AM, 13665 SW Garrett Court, Tigard, OR 97223.
(503) 639-2401. Dealer inquiries invited.

PHONO ACCESSORY INVENTORY REDUCTION. ADC/Orsonic Clamp $9.95, Litz Headshell wires $4.95, AT
Electronic stylus cleaner $19.95, Oracle Groove Isolator
Mat $35. Shipping $3. per item. The Audio Advisor, Inc.,

Box 6202, Grand Rapids, MI 49506. 616 451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX.

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi, Klipsch
Quad, Acoustat, PS, Telarc, more (see our Hafler ad)
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston
AI
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO
VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BES1

PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALI
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'!
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BO)
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 262
4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

COMPACT DISCS

I

RENT COMPACT DISCS: With option to purchase at los

price. Write: Audio House 4304 Brayan, Swartz Creek
Michigan, 313-655-8639.

BRYSTON = model .5B
Or, perhaps it's the POINT FIVE B? What is it? Is it a secret
weapon? A new, incredible value from Bryston? DO YOU
BELIEVE IN SANTA CLAUS? Are the Russell brothers trying on red suits? White beards? In the summertime? Once

again, AudioVisions is first with important news...We're
going to have a lot of fun with this little gem.

THE SHINON RED
A Wonderful Surprise: Thank you, Peter Chu
Is it possible to design and build the perfect phono cartridge? Record...after record...after record...Are we listening, in fact, to records in our front demo room, or are we
listening to music, live, in symphony halls, in night clubs, in
studios? We know, more than ever before, just how good our

best speakers, amplifiers, turntables and tone arms really
are. Though Shinon is a Japanese word (translation: True
Tone), the company is Canadian (along with Bryston, Oracle, and an amazing number of other important audio manufacturers). Shinon's co-owner and chief engineer, Peter
Chu (who some years ago was involved in the birth of a now
very famous turntable), is Chinese. The cartridge, meanwhile, speaks only one language' MUSIC!
a tragedy: condolences to Mr. Harry Pearson
On February 27, 1985, here on Long Island, the home of
Harry Pearson, editor of The Absolute Sound. was destroyed by fire. We understand that Mr. Pearson had a huge
collection of records, which he treasured, all of which were
lost in the fire. Arson is suspected as the fire's cause.
We are very glad to hear that there will be no interruption
in publication of The Absolute Sound.

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY. WEST BABYLON
(516) 661-3355
NEW YORK 11704
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THE
UNSPEAKER
No artificial sweeteners,
artificial flavors or colorants added.
The First Minimum Periodicity
Loudspeaker System.

Minimum Periodicity is a new
measurement and design technique
from Dayton Wright Research.
LCM I

DAYTON THE DAYTON WRIGHT GROUP LIMITED
WRIGHT 97 NewKirk Road North, Richmond Hill, Ont. M4C 3G4 (416) 884-8586
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COMPACT DISCS
COMPACT DISCS AND ACCESSORIES
7 DAYS A WEEK - FREE CATALOG
CALL TOLL FREE
f- COMPACT

1.800 -ALL DISC

IN CONN CALL 1-452-0203
ALL DISC MUSIC, INC.

COMPACT DISCS
IMPORT, AUDIOPHILE, and USED compact discs. Many
hard to find Japanese, European, and small -label CD's in
stock. New wholesale prices on orders for ten pieces or

more. Ask for free newsletter, or send $2 for complete
catalog with over 3,500 titles. SUPERSOUND, P.O. Box
7082-A, Forest Park II. 60130. Phone (312) 366-1300.

.111
DIG TAL AUDIO

133 WHEELER RD. MONROE CT 06468

CD -MATE, THE LATEST IN COMPACT DISC accessories. Allows portability plus safe, durable protection for your
C.D.'s. Available in six pack and ten pack, CD/MATE is
made of durable nylon with velour lining and Velcro closure. CD/MATE's lightweight, compact design eliminates
the need for bulky plastic boxes. Send $10.95 for six pack
(holds six C.D.'s) or send $12.95 for ten pack (holds ten
C.D.'s) plus $2.00 postage and handling to: Shore Bros.
Ltd., Box A, 2323 Corinth Ave., LA, CA. 90064

JAZZ CDs

EXTRAORDINARY
PRODUCTS
Phoenix
Tonearm, Oracle &
Triplanar
Klyne,
Tiptoe
Ts
Preamplifier,
Power Supplies,
Box MacMod
Regulated
Termination
CableMod s,
Tonearm
& Interconnect
Mac
Tonearm
Crossover,

RECORDED TOTALLY DIGITAL. Free catalog DMP, Box
2317, NY, NY 10185.

MacMod
Subwoofer

USED COMPACT DISCS WANTED: Cash, trade for other

EXCEPT
MODIFICATIONS
Ittok, Mission,
amplifiers,

discs or stereo equipment. Audio House 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek Michigan, 313-655-8639.

COMPACT DISCS-CLASSICAL, JAZZ & POP/AUDIOPHILE, EUROPEAN & JAPANESE IMPORTS. SPECIAL
ORDERS WELCOMED. SEND YOUR WANTS OR $2.00
FOR CATALOGUE. NYCD, P.O. BOX 20232, LONDON
TERRACE STATION, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011.

COMPACT DISCS-MOST TITLES $11.99-$13.99.
3,000 plus titles in stock. Free catalog plus monthly updates. Oz Records, 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083, (404) 292-5452.
GET ORGANIZED. Beautiful solid oak CD storage system.
Holds 75 CD's. Three shelves. Handsome finish. 11" wide,
15" high. Unconditional guarantee. High quality without the

high price. Only $24.95 complete or send for brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited. The Oak People, 5503 17th N.W.

Ethel
Enterprises
CD'S EXCLUSIVELY

IONAL

tanearms,
QUAD 405
EPA100
preamplifiers,
SME & Technics
& Spatial
Bedini, Belles
Studio l & LS3/5A
01.1AD 63, Rogers

speakers

catalog

from The

Request a complete
Coast Highway
Mod Squad, 542CA 0 42

Leucadia,

101,

.

(619) 436-7666

Over 1100 Classical, Opera
& Jazz Titles in stock.
Detailed Catalog $1

P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A
Falls Church, VA 22043

B205 -A1, Seattle, WA 98107.

eMOSCODEim TUBE CIRCUITRY

"A Rose Is A Rose"
Gertrude Stein and Julius Futterman were in complete agreement about the design of
audio circuits. When she said "A rose is a rose," Julius completed that statement by saying
"A bipolar transistor is a bipolar transistor, and a tube is a tube." No matter how brilliant the
design effort, no matter how technically sophisticated the research facility, no matter how
impassioned the love of music, any company that produces audio gear with conventional
bipolar transistors is up against the wall aesthetically.
Julius Futterman began experimenting in the late 1970's with hybrid tube and mosfet circuitry because he believed that this was the only avenue of research that would lead to circuitry that would equal his all tube designs.
Such a synthesis of tubes and mosfets of course would eliminate the reliability problems
with output tubes and permit the creation of cost effective circuitry. After all, how many music
lovers can afford a Julius Futterman OTL-1 amplifier priced at $10,000? We have continued
Julius's pioneering research on the development of hybrid circuits and offer some extraordinary electronics-extraordinary for one very simple reason, for the first time you can buy
affordable, reliable tube circuitry.

CLEAN RECORDS . . .
CLEAN SOUND

For example, there are four different Moscode Tube Amplifiers-the Moscode 150,
Moscode 300, Moscode 600, MegaMoscode 1000. Whether you need a tube amplifier that
delivers 90 watts a channel or 800 watts a channel, there is a Moscode Tube Amplifier
designed for your system. Have you ever heard a tube amplifier that will produce over 500
watts a channel into 4 ohms and never have to worry about replacing output tubes and costs
only $1599? Or do you have a small system where you need a tube amplifier that will produce
over 200 watts a channel? The Moscode 300 costs only $899.
For those who appreciate the refinement of tube preamps, there are four different
Moscode Preamps. The Moscode Minuet has 80 db of gain so that you need no headamp
for moving coil cartridges and has some of the most sophisticated mosfet regulation. The
Moscode Sarabande and Moscode Continuo are more sophisticated and will give a high
level of refinement, but we invite you to compare these preamps to our $4000 NCP-I1 tube
preamps to gain a perspective on our achievement.
For those who are still unconvinced about the virtues of tubes we offer IT. IT is a tube
phono preamp that is designed to plug into the aux input of your transistor preamp or receiver. By plugging IT in you will now be listening to a tube phono frontend. IT costs only
$169, has 80 db of gain and will instantly transform your transistor gear into the voluptuous
liquidity only possible with tubes. We would be glad to send you information about these
Moscode Products if you will reach out to us, at NEW YORK AUDIO LABS, 33 N. Riverside
Ave., Croton -on -Hudson, NY
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THE BEST THERE IS!
The HW-l7 Pro Record Cleaner is a
true "State of the Art" device.

Self contained fluid pump
Stainless Steel catch basin

Self adjusting velvet coated
pickup nozzle

Quiet operation!
V.P.I. Ind. Inc.
P.O. Box 159
Ozone Park, N. Y.11417
718-845-0103

10520, 914-271-5145.
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The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel MLP-202 II

PRERECORDED TAPE

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI-

CENTURY direct -to -discs are back for a limited time.
(Woody Herman, Buddy Rich, Benny Goodman etc)

CATED REELS (2/4 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
$1.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape

Recording, 14-8 Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ

$15.00

ALL THE AUDIOPHILE labels: Sheffield, Reference,
Proprius, Meridian etc.

We will BEAT any catalog price by $1 per LP.

08035.

Send $1.00 for new 1985 catalog to: SUPERSOUND, P.O.

BOX 7082-X, Forest Park IL. 60130. Phone (312) 366NAKAMICHI & MOBILE FIDELITY high quality pre-record-

ed audio cassettes. Excellent selection: classical, jazz,
pop. New low prices. Ultrasound, 1319 Highland, Dayton,
OH 45410. (513) 256-9714 (evenings). Catalog available.

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

1300.

DISCOUNTED PRICES on all Audiophile recordings:
Featuring Mobile, Reference, Sheffield, Wilson, plus
CD's, Last cleaners, VPI and more at HUGE savings.
FREE catalog: CLASS -A -UNDERGROUND, 35 North

Greenbush Road, West Nyack, NY, 10994 or call
(914) 638-4089 (10-4 EST). QUICK delivery, Visa/
Mastercard.

CONVERT OVERSEAS VIDEOTAPES, PAL, SECAM. to
American system, vice versa. 110-220 Audio, Video recorders, Televisions, discounted. Apple Audio, 74-18,
37th Avenue, Jacksonheights, New York. (718) 507-5800.

MoFi's new low prices. Ultrasound, 1319 Highland, Dayton,
OH 45410. (513) 256-9714 (evenings).

RECORDS
THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response

and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for

PROTECT YOUR LPS. Poly sleeves 130. Polyline paper
160. Cardboard jackets 400. Postage $2.50. We buy and
sell like new Ip's, prerecorded reel tapes and cassettes.
Catalog $3.00. House of Records, Box 323, Hillburn, NY
10931.

an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the

no

from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in the glorious
acoustics of Medinah Temple, excitingly captured in Prof.
Johnson's dynamic sonics. On 45 rpm all -analogue LP
(RR -17, $16.98) and soon on digital CD and cassette.
Available at many fine audio and record stores, or directly
from us: Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107, (408-745-7159). Free catalog, reviews. Orders postpaid in U.S. Visa/MC welcome. Dealer inquiries

ween any TV or VCR and your stereo

reo channels. so exciting and dimen-

sional. you will think you're at the
Theatre. The THOO also matches the
impedances and serves as an isolation interface. Order yours today. com-

plete with all instructions. cables.
it

Visa. MC or OC

magnetic fields, and special adhesives
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic

koff (arr. by Easley Blackwood). These are virtuoso soloists

or call 24 hours. ask
for our tree catalog and the name of
your nearest dealer.

systems aux. or tape inputs. Teledapters matrix stereo circuitry takes
a mono signal from the TV or VCR.
and synthetically produces two ste-

stray

and coatings, the Morel drivers are

you're not satisfied. Only $39.95
plus $3.00 ship. Mail: check. MO.

SOUND TO
YOUR TV!

technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice -coil wire, unique
having

and prompt 30 day refund guarantee

TELEDAPTER®
Model TE-200 easily connects bet-

incorporate several notable
structures

Labs. Call Carol, SOUND ADVICE, (816) 361-2713. Proud
Distributors of "Imager" Loudspeakers.

And now for something completely different-"REFLECTIONS." For those quiet moments when you're not in the
mood for percussion smashes, symphonic crashes or big
band bashes, think flute and piano. Soothing, peaceful
music in the Windham Hill vein is played by Jim Walker,
flute, and the composer of these original pieces, Mike
Garson. You may know their names from the jazz group
"Free Flight;" now hear them in surpassingly natural
sound. "REFLECTIONS" is available on 45 rpm all -analogue LP (RR -18, $16.98), and soon on digital CD and
cassette. Also new this month, our second recording with
the CHICAGO PRO MUSICA, Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du
soldat" suite and "Capriccio Espagnol" by Rimsky-Korsa-

ADD STEREO

strictest tolerances in our own factory,

magnet

MOBILE FIDELITY SALE! U.H.O.R.'s (including Finger
Paintings). BEATLES, STONES, SINATRA, WOOD STOCK and BIZET'S CARMEN COLLECTIONS. "MMT"
and "Aja" still available. Fresh Aire Collections. Sheffield

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202 II,
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at

LIMITED EDITION! From Mobile Fidelity: New, "Woodstock" box (5 -LP or 4 -CD), $68.75 + $3.00 UPS. Also
available: "Victory At Sea," "Stones" boxes. Write/call for

11-1

TOLL FREE

1-800-251-8608

MORD&

DEPT. 122. P.O. BOX 1316
COLUMBIA. TENN. 38402-1316

invited!

range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.

KOETSU & SYRINX
Please write for details:

)))
morel,
morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b, p.o.b. 140, ness ziona
70 451 israel. tel. 054-70796, telex 31951

Fine audio products define the art. The new
Koetsu Black Gold Line, the Koetsu
Rosewood Signature and the Syrinx PU-3
MK II are now available for audition.
Exclusive U.S.agent:

ASSEMB'AGE
P.O. Box 815
Bra n tird CT
.

064:5

(203) 4SS -8099

morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a. tel. (617) 277-0111
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
MO Fl BEATLES BOX, unopened, $550, Sheffield, Thelma Houston, sealed, $100. P.O. Box 3124, Falls Church,
VA 22043.

SHEFFIELD LAB, LINCOLN MAYORGA "Missing Line"
and Dave Grusin 'Discovered again." Factory sealed $450
each. Craig 303-530-1067, Eves.

SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTENT
Send S20 tor 10 Issues Stereophile 1107c Fork/ Street Santa Fe NM 87501 or

THE BEATLES COLLECTION-Mobile Fidelity sealed
set, $650. Another set: carton opened but records un-

Call toll -free 800/821-3528

played, virgin, $595. 303-473-1879.

WANTED TO BUY

WANTED TO BUY

ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS, "LARGE" TYPE. "Original"
or "New" models (Henry E. Kloss designs.) Mint condition,
walnut finish only. Jim DeLotel; 942 E. 7th St.; Jeffersonville, Ind. 47130. (812) 282-0923.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc.

SOUTHER ENGINEERING ANNOUNCES,

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

Scott Dowling, 9908 Gaines Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.

NEED TWO JBL MODEL N-1200 Crossovers. Have cash
or LE -14's, LX -10's in DORIAN cabinets. R. Bond, Rt. 70,
Box 461, Jean, Nevada 89019.

This standard 1/2" mount version

of the VERITAS cartridge,
and new symmetry interconnect cables are available
NOW for audition by discerning
audiophiles. SPECS.VIEW AVA1L.M.

In Lune, the world's best toneonn gets even better!
Look for the new Tri-Beam 12 caul 16 Linear Tracking Souther.

SERVICES
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, QUAD, TUBE AMPS. Garrard
301, Thorens TD -124. Old Tannoy/Jensen/Altec/JBL
Speakers & Raw Drivers. Hartsfields, Patricians. Western
Electric Equipment. Tel: 818/576-2642. David Yo, POBx
832, Monterey Park, Ca. 91754.

by special arrangement, the
import/distribution of the
renowned Clearaudio M/C
cartridge from West Germany.

C SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
429 A. YORK STREET. CANTON. MA 02021

617-828-5050

Dealer inquiries invited.

AUDIO PULSE SPECIALISTS. Repairs-ModificationsUpdates-Sales. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 111 East Rialto Ave., Rialto, Calif. 92376. (714) 875-0776.

In New England...
Synthesis was founded by William

Conrad and Lewis Johnson to
design and produce loudspeakers
capable of creating the illusion of
live music in home listening
environments. Achieving this goal
requires a speaker that is tonally
correct, images precisely, reproduces fine detail cleanly, and is
capable of reproducing the wide
dynamic contrasts of live music.
Advanced computer measurement and design techniques, together with extensive auditioning
of design alternatives, have resulted
in speakers that attain unusual
accuracy in the reproduction of
music-truly a fusion of art and
technology.

IsLinthes15,
Synthesis, 2817M Dorr Avenue, Fairfax, Virginia 22031
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Ae knowledge, creativity and
dependability you expect from
a dealer who represents these
and other major manufacturers.
Alpha
Astatic
Audio -Interface
AudioPro
Audioquest
Belles Research
Boston Acoustics
Bryston

Carver
Counterpoint
Denon
Dynavector
ESB

Grace
Keith Monks
Magnepan
MartinLogan
Mission
ModSquad

Morel
Niles

Oracle
Plexus
Robertson
Signet
Snell
Sonographe
SOTA
Souther
Spica
Stax

Sumiko
Talisman

Tandberg
Threshold
Vandersteen
VPI
and more.

VIDEO
NEC

Pioneer
Proton

5 listening rooms...New England's
largest audiophile record dealer...
Keith Monks record cleaning...
Custom cabinetry...In-store service...
All shipments pre -paid and insured In
the continental U.S...
MC /VISA/AMEX/ Take 5 Charge

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 777-1750
Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5
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TEST RECORDS

SERVICES

SERVICES

72 Hour VCR & Stereo

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818)

REPAIR SERVICE

Yes -72 hr quick service on amps, receivers, cassette
decks. 6 VCRs. 100 day complete warranty. Coll
1-800-645-5252 for instructions and shipping.

ALPHR-TECH ELECTRONICS

446-5346.

quency; separation; compliance; vertical- and lateral -tracking; tonearm resonance, and more. $10.00 each.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

1411 S. Big Bend St. Louis, MO 63117
DEALERS AND SALES REPRESENTATIVES required
for high quality Canadian loudspeaker systems capable of
critically accurate reproduction. Excellent margins and
commission rate available. Visit our suite in Chicago Ameri-

cana Congress 4th floor June 2 -June 5th or contact
MERAK ACOUSTICS, 271 Amber Street, Markham, Ontario. Canada L3R-3J7. 416-474-0966.

._

on:

lust love his prices
DISC PLAYERS
COMPACT
Rifi*VIDEO
BETA IIIII*YRS

AUDIO*TELEVISION.TAPE

and ACCESSORIES!!!

9:30 -5M-I
14100-8Z25-8656
ORDERS OKI
AIWA

JENSEN IVC

MARAN'EL

PH. QUASAR

s imawooD

THORENS VIDICRAFf
TOSHIBA
TEC UNA( S

cludes ultra -sonic test tones, high-level low -frequency glide

tones; standard -level and silent bands, and can be used
with a graphic level recorder. $15.00 each.
STR 130 RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD, provides accurate means of calibrating professional
recording equipment. Can be used with a graphic level
recorder or, without automatic equipment, with the spot
frequency bands. $15.00 each.
STR 140 PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD,
is designed for acoustical testing of loudspeakers in ordinary rooms and whole systems, and for psychoacoustic
tests. Includes spot frequency tones with voice announcements and glide -tones in I/3 octave bands from 30 Hz to 15
kHz synced for a graphic recorder. $15.00
SQT 1100 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD, the standard test disc for SO decoding adjustment, has test bands
for pickup measurements, setup of decoders, channel
identification and balance. $15.00 each.
Payment must accompany order and be either a check
or money order in U.S. funds. Allow four to six weeks for
delivery.

STR 100 Stereo Frequency Record $10.00

STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking and IM Disc
$15.00
STR 120 Wide -Range Cartridge Disc $15.00

TEST RECORDS

STR 130 RIAA Frequency Response Disc $15.00
STR 140 Pink Noise Disc $15.00
SQT 1100 Quadraphonic Test Disc $15.00

/ENVOI

SIB

TEAL

S) N'/

TAPES. Store up to 32,000 records. Requires 128K or
more Memory, DOS 2.10, BASICA. $79.95. Information: MICROWARE ASSOCIATES -A, 763 Taft Drive,
Suite G, Arlington, Texas 76011

STR 112 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, includes square wave, graduated -tracking, and IM bands.
$15.00 each.
STR 120 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in-

RCA SANIO

PANASONIC

Worms

IBM PC/XT PROGRAM TO TRACK RECORDS/

l OMMODORE
HITACHI
DISCWASHER
NUMARK CANON

.PH ONE

CODE

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

AMBIL 11

AKAI

TEST RECORDS FROM
CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER

STR 100 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, includes sweep frequency with sync for recorder; spot fre-

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING, FROM CBS
TECHNOLOGY CENTER, is a high -precision test record
for the novice. Set up your hi-fi system and tune it to the

AUDIO TEST RECORDS, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406,
Cincinnati, OH 45218

specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your
equipment functions properly. Includes 16 -page booklet by

-RVET ROTORS

W19

MA 02014
1.1..DISTItIBUTORS
Street, Braintree.

40 Ivory

plmose: to!

mod service
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AUDIO's Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to
perform the following "ears only" tests: Proper identification of left and right channels, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control settings, elimination of buzzes and rattles, proper adjustment of vertical and lateral -tracking
forces, and much more. Send $6.98 in check or money
order in U.S. funds only; payment must accompany order.
Allow four to six weeks for delivery. AUDIO TEST RECORD, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406, Cincinnati, OH 45218

1100.221.-11444

BLANK TAPE
TAPE WORLD
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GUARANTEED SAVINGS

-Why Settle For Less When You Can Own The Best"
Professional Advice

FREE Delivery & Set Up

425 914101.10 ANT WU ORDER

haOt GA*. I,

de,IIIPP.
220 Spring Si.

. .ec

.150 MO

PA.SPVIC 'I.

03
FuJi iR11.0
99 UO3.0
WE W. BEM ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICE Of I'M TOTALORDER.
ORDER INCLUDING ALL

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES 01 ,

\'`iced6 +c"

IDA 1

Flom 361

P-sn 6 30560

Buller, PP 16001

413-2818621

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once. Case of 40, $45.00. 101/2 X 3600' and Cassettes.
MCNisa. Valtech Electronics, Box 6A, Richboro, PA 18954
(215) 322-4866.

Relaxed ''NO RUSH"Showroom Financing Available
Trade-ins Accepted Custom Installation & Repairs
FEATURING OVER 60 BRANDS INCLUDING:
ADS Advent Aiwa AKG Alpine Amber AR Audio Control Audio Source Blaupunkt
Bose Celestion Concord DBX Denon Dual Dynavector Energy Loudspeaker Grace
Grado Harman/Kardon JBL Kyocera Mitsubishi Onkyo Ortofon Pyramid Robertson
Audio Scott Sherwood Signet SoundCraftsmen Sony Sound Dynamics Systemdek

ErfrifiEd

Tandberg Thorens Warfedale/Diamond C.J. Walker And More...
CAR STEREO

203-937-0106

ADS Alpine Alphasonik Altec Blaupunkt Clarion/Audia Concord JVC AFS/KRIKET
Philli Es Sherwood Sony Ungobox And More...

Lowest Possible Prices !!

Call or Write Harold Minto. Proprietor

performance audiolvideo
365 South Bayview Ave. (Corner Atlantic Ave.) Freeport. Long Island, New York 11520
MC

VISA

AMEX

190

Tel. (516) 378-4389

Just 35 min. from Manhattan by car or railroad.
Showroom Hours: Mon. -Fri. 12 noon to 7 p.m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 6 p.m

Retail

Mailorder
Export

MOST MAJOR AUDIO BRANDS!!

CD'S - HI -END AUDIO - CAR PRODUCT
COMPUTERS - (HARDWARE-SOFTWARE)-VIDEO

FULL WARRANTY - FAST DELIVERY
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGS!!
NWOwCwd

996 ORANGE AVE.
1VISA
WEST HAVEN, CT. 06516

AUDIO/JUNE 19E

MISCELLANEOUS

THE PEOPLE TO LISTEN TO
ABARGAIN: Stax Prof LAMBDA/Amp $519, Prof SRM1/2
$375, SRM1/2 $285, Sigma $199. LAMBDA $162, SRX/3
$129, SRD7 $68, SRE15 $25; Grace F9E $99, F9E Ruby
$155, F9E Stylus $58. Ruby Stylus $109, 707 II (B) $109,
747 $129; Accuphase AC -2 $255, AC3 $229; Linn ITTOK
$385; Black ITTOK $435; Technics Stylus Gauge $49,
EPA250 $269, EPA500 $275, 205CMK4 $159, 205CMK3
$85, EPC100CMK4 $285; Denon 103C $125, 103D $169,
DL303 $199, Demo 103D $99, ELEC Styl. CLNR $38;
Dynavector 23RS (MR) $149, 17DS $345, 17DII $159,
20811 $155, 10X $85; Koetsu Black $450; FR64FX $320,
64S $499, FR1MK3F $115; CD Disc $9.95 pp; Orsonic
AV101B $22; Hitachi Intercon 3' $30, 4.5' $40; SSX101
SPK Cable $4/FT; all unused, full mfg warranty & stylus
replac; Box 6312 L.I.C., NY 11106 (212) 619-2888 day,
(718) 784-2939 eve, (305) 487-1048 all day.

knowledge, individual attention plus the names
you want most in audio/video.
ACOUSTATACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS -AUDIO RESEARCHB&ODENON

Boston AcousticsADSCOUNTERPOINTCARVERDUNTECHHAFLER
Discrete TechnologyKYOCERAJENSEN VIDEOPS AUDIOAlphason
KoetsuDahlquistGRADOLINN SONDEKPROACSONOGRAPHE

REGASignetTHIELNaim KoetsuGrace

AUTHORIZED DEALER

upper montclair n

HIGH QUALITY GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT.
McIntosh MR80 tuner $1800. Acoustat 4 spkrs $950. pr.'

made

Electrovoice Sentry 3 spkrs $600. pr.' Crown DL2 preamp

$1200.* Quad ESL $800. pr. Magneplanar Tympani 4
spkrs $2200. pr.* Cotter PSC2/PW2 $150. Cotter MX2L

audio components (ESOTERICS INCLUDED) at
COMPETITIVE PRICES. If you're in the market for
speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best in

$200. Audionics RS2 preamp $450.* Audionics CC3 amp.
$500.- IMF Pro -monitors $1600. pr. IMF SACM $3500.*
Yamaha K2000 deck $450.* Marantz 20B tuner $250.*

separate components including amps, pre -amps, turn-

KHL 9 spkrs $900. pr. Music Reference RM5 preamp
$550.* Souther arm $475. Dahlquist DQ10 spkrs $495.

1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20901. We
honor VISA -MC and COD for your convenience. AD

AUDIO/VIDEO
201/744-0600

MISCELLANEOUS

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST lines of

tables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO, our
knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you.
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS,

CS4

In u.s.a.

CLEAN RECORDS . . .
CLEAN SOUND!

pr.' Luxman L100 int. amp $495. Kyocera DA01 CD player

$500.* Thorens TD145 $175. Threshold FET2 preamp
$800. Threshold S300 amp $1500. Audio -Consultants,
1014 Davis Street, Evanston, IL 60201. 312-864-9565.
HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,

AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUTO -SOUND AT UNHEARD -OF PRICES!! Now you can own the finest in Audio, Video and

Auto sound including the esoterics at incredible prices.
DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND (the expanded Direct Sound
Marketing) provides sensible expert advice, complete service facilities and factory -fresh components on an in -stock
basis. Call (404) 233-9500 or send for our FREE catalog to

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, 3095 Bolling Way, Dept.
#A Atlanta, Georgia 30305 MC/VISA/AMEX accepted.

NAKAMICHI: BX150 $389, BX300 $589, RX202 $519,
RX303 $719, RX 505 $879, ZX9 $1089, DRAGON $1349,
1000ZXL $2799. YAMAHA: R10013 $629, R100S $589,
710008 $289, T1000S $259, T700B $259, T700S $199,
A1000B $539, A1000S $499, A700B $399, A700S $349,
A500B $259, A500S $239, K2000B $699, PF800 $449,
NS500M $699, NS1000M $1099. TASCAM: 244 $849, 34
$1049, 32 $899, 38 $2099, M30 $929, M2A $299. SONY:
TCD5M $489, WMD6C $269. New, USA Warranty. Also
import Yamaha Piano: U2 $3995. U3 $4195; G2 $7295, G3
$7895. Shipping anywhere USA, Canada; setup & tune.
VISA, MC, AMEX, DINERS, COD. Taskamichi Audio &
Piano Direct Importer, 11555 27th, NE Seattle, WA 98125.
206-221-2977/206-361-2455.

REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTROVOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, BEVERIDGE, A.R.C., C.J.,
J.B.L., et al bought, traded. Consistently paying more for
your HI -END gear and still selling cheaper than the competition. Used only! Selling; all models of Marantz tube incl; 7
preamp w/orig. rack face b/o over $750. Mod. 1 consolettes

at least as good as the 7 $400pr., SLT12 T.T.; 10B, 20B,
1208, and 150 tuners. Leach 101 amp $450. Futterman
H3aa. A.R.C. SP3a-1, rack face $550. A.R.C.-M.C.P. 2
$595. Marantz 510 amp $475. Audio Static ES240 speakers $795. Quad ESL's (late) perfect $750. Oracle Alexandria w/arm $585. Accuphase AC2 $250 like new. Koetsu
black $275 like new. Klyne SK1 $185. N.Y. Sound Investments, Noon till 3 P.M. (N.Y. time) only. (718) 377-7282.

SONY PCM UNITS: PCMF1 $1599; PCM501ES $649.
Catalog of over 50 PCM recordings (Beta/VHS) $1.00.
Send check/money order: DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDING COMPANY, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035

The newly refined HW- 16 Record

Cleaner will wash and dry your
records so well; the sound of Analog
Recording will amaze you! The HW16 is the most important addition you
can make to your music system.
V.P.I. Ind. Inc.
P.O. Box 159, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417
718.845.0103

609-547-6890.

DIAL Q FOR NEW!
ACOUSTAT
APATURE
AR
A UDIOSOURCE
CAR TALIGN

CRAMOLIN
DB SYSTEMS
DBX
DENON
DESKTOP
DUAL

DYNAVECTOR
EUPHONIC
FRIED
GRACE

GRADO
HAFLER
INNO TECH

PLC (Pyramid)
PREMIER

JANIS
JBL

PS AUDIO
SONEX
SONY

KEF

SO TA

KISEKI
KLYNE
KRELL
LAST
MAGNAVOX
MONSTER
NAGAOKA
PHILIPS
PIONEER

SOUTHER
SOUND CONCEPTS
SPENDOR
S TAX

SUPEX

SUMIKO
TECHNICS
THORENS
VAMPIRE

DIAL Q FOR USED!
Ouad ESL $699 RGR-4 8349
Allison One $399 Magnepan SMG $299
Sumo "Charlie's $249
Haller DH200 $299
DCM Time Window $399 APT Nrack mt I $299
Shahiman Obelisk $499

Sequerra FM -1 Call

Trade your used components for credit against
purchase of new equipment! Call'write for details,

riew0606" 3.00
95 Vassar St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
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PROFILE II & IIS

CALL ANNA

617-547-2727

II & IIS Features:
Medium mass / high rigidity
Large diameter, thin -walled arm tube
Cone and bat race bearings
Machined armbase with Allen hardware
Detachable alloy headshell with Litz leads
Torsion bar antiskating, dial type
Right angled, offset tonearm cable

Additionally On The 115:
Higher effective mass
Universal, machined headshell

Distributed by:

pKo -ACOUSTICS INC

IN CANADA: IN USA:
K16ir8k7la7ndRyQmuuesbBelcvd.

H9H 3L4

WNeawteprforrto,ntvePrImazoant

05855
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NAKAMICHI KOETSU ACCUPHASE LUX MICRO SEIKI GRACE EUREKA
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ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END

DISCOUNTED

n

100 ACCESSORIES, G. MORE
52 PAGE CATALOG -$3.00
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America's
Largest Selection
OVER 100 CARTRIDGES, 50 TONEARMS, 30 TURNTABLES,
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Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

fri

Acoustic Research (1)
Adcom (2)
ADS (3, 35)
Akai (4)
Alpine Luxman (5)
Amber (6)
American Express
Audiophile (7)

2

JAPANESE STEREO
930 N. La Coeneqa Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069 (213) 6594E1550

a

SAEC HIGHPHQNIC SONY ES ESPRIT ENTRE STAX OENON ORSONIC

MISCELLANEOUS
CAUTION! NAKAMICHI BUYERS!
Nakamichi goods not intended for sale in the United States

are being sold by unauthorized dealers. NAKAMICHI
U.S.A. CANNOT BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
SALES OR WARRANTY SERVICING OF UNITS NOT
COVERED BY OUR APPLICABLE WARRANTY. For the
name of your nearest authorized Nakamichi dealer, call
1-800/421-2313. In Calif. 800-223-1521.

BASF (8)

MISCELLANEOUS

B & W Loudspeakers (9)
Brystonvermont (10)
Cabasse (11)

BACK ISSUES

Single -copy back issues of AUDIO from 1982 through
1984 are available. (Note: October 1983 is unavailable )
$5.00 per issue postpaid.
BOUND ISSUES
A ready reference for audiophiles! A full year of AUDIO is
carefully hard -bound for easy reference. Complete volumes for the years 1977 through 1983 are available.

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! Get LOW
PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment-including
high -end and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the equip-

ment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection-no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or

friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR INC., BOX
6202, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506.

BINDERS/SUPCASES
Maintain your AUDIO collection in these top quality bind
era or slipcases. Binders, $9.00 each; 3/$26.00; 6/$50.00
Slipcases, $7.65 each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00. Include $2.50
per order for postage and handling.

In California, call: 1-714-496-1842. Call Monday -Friday,
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM PST. Use your Visa, Mastercard, or
American Express card. $15.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD
ORDER.

KEF (28)

TO ORDER indicate issue/book/binder/slipcase. Include
proper amount for postage and handling. California residents must include 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. Make check/money orders payable to: Old Del Mar
Emporium (ODME), P.O. Box 1126, Redlands, CA 92373.
DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800-833-6363.

PRICE RIOTS!! JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN High End.
Info: Send SASE. NEW, USA Warranted. Nakamichi, Micro-Seiki, SAEC, Highphonic, Alphason, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Quad, Over 100 Other Brands, Better Prices VISA/MC,
COD. 1-206/325-7601 24hrs, AudioWorkShop, Box 18009
Seattle, WA 98118.

.

CALL S.C.A. TOLL -FREE!

800-221-0974
(In N.Y. State Call (718) 253-8888)

Save hundreds on top -name brands like
Bose, A.R., Sansui, Shure, JVC, Tech-

nics & more.

us today. Orders
accepted by phone using your Visa or
Mastercard. All merchandise is brand
Call

new & fully warranteed. Free catalog by
request.

STEREO
CORPORATION

OF AMERICA
Dept. AM. 1629 Flatbush Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210
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Camel
Canton (12)
Carver (13)
CBS (14)
Celestion (15)
Chrysler
Custom Woodwork
Denon (16, 17)

Design Acoustics (19)
Discwasher (20)
Dodge
Dos Equis
Harman/Kardon
Hifidelivision (22)
Illbruck (23)
Infinity (24)
JBL (25)
Jensen (26)
JVC (27)

For America's best brands
at America's lowest prices . .

154

55-58
33-40, 136

Kinergetics (29)
Kyocera (31)
Last Factory (32)
Lucky Strike
Magnepan (33)
McIntosh (34)
Mitsubishi
Mod Squad (36)
NAD (37)
Nakamichi
NEC (38)
Onkyo (39)
Ortofon (40)
Plateau (41)
Polk (42)
Polygram (43)
Profile (44)
Rogers (45)
Rotel (46)
Sawafuji (47)
Sherwood (48)
Signet (49)
Sony (50, 51)
Soundcraftsmen (30)
Stillwater (52)
Studer Revox (53)
Tandberg (54)
TDK (55)
Technics (56)
Telarc (57, 58)
Toshiba (59)
Wild Turkey
Winston
Wolf Trap
Yamaha

123
99
54
157
107
53
103
158
151

93
31

4
129

124 & 125
26 & 27
156

166 & 167,
Cover IV
16
106
113
61
111

152
158
155
131

3
133

146 & 147
161

108 & 109
135
90
52
145
159
173
17-21

Cover III
119

45-50
137
60
15
164
60
138
160
143
141

144

Cover II
& 1, 87
24 & 25
154
165

140, 142
5-12
117

115, 139
156
105
153
169
121
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The Sound of Nakamichi

Next time you audition stereo components,
close your eyes and concentrate on the sound of music.
Don't be surprised to find that most electronics
sound the same. They do! Now I sten to the
Nakamichi ST -7 AM/FM Stereo Tune, CA -5 Control
Amplifier and PA -7 Power Amplifier.

Hear the difference? The clarity? The transparency?
Nakamichi electronics sound better because they're
designed better. Unlike ordinary power amplifiers
that rely on 'feedback" to lower distortion,
the PA -7 STASIS c'rcuit generates negligible distortion
without using global feedback. The ST -7's Schotz
NR system helps it reach out farther and pull in
distant stations cleanly and luietly.
And, by eliminating unnecessary circuitry and controls, the
CA -5 ensures you the ultimate in sonic purity.
Step out of the ordinary...Step up to
The Sound of Nakamichi.

nkNakamichi
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation

19701 South Vermont Ave., Torra ice, CA 90502

(213) 538-8150

STASIS manufactured under license from Threshold Corporation. STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation.
Schotz Noise Reduction manufactured under license from L.S. Research, Inc., U.S. and foreign patents pending.

IF CDPL AYERS DO SOUND DIFFERENT,
ONE CO PLAYER MUST SOUND BEST.
As audiophiles listen to oifferent Compact Disc players,
hearing more and more differences. And one CD player has
emerged as a cut above.
In Germany, Audio magazine chose Denon over Philips and
Revox to be their reference CD player. "For the ultimate in laser

they're

technology, there is only one choice-the Denon DCD-1800, the
reference player."
In the U.S.A., Digital Audio "compared the Denon with an
oversampling player and judged the DCD-1800's sound superior
in cleanliness, accuracy,, arid detail."
What has Denon done to deserve such praise? They started off
by inventing digital recording in the first place. Then they gained

ni0

D

0 2.
as maws
u

experience recording an extensive library Of Denon
M master
tapes, and pressing Denon Compact. Discs. Finally, th
produced the DCD-1800's Direct Digital -to -Analog ConVertor. It's
the world's only D/A convertor that's hand -tuned for reduced
crossover distortion.
Now Denon raises the CD reference even higher. Introducing
the new Denon DCD-1800R, with new high-conveniencere,mote
control and high-performance tracking servos. In fact, the
editorial board of Japan's Stereo magazine has already voted the
new Denon CD player "best" in its class!
The Denon DCD-1800R. Officially, the "R" stands for Remote.
But to critical listeners, it stands for Reference.
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Denon America, Inc.,27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006 (201) 575.7810

